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Abstract 
This dissertation takes the form of a chronologically arranged, biographical survey 
of the career of Bonifacio de' Pitati in the form of seven interconnected essays that 
address areas in which the artist's impact and contribution to Venetian painting is 
in need of definition. These chapters are in turn subordinate to a format that splits 
itself into the following three parts: 
Part One deals with Bonifacio the artist; his life, reputation and his early 
emergence from Palma's studio: In summarising the archival and critical heritage, 
Chapter One addresses the changing identity and reputation of the artist. Chapter 
Two investigates Bonifacio's early career and his sustained affiliation to his master, 
Palma Vecchio. 
Part Two provides an anatomy of Bonifacio's workshop and the key 
commissions upon which it was engaged: Chapter Three discusses Bonifacio's 
production of sacre conversazioni, while Chapter Four reconstructs Bonifacio's 
contribution to the decoration of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, the site of the 
Venetian Treasury. Chapter Five further investigates the artist's workshop 
production, his commercial identity and business strategy. 
Part Three deals with Bonifacio's artistic legacy and the influence he 
exerted over a number of disciples who flourished during his later years and after 
his death: Chapter Five analyses the evidence for Bonifacio's role in the early 
careers of Tintoretto and his contemporaries, while Chapter Seven addresses 
Bonifacio's late work, the unravelling of his enterprise and his relationship to his 
artistic descendants. 
A conclusion is provided, alongside a series of appendices which include a 
register of documents, an inventory of paintings originally in the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi and a discussion of Bonifacio's career as a portraitist. 
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Fig. 3.46) Bonifacio & Workshop, Madonna with Sts. Mark Ursula and Three Female Marryrs, c. 1534, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 3.47) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Madonna with Sts. Zaccariah, Elizabeth, the Infant Baptist and afemale Saint, 
c. 1532-6jecorded in the Bergsten Collection, Stockholm, 193 1. 
Fig. 3.48) Bonifacio, Coronation of St. Catherine with Tobias and the Angel & Sts. Jerome, Joseph, St Peter and St. Mark, 
c. 1535-7, Columbia (South Carolina), Museum of Art. 
Fig. 3.49) Workshop of Palma Vecchio, Madonna with Sts. Francis, Peter and Two Female Saints, completed 1529, Ven ice, 
Pinacoteca Querini-Stampalia. 
Fig. 3.50) Bonifacio, The Holy Family, with Sts. Jerome, Lucy and an Angel, c. 1535-8, Rome, Galleria Colonna. 
Fig. 3.51) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with 
Sts. Jerome, Barbara & St. Catherine, c. 1540, 
Venice Accademia. 
Fig. 3.52) Bonifacio, The Rest on the Flight into Egypt with the Infant St. John anda Franciscan, c. 1 543-4, Adelaide, Art 
Gallery of South Australia. 
Fig. 3.53) Workshop of Bonifacio, Holy Family with St. Rose and the Infant Baptist, c. 1545 -7, Verona, Museo di 
Castelvecchio. 
Fig. 3.54) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine, with Sts. Francis, c. 1547-50, Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 3.55) Bonifacio, The Madonna of the Tailors, 1533, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 3.56 & 7) a detail of an eighteenth century engraving and a modern day map of Venice showing the church of tile Gesuiti 
(1) and the premises which housed the Scuola dei Sartori (2). (3) marks the location of the Fondamenta dei Sartori the site of 
fig. 3.59. 
Fig. 3.58) Interior of the Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavone with frieze decoration by Carpaccio. 
Fig. 3.59) Sculptor unknown, The Madonna with Sts. Barbara & Homobono, 1511, a plaque over the doorway of the 
building at the Fondamenta dei Sartori (see above, fig. 3.57) which originally housed the hospital for impoverished and sick 
tailors. 
Fig. 3.60) Palma Vecchio, Madonna Enthroned with Sts. George & Lucy, 1527-8, Vicenza, S. Stefano and detail of St. LucN' 
compared with Bonifacio's figure of St. Barbara from fig. 3.55. 
Fig. 3.61) Bonifacio, St. Homobono and a beggar, detail of fig. 3.55. 
Fig. 3.62) Bonifacio & Jacopo Bassano (? ), The Madonna with Sts. Rose and Catherine, fragment, c. 1539, Venice, 
Accadernia. 
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Fig. 3.63) Jacopo Bassano, The Madonna Enthroned with Sts. Catherine and Mary Magdalene, c. 1534, Vicenza, Museo 
Civico. 
Fig. 3.64) Jacopo Bassano. St. Anne and the Virgin Child Enthroned with Sts. Jerome and Francis, 1541, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 3.65) details of the above compared with a detail of the head of St. Catherine from fig. 3.62. 
Fig. 3.66) Workshop of Bonifacio / Jacopo Bassano, The Holy Family with Sts. Bernardino of Siena, a Female Martyr and a 
Donor, c. 153 1, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 3.67) Far right - Jacopo Bassano, The Podesta of Bassano, Matteo Soranzo, with his daughter, Lucia, and his brother, 
Francesco, beingpresented by Sts. Lucy, Francis and Matthew to the Madonna and Child, 1536, Bassano, Museo Civico 
with detail of St. Francis compared with a detail of fig. 3.66. 
Fig. 3.68) Bonifacio & Jacopo Bassano (? ), Madonna and Child with Sts Peter, Jerome, Louis and a Female Saint, 1534-5, in 
the hands of Spink and Son, 1928. 
Fig. 3.69) Jacopo Bassano, Christ and the Adulteress, 153 5-6, Bassano, Museo 
Fig. 3.70) Jacopo Bassano, The Fiery Furnace, 1535-6, Bassano, Museo Civico. 
Fig. 3.71) detail of fig. 3.69 (centre) compared with details of fig. 3.68 (far left) and fig. 3.73 (far right). 
Fig. 3.72) Detail of 4.70 (right) compared with a detail of fig. 3.68 ; far left. 
Fig. 3.73) Bonifacio & Workshop (including Jacopo Bassano), Supper in the House of the Pharisee, 1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia (in deposit at the refectory of SS. Giovanni e Paolo). 
Fig. 3.74) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Mauro & Agnes, 1533-5, Padua, Inimacolata. 
Fig. 3.75) Titian, The Ancona Altarpiece, 1520, Ancona, Pinacoteca Civica. 
Fig. 3.76) Raphael, The Foligno Altarpiece, c. 1512, Rome, Vatican. 
Fig. 3.77) Titian, The St. Nicholas Altarpiece, c. 1520-5, Rome, Vatican. 
Fig. 3.78) Savoldo, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Peter, Dominic, Paul & Jerome, 1524-5, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 3.79) Bonifacio, The Madonna and Child in Glory, possible fragment of an altarpiece, c. 153 5, Milan, Castel lo Sforzesco. 
Fig. 3.80) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Peter, Claire, James, Andreit, & Francis, 1543, Venice 
Accademia (displayed at S. Giobbe). 
Fig. 3.81) Bonifacio's altarpiece for the defunct church of S. Maria Maggiore, Venice (see also fig. 3.80). 
Fig. 3.82) the exterior of the building today. 
Fig. 3.83) Plan of the church with the location of Bonifacio's altarpiece (1), the high altar with Paolo Veronese's Assumption 
of the Virgin (2), Titian's John the Baptist (3) & Pisbolica's Ascension ( 4) - author's reconstruction. 
Fig. 3.84) Photograph of the interior of the building before restoration with the locations of paintings 1-3. 
Fig. 3.85) Bonifacio's altarpiece as currently exhibited at the church of S. Giobbe - this frame was originally inhabited by 
Carpaccio's Presentation of Christ in the Temple (now Accademia). 
Fig. 3.86) Bonifacio, Sts. Renier, Francis & Melchiorr, 'l 545-6, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation) - see 
Appendix 2, #6,1) and detail of St. Francis compared with that of St. James from fig. 3.80. 
Fig. 3.87) Jacopo Pistoia, called Pisbolica, The Ascension of Christ, c. 1555, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 3.88) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Vincent, Nicholas & Dominic, c. 15 53, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 3.89) Bonifacio's altarpiece for the demolished church of S. Antonio di Castello (see also fig. 3.88). 
Fig. 3.90) Jacopo de' Barbari, Perspective view of Venice, 1500, detail of S. Antonio di Castello. 
Fig. 3.91), Plan of the church from the eighteenth century (after Bassi) with the author's reconstruction of the approximate 
positions of Palma Vecchio's Marriage of the Virgin (1, later replaced with a variant by Palma Giovane), Carpaccio's Death 
of the 10,000 Martyrs (2), a marble crucifix erected by the Pasqualigo farnily (3) and Bonifacio's altarpiece (4). 
Fig. 3.92) Carpaccio, Vision of Prior Ottobon in the Church of S. Antonio di Castello, c. 1515, Venice, Accademia. 
Chapter Four 
Fig. 4.1) The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and Rialto bridge as seen from the Grand Canal. 
Fig. 4.2) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ), St. Louis Distributing Alms, 1556, Milan, Brera (see # 7, d), detail showinu 
the present entrance faqade of die Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and the original wooden Rialto bridge. tý tý 
Fig. 4.3) The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi seen from a waterway leading on to the Grand Canal. 
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Fig. 4.4) Sketch plan of the Palazzo dei Carnerlenghi, after Paul Hamilton, showing the line of division between the old and 
new sections. 
Fig. 4.5) The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and the Rialto Bridge from the air. 
Fig. 4.6) Cross section of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi 
Figs. 4.7 & 8) Details of the interior of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. Left - the room in the new section that originally 
housed the first chamber of the Magistrato del Sale: it was in this arcade that Bonifacio's Supper at Emmaus and his St. Mark 
originally hung (see # 1, b-f); right - the room in the old section that originally housed the first room of the Carnerlenghi di 
Comun: a lost picture of the Holy Spirit with Treasurers by Domenico Tintoretto originally hung in the position now 
occupied by a modern painting (see # 12, b). 
Fig. 4.9) Author's photomontage reconstruction of the decoration of one of the lateral walls of the Magistrato di Monte 
Sussidi showing canvases of saints by Bonifacio (see # 8, b-e). 
Fig. 4.10) Author's reconstruction of the position of offices within the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi 
Fig. 4.11) Bonifacio, The Massacre of the Innocents, c. 1536, Venice, Accademia (see #IO, d). 
Fig. 4.12) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 1529-30, Venice, Accademia - see # 10 a. 
Fig. 4.13) Author's reconstruction of one of the lateral walls of the first room of the Governatori alle Entrate showing 
Bonifacio's Christ Enthroned with Saints flanked by Justice & Temperance and Prudence & Fortitude (see # 3, i, j& k). 
Fig. 4.14) School of Giovanni Bellini, Christ Enthroned with Saints, 1468, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 4.15) Author's reconstruction of one of the lateral walls of the Monte di Sussidi showing canvases of saints by Bonifacio 
(see # 8, a-e). 
Fig. 4.16 & 17 ) Giovanni Mansueti, two canvases showing Sts. Jerome and Francis & Lawrence & Sebastian, c. 1500, 
Venice Accademia 
Fig. 4.18) Bonifacio, Sts. Bernard & Sebastian, c. 153 1, Venice, Accademia (see # 8, e). 
Fig. 4.19) Bonifacio, The Judgement ofSolomon, 1533, Venice, Accademia (see # 2, b). 
Fig. 4.20 ) Bonifacio, The Feeding of the 5,000, c. 1539, detail of a portrait of one of the patrons, Pietro Venier (see fig. 4.26). 
Fig. 4.21) Paris Bordone, The Fisherman delivering the Ring. 1534-5, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 4.22) Bonifacio & Workshop (Cemotto & Bassano ? ), The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1535, Milan, Brera (see 4 1, e). 
Fig 4.23) Jacopo Bassano, The Supper at Emmaus, 153 7-8, Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth. 
Fig. 4.24) Jacopo Bassano, The Supper at Emmaus, e. 1537-8, Cathedral, Cittadella. 
Fig. 4.25) Cemotto, Christ in the Temple, c. 153 5, Venice, Accademia (deposited at the Cini Foundation). - see # 7, b). 
Fig. 4.26) Bonifacio, The Feeding of the 5,000, c. 1539, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation -see # 5, b). 
Fig. 4.27) Bonifacio, The Gathering of the Manna & Quail, c. 1539, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation - 
see # 6, b). 
Fig. 4.28) Bonifacio, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1544, Venice Accadernia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation - see #2, h). 
Fig. 4.29) Bonifacio & workshop, The Transfiguration, c. 1544-6, Milan, Brera (see # 4, h). 
Fig. 4.30) Bonifacio, The Annunciation, 1543-4, detail of the Virgin see # 5, h. 
Fig. 4.3 1) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ), The Queen of Sheba infront ofSolomon and detail, 1556, 
Venice, Accademia (see # 8j). 
Fig. 4.32) Tintoretto, Sts. Jerome & Andrew, c. 1552, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 4.33) Tintoretto, Sts. George, Louis & the Princess, 1551-2, Venice, Accadernia (see # 1, g). 
Fig. 4.34) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & Louis, 1541-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation see # 4. e). 
Fig. 4.35) Tintoretto, Madonna & Four Magistrates, 1553, Venice, Accademia (see # Lh). 
Fig. 4.36) Tintoretto, The Madonna of the Treasurers, and detail, 1566, Venice, Accademia (see # 12, d). 
Fig. 4.37) Author's reconstruction of the First room of the Magistrato del Sale. 
Fig. 4.38) Author's reconstruction of the second room of the Magistrato del Sale. 
Fig. 4.39) Author's reconstruction of the first room of the Govematori alle Entrate 
Fig. 4.40) Bonifacio & workshop, St. Mark Uniting Justice & Peace, 1-552, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini 
Foundation see # 3, e). 
Fig. 4.41) Tintoretto, Sts. Jerome, Louis & Andrew, c. 1555, Venice, Accademia - see # 3, d. 
Fig. 4.42) Bonifacio & workshop, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1541-4, Venice, Accademia - see # 4, b. 
Fig. 4.43) Author's reconstruction of the second room of the Governatori alle Entrate 
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Fig. 4.44) Author's reconstruction of the Camera dell'Imprestidi 
Fig. 4.45) Author's computer generated impression of how Bonifacio's Annunciation may have looked in its original state - 
see # 5, h. 
Fig. 4.46) Bonifacio, The Annunciation, c. 1543-4, detail -see # 5, h. 
Fig. 4.47) Author's reconstruction of the first room of the Monte Nuovissimo 
Fig. 4.48) Author's reconstruction of the second room of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo. 
Fig. 4.49) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Birth of the Virgin, 1551-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Ca' Farsetti 
Loredan) , detail showing the campo and church of S. Giacomo with the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi at the rear - see # 7, e. 
Fig. 4.50) Bonifacio, St. Mark handing his standard to Venice, 1531-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation 
- see # 8,1, c). 
Fig. 4.51) Bonifacio & workshop (Jacopo Bassano), Sts, Jerome & Victor, 1531-2, Venice, Accademia - see #8, d. 
Fig. 4.52) Bonifacio & workshop (including Jacopo Bassano? ), Christ in the House of the Pharisee, 1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia (in deposit at the refectory of SS. Giovanni e Paolo - see # 9, a). 
Fig. 4.53) Author's reconstruction of the first room of the Magistrato del Monte di Sussidi 
Fig. 4.54) Bonifacio & workshop, Christ Among the Doctors, 1545, Florence, Uffizi - see # 10, b. 
Chapter Five 
Fig. 5.1) Titian, The Venus of Urbino, 1537-8, Florence, Uffizi, 
Fig. 5.2) Lambert Sustris, Venus, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, 1537-40 (? ). 
Fig. 5.3) Lambert Sustris, Venus, St. Petersburg, Hermitage, 1538-40, 
Fig. 5.4) Bonifacio, Venus and Cupid, 153 8-40, Venice, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.5) Jan van Scorel, Cleopatra, c. 1522, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum. 
Fig. 5.6) Palma Vecchio, Nymph, c. 1520, Dresden, Gemaidegalerie. 
Fig. 5.7) Lambert Sustris, Circle of Fraud (Previously known as the Triumph of Love), c. 1539-40, Florence, Fondazione 
Longhi. 
Fig. 5.8) Lambert Sustris, Susanna and the Elders, 1539-41, London, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.9) details of fig. 5.8 contrasted with details from Bonifacio's Finding of Moses - see Fig. 5.35 
Fig. 5.10) Polidoro da Lancianio, Madonna and Child with the Infant Baptist, c. 1 535-9, Washington, National Gallery. 
Fig. 5.11) Polidoro da Lanciano, The Holy Family with the Infant Baptist and a Female Saint, c. 1539, Rome, Pinacoteca 
Capitolina. 
Fig. 5.12) Bonifacio and Workshop (including Polidoro da Lanciano? ), The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1539-40, Italy, Private 
Collection. 
Fig. 5.13) Pentecost, 1545, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 5.14) Madonna and Saints and Donor of the Pisano Family, c. 1560, Dresden, Gernaldegalerie. 
Fig. 5.15) Bonifacio, Sts. Bernard & Sebastian, c. 153 1, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 5.16) Bonifacio and Workshop, St Mark Enthroned with Sts. Sebastian and Roch, with later additions at the top and base, 
c. 1531-2, Corbolone, S. Marco. 
Fig. 5.17) Bonifacio, St. Anthony Preaching to the Multitude, c. 1535, Camposampiero (Padua), Santuario del Noce. 
Fig. 5.18) Lazzaro Bastiani, St. Anthony Altarpiece, c. 1480, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 5.19) Bonifacio, Christ and the Apostles, c. 1533-4, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 5.20) Titian, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1515 (? ), Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 5.21) Titian, The Tribute Money, c. 1516, Dresden, GernAldegallerie. 
Fig. 5.22) Reconstruction of the original arrangement of Bonifacio's Last Supper (Milan, Brera in deposit at Venegono, 
Varese, Seminario Arcivescovile) flanked by paintings of Sts. Jerome and Catherine of Siena (? ) and Sts. Bruno and 
Catherine of Alexandria (Venice, Accademia) - originally Venice, S. Andrea del Lido, c. 1535-6. 
Fig. 5.23) Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 1530-5, Venice, S. Maria Mater Domini. 
Fig. 5.24) Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 1535-40, Florence, Uffizi; above- 
Fig. 5.25) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Last Supper, c. 1536, Edinburgh, National Gallery. 
Fig. 5.26) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ), The Last Supper, 1-5 50s, Venice, S. Alvise 
Fig. 5.27) Giulio Campagnola, Christ and the Woman of Samaria, c. 15 15. Engraving. 
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Fig. 5.28) Bonifacio and Workshop, Christ and the Woman of Samaria, 1535-40, London, Kensington Palace. 
Fig. 5.29) Workshop of Bonifacio, Christ and the Woman of Samaria, c. 1535, Formerly London, Rothschild Collection. 
Fig. 5.30) Workshop of Bonifacio, Christ and the Woman of Samaria, c. 1530-5, London, Kensington Palace. 
Fig. 5.3 1) Titian, The Presentation of the Virgin, 1534-8, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 5.32) Bonifacio, Christ and the Adulteress, 1538-40, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 5.33) Bonifacio and Workshop, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1540, Berlin, Gemai degal erie. 
Fig. 5.34) Palma Vecchio, The Presentation of Christ in the Temple, c. 1520, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum of 
Art. 
Fig. 5.35) Bonifacio, T4e Finding of Moses, c. 1540, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 5.36) Paolo Veronese, The Finding of Moses, c. 1580-5, Madrid, Prado. 
Fig. 5.37) Bonifacio and Workshop, The Finding of Moses, c. 153 5, Dresden, Gemdldegalerie 
Fig. 5.38) Workshop of Bonifacio (Stefano Cernotto? ), The Finding of Moses, c. 1535, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 5.39) Bonifacio, The Finding of Moses, c. 1545, Florence, Pitti 
Fig. 5.40) Lucas van Leyden, The Dance ofSt. Mary Magdalene, 1519, Philadelphia, Museum of Art. 
Fig. 5.4 1) Lucas van Leyden, The Healing of the Blindman, 153 1, St. Petersburg, Hermitage. 
Fig. 5.42) Bonifacio and Workshop, Antiochus and Stratonica, c. 1545, Milan, Pinacoteca Poldi-Pezzoli. 
Fig. 5.43) Bonifacio, 77ze Birth of Adonis, c. 1539, Sold at Christie's, New York, 16.10.1997. 
Fig. 5.44) Bonifacio, A Huntsman, c. 1540, London, National Gallery. 
Fig. 5.45) Bonifacio, Perseus andAndromeda, 1538-42, Italy, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.46) Workshop of Bonifacio, Perseus and Andromeda, 1545-50 (? ), Italy, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.47) Workshop of Bonifacio, Perseus and Andromeda, 1550s (? ), Bergamo, Accademia, Carrara, 
Fig. 5.48) Workshop of Bonifacio, Triumph of Aeneas (? ), 1550s, Veneto, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.49) Bonifacio, Venus and Cupid, 153 8-40, Venice, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.50) Workshop of Bonifacio, Allegory of the Arts and Sciences, c. 1535 (? ), Sold at Christie's, New York, 15.10.1998, 
and detail. 
Chapter Six 
Fig. 6.1) Tintoretto, Madonna with the Infant Baptist and Sts. Joseph, Elizabeth, Zacharias, Catherine and Francis, 1540, 
Private Collection. 
Fig. 6.2) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Shepherds, 1526-8, Birmingham, City Art Gallery; 
Fig. 6.3) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Two Holy Families, Tobias and the Angel, a Pilgrim Saint anda Shepherd, c. 1 533-5, 
The Royal Collection, Kensington Palace; 
Fig. 6.4) Bonifacio (begun by Palma Vecchio ? ), Rest on the Flight into Egypt with Sts. Mary Magdalene, Francis and a 
Donor, 1528-30, San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial Museum. 
Fig. 6.5) Michelangelo, The Medici Madonna, 1524-34, Florence, S. Lorenzo. 
Fig. 6.6) Details of figs. 6.1,2 & 3. 
Fig. 6.7) Details of figs. 6.1 & 2.48 
Fig. 6.8) Tintoretto, The Holy Family with the Infant Baptist and St. Elizabeth, c. 1540-2, Cologne, Wall raf-Ri chartz Museum. 
Fig. 6.9) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with Two Female Saints, c. 1530-4, Euston Hall, Suffolk. 
Fig. 6.10) Giovanni Galizzi , 
'The Breno Triptych' (Madonna with Sts. Gervasius and Protasius) , 
1543, central panel - 
Bergamo, Agliardi Collection, flanking panels - Bergamo, Accademia, Carrara (formerly Church of Breno, near Bergamo). C, 
Fig. 6.11) Giovanni Galizzi, St. Mark Enthroned with Sts. James and Patrick, 1547, Parish House, S. Maria Assunta, 
Vertova. 
Fig. 6.12) Details of figs. 6.10 & 3.29 
Fig. 6.13) Attributed to Giovanni Galizzi, Solomon and Sheba, c. 1550, Greenville, Bob Jones University. 
Fig. 6.14) Polidoro da Lanciano, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1540, Minneapolis, Institute of Arts. 
Fig. 6.15) Tintoretto (and Giovanni Galizzi? ), Madonna with Sts. Mary Magdalene, Catherine and an unidentifiedftmale 
saint, c. 153940, Previously Lucerne, Fischer Collection. 
Fig. 6.16) Tintoretto (and Giovanni Galizzi? ). The Holy Family with St. Sebastian and an unidentiftedfemale saint, c. 1539- 
40, Cremona, Private Collection. 
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Fig. 6.17) Bonifacio and Workshop (including Polidoro da Lanciano? ), The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1539-40, Italy. Private 
Collection. 
Fig. 6.18) Giovanni Galizzi (? ), Madonna ivith the Infant Baptist and St, Catherine, c. 1539-40, Pordenone, Agnese 
Collection. 
Fig. 6.19) Polidoro da Lanciano (and assistant? ), Madonna and Child with Saint Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c. 1 540ý 
formerly Private Collection, Summit, New Jersey. 
Fig. 6.20) Polidoro da Lanciano, The Holy Family with the Infant Baptist and a Female Saint, c. 1539, Rome. Pinacoteca 
Capitolina. 
Fig. 6.2 1) Tintoretto, The Martyrdom of St. Barbara (? ), c. 1540(? ), Turin, Private Collection. 
Fig. 6.22) Bonifacio, The Madonna of the Tailors, 1533, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 6.23) Schiavone, Diania and Callisto, c. 1545-48, Amiens, Musde de Picardie. 
Fig. 6.24) Bonifacio, Cimon and Iphegnia, c. 1538-40, Formerly Robert von Hirsch Collection. 
Fig. 6.25) Tintoretto, Jupiter and Semele, c 1542-4, London, National Gallery 
Fig. 6.26) Bonifacio, 'Il Parto', c. 1542-5, Formerly Venice, Palazzo Barbaro Curtis. 
Fig. 6.27) Tintoretto, Esther and Ahasuerus, c. 1540-4, London, National Gallery 
Fig. 6.28) Bonifacio & Workshop (including Cemotto & Bassano ? ), The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1535, Milan, Brera 
Fig. 6.29) Schiavone, The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1545, Formerly Berlin, Staatliche Museen. 
Fig. 6.30) Francesco Salviati, The Visitation, 1538, Rome, Oratory of S. Giovanni Decollato and detail. 
Fig. 6.31) Tintoretto, The Queen of Sheba before Solomon, 1543-4, Vienna Kunsthistorisches MuseUln. 
Fig. 6.32) Tintoretto, Belshazzar's Feast, c. 1543 -4, Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 6.33) Tintoretto, Samson Destroying the Temple, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 6.34) Bonifacio, Samson Destroying the Temple, c. 1543-4 (? ), Previously Manfrin Collection. 
Fig. 6.35) Schiavone, Christ Raising the Daughter ofdairus, c. 1545, Norfolk (Virginia), Chrysler Museum. 
Fig. 6.36) Bonifacio, The Raising of Lazarus, c. 1540, Paris, Louvre. 
Fig. 6.37) Paris Bordon, Two Lovers, 1520-5, Milan Brera. 
Fig. 6.38) Paris Bordon, Bathsheba, c. 1548, Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz Museum. 
Fig. 6.39) Gian Pietro Silvio, The Marriage of the Virgin, c. 1539-4, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 6.40) Bonifacio and workshop (including Jacopo Bassano? ), Christ in the House of the Pharisee, 1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 6.41) Marcantonio Raimondi, Christ in the House of the Pharisee, 1520-5, London, British MUseurn. 
Fig. 6.42) Giovanni Galizzi, Christ in the House of the Pharisee, early 1550s (? ), Bologna, Credito Romagnuolo. Z' 
Fig. 6.43) Francesco Salviati, Madonna of St. Christine, 1540, Bologna, S. Cristina. 
Fig. 6.44) Tintoretto, The Presentation of Christ in the Temple, c. 1540-2, Venice, Church of the Carmine 
Fig. 6.45) Comparative details of figs. 6.44 & 6.63 
Fig. 6.46) Comparative details of figs. 6.44 & Bonifacio's Gathering of the Manna (see Chapter Four, fig. 4.27) 
Fig. 6.47) Bonifacio, Christ and the 
Apostles, c. 1533-4, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 6.48) Salviati, The Homage of Psyche, c. 1540, Chiaroscuro Woodcut, London, British Museum. 
Fig. 6.49) Tintoretto, Antiope andJupiter c. 1540-2, Modena, Galleria Estense 
Fig. 6.50) Tintoretto, Deucalion and Pyrrah Praying, c. 1540-2, Modena, Galleria Estense 
Fig. 6.51) Titian, David and Goliath, 1542-4, Venice, S. Maria della Salute. 
Fig. 6.52) Bonifacio, Emperor Augustus and the Tiburtine Sybil, c. 1540-2, Bergamo. Rusconi Collection. 
Fig. 6.53) Titian's Bacchanal of the Andrians, c. 1518-23, Madrid, Prado (above right) and detail of Bacchus (top right) 
contrasted with details for figs. 6.49 & 6.52 
Fig. 6.54) Vasari, Patience, 1542, Rome, Private collection. 
Fig. 6.55) Comparative details of 6.56 & 7. 
Fig. 6.56) Tintoretto, Apollo and, 11'arsyas, 1544-5, Hartford, Wadsworth Atheneum. 
Fig. 6.57) Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 153 5-6, Venegono (Varese), Seminario Arcivescovile. 
Fig. 6.58) Tintoretto, The Last Supper, 1547, Venice, S. Marcuola. 
Fig. 6.59) Tintoretto, The Supper at Emmaus, 1540- 1, Budapest, Sz6pmijv6szti M6zeum. 
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Fig. 6.60 ) Detail of 6.28. 
Fig. 6.61) Detail of 6.22. 
Fig. 6.62) Peruzzi, The Presentation of the Virgin, c. 1520, Rome, S. Maria della Pace. 
Fig. 6.63) Bonifacio, The Judgement ofSolomon, 1533, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 6.64) Titian, The Presentation of the Virgin, 1534-8, Venice, Accademia 
Fig. 6.65) Marcantonio (after Peruzzi), The Queen of Sheba in Front of Solomon, 1520-5, London, British NI Liseum. 
Fig. 6.66) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma & others? ), The Queen of Sheba inftont of Solomon, 1556, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 6.67) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma & Others? ), The Queen of Sheba inftont of Solomon, 15 59-60, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 6.68) Tintoretto, The Queen of Sheba inftont ofSolomon, c. 1542, Chenonceaux, Castle 
Fig. 6.69) Bonifacio, Dives and Lazarus, c. 1535-40, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 6.70) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1541-4, Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 6.71) Tintoretto, The Washing of the Feet, c. 1545, Wilton House, Pembroke and Montgomery Collection. 
Fig. 6.72) details of figs. 6.70,69,74 & 71. 
Fig. 6.73) details of fig 6.74 & 6.69. 
Fig. 6.74) Tintoretto, Christ and The Adulteress, c. 1547, Dresden Gemaidegalerie. 
Fig. 6.75) Bonifacio, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1544, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation). 
Fig. 6.76) details of fig 6.74 & 6.69. 
Chapter Seven 
Figs. 7.1) Bonifacio, The Triumph of Love, 1542-5, Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Figs. 7.2) Bonifacio, The Triumph of Chastity, 1542-5, Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 7.3) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph of Death, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), Engraving, Venice, Museo 
Correr. 
Fig. 7.4) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph of Fame, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), Engraving, Venice, Museo 
Correr. 
Fig. 7.5) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph of Time, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), Engraving, Venice, Museo 
Correr. 
Fig. 7.6) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph of Faith, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), Engraving, Venice, Museo 
Correr. 
Fig. 7.7) The Triumph of Death over Chastity, Tapestry, Flemish, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
Fig. 7.8) The Triumph of Fame over Death, Tapestry, Flemish, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
Fig. 7.9) The Triumph of Time over Fame, Tapestry, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
Fig. 7.10) Anon, The Triumphs of Death and Time, Engravings from the Pacini edition of Petrarch's Trionfi, Florence. 1508. 
Fig. 7.1 1) Detail of 7.4. 
Fig. 7.12) Jacopo da Strasbourg, two woodcuts from The Triumph of Caesar, 1503. 
Fig. 7.13) Titian, The Triumph of Christ, 1516, woodcut. 
Fig. 7.14) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 1541-4, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 7.15) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & Louis, 1541-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation) 
Fig. 7.16) Comparative details of figs. 7.1 & 7.5. 
Fig. 7.17) Bonifacio, Night, c. 1542-5, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringl ing Museum. 
Fig. 7.18) Bonifacio, Dawn, c. 1542-5, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringl ing Museum. 
Fig. 7.19) Workshop of Bonifacio, Ceres, c. 15 50-3, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum 
Fig. 7.20) Workshop of Bonifacio (Jacomo Pisbolica? ), Bacchus, c. 1550-3, Formerly Benson Collection. 
Fig. 7.21 a, b, c & d) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Seasons, c. 1550-3 (? ), Budapest, Sz6pm6zeum. 
Fig. 7.22) Bonifacio, Night, c. 1542-5, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum. 
Fig. 7.23) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Peter, Claire, James, Andrew & Francis, 1543, Venice 
Accadernia (displayed at S. Giobbe) 
Fig. 7.24) detail of fig. 7.18. 
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Fig. 7.25) detail of fig. 7.22. 
Fig. 7.26) Bonifacio and Workshop, Sts, Peter andAnthony of Padua, 1542-3, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 7.27) Bonifacio and Workshop, St. Mark Uniting Justice & Peace, 1552, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at tile Cini 
Foundation. 
Fig. 7.28) Bonifacio and Workshop, Ceres, c. 1550-3, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum. 
Fig. 7.29) Giuseppe Porta, The Gathering of the Manna, c. 1550, Venice, S. Maria della Salute. 
Fig. 7.30) Workshop of Bonifacio (Jacomo Pisbolica? ), Bacchus, c. 15 50-3, Formerly Benson Collection. 
Fig. 7.31) Jacomo Pistoia, called Pisbolica, The Ascension of Christ, c. 1555, Venice, Accademia & detail. 
Fig. 7.32) Venice, the church of S. Sebastiano, 1506-48. 
Fig. 7.33) The interior of the sacristy of Sebastiano with ceiling by Paolo Veronese showing the Coronation of the Virgin 
(centre) surrounded by the Four Evangelists and various Old Testament scenes (1554-5). The walls were decorated c. 15 5 1-4. 
The photograph shows left to right Circle of Bonifacio (? ), The Crossing of the Red Sea; The Adoration qf the Shepherds, & 
Workshop of Bonifacio (involving Antonio Palma? ) The Sacrifice of Isaac. 
Fig. 7.34) Paintings from the North and East walls of the sacristy of San Sebastiano, Venice: left to right Circle of Bonifacio 
(? ), The Crossing of the Red Sea; The Adoration of the Shepherds (both c. 1552-4), & Workshop of Bonifacio (involving 
Antonio Palma? ) The Sacrifice of Isaac, c. 1552-3. 
Fig. 7.35) Plan of the sacristy of S. Sebastiano, Venice, with paintings in their present position (see also fig. 7.48) 
Fig. 7.36) Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ), The Sacrifice of Isaac, c. 15 5 1-3, Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.37) Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ), The Baptism of Christ, c. 1551-3, Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.38) Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ), The Agony of the Garden, c. 1551-3, Venice. S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.39) Workshop of Bon ifacio, Jacob's Ladder, c. 15 52-3, S. Venice, Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.40) Circle of Bonifacio (? ), The Crossing of the Red Sea, c. 1552-3, Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.41) Circle of Bonifacio (? ), The Adoration of the Shepherds, c. 1552-3, Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.42) Domenico Brusasorci, The Crucifixion, 1550s?, Verona, S. Fermo. 
Fig. 7.43) Follower of Domenico Brusasorci (Raffaello da Verona), St. Paul the Hermit, c. 1553, Verona, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.44) Unknown, (Nadalino da Murano? ), The Resurrection, c. 1553 (? ), Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.45) Follower / workshop of Tintoretto (Giovanni Galizzi? ), The Brazen Serpent, c. 1553, Two panels partitioned by a 
window in its original position, Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.46) Follower / workshop of Tintoretto, St. Peter, c. 1550-3 (? ), Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 7.47) Tintoretto, The Washing of the Feet, and detail, c. 1547, Newcastle upon Tyne, Church of St. Nicholas. 
Fig. 7.48) Alternative plan of the sacristy of S. Sebastiano, Venice, showing revised locations for paintings - see main text 
(see also fig. 7.35) 
Fig. 7.49) Inventory of significant works in the Church of S. Sebastiano, Venice, showing the original location of an 
altarpiece by Battista di Bonifacio (c) 
Fig. 7.50) Titian, Antonio Palma, 156 1, Dresden, Gemaldegalerie. 
Fig. 7.51) Antonio Palma, The Dead Christ ivith the Virgin andSt. John the Evangelist, 1565, Serinalta (Bergamo), Chiesa 
della'Annuziata. 
Fig. 7.52) Antonio Palma, The Resurrection, c. 1553-60(? ), Stockholm, National museum. 
Fig. 7.53) Detail of fig. 7.54. 
Fig. 7.54) Attributed to Antonio Palma, Esther and Ahasuerus, 1574, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museurn. 
Fig. 7.55) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ), The Queen of Sheba infront of Solomon, 1556, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 7.56) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma & others? ), The Queen ofSheba infront of Solomon, 15 59-60, Venice, 
Accademia (in depsoit at the Frari). 
Fig. 7.57) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ) The Adoration of the Magi, 1560- 1, Venice. Accadernia (in 
deposit at the Frari). 
Fig. 7.58) detail of fig. 7.57. 
Fig. 7.59) Palma Giovane, Self- Portrait, c. 1590, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 7.60) Attributed to Palma Giovane, The Wedding at Cana, c. 1563-4 (? ), Venice, S. Giacomo dell'Orio. 
Fig. 7.61) Palma Vecchio, The Marriage of the Virgin (fragment), I 520-1, Formerly Giovanelli Collection. 
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Fig. 7.62) Palma Giovane, The Marriage of the Virgin, c. 161 1, Venice, S. Spirito. 
Fig. 7.63) Palma Giovane, page from one of the artist's sketchbooks showing 'portraits' of Paris Bordon, Bonifacio and 
Jacopo Bassano, c. 1602, Fritz Lugt Collection. 
Fig. 7.64) Palma Giovane and Giacomo Albarello, Monument to Titian, Palma Vecchio and Palma Giovane, 162 1, Venice, 
SS. Giovanni e Paolo. 
Conclusion 
Detail of fig. 5.35. 
Appendix 2 
Fig. 1) School of Paolo Veronese, 7-he Deposition, Venice, Accademia (see # 2.1, a). 
Fig. 2) Follower of Bellini / Lazzaro Bastiani (? ), Madonna & Child, Venice, Ca'd'Oro (see #3, c). 
Fig. 3) Giovanni Bellini, Madonna & Child, Venice, Accademia (see #6, e) 
Fig. 4) Engraving (1862) after Parrassio Michele's lost St. Francis (see #7 g). 
Figs. 5 & 6) School of Tintoretto, Portraits of Officials as Evangelists, Venice, Accad (see # 9, b& c). 
Fig. 7) Giovanni Buonconsiglio (? ), The Lion of St. Mark with Saints, Venice, Accademia (see # 11, a). 
Fig. 8) Author's reconstruction of two walls of the first room of the Camerlenghi di Comun (see # 12). 
Fig. 9) Tintoretto, St. Giustina and Treasurers with their Secretaries, 1580, Venice Accad (see # 12, f). 
Fig. 10) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna with Two Treasurers, Venice, Accademia (see # 13, b). 
Fig. 11) Andrea Busati, St. Mark Enthroned with Sts., Venice Accademia (see # 14, a). 
Fig. 12) Vitrulio Buonconsiglio, 7he Homage of the Doge of the Nicolotti to Venice, Venice, Accad. (see #14, c. ). 
Fig. 13) Marco Vecellio, Madonna and Child in Glory with Sts. Jerome, Mark, Anthony, Angels and two Portraits, Venice, 
Accad (see # 14, d). 
Fig. 14) Venetian School, Justice Enthroned with Sts. Jerome, John the Baptist & Andrew, 1557-9, Venice, Accademia (see 
# 14 c). 
Fig. 15) Giambattista dell'Angolo, Christ Blessing 7hree Magistrates and their Secretaries, Venice, Accadernia (see # 15 . c). 
Fig. 16) Giambattista dell Angolo, Magistrate with two Secretaries, Venice, Accademia (see # 15, d). 
Fig. 17) Giambattista dell'Angolo, St. Mark, Venice Accademia (see # 15, e). 
Fig. 18) Domenico Tintoretto, The Holy Family with Sts. John the Baptist & Jerome, 1628-9. Venice, Accadeiiiia (see #17, 
a). 
Fig. 19) Francesco Montemezzano, God the Father with Angels, 1555-6, Venice, Accademia (see # 19, a). 
Fig. 20) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna and Child with Three Portraits, c. 1586. Venice, Accademia (see #20, a), 
Fig. 21) Tintoretto, Christ Resurrected with Three Magistrates , c. 156 1. Venice, Accadernia, (see 
# 20, b). 
Fig. 22) Carpaccio, The Lion of St. Mark, 1516, Venice, Doge's Palace (see #12, g) 
Appendix 3 
Fig. 1) Palma Vecchio and Bonifacio (? ), Woman with a Page, 1525-30, Vienna, 135rlocher Collection. 
Fig. 2) Palma Vecchio, Woman in Green, 1512-14, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 3) Palma Vecchio, Flora, 1522-4, London, National Gallery. 
Fig. 4) Bonifacio and Workshop, Young Woman and an Old Woman, c. 1528-30, San Diego, Museum of Art. 
Fig. 5) Titian, Tarquin and Lucretia, c. 1 -515, 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 6) Bonifacio, Woman holding a Palm, c. 1530-5, Florence, Private Collection. 
Fig. 7) Bonifacio / after Bonifacio (? ), Portrait of a Woman, c. 1530-5 (? ) The Hague, Mauritshuis. 
Fig. 8) Bonifacio and Workshop, Salome, c. 1532, Viena, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 9)'I'itian, Salome, c. 15 15, Rome Doria Pamphilii Gallery. 
Fig. 10) Palma Vecchio, Woman in Blue, 1520-2 (? ), Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 11) Bonifacio, Woman with Two Books, c. 1533, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts. 
Fig. 12) Lorenzo Lotto, Lucretia (Lucrezia Valier), c. 1533, London, National Gallery. 
Fig. 13) Bonifacio, Portrait of a Woman, c. 1532, Florence, Pitti. 
Fig. 14) Bonifacio, Portrait of a Woman ('II Balzo'), c. 1525 -30, Florence, Pitti. 
Fig. 15) Bonifacio, Portrait of a Woman, c. 1530 -2 (? ), Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. 
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Fig. 16) After Bonifacio, Portrait of a Man, Drawing of a lost picture recorded in Andrea Vendramin's collection in 1627. 
Fig. ] 7) Bonifacio (? ), An Archer, Edinburgh, National Gallery. 
Fig. 18) Detail of fig. 5.16. 
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Introduction 
In 1892, Giovanni Morelli 's Italian Painters of the Borghese and Doria-Pa fi M 11 
Galleries referred to a Venetian "family of painters called Bonifazio ... who worked 
throughout the sixteenth century": 
The eldest of them came from Verona, but settled at Venice while still young and died there 
in 1540; the second and younger Bonifazio -a relation, perhaps a brother, of the elder; and 
in any case his scholar and imitator - died in 1553; while the third was still living in 1579. ' 
Previously Morelli had singled out the elder Bonifacio for his superlative use of 
colour, declaring that "amongst all the painters of the post-Bellinian school in 
2 Venice,, Bonifazio Veronese appears ... the most brilliant and cheerful" . Many late 
nineteenth-century critics shared Morelli's high opinion of this artist and the 
dynasty of which he was a part. In 1898, Claude Phillips wrote: 
... some will 
deem that Titian has serious rivals in ... the two elder 
Bonifazi 
... 
No less a critic 
than Morelli himself pronounced the elder Bonifazio Veronese to be the most brilliant 
colourist of the Venetian school; and Dives and Lazarus of the Venice Academy, the Finding 
3 of Moses at the Brera are at hand to give solid support to such an assertion . 
By the turn of the century, the Galleria dell'Accademia in Venice boasted its own 
'Sala dei Bonifaci' in which the Dives (fig. 6.69) could be admired alongside other 
examples of the Bonifacios' work. The author of a contemporary guide to the 
gallery, Mary Knight Potter, maintained that "[standing in the Sala dei Bonifaci] it 
is hardly an exaggeration to say that nowhere else in the Academy does the visitor 
feel himself so steeped in a perfect splendour of colour. If in no other room, he 
realises ... 
here the glory of Venetian painting". 4 
Today, the Accademia no longer maintains a room devoted to the Bonifacio 
family and most of the pictures originally to be found there are now in storage, or 
exhibited privately. Furthermore, one searches in vain for any mention of the 
1 Morelli, 1892 (revised ed. 1902), pp. 241-2. 
2 Morelli, 1883, p-3 1. 
Phillips, pI I See figs. 5.35 & 6.69 
Mary Knight Potter, 1906, p. 271 
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Bonifacio family in modem books on Italian renaissance art. What happened to 
these artists? 
The solution lies in the fact that modem research has since established that 
the Bonifacio family did not actually exist. There was, in truth, only one Bonifacio, 
and it is to this artist and his workshop that works previously given to an entire 
family can now be attributed. Bearing in mind that the history of art has often been 
understood as the history of artists, the realisation that there was, in truth, only one 
Bonifacio, rather than three, played a part in accelerating the painter's critical 
decline,, and his consignment to the picture depository. 
His actual name was Bonifacio de' Pitati. He was a contemporary of Titian, 
who, although born in Verona in 1487, spent his entire career in Venice. This 
duality led to a confusion over nicknames in the old sources. Some writers referred 
to him as Bonifacio Veronese, others Venetiano (this helped to engineer his 
multiple identity in the nineteenth century). The core of his output was devoted to a 
huge decorative scheme at the site of the Venetian Treasury, a commission that 
occupied him from 1529 until his death in 1553. Under Bonifacio's stewardship, 
the workshop that he had inherited from his late master, Palma Vecchio, grew to be 
one of the largest artistic enterprises within Venice -a surrogate home for a 
bewildering number of students and assistants. The wide range of artists associated 
with his studio includes Jacopo Bassano, Tintoretto, Schiavone, Lambert Sustris 
Antonio Palma and Polidoro da Lanciano. In addition to Palma Vecchio, 
Bonifacio's career also touches upon that of Lorenzo Lotto, Paris Bordon, Paolo 
Veronese and even Palma Giovane. These links enable Bonifacio to cast an 
extremely long shadow over sixteenth-century Venetian painting. 
The critical slough in which Bonifacio currently languishes is not only at 
odds with the nineteenth century's distorted view of him but with the praise of such 
earlier, seventeenth-century critics as Carlo Ridolfi and Marco Boschini, both of 
whom recognised only one artist of that name. Boschini thought so highly of the 
artist and his skilful emulation of Titian's style to speak of him as following Titian 
as a "shadow follows a body". Ridolfi, meanwhile, stated that at the time at which 
Tintoretto was embarking on his career, "the only works that were praised were 
those by Palma Vecchio, Bonifacio, Pordenone and especially Titian". 
"Tician 6'I Dio de L'Arte, no me ingano / Ma certo Bonifacio, al parer mio /E come Uombra, che 
al corpo va drio" - M. Boschini, 1660, p. 344; " all'hora in Venetia solo si predicavano le opere del 
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Latterly, Bonifacio has greatly suffered from art history's need to establish 
the beginning, middle and end of an artist's output neatly packaged, with clear 
distinctions between autograph and studio work; Bonifacio's oeuvre is not easily 
separated from the lesser talents of his workshop, while gifted students. such as 
Jacopo Bassano, have succeeded in completely overshadowing him. Furthermore, 
Bonifacio contravened two romantic clich6s commonly associated with great 
artists: firstly, he was a late developer, as his early career is inextricably linked 
with that of his teacher, Palma Vecchio. Secondly, he seems to have succumbed to 
illness in the last few years of his life, with the result that his last works are his 
least successful and totally inseparable from his studio. Try as one might, 
Bonifacio is an artist who does not 'fit' into pre-established patterns of art 
historical biography. 
As proof of the importance of such prejudices, one notes that Bonifacio's 
reputation was at its highest during the late nineteenth century when his career was 
shoehorned to fit an established model: he became 'Bonifacio Veronese' or less 
accurately, 'Bonifacio Primo' an artist identifiable with a consistent and coherent 
body of work (actually that of the real Bonifacio's middle period) that could be 
satisfactorily divorced from problematic works given to the lesser figures of his 
spurious disciples, Bonifacio's 'Secondo' and 'Terzo'. The subsequent eradication 
of these phantoms by the German archivist Gustav Ludwig in 1901-2 replaced 
critical delusion with confusion. Bonifacio has been largely ignored by the 
twentieth century due to the complex issues of attribution and dating posed by 
Ludwig's research, and by the artist's stubborn refusal to conform to the prejudicial 
models of art historical biography. He has remained an unknown quantity, whose 
significance has been marginalised out of all proportion to the extent of his 
contribution to Venetian painting. His re-instatement as one of the key figures of 
the Venetian school is long overdue. With this in mind, the primary aim of this 
dissertation is to establish the first navigable map of Bonifacio's career and a 
coherent picture of the artist within the context of Venetian painting. In doing so I 
wish to address a huge body of work that has been neglected by modern 
scholarship, but which encompasses many paintings which the critics of previous 
ages held to be amongst the finest of their school and period. Even allowing for 
Vecchio Palma, del Pordenone, di Bonifacio, ma pki d'ogn'altro Titiano" - Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 16. Ib 
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revolutions in fashion,, how can many of these same works now occupý, such a low 
profile in our popular perception of the Venetian school? 
Unlike other, better known, yet less influential, artists of the second rank 
such as Paris Bordon and Girolamo Savoldo, Bonifacio occupied a position at the 
very heart of Venetian painting during the first half of the sixteenth century. 
exerting his presence at a surprising number of pivotal 'moments' in its 
development. These range from the role he played in the careers of those more 
famous disciples and colleagues previously mentioned, to his position as one of the 
leaders of Venetian proto-Mannerism and his pre-eminent contribution to the 
decoration of the Treasury - one of the largest decorative schemes assembled in the 
city, and a repository of ideas for modernising artists of the younger generation 
such as Bassano, Tintoretto and Schiavone. In rehabilitating Bonifacio, both for his 
own sake, and as a barometer of his times, is possible to gain a valuable new 
insight into the evolution of the Venetian school during its most fertile period, and 
the opportunity to fill a long-standing lacuna in our understanding of Renaissance 
art in Venice. 
Bonifacio's career also raises several issues pertinent to the study of art 
history in general. The history of his critical reception is, in itself, an excellent case 
study in the vagaries of art history as an academic discipline, while the path of his 
career questions the nature of artistic identity, means of production, and the role of 
the painter as both craftsman and businessman. The collaborative character of 
Bonifacio's output also begs us to address the question of how a need to establish 
individual authorship often distorts our appreciation of art, and prejudices our 
understanding of its historical significance. 
In exploring these issues, I have compiled a chronologically arranged, 
biographical survey of Bonifacio's career in the form of seven interconnected 
essays that address areas in which the artist's impact and contribution to Venetian 
painting is badly in need of definition. These topics define the subjects of each 
chapter, and are in turn subordinate to a format that splits itself into three parts: part 
one deals with Bonifacio the artist; his life, reputation and his early emergence 
from Palma's studio. Part two provides an anatomy of Bonifacio's workshop and 
the key commissions upon which it was engaged, while the final section deals with 
Bonifacio's artistic legacy and the influence he exerted over a number of disciples 
who flourished during his later years and after his death. Throughout, I haN, e 
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consistently placed Bonifacio within the context of those artists who knew and 
worked with him. This is a key aspect of my interest in exploiting Bonifacio in 
terms of his position as a remarkable gauge of Venetian art during the first half of 
the sixteenth century. As a result, such figures as Palma Vecchio, Jacopo Bassano, 
and Tintoretto make more than cameo appearances in the text. The latter artist has 
been discussed in particular detail, as I believe that the strong kinship he shares 
with Bonifacio has been ignored for far too long. 
I have also focused on areas of scholarship in which I have been able to 
make a significant contribution. These include the first inventory and 
reconstructions of the decoration of the Venetian Treasury, and archival discoveries 
which throw light on the genealogy of the de' Pitati and Palma families. Such 
topics have necessarily squeezed out others, and I have not been able to discuss 
Bonifacio's career as a portraitist or his work as a painter of 'cassone' panels in any 
great depth. 6 Furthermore, for reasons of space, it has not been possible to include a 
full catalogue of works. Such an inventory would not, in any case, fulfil the normal 
requirements of a catalogue raissonne for reasons outlined above. However, a 
register of works discussed in the main text has been provided, for ease of 
reference. Although simple distinctions between autograph and studio work has no 
real meaning to Bonifacio's output, for reasons of practicality, I have differentiated 
between Bonifacio the artist and Bonifacio the brand name of a style. However, 
these two facets of Bonifacio's output should be seen as interdependent and 
coexistent,, because the artist's ability to organise and administrate his unusually 
61 have also been forced to neglect Bonifacio's career as a draughtsman. The issue is a particularly 
thorny one. Considering the size of the commercial output of Bonifacio's studio, the meagre amount 
of drawings and sketches that has been associated with it is problematic (for the most useful register 
of works see Tietze & Tietze -Conrat, pp. 115-117). Of these, it seems to me that few, if any, are by 
Bonifacio himself, with the vast majority attributable to a number of anonymous students, assistants 
and followers - such was also the opinion of Westphal, 193 1, nn. 162-170.1 would also like to note 
that the small number of those drawings which seem to be related to surviving paintings are 
attributable to the workshop of Antonio Palma and to other acolytes active in the decades after 
Bonifacio's death (see Chapter Seven). Some of these are discussed by Ivanoff, pp. 392-3 3. 
Given the conventions of the period, it is misleading to suppose that the scrappy nature of 
those drawings associated with Bonifacio's studio indicates that the use of drawings and sketches 
was not an important tool in the day-to-day running of the workshop. However, the wildly variable 
standards on display in Bonifacio's works, and the unusual number of studio variants, may suggest 
that a student's training was often done of the hoof, with artists learning and correcting themselves 
in the medium of paint rather than through chalk, pencil or pen. Whatever the situation, the evidence 
provided by Bonifacio's drawings is such that a discussion of them really deserves more time, 
energy and space than that afforded by this present study. In the meantime I must acknowledge that 
in avoiding the question, a thorough investigation of Bonifacio's graphic work is still wanting and 
that such a study would inevitably cast further light on the modus operandi of Bonifacio's 
enterprise. 
xxill 
large workshop is as crucial to an appreciation of him as the question of individual 
authorship. Thus the 'enterprise' of the title refers to both artist and workshop: to 
the work of his students and to his own position as an artistic organiser and 
entrepreneur. 
Philip Cottrell, December, 2000 
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Chapter One 
Before addressing Bonifacio's career in detail, it is necessary to summarise the 
archival and critical heritage. In doing so this chapter splits itself into three 
sections: the first deals with Bonifacio's posthumous reputation in the centuries 
prior to Gustav Ludwig's discoveries of 1901-2 (including the 'three Bonifacio' 
conundrum), the second addresses the latter's research as part of a documentary 
summary of the artist's life, while the third concentrates on how Bonifacio has 
been regarded by modem scholarship. As a result this chapter establishes three 
Bonifacios of its own: the enigma, the man and the artist. 
i) Bonifacio's early reputation and the 
problem of his identity 
Early Sources 
It is important to reiterate that the fiction of the Bonifacio family previously 
discussed in the introduction was entirely the creation of Morelli and other 
nineteenth-century scholars. However the root of this confusion lies in the way the 
oldest sources refer to him not by his true surname of 'de' Pitati, but by the 
alternating nicknames of either 'Veneziano', or 'VeroneseTda Verona'. 
Whatever his nickname, Bonifacio is regularly listed amongst the greatest names 
of the Venetian school from the mid-sixteenth century onwards. He is first 
referred to simply as "Bonifazio" in a comprehensive list of "valenti pittore" 
included in the first serious piece of Venetian art criticism, Paolo Pino's Dialogo 
di Pittura of 1548.1 In 1556, the recently deceased artist's name appears as 
"Bonifacio da Verona" in Francesco Sansovino's first guide to Venice published 
under the name of Anselmo Guisconi. Here Bonifacio is listed alongside other, 
more illustrious artists such as Giovanni Bellini, Pordenone, Titian, Paris Bordon 
2 and Paolo Veronese . 
Our next source is a brief, but cordial paragraph tacked on 
to the end of Vasari's biography of Jacopo Sansovino from the 1568 edition of the 
Lives: 
Bonifazio pittore viniziano, del quale non ho primo avuto cognizione, ý degno anch'esso di 
essere nel numero di tanti eccellenti artefici annoverato per essere molto pratico e valente 
coloritore. 
' See Pino in Pardo, pp. 367-8. 
2 Sansovino (Guisconi), 1556, p. 109. 
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Vasari goes on to refer to "molto quadri e ritratti" present throughout the city and 
describes two specific works: the Accademia Christ and the Apostles ("molto 
bella e buona maniera") and a Pentecost now attributable to Polidoro da Lanciano 
(see Chapter Five, figs. 5.13 & 5.19). 3 Vasari is the first to recognise Bonifacio's 
proficiency as a colourist, an opinion later echoed by nineteenth-century critics. 
The reference to portraiture is significant as very few securely attributable 
4 portraits from Bonifacio's hand have survived . 
A further reference in the index of Giovanni Lomazzo's treatise on 
painting of 1584 lists a "Bonifacio Veronese, discepolo di lacopo Palma", thus 
providing the first indication of Bonifacio's tutelage under Palma Vecchio. We 
now have nothing of further substance until the biography supplied by Carlo 
Ridolfi in his Le maravighe dell'arte of 1648.6 
Ridolfl's biography 
In his survey of the oeuvre of the "ingegnoso" Bonifacio, Ridolfi builds up a 
flattering picture of a highly collectable artist whose works were spread 
generously throughout the city. He devotes a great deal of attention to describing 
the core of Bonifacio's activity, his decorative work at the Venetian Treasury, and 
two major projects: the ceiling panels from the Palazzo Barbarigo della Terrazza 
and the series of Petrarchan Triumphs discussed in Chapter Seven. In following an 
established formula of listing attributable works, Ridolfi reveals precious little 
about an artist whom he refers to with the now standard nickname of 'Bonifazio 
Venetiano'. However, here and there, Ridolfi gives us the first of several 
important hints as to the artist's character and career. The first of these is his 
confirmation of Bonifacio's tutelage under Palma Vecchio and his studied 
imitation of Titian: 
Egli ffj discepolo del Palma Vecchio, & imit6 alcuna volta cosi le opere sue, che rendono 
ambigui gli intendenti, chi di loro ne sia I'Autore; si dilett6 non meno di seguir la via di Z: ) 
Titiano, onde fece un misto dell'uno e dell'altro stile formandone una soave maniera, 
poiche il saper apprendere da grandi Artefici le parti migliore fb sempre d somma virt6 
reputato, benche l'imitatione soverchiamente usata viene A scemar la lode in coloro, che 
-1 Vasari, Testo VI, p. 198. 
4 See Appendix I 
1; Lornazzo, p. 684. 
6 Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp. 284-295. 
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pretendono acquistar grido di valorosi . 
Ridolfi establishes a couple of popular precedents here: the first is the realisation 
that Bonifacio imitated his mentors so well that his work can often be confused 
with theirs (a mistake that Ridolfi himself made) and the second is the way in 
which the ground is prepared for Bonifacio's portrayal as a kind of 'anti-Titian". 
At this stage neither of these critical precedents are intended as pejorative; on the 
contrary, Bonifacio's imitative nature is seen as essential to the formulation of his 
sweet style' and to his role as an example to artists wishing to secure a 'virtuous 
reputation'. Ridolfi concludes his account with a poetic and rhetorical summation 
of Bonifacio's industrious temperament which was not the result of financial 
ambition, but a symptom of an "assiduity to his art" that led him to be in a state of 
"never knowing rest". Ridolfi also lets slip that the artist died at the age of 62 (he 
8 was actually 66) . 
Elsewhere in Le maraviglie, Ridolfi concedes further information. In the 
lives of two other artists, Jacopo Bassano and Tintoretto, he goes on to mention 
Bonifacio's tutelage of the former and his collaboration with the latter. The 
implications of Ridolfi's claims will be discussed in more detail elsewhere-9 For 
the moment it will suffice to reiterate Ridolfi's statement that at the time at which 
Tintoretto was embarking upon his career "the only works that were praised were 
those by Palma Vecchio, Bonifacio, Pordenone and especially Titian". 10 
Contributions by Boschini and Zanetti 
Ridolfi's contemporary, Marco Boschini, is, in many ways, equally crucial to our 
perception of Bonifacio in that he developed two vital precedents established by 
Ridolfi. The first is his thorough and painstaking description of attributable works 
to be found in Venice, particularly his inventory of pictures at the site of the 
Treasury, the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, in his 'Minere della pittura of 1664 
(revised ed. 1674). The second takes the form of a critical leitmotif present in his 
poetic eulogy to Venetian art, La carta del navegar pitoresco, previously 
published in 1660. Here, Boschini develops Ridolfi's comparison between 
7 Ridolf 1,1648,1, p. 284. 
8 Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 295. 
9 See Chapters Five and Six 
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Bonifacio and Titian in a way that is celebratory of both: 
Tician 6 '1 Dio de LArte, no me ingano 
Ma certo Bonifacio, a] parer mio 
E come Uombra, che al corpo va drio" 
In this manner Boschini repeatedly employs Bonifacio's imitative style as a 
mirror in which to reflect Titian's genius. He echoes Ridolfi in declaring that the 
two artists' works can often be confused, but, for reasons discussed below, he is 
careful not to refer to Bonifacio as an actual pupil of Titian. 12 This Bonifacio / 
Titian conceit is a noticeable component of the critical warfare Boschini was 
waging over the Tuscan-centric emphasis of Vasarian art criticism. However, it is 
too easy to dismiss Bonifacio's role in this device as merely that of a stooge, and 
we are left in no doubt of Boschini's high regard for the "divin Bonifacio". 13 
In waiting a century for the next notable contribution to Bonifacio 
scholarship, we find Antonio Maria Zanetti picking up precisely where Boschini 
left off. In his Wella pittura of 177 1, Zanetti refines Boschini's approach through 
a deliberately emphatic celebration of the artist's synthesis of style as being the 
product of artistic decision and not as the result of 'servility' due to his tutelage 
under any of those painters he resembles, into whose company Zanetti introduces 
Giorgione. 14 His account constitutes an important, but logical, shift of emphasis. 
Earlier in his Wescrizione of 1733, Zanetti had followed Boschini in introducing 
Bonifacio not as Palma's pupil, but as "seguit6 ... 
dell'immortale Tiziano", but had 
been equally careful in not describing him as an actual Pupil. 15 In this he 
augments Bonifacio's role as a critical exemplar: an artist who achieved greatness 
through a self-conscious assimilation of the styles of those more versatile than 
himself. As if to hammer his point home, and in contradiction of historical 
precedents, Zanetti refuted the idea of Bonifacio's tutelage under Palma. 
16 
'ORidolf 1,1648,11, p. 16. 
" Boschini, 1660, p. 344. 
12 "Gh'& sta pi6 volte dubio su sto Autor / Per l'opere che ý fate de so man / Se soe le fusse, overo 
de Tician: / Talchd el grazia col so Precetor. / Ogni trato se dise: chi ha mo fato / Sto quadro? 
Tician forsi, o Bonifacio? "- Boschini, 1660, p. 43 1. 
13 "Oh divin Bonifacio! Aponto, aponto / Vuol dir quel nome: fazzo boni frutl; " Boschim, 1660, 
p. 43 1. 
14 Zanetti, 177 1, p. 22 1. 
15 Zanetti, 1733, p-3 I. 
16 Zanetti, 177 1, p. 22 1: "Quindi fu che da'scrittori ora dicesi discepolo dal vacchio Palma, ora 
Giorgione, e di Tiziano; ma in fatti non lo fu d'alcuno di essi". 
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In spite of this refinement, Zanetti's main claim on our attention, is his 
publication of the date of Bonifacio's death as recorded in the parish records of 
San Fortunato e Ermagora (San Marcuola). This valuable citation is tucked away 
in a footnote to the 1771 account,, and one notes that it provides evidence that 
Bonifacio had suffered from a long illness before his demise: 
19. Ottobre, 1553. Sier Bonifacio depentor, amala longamente. 17 
'The Three Bonifacios' 
Turning now to the 'phantom' Bonifacios conjured up by the nineteenth century. 
one is reminded of the famous Buddhist parable of the elephant in which several 
blind men were required to define a creature that they could not fully comprehend. 
In feeling their way along separate bits of a strange animal, they each took one 
part as representative of the whole, describing the elephant as a snake, a tree, a 
broom etc. depending upon which part of the beast they had hold, and how each 
piece resembled an object that made sense to them. As we shall see, the parable 
acts as an irresistible metaphor for the developing perception of Bonifacio's 
career. 
In his Guida per la ciati di Venezia of 1815, G. A. Moschini asserted that 
the artist referred to by the old sources as 'Bonifacio Venez[t]iano' (Vasari, 
Ridolfi,, Zanetti, Boschini) or 'Bonifacio Veronese' / 'da Verona' (Lomazzo, 
Sansovino) was in fact two separate personalities. 18 Moschini felt justified in this 
assumption because he recognised that some works previously attributed to 
Bonifacio could be securely dated to after 155319 - the date of the death of 'Sier 
Bonifacio, depentor' as previously discovered by Zanetti. Moschini assumed that 
the confusion over nickname and attribution in the old sources, the variable styles 
on show in Bonifacio's works, the documentary evidence provided by Zanetti, 
and provenanced works dateable to after the artist's death could all be explained 
by splitting Bonifacio into two - 'Veronese' and 'Veneziano'. It was a theory that 
ignored a number of factors, not least that the bipartite use of the nickname had 
not previously been a cause for concern, and that 'Veneziano' was not necessarily 
exclusive of 'Veronese', since Verona was part of the Venetian Empire. To an 
17 See Appendix 1, doc. 34. 
" Moschini, 1815,11, pp. 565-66. 
19 See Chapter Seven for examples. 
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Fig. 1.1) Artist unknown, Giovanni Morelli in his Study, watercolour, c. 1835, Bergamo, 
Zavarit Collection. 
It. 
Fig. 1.2) G. Morelli, schematic diagram of the design of ears common to Palma Vecchio (1), 
'Bonifacio Primo' (11) and 'Bonifacio's Second' and 'Terzo' (111), from Italian Masters in 
German Galleries, 18 8 3, p. 190. 
Ill. 
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outsider, such as Vasari, the Veronese Bonifacio would naturally be known as 
Bonifacio 'Veneziano' after the city where he worked, while a Venetian-based 
writer, such as Sansovino would have been equally justified in acknowledging the 
painter's Veronese origins. 
Moschini's theory was later accepted by Cesare Bernasconi, who, in 1859, 
blithely proceeded to introduce a third Bonifacio. Bernsconi had emerged from 
the archives with the name of a Veronese painter also named Bonifacio who had 
died in his native city in 1540 . 
20 Disregarding the fact that there was no evidence 
that this new artist had ever been to Venice, Bernasconi declared that this third 
Bonifacio had to be related to the two artists posited by Moschini on the grounds 
of origins, profession and Christian name - the latter, at least, was common in 
Verona due to the nearby village of Sanbonifazio (see fig. 1.5). As Gustav Ludwig 
later, somewhat caustically, remarked, one might as well suggest that "in Venice 
every painter who had the first name of 'Marco' must be a relation of any other of 
the same name... ". 21 In fact, Bernasconi had stumbled upon an obscure artist 
called Bonifacio Pasini who seems to have lived his entire life in Verona and 
about whose work we know nothing. 22 
It is to Giovanni Morelli (fig. 1.1) we subsequently turn for the ultimate 
propagation of the three Bonifaci theory. In a series of studies dating from the 
1880s, Morelli became determined to defend the unsubstantiable theories of 
Moschini and Bernasconi as a way of explaining the attributional inconsistencies 
of Bonifacio's huge oeuvre. Using his own idiosyncratic connoisseurial methods, 
he set about breaking down the output of Bonifacio and his studio into three 
groups identifiable with each of the three Bonifacios previously established. In 
typically systematic fashion, Morelli dubbed these artists Bonifacio's 'Primo, 
'Secondo' and 'Terzo'. The reader is directed to the introduction for a summary of 
the personality and the origins he accorded to each. As Ludwig later remarked, 
this division proved extremely handy in that it allowed a neat partition of 
Bonifacio's uneven oeuvre that "struck a chord with gallery directors [who] 
divided their Bonifacio's into approximately three groups so that those of the first 
quality were *Bonifacio Primo', those of secondary quality were 'Bonifacio 
20 Bernasconi, 1859, p. 28. 
21 Ludwig, 1901, p-66. 
22 See Ludwig, 1901, pp. 61-66. 
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Secondo' and those of the poorest quality were attributed to 'Bonifacio Terzo"'. 23 
One also notes how this partition resembles a standard method of classification 
that recognises first, second and third-rate work. Thus Bonifaclo's pictures were 
easily graded as if they were hotel rooms or railway carriages. 
Morelli justified his theories with reference to his method of comparing 
the particular way in which artists dealt with repetitive details that required little 
verisimilitude to the model, such as ears or fingernails, as a means of securing an 
attribution. Morelli declared that one factor that helped to determine the three 
Bonifacios from Palma was the lack of a pronounced lobe in their depiction of 
ears. He then refined his analysis of these ear types in a diagrammatic guide to the 
'ears') of Palma and those of the Bonifacios (fig. 1.2). 24 
In fact Morelli had been encouraged by his previous success in separating 
Palma's work from that of a Bonifacesque pedigree. Putting his findings to the 
test, his diagram of the typical ear form found in the work of Palma is remarkably 
consistent and contrasts well with those found in the works of Bonifacio and his 
workshop. However, to take such an element as indicative of the whole was 
hardly reliable, and the differentiations Morelli thought he saw within what we 
now know to be the work of the numerous artists of Bonifacio's studio is 
inconsistent. 
Carlo Ginzberg has pointed out how Morelli's techniques were inspired by 
the way in which art history was quickly establishing itself as a standardised, 
taxonomical discipline during this period. In a wider cultural context, his methods 
were typical of their time; as persuasive and as entertaining as those devised by 
Poe or Conan Doyle for their fictional creations, and, unfortunately, almost as 
impossible to put into sustained practice. In the context of art history, one should 
remember that one of the most influential texts of the period, Burckhardt's 
Civilization in the Renaissance of 1860, interprets its subject in terms of the birth 
of individualism -a key concept of the nineteenth century. Burckhardt added 
credence to the concept of the 'artist as hero' propagated by Vasari, ignoring the 
fact that the art of the Renaissance was largely collaborative -a fact that 
Bonifacio exploited to a degree that was unusual, but not unique. As a result, 
Morelli's search for an individual attribution confirmss Burckhardt's emphasis on 
21 Ludwig, 1901, p. 62. 
24 Morelli, 1883, pp. 190-1. 
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the individual. To explain the multi-varied quality of Bonifacio's work, Morelli 
had to split it amongst three definite individuals; three separate Bonifacios. In 
order to make this theory knit together he subordinated it to another concept that 
was also vital to the nineteenth century: the family. And so, for these three 
separate artists to work together in a similar style, they had to be part of a family 
and related in some way. Thus the family of the Bonifacios was born. 25 
Before going on to address the subsequent refutation of Morelli's theories, 
it is necessary to draw attention to two important contributions made by other 
scholars of the period. The first is B. Cecchetti's discovery in 1887 of Bonifacio's 
first will (discussed below). The painter's actual surname of 'de' Pitati' was 
established for the first time, although this had little bearing on the three 
Bonifacio theory, as it was simply accorded to 'Bonifacio Secondo'. The second 
contribution,, Crowe and Cavalcaselle's account of Bonifacio that was included in 
their seminal book on Titian of 1877, stands virtually alone amongst nineteenth- 
century scholarship for two reasons. Firstly it largely disregards prevalent theories 
in treating Bonifacio as one artist, and secondly, it swims against the critical tide 
in providing a negative view of his talent: 
... Bonifacio was one of those artists 
from whom a man like Titian had nothing to fear. He 
was a quick handed second rate, whose pictures were effective without being first class... 
He was an artist ... who produced much 
because he produced briskly - who being once in 
fashion acted as a thorn in the side of the young generation of craftsmen, who could only 
hope to live by painting with equal skill, more rapidity, and for a lower price. It is probably 
due in part to Bonifacio's example that the young generation of painters at whose head 
were Paris Bordone, Tintoretto and Andrea Schiavone, were induced to flood the market 
with light and sketchy wares, which seriously injured the character of Venetian art. 26 
There is a dichotomy here. On the one hand we have a precocious attempt to 
contextualise Bonifacio and to analyse his workshop methods. On the other, 
Crowe and Cavacaselle's attitude to the "light and sketchy wares" of Paris 
Bordon, Tintoretto and Schiavone is essentially antediluvian in the way it echoes 
the censure of the 'prestezza' methods of the latter two artists as expressed by 
25 In Morelli's defence one should point out that his theories match the family dominated 
organisation of Venetian art - see Chapter Five. 
26 Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 1, p. 435. One notes that in a lecture tgiven at the Accademia in 188. -) 3, L. 
Semagiotto also rejected the three Bonifacio theory. The transcript of this lecture survives in a I 
publication held by the Marciana library in Venice. Unfortunately, this document was not available 
to 
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27 Paolo Pino in one of the first discussions of Venetian art, the Dialogo of 1548 . 
In seeking to account for Crowe and Cavacaselle's disdain, one could 
argue that their low opinion of Bonifacio actually resulted from the same artistic 
trait which had led previous critics to eulogise him - his imitation of Titian. 
Whereas Boschini and Zanetti employed Bonifacio as a mirror that was reflective 
of Titian's glory as part of an inclusive tribute to the entire Venetian school, it is 
arguable that Crowe and Cavalcaselle sought to make Titian a player on the wider 
Italian scene, seeking a parity with Michelangelo, Raphael, and Leonardo by 
emphasising his individual qualities and by disassociating him from lesser 
imitators such as Bonifacio. Crowe and Cavalcaselle's dismissal of Bonifacio as 
something of a 'hack' only began to gain ground after it became clear that the 
mediocre works of Bonifacio's 'Secondo' and 'Terzo' could all be associated with 
the artist Morelli had characterised as 'Bonifacio 'Primo. The confirmation of 
Bonifacio single identity still partly accounts for his poor reputation today (see 
introduction). 
In a brilliant series of three comprehensive archival studies published in 
1901-2, Gustav Ludwig established Bonifacio's single identity once and for all, 
piecing together the first accurate picture of the artist's life. We now arrive at an 
appropriate juncture at which to consider the artist that Ludwig revealed to 
modern scholarship in a documentary summary that incorporates the findings of 
subsequent scholars, including additions of my own. 
ii) A documentary summary of Bonifacio's life 
The individual references to 'doc' in the text refer to the register of documents 
provided by Appendix 1. 
1487-1505: origins in Verona 
Bonifacio de' Pitati is first recorded in 1491, at the age of four, living with his 
immediate family in the Veronese parish of San Vitale (see fig. 1.3). We can thus 
approximate the year of his birth to 1487. This information derives from Verona's 
for consultation at the time of writing. 
27 "A master does not deserve praise for [prestezzal since such a thing has not been acquired by C) 
him but granted by nature-that smearing about to display skill of hand such as is done 
by ... Andrea 
Schiavone, is an infamous approach, and those who follow it show how little they 
know"-Pino in Pardo, p. 3433. 
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anagrqfi - the on-the-spot census records kept by tax officials as they went from 
house to house (doc. 1). From the same document we learn that Bonifacio is 
recorded as the only child of Marcio de'Pitati, aged 37, and of Benvenuta, aged 
30. Recorded once again in a subsequent anagrafo from 1501 (doc. 3), the given 
ages of Bonifacio (14) and his mother (40) accord well with the previous return. 
although we have a slight inconsistency in the recording of Marcio's age as 50, 
28 rather than as 47 as one would expect . 
As a result of these two census records, mention of Bonifacio's father is 
also included in the city's tax returns for the years 1492 and 1502 (docs. 2& 4). 
The earlier reference matches that of the respective anagrafo of 1491 in giving 
Marcio's profession as "armiger" - 'armigero', or 'armour bearer', an archaism 
that we can take for 'soldier'. 29 
1505-28: a rediscovered document - evidence for Bonifacio's early 
move to Venice 
Ludwig suggested that it was possible to tie in Bonifacio's later move to Venice 
with his father's military career. Ludwig theorised that in 1505, on the eve of the 
wars of the League of Cambrai, Marcio had been posted to Venice following the 
sale of his portion of land within Verona's episcopal see as established by a 
subsequent document of this year. When Marcio moved, so Ludwig's theory ran, 
he took his family with him. After this date, all further reference to either Marcio 
or his son are to be found in Venetian documents. 30 
The document recording Marcio's sale of land in 1505 was first published 
by Ludwig in 1901. His failure to provide an accurate archival reference led 
Simonetti (1986) to confess her inability to confirm the existence of this important 
piece of evidence. 31 However, with the invaluable assistance of the staff of the 
Veronese state archive, I have been able to confirm Ludwig's discovery (see 
28From this document we see that the paternal grandmother, Margarita, recorded in the previous 
anagrafo (doc. 1), has since died. There is an addition to the household in the person of Marcio's 
fifteen-year-old nephew, Domenico. Of this Domenico we have no further record, and it is not 
possible to establish his parentage. 
2917or a discussion of this term see Ludwig, 1901, p. 68; Nichols, 1996 (1), p. 888, recently 
translated "armiger" as 'armourer', an interpretation for which I find no real basis, although it 11-1) It) 
neatly forshadows the artisan career of Marcio's son. 
30 Ludwig, 1901, pp. 68-9. 
I -'I Simonetti, 1986, p-86- 
Ii 
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doc. 5). 
In considering the importance of this rediscovered evidence, one has to 
address a huge lacuna in our archival knowledge of Bonifacio's career; the next 
reference to him dates from 1528, by which point he had reached his fortieth year 
and had already established himself as a painter in the Venetian parish of San 
Marcuola (doc. 6). On the 7 th of October 1528, Bonifacio witnessed the will of 
one Samaritana Bondumier with the following inscription: 
lo bonifatio di pitati veronese pictor al presente dela contra de S. Marcuola in venetia 
testimono pregado et zurado sotoscr... (see fig. 1.4) 
From now on until his death in 1553, Bonifacio is continually recorded at San 
Marcuola - the parish in which, according to Zanetti, his death was registered (see 
doc. 34). Later we learn that he was resident in a house leased from the nuns of 
San Alvise at the north-western tip of the city, on the outskirts of the Jewish 
ghetto (see doc. 33). 
The void in our knowledge of Bonifacio's early career is extremely 
problematic and continues to limit attempts to reconstruct his initial artistic 
development. In the absence of further evidence, I am forced to follow Ludwig's 
hypothesis that Bonifacio accompanied his family to Venice at the age of 17 or 18 
and was subsequently trained there as a painter - probably in the studio of Palma 
Vecchio. It was his close affiliation with this latter artist which accounts for his 
professional anonymity throughout this period and it is surely no accident that he 
emerges in Venetian records as a painter only in 1528, the same year in which 
Palma died. 
1529-33: professional success and an association with Lorenzo 
Lotto 
Despite his low profile prior to 1528, Bonifacio's independent ability as an artist 
was already clearly evident to the Venetian authorities by the following year. At 
this point, a year before our first record of him in the register of the Venetian 
Scuola dei Pittori (doc. 8), the government awarded him a virtual monopoly over 
the decoration of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, the site of the Venetian Treasury. 
The commission sustained him until his death, helping him to support one of the 
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largest workshops in Venice. The documents pertaining to his work for this 
scheme, which includes three records of payment dating from 1529-30 (doc. 7). 
1537 (doc. 17) and 1545 (doc. 25), are discussed in Chapter Four and Appendix 
2. 
Our next record of Bonifacio is an intriguing reference in a document 
recently published by Francesca Cortesi Bosco. It is the first will of Lorenzo Lotto 
dating from the 25 th of March 1531. Stylistic evidence attests to Lotto's direct 
influence over Bonifacio in the late 1520s, and it is gratifying to confirm that the 
two artists seemed to have struck up a close association. This is clear from Lotto's 
stipulation that in the event of his death, unfinished commissions should be 
completed by Bonifacio (see doc. 9). 
On the 29th of December, the names of Lotto and Bonifacio's are once 
again linked together as a result of their election to a board of painters designated 
by the Venetian Arte dei Depentori to oversee the execution of the last will and 
testament of their colleague, the late Vincenzo Catena (doe. 11). Perhaps 
Bonifacio and Lotto assisted each other in their nomination. No less a figure than 
Titian was also included and together these three were the only 'names' to be 
found amongst a selection of largely obscure craftsmen representative of lowlier 
trades such as mirror and shield painting. 
The other reference to Bonifacio from 1531 is also of some significance in 
that it provides us with the first appearance of an artist who was obviously a close 
friend and confederate, Domenico Biondo. On the 15 th of June the name of 
"Domenego Biondo pictor de ser Damian" appears alongside that of "Bonifatio di 
Pitati veronese pictor" as a witness to the will of Lodovica Fondra (doc. 10). 
Nothing is known of Biondo's work, despite Giorgio Faggin's attempt to 
construct an oeuvre around him (see below), but his close relationship to 
Bonifacio is confirmed by the fact that his name appears alongside that of 
Bonifacio as witnesses to two further wills of 1537 (docs. 18 & 19). Most 
significant of all, he appears as a witness to Bonifacio's own wills of July 1553 
(docs. 32 & 33, see also Chapter Seven). 
The following two documents indirectly refer to Bonifacio's activity as a 
painter and the popularity that he was establishing for himself amongst important 
collectors. The first comes in the form of a note in Marcantonio Michiel's famous 
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Notizie compiled during the 1520's and 30s (first published in 1800, doc. 12). In 
an inventory of Andrea Odoni's art collection from 1532, reference is made to a 
"Transfigurazione de S. Paulo fu de man de Bonifazio Veronese". 32 In the next 
document from 1533 (doc. 13) we learn that in this year Piero Querini, the 
younger brother of one of Palma Vecchio's most important patrons, Francesco 
Querini, paid Bonifacio for three paintings, including an Adoration of the Magi 
identifiable with a picture still in the collection of the family (see also Chapters 
Two and Three). 
A document drawn up by one of the departments housed in the vicinity of 
the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, the Dieci Savi at the Rialto, is the source of our next 
reference to Bonifacio and proof of his burgeoning success, as it is a measure of 
his affluence. Although dated to the 3 Oth of April 1538 (doc. 20) with a further two 
additional statements from 1544 (docs. 23 & 24), it is a tax statement which refers 
to Bonifacio's acquisition of property comprising of " 15 campi" and "una caxeta 
[casata] de muro non compita con suo bruolo et orto"- at San Zanon in the vicinity 
of the outlying town of Asolo in March 1533 (fig. 1.5). 
1533: a new document; the genealogy of the Palma and de' Pitati 
families 
My discovery of a new signature by Bonifacio from 1533 (doc. 14) is significant 
in that it is the first to be published in nearly a century and only the third 
document that relates to Bonifacio to be published since G. Della Santa's 
revisions of Ludwig's work in 1903.33 It is also important in that it seems to 
provide us with the first hint of Bonifacio's marriage, establishes the origins and 
surname of a documented pupil, Battista di Bonifacio, and provides the 'missing 
link' between the de' Pitati and Palma families. 
On the 20th of April, Bonifacio witnessed the will of "Elena" wife of 
"Lazarro d'Bortolomeo di Cornovi") with the following signature: 
32 A Conversion ofSt. Paul attributed to Bonifacio in the Uffizi in Florence may fit the bill. I do 
not know this work in the original and the available photographs are poor. The connection with 
Odoni's picture was dismissed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 62, while Simonetti, 1986, excluded it from 
her catalogue. From the photographs, this picture certainly seems to be much later than the date of 
Michiel's Notizie. Alternatively the 'Transfigurazione' may refer to a different subject altogether. 
it possibly depicted the man lifted up to Heaven described by Paul in Corinthians 11,12, v. 2-6. 
33 For her discoveries see register of documents, docs. 7,17,20,22,29,30. The only other dournents I 
to be discovered since 1903 are docs. 9& 13. 
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lo Bonifatio di'Pitati fo de m. Marzo da Verona son stato testimono 
As a further, and handy, confirmation of identity, the notary has scrawled at the 
bottom of the document the following reference to Bonifacio in which his 
profession is registered: "Bonifatius de Pitatis. q. d. martii d. verona pictor" (thus 
we also learn that his father is dead). The fact that the will is in the name of 
Cornovi is intriguing in that this family was later responsible for commissioning 
work from Titian, most famously the Annunciation for the church of San Salvador 
near the Rialto. Perhaps they were also patrons of Bonifacio. 34 Of greater interest 
is the fact that the other witness refers to himself as "Jac. o [either Jacomo or 
Jacopo] de zuane Cester In calle de la raza". The address is probably synonymous 
with the present Calle delle Rasse, a street that still leads off the Riva degli 
Schiavoni at San Marco. 35 In the reference to the profession of "Cester" (basket 
maker) and the Christian name of the witness's father, one is able to establish that 
this Jacomo was probably the brother of Bonifacio's wife, Marietta. The 
background to this supposition is as follows: 
The first direct evidence of Bonifacio's marriage is his will of 1547 
(doe. 26, see below), in which Marietta is named as the only beneficiary. From 
both this document and evidence provided by subsequent records, we learn that 
36 Marietta was the daughter of the basket maker Zuane de Marco Brunello. She 
had a nephew. called Battista - also a painter and whose father was called 
Jacomo. 37 Thus we can establish that Bonifacio's fellow witness in the new 
document of 1533 is, in all probability, the artist's brother-in-law and that the true 
surname of the painter referred to in the old sources as Battista di Bonifacio was 
actually Brunello. As we only have to look as far as the example of Domenico 
3' The di Cornovi (also known as 'Comovi della Vecchia') were a family of rich merchants who 
maintained links with their native town of Ancona. They commisioned two works from Titian 
during the 1550s and 60s, the Annunciation at San Salvador and a Crucifixion at S. Domenico, 
Ancona. see Maschio, pp. 178-182, Wethey. 1969-75,1, pp. 71-2 & 85-6, cats. II& 31 and G. Nepi 
Scir& in Titian. Prince of Painters, pp. 318-320. The patrons of Titian's work were Antonio 
Cornovi and his nephew, another Antonio (d. 1572), son of Venturino (d. 1559). Their relationship 
to Lazzaro, his wife and Elena, and their immediate family is a question for further research. 
35 Backing onto one of the busiest trading posts in the city, this was an appropriate location for a 
basket maker to set up his shop. See Lorenzetti, 1994, p. 290. 
3 '6Zuane's occupation is first mentioned in Bonifacio's second will of 1553, doc. 32: " Zuane di 
Marco Cester". The family name of Brunello is referred to in Marietta's third will of 1566, doc. 
37: "io Marieta fiola del quondam maestro Zuanne de Marco Brunello" The basket makiný, 1ý 
profession was shared by other members of Marietta's family, her nephews Marco (see doc. 38) 
and Hieronymo (doc. 35). 
37 For a reference to this nephew see doc-35. 
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Biondo to realise how witnesses to wills were often known to each other, we must 
admit the possibility that the presence of this Jacomo alongside Bonifacio is 
suggestive of a pre-established association that may have been the result of the 
latter's marriage. The fact that Bonifacio's pupil (and Palma Vecchio's nephe\N-), 
Antonio Palma, had married Marietta's niece, Giulia, by the early 1540s suggests 
that Bonifacio and Marietta had themselves married before this date. 38 The 
circumstances in which Bonifacio seems to have 'inherited' Palma's nephew, 
Antonio, as his own pupil around the time of Palma's death in 1528 is discussed 
in the following chapter. 
Previously, it had not been possible to establish the parentage of Marietta's 
niece Giulia. This was awkward because she provides the link between Bonifacio 
and the Palma dynasty. However, it is now possible to assert that she was 
probably the child of this Jacomo Brunello and the sister of Battista. This is 
suggested by the fact that Giulia's second son by Antonio was also called Jacomo 
(- none less than the future painter Jacomo Palma 'il Giovane' who has provided 
us with a sketch of her, fig. 1.6) 39 - and that it was quite common for sons to be 
given the name of their grandfather - this happens, for example, with both 
Bonifacio and Antonio. Although this precedent was usually accorded to that of 
the paternal grandfather, the candidate in this case, Bartolomeo Negretti, the 
brother of Palma Vecchio, died when his son, Antonio, was very young. 40 As a 
consequence, Jacomo Brunello would have played a larger part in the life and 
affections of Antonio and Giulia's family. His name, therefore, may have 
" With Antonio and Giulia's second son, Palma Giovane, born between 1544-8 it follows that they 
themselves were married well before this date. Palma's year of birth cannot be established with 
any real certainty. Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 72, tells us that he was bom in 1544. However, we have a 
self portrait drawing in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, that is dated 1.606 and records the 
name of the sitter as 58 - thus he was born in or around 1548. One assumes that this last testament 
is the most reliable. For the drawing in New York see Ivanoff & Zampetti, p. 596, cat. 438. 
39The drawing in the Brera carries the apprently original inscription "Giulia moglie de Antonio 
Palma / madre di Giacomo Palma". See Ivanoff & Zampetti p. 596, cat 434. The same model also 
appears in a drawing in Erlangen inscribed "giulia palma mglie di Antonio palma" that was 
attributed to Antonio Palma in Tietze & Tietze-Conrat, p. 193, cat. 820. The style of the drawing 
seems too slick for Antonio and closer to the drawing in Milan. I suggest that both are the work of 
Palma Giovane. In describing Antonio's wife as "Giulia de'Pitati", both Zampetti in lvanoff & 
Zampetti, p. 403, and Mason Rinaldi, p. 67, are in error - all the available evidence indicates that 
Bonifacio was an only child, and so she was his niece by marriage, and her maiden name was 
Brunello. 
40 Antonio was still under the age of 14 in 1524 when his father died. For a discussion of the 
document that records the appointment of his guardians in Bergamo see Ludwig, 190 1, p. 18 8, and 
Rylands p. 336. For Antonio's move to Venice at around the time of his uncle's death see Rylands. 
p. 114. 
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Fig. 1.6) Portraits of the Palma Family. Left - Antonio Palma, Bonifacio's apprentice and father 
of Palma Giovane (from Titian's portrait in Dresden of 1561); Middle- Palma il Giovane, from 
the self portrait in Milan, Brera; Right- Palma Giovane's portrait drawing of his mother, Giulia, 
Milan Brera. She was Bonifacio's niece by marriage. 
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suggested itself for that of one of their sons. This is at least as likely as the theory 
that Palma Giovane was named after his great uncle Jacomo 'Palma Vecchio'. 
with whom Antonio would have had little contact. There is also evidence, 
discussed below, that it was the elder son, Marcio (named after Bonifacio's father, 
Marcio de' Pitati, perhaps? ), who was originally fitted out to follow in the artistic 
footsteps of a family which now joined together the Palma and de'Pitati dynasties. 
What of Bonifacio's wife Marietta? We can establish from the four wills 
which she made, only one of which precedes her husband's death (see below), 
that she was still living in 1570, had at least two siblings, probably three (in 
addition to an unnamed sibling, another brother, Zuan, is indicated) and that 
previous to her marriage to Bonifacio she had been the widow of a man of whom 
we know nothing except his surname of "de Grassis" - there is no evidence of 
any children from this union. 41 The only further information we have concerning 
this 'de Grassis' is in the form of a probable connection with a late Felice de 
Grassis mentioned in a settlement of the 27 th Of jUly 1540 in which Bonifacio took 
possession of a bequest of 45 ducats in the name of the former (doc. 22). Building 
upon the work of Ludwig and my own discoveries I have been able to provide a 
genealogical table that illustrates the interrelation of the de' Pitati, Brunello and 
Palma families - fig. 1.7. 
1533-47: documented commissions 
The remaining documents dating from the years leading up to Bonifacio's first 
will of 1547 all deal with actual commissions. The only exceptions being those 
legal documents already mentioned. 
A final reference to Bonifacio dating from 1533 takes the form of an 
extremely rare phenomenon -a signature on one of his own paintings. The 
Madonna of the Tailors, so called because it was completed for the chambers of 
the Tailors' confraternity, is rare for being one of only two paintings which 
Bonifacio deigned to sign (the other being the St. Michael Vanquishing Satan in 
the church of Ss. Giovanni e Paolo)42 and unique in that it also includes a date . 
43 
The next two documents from the 17"' of February (doe. 15) and the 16"' 
" Marietta references her previous married name in her will of 1558 (doc. 35). 
42 See Gioseffi. 
43, Signed and dated " BONIF. /. ACIO. F. M. D. XXXIII. / ADI. VIIII. /. NOVEB". See Moschini 
Marconi, 1962, pp. 55-6. 
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of June 1536 (doc. 16) survive amongst the papers originally belonging to the 
Convent of San Andrea del Lido. Bonifacio witnesses receipts of payment on 
behalf of a "Maistro Paolo Intagliadoro" for the completion of a frame for a 
painting of the Last Supper previously commissioned from Bonifacio himself. 
This work is presently in the collection of the Brera, while the paintings which 
flanked it, each one containing two attendant saints, are owned by the Accademia 
(see Chapter Five). 
Rather than detailing Bonifacio's actual assumption of a commission, the 
next document records his failure to secure one. In 1538, Titian's great rival, 
Pordenone, had died leaving the work he was currently engaged upon at the 
Scuola del Carita unfinished. A document dating from the 6 th of March 1539 
(doc. 21) records how the brotherhood assembled to choose his successor. Their 
votes both for and against the four painters who petitioned for the work have been 
recorded: 
[in favour / against] 
Miser Paris Bordon- 7. 18 
Miser Boniffatio da S. Alvise- 13. 12. 
Miser Vettor Brunello- 5. 20. 
Miser Zuan Piero Silvio- 19+ 6. 
One notes how Vettor Brunello's surname matches that of Bonifacio's wife. 
Perhaps this obscure artist was both a relative and a former pupil? 
1547-1553: declining health; praise from Aretino 
On the 6 th of June 1547, Bonifacio drew up his first will (doe. 26). Given a 
coincidental increase in workshop assistance during this period, this seems to 
suggest the beginning of the long illness described in the parish record of 
Bonifacio's death (doc. 34). As with the subsequent wills of 1553, this first 
testament is brief and tells us surprisingly little about Bonifacio's lifestyle, either 
professional or personal. However, we receive the first direct confirmation of his 
marriage and gain evidence that his father had been resident of the city due to his 
interment in the local church of San Alvise. Bonifacio requests burial in the same 
sepulchre and makes his wife his sole beneficiary. There is no mention of children 
in any documents pertaining to either Bonifacio or his wife and we can take it that 
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they were childless. As a provision against Marietta's death one notes with 
interest that the son of Antonio Palma, Marcio (then no more than six), is 
nominated as heir to the bulk of Bonifacio's estate: 
... Et il resto avanzerA di esso mio ressiduo volgio che sia liberamente de Marcio fio de 
Antonio Palma mio nevoclo, marido de Julia mia neza... 
In citing the son of his nephew by marriage as a possible beneficiary of his estate, 
Bonifacio may have been intent on initiating his own artistic dynasty, as well as 
helping to sustain a surrogate one that he himself had already inherited: with no 
children of his own, but with Antonio already a probable second in command, 
Bonifacio may have been trying to fit the young Marcio as the ultimate inheritor 
of his business. However, things turned out somewhat differently. Marcio went 
onto become a doctor leaving Antonio's younger son, Jacomo, possibly still 
unborn, to become one of the greatest painters of his generation under the 
nickname of Palma il Giovane. 
In the same month as Bonifacio's last will and testament was drawn up, 
the artist is himself named as sole beneficiary of his wife's will, with a niece, 
Cecilia, named as provisional beneficiary (doe. 27). 
A year after these two wills, in May 1548, we have a letter to Bonifacio 
from the infamous 'scourge of princes', Pietro Aretino (doe. 28). Despite the usual 
gushing rhetoric, the final mischievous reference to an unnamed third party speaks 
of a genuine, if somewhat lapsed, intimacy, as does Aretino's willingness to seek 
out Bonifacio unprompted. Due to Aretino's complicated style the letter appears 
here in translation: 
To Master Bonifacio, painter 
In seeing some little histories from your own hand owned by Cavaliere da Legge, 
the gratification of my soul in their delightful mastery was exchanged by the reddening of 
my face. This effect signifying my feeling of shame that seizes me when I think of my 
villainy in never coming to see you, both as a result of the virtues that dwell in you, and 
also because of the friendship we hold for each other. Even so, this event passes away not 
without my rejoicing in the beautiful configuration of the figures, so gracefully and 
inventively disposed in theirpoesia. Certainly, if someone were not to print them on many 
sheets, but altogether, they could be sold as an edition of great value, because of their 
excellent design. 
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Before I saw these valuable works, the aforementioned esteemed procurator kept 
the room in which they were disposed dear to him, but after he heard these works being 
praised in that judgement which all the professors of your art expected me to hold, his 
esteemed magnificence took this room as his most treasured jewel. I know only too well 
that the pictures which you are working on at home for this or that church appear to be of a 
superior application and of a superior splendour and for this reason, putting aside your 
disdain, which is something I deserve, I beg you not to be annoyed with me as I will come 
and confess my error tomorrow evening and will satisfy my eyes with whatever you deign 
to show me - so long as when you see me with that friend of mine whom you know to be 
currently with me, you do not whisper in my ear, but say outloud that he looks like a 
wooden statue painted a secco. I will surely come along, but in case you bar me from doing 
so, I will go to the Palace to contemplate the liveliness of the things one can see in your fine 
friezes. 
Venice, May, 1548. 
Aretino's reference to the Bonifacio's work at the unspecified "Palazzo" is 
interesting. The original phrase 'in Palazzo' suggests that Aretino was referring to 
the Palace in Venice - the Ducal Palace. However, nothing of any significance 
attributable to Bonifacio is recorded here. If Aretino wanted to go anywhere to see 
Bonifacio's work he would go to the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, and one could 
assume that it is to this building that this comment refers. 44 
Two more documents from the end of the decade are in the form of two 
testimonial signatures to the wills of Cristina Mulazzo and Eugenia Marsagnolo 
dating from the 28 th of September 1548 and the 28 th of August 1549 respectively 
(does. 29 & 30). On the 28 th of December 1551 Bonifacio's name again appears 
as a witness to an official affidavit amongst papers dealing with parish business at 
San Alvise (doc. 31). 
Finally we arrive at the year of Bonifacio's death and his two wills of June 
1553. On the 14 th Bonifacio drew up the first of these brief documents (doc. 32). 
With his own death not far away, Bonifacio made his wife the sole heir to his 
estate, cancelling the provisions of the previous will. The altered will of the 26"' 
(doe. 33) is also of little interest, adding nothing more than a small donation of a 
ducat a piece for two of the city's hospitals. Bonifacio's confederate, Domenico 
4' The Cavaliere da Legge in question was identified with the procurator Giovanni da Le,,,, e by E. 
Camesasca who also suggested that Aretino was referring to the Palazzo dei Camerlenghl at the 
end of his letter. See Camesasca in Aretino, p. 413. 
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Biondo, was one of the two witnesses to both wills, Filippo Boselli, a clergyman 
from the church of San Giovanni Crisostomo was the other. 
This final document leads us to the date of Bonifacio's death of the 19"' of 
October 1553 previously discovered by Zanetti (doc. 34). The wills subsequently 
drawn up by Marietta from 1558,1566 and 1570 (does. 35 + codicil, 36,37,38) 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Seven. 
iii) Modern criticism 
Ludwig - Westphal 
Ludwig's discussion of those documents which still form the bulk of the 
preceding account of Bonifacio's career generally restricts itself to a brief 
summation of each new discovery. His account splits itself into three articles. The 
first deals with a documentary summary of Bonifacio's life, the second 
concentrates on documents pertaining to students, with the third dealing with 
Bonifacio's work for the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. 
As a result of his findings, Ludwig presents us with an artist who was 
44well and truly the main pupil of Palma" whose talents reached their peak in the 
1530s. He was an able artist who "excelled himself ... in terms of glowing 
colours" and whose work had a "predominately decorative character". From the 
late 1540s one can appreciate 4'a general waning in artistic powers probably as a 
result of ill health". However, although an "unsteadiness in the outline and in the 
recorded values" is apparent in this later work, "the colouring of his old brilliance 
is still retained". In his discussion of the members of Bonifacio's studio, Ludwig 
is the first to make particular reference to such names as Antonio Palma, 
Domenico Biondo, Stefano Cernotto, Jacomo Pisbolica, Polidoro da Lanciano, 
and Battista and Marcantonio di Bonifacio. Ludwig makes note of the fact that it 
is the work of these artists which had previously been accorded to Bonifacio's two 
and three. He comments that Bonifacio's workshop was so large in its 
membership and entrepreneurial in its production-line approach that it invites 
comparison with the studio of Rubens. Ludwig saw no case to answer as far as 
Bonifacio's critical reputation was concerned. Wherever a negative spin is placed 
upon the artist's work by Ludwig it is with reference to the intervention of ill 
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health or the agency of his assistants. 45 
Ludwig's findings were greeted by a series of half-hearted attempts to 
address the implications of these new documents in the context of a 
comprehensive discussion of Bonifacio's life and work. Of these, the most 
valuable is Dalla Santa's revision of Ludwig's work from 1903, which is 
extremely useful in that builds upon the latter's archival research, but is wanting 
in that it is even more circumspect in its reluctance to venture any critical 
interpretation of the artist's career. Similarly, another article from the same year 
dealing with Bonifacio's workshop by Franz Wickhoff merely tracked Ludwig's 
research on this subject, adding little that is substantial in its rather fanciful 
profiles of Bassano, Stefano Cernotto and Antonio Palma. 46 
Wickhoff s difficulties were symptomatic of the Pandora's box of 
attributional problems that Ludwig had reopened in eliminating the second and 
third Bonifacios. Few had, or have, the stomach to wade through these 
conundrums, and the next few decades were characterised by a series of confusing 
and misleading suggestions with regard to both Bonifacio and his studio. 47 
Gradually, some scholars became convinced that there seemed to be only one sure 
path to an appraisal of Bonifacio's position within the Venetian school. This was 
to put aside the overwhelming proportion of Bonifacio's output that can be 
generally regarded as studio work, and concentrate instead on a lesser number of 
paintings whose quality and stylistic coherence could be defined as being 
autograph. This anti-historical and selective approach was still an attempt to 
restrict criticism to a 'Bonifacio primo', deliberately ignoring Ludwig's work, 
from which it had little to gain, beyond the general admission that there was in 
fact only one 'Bonifacio'. Dorothea Westphal's subsequent monograph of 1931 
was largely representative of this approach. 
The central flaw in Westphal's book on Bonifacio (the only one) is how it 
presents only the main component of the artist's contribution, his '. personal' 
stylistic development, as representative of the whole picture (the parable of the 
elephant springs to mind once more). While one certainly has to admit Westphal's 
importance in providing a catalogue of those pictures which she considered to be 
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wholly attributable to the workshop, these examples are not adequately referenced 
in her main text and there is no attempt to reconcile the two halves of her book. 
However, one recognises that the only way to do Westphal justice is to 
approach her book on its own terms, and as a formalist discussion of a select 
oeuvre. As soon as one does, her study begins to pay valuable dividends. Within 
the context of Bonifacio scholarship, her interpretation of the visual personality 
conveyed by the works upon which she focuses is probably without equal. 
Through a series of painstaking and immensely detailed analyses of key works, 
she helps the reader to appreciate the defining characteristics of Bonifacio's style. 
Her most constant theme is Bonifacio's "horror vacui" and his subservience to a 
neo-Byzantine use of line that constantly snakes from one end of the canvas to the 
other without resolution. 48 These observations form part of the way in which 
Westphal constantly stresses the 'Venetianess' of Bonifacio: 
... from the start he possessed his own specifically Venetian style, one bound to the picture 
plane and intent on filling it in the most decorative manner possible. These concerns he 
retains even when spatial problems begin to occupy him and in spite of foreign 
influences... As a result, the paintings of Bonifacio's workshop became very popular 
probably because the Venetian tradition had been continued in them. 49 
The reference to "foreign influences" reveals Westphal's position as one 
of the first to address Bonifacio's Mannerist tendencies. Although his position in 
this regard is discussed in a somewhat oblique manner, she makes it clear that he 
stands between the "old and new traditions" in Venice. 50 However, Westphal's 
approach to Bonifacio is hardly hagiographical. In her conclusion, she succeeds in 
being the first to produce a substantiable account of his shortcomings. in 
particular, he is often upbraided for his clumsiness of design, particularly in his 
response to the human figure -a recurring and justifiable complaint. She makes 
reference to a "shortfall in natural flair" and "poor draughtsmanship", particularly 
in the context of, by now, mandatory comparisons with Titian. 51 
- Holmes, p. 237. 48 Westphal, 193 1, p. 16. 
49 Westphal, 19-33 1, p. 133 6. 
Westphal, 193 1, p. 137. 
Westphal, 193) 1, pp. 139-140. 
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Post-war criticism 
To some extent, Westphal's highly limited response to the wider implications of 
Ludwig's discoveries constitutes the most prominent of a series of failures to 
come to grips with the latter's work. With regard to the need to integrate 
Bonifacio into the Venetian canon (alongside other painters of the second rank 
such as Paris Bordon), the narrow parameters of Westphal's monograph left post- 
war critics with neither a comprehensive, nor an easily accessible, guide to 
Bonifacio's career. And yet, the actual presence of Westphal's book has dissuaded 
these and subsequent critics from returning to Ludwig's extensive work and 
starting afresh. As a result, many of the problems exposed by Ludwig, in 
particular the vast and polyglot nature of Bonifacio's oeuvre (no longer reducible 
to three clearly defined Bonifacios), have been sidelined and the artist's 
importance to the Venetian school has been marginalised out of all proportion to 
the extent of his contribution. 
Despite this marginalisation, Bonifacio's role in the post-war perception of 
the Venetian school has managed (somewhat modestly) to sustain itself in the 
following three areas of scholarship. 
Bonifacio studies: Faggin and Simonetti 
Apart from a few minor articles dealing with specific problems of attribution and 
iconography, which have added little to a critical perception of the artist, there 
have only been two self-contained studies devoted entirely to Bonifacio since the 
52 
publication of Westphal's monograph in 193 1. 
The first of these is a virtually unknown laurea awarded by the University 
of Padua to Giorgio Faggin in 1961. Generally omitted from bibliographies, the 
present author recently obtained permission to consult this dissertation. Entitled 
simply Bonifacio Veronese, it produces nothing new in terms of archival 
discoveries, but is noticeably modem in that it partitions particular areas of 
Bonifacio's output in a way that is not merely dictated by chronological phases. 
As a result, Faggin's work has the greatest claim to being the forerunner of this 
present study. But there are crucial differences. One of these is the way in which 
Faggin despaired at seeking a coherent pattern of development for Bonifacio's 
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early work. Another differentiation is his lack of interest in Bonifacio's most 
famous pupils. However, Faggin is at greatest variance with the present study in 
the way he amputates sections of Bonifacio's output in the spurious attempt to 
build 'mini-oeuvres' around artists, such as Domenico Biondo and Battista di 
Bonifacio, whose personalities exist only within documents pertaining to 
Bonifacio's life (see Chapter Seven). This is a re-instatement of the spurious 
Bonifacios 'Secondo' and 'Terzo' in all but name. 53 Faggin went on to publish 
some of his revisions of Ludwig's findings concerning the Camerlenghi scheme in 
an article of 1963 (see also Chapter Four). 
The only other major study devoted solely to Bonifacio has been in the 
form of an extended article that encompassed a brief profile and catalogue 
raisonne of 'autograph' work that was supplied by Simonetta Simonetti in 1986. 
Far from being a definitive record of Bonifacio's output, this article is of greatest 
value in that it is first to produce a chronologically arranged, fully illustrated 
catalogue of works in an easily accessible form. However, Simonetti followed 
Westphal in making exclusive and highly arbitrary decisions governing that which 
she regarded as autograph work. Her work is, to some degree, less satisfactory 
than Westphal's in that she failed even to comment on the overwhelming number 
of what she considered to be studio pictures. 
In spite of these criticisms, Simonetti was able to update the perceived 
view of Bonifacio's career through a brief documentary account of his life. She 
also succeeded in being the first to establish a proper point of departure for 
Bonifacio's career in backdating many of his early sacre conversazioni by about 
10 years to c. 1520. In this, she brought the first degree of clarity to Bonifacio's 
early development and it is upon her version of the artist's 'youthful' work that 
the present author seeks to build. In addition, Simonetti also made some general 
comments about Bonifacio's stylistic development which are perceptive and 
worthy of consideration. She rejected the charges of artistic inertia levelled at 
Bonifacio's contribution to the Camerlenghi scheme, supporting some of the 
arguments for Bonifacio's 'proto-Mannerism' discussed below. Of greatest value 
is the way she develops Rodolfo Pallucchini's interest in Bonifacio's narrative 
52 For examples see Gioseffi, Vertova, 1972, and Gaston. 
53 For a summary of his assertions, partiularly with reference to Domenico Biondo and Battista di 
Giacomo (di Bonifacio) see Faggin, 1961, p. 206. 
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instincts in an enlightening discussion of the artist's approach to continual 
representation in his narrative friezes. 54 
Bonifacio's role in the Mannerist experiment 
The interest in the so-called 'Mannerist crisis' that is said to have affected mid- 
sixteenth-century art in Venice was triggered by an article by Luigi Coletti from 
1941. Coletti's portrayal of this moment of flux and transition formed the basis for 
many of the ideas explored by Rodolfo Pallucchini in his seminal book dealing 
with the youthful development of Tintoretto, La Giovinezza del Tintoretto of 
1950. In addressing the stylistic evolution of one of the key players at this 
moment of crisis, Pallucchini neatly side-stepped the problem of the identity of 
Tintoretto's master, but drew attention to one candidate, Bonifacio, as an 
influential purveyor of central Italian ideas. In particular, he emphasised 
Bonifacio's important contribution in the reintroduction of a strong narrative 
element into Venetian painting after the stasis of the Giorgionesque. 55 
Despite the importance of Pallucchini's claims, Bonifacio's precocious 
mannerising tendencies were not properly addressed for another 10 years or more. 
In 1962,, Cecil Gould discussed the artist's progressive influence in his early use 
of scenographic compositions. In rejecting the idea that the scenographic format 
was a later development inspired solely by the designs of Serlio, Gould drew 
attention to Bonifacio's role, particularly his influence over Tintoretto. 56 
Subsequently in 1971, Sydney Freedberg became one of the most important 
writers to address Bonifacio's modernising temperament. He initiated a standard 
device of lumping the artist together with Paris Bordon in order to define a 
'proto-Mannerist' style that was anticipatory of the succeeding period of stylistic 
upheaval. In this, Bonifacio emerges as the more fascinating artist because of what 
Freedberg characterises as a sort of artistic schizophrenia in his portrayal of a 
painter of "archaising and naturalistic religious narratives" yet one who stood 
"with the advanced currents in Venetian painting of the [1530s]". 57 Given the 
importance placed on Bonifacio by these sources, it is strange that the artist's 
work was notably absent in an exhibition devoted to Venetian Mannerism, Da 
54 Simonetti, 1986, p. 93. 
55 Pallucchini, 1950, p. 28. 
56 Gould, 1962, p. 63. 
57 Freedberg, 197 1, p. 348. 
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Tiziano a El Greco, staged in Venice in 1980. There was a modest act of 
reparation in the following year in the form of an article by Vittorio Sgarbi that 
placed Bonifacio's contribution alongside that of Giovanni del Mio and Lambert 
Sustris in a somewhat uneven revision of the development of Venetian 
Mannerism. The abiding ambivalence over Bonifacio's contribution to this period 
of change is best summed up by Tom Nichols' recent assertion that Bonifacio's 
ý4 precocious response to central Italian styles ... was neither continuous nor 
coherent". 58 A fuller discussion of Bonifacio's contribution to Venetian 
Mannerism will take place in Chapter Six. 
Bonifacio's workshop 
One of the most recent and self-sustained sources of scholarship has resulted from 
research into the careers of those artists over whom Bonifacio can be said to have 
had either an influence or maintained an actual association. One is unable to 
discuss many of the major Venetian painters of the Cinquecento without 
addressing a perceived connection with Bonifacio. However, many of the 
scholars who have been 'forced' to discuss Bonifacio as a result of their interest in 
another artist have done so in a rather cursory manner. Ironically, this tendency 
has been at its most pronounced in the work of those writers who have had little 
problem in accepting a particular artist's connection with Bonifacio. The most 
notable illustration of this situation is provided by the example of Bonifacio's 
most famous 'pupil', Jacopo Bassano. Although Bassano's Bonifacesque early 
style has been referred to on a number of occasions, there has been very little 
debate over the nature of the latter's artistic relationship with Bonifacio. 59 
Mostly, authors have accepted Bassano's connection with Bonifacio without a 
detailed discussion. 60 It is with the latter's perceived connection with another 
painter of the younger generation, Andrea Schiavone, that we gain one of the most 
rewarding analyses of Bonifacio's work and artistic identity. In his 1980 
monograph on Schiavone, Francis Richardson chose to reject the suggestion, long 
since made by Berenson and Venturi, that Schiavone was Bonifacio's pupil, but 
58 Nichols, 1996 (1), p. 889- 
59 See Arslan, 1960,1, p. 350, Ballarin, 1967, pp. 78-9 for examples. 
60 An exception comes in the fon-n of Creighton Gilbert, 1978. Unfortunately his attribution of a 
Last Supper in the Bob Jones University Collection to Bonifacio working in tandem with Bassano 
cannot be accepted. See also Chapter Five. I also acknowledge some useful comments made by W. 
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was still clearly disarmed and somewhat fascinated by the paradoxes of 
Bonifacio's artistic character and working methods: 
[Bonifacio's] 'well-organized workshop' was essentially based on formulas, easily 
identified, consistent, and constantly repeated not only by Bonifazio himself but by the 
members of his workshop even long after Bonifazio's death... It is difficult to avoid feeling 
that the artist capable of supervising such a production must have had, in addition to an 
enviably placid temperament and a rather matter-offact view of the artist's vocation, a 
certain imperviousness to stylistic currents and changes in his artistic environment. The 
first two qualities Bonifazio may have possessed; the last, on the evidence of the 
Camerlenghi paintings he did not. On the contrary: for a painter who was established, 
prosperous, and middle aged by 1530, Bonifazio displays a surprising receptivity to the 
figural and compositional modes of artists much his junior. 61 
In 1985, Luisa Vertova was to further develop the perception of Bonifacio's 
working methods and professional personality as part of her profile of his pupil 
and adopted nephew Antonio Palma. 
... ]a deduzione p41 ovvia & che [Bonifacio] 
doveva essere un eccellente organizzatore. 
Anche se la sua potenza creativa era limitata -o forse appunto per quello- egli resulta, 
inizialmente, un socio abile e fedele; in seguito, un maestro aperto alle varie correnti del 
gusto, generoso con gli allievi e leale verso gli aiuti. Di lui non si conoscono n6 Veneri (o 
altre figure ignude) n6 ritratti-due specialitd nelle quali ecclleva Palma il Vecchio - forse a 
causa di una sua inadeguata capicitA nel disegno. Ma a tale deficienza egli suppliva con 
altre doti: come osserv6 la Westphal, egli era un seducente colorista e un esperto 
manipolatore di un repertorio forinale aggraziato ed elegante, anche se ristretto 62 
Vertova's article was one of the most notable attempts to separate Antonio's 
oeuvre from that of his teacher. Her success was limited, as any must be with a 
painter about whose life there is so little known and of whom we have only two 
signed works. 63 
The next study to address Bonifacio through the work of an associate was 
Philip Rylands' book on Palma Vecchio of 1992. As is the case with Bassano, 
Bonifacio's connection with Palma has gained acceptance but little comment. 
R. Rearick, in Jacopo Bassano, pp. 266-8, discussed in Chapter Three. 
61 Richardson, pp. 17 & 25. See also Bereneson, 1932,1, p. 15 9 and Venturi, 1929,1 X, part 4ýp. 
692. 
62 Vertova 1985, pp. 23-4. For a rare Venus by Bonifacio see Chapter Five and Appendix 3) for 
portraits. 63 See also Chapter Seven. 
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Rylands is fairly representative in the way he was forced to stress the fact that 
numerous paintings can be attributed away from Palma and towards Bonifacio, 
but had little to say about the actual implications of this fact. While admitting 
Palma's probable tutelage of an artist mentioned so frequently in not only his 
catalogue of studio works but also in the main catalogue itself, Rylands remained 
somewhat circumspect. 
64 
Turning to scholarship of the last decade, the most prominent discussion of 
Bonifacio has come in the form of the attempts made by Robert Echols of the 
University of Maryland to revise the outmoded view of Tintoretto's early career 
as formulated by Rodolfo Pallucchini and Paolo Rossi. In seeking to account for 
Tintoretto's stylistic development, Bonifacio has become one of those influences 
which Echols placed centre-stage. He has repeatedly drawn attention to the 
probability of Tintoretto's early connection with Bonifacio's workshop and it is to 
a discussion of their intriguing relationship that Chapter Six will devote itself. 
Two other texts should be mentioned in conclusion. The first is a laurea 
awarded to Paola Bernussi by the University of Bologna, dealing with Bonifacio's 
mysterious pupil Stefano Cernotto. Her findings form the basis for an assessment 
of this artist's contribution to Bonifacio's output discussed in Chapter Four. The 
final and most recent contribution has been the aforementioned discovery of 
Lotto's first will by Francesco Cortesi Bosco in 1998. Her brief discussion of the 
implications for our assessment of Lotto's influence will be discussed in the 
subsequent chapter. 
Summary 
In addressing previous scholarship, the elusive nature of Bonifacio's character and 
identity is continually apparent. At one moment a single personality, then thre e, 
then one again. At times the practitioner of a specifically Venetian style, at others 
the purveyor of central Italian ideas and one of the instigators of a Venetian proto- 
Mannerism. Most of all, one notes how the multiplicity of Bonifacio's artistic 
identity has enabled him to be used as a vehicle for whatever art-historical trends 
were in vogue at any given time: to Boschini and Zanetti he was a mirror in which 
to reflect the glories of the Venetian School; to Crowe and Cavalcaselle he was a 
64 See in particular Rylands, p. 115. 
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In Palma's Shadow 
Bonifacio's early career c. 1515-30 
See Fig. 2.55 
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With knowledge of Bonifacio's critical reputation and a documentary summary of 
his career in place, it is now possible to commence a reconstruction of his artistic 
development prior to the establishment of his own independent studio. 
i) Bonifacio's early style: sacre conversazioni 
of the 1520s 
With the possible exception of Simonetti, none of Bonifacio's previous critics 
have sought to place the artist's earliest work in any sort of coherent order. Faggin 
expressed the opinion that it was futile to do so, since this period of Bonifacio's 
career is completely undocumented. ' His attitude, although typical, is belied by a 
group of around 10 'early' works which have been consistently ascribed to 
anywhere in the period 1515-35. On closer inspection, these paintings can be quite 
satisfactorily placed in a logical order of stylistic progression and anchored in date 
to the work of Bonifacio's contemporaries. 
This initial group of early paintings is comprised almost entirely of 
pictures of the Madonna and Child accompanied by other figures in a landscape, 
which, for the purposes of this discussion, are grouped under the elastic term of 
ý sacre conversazioni'. 2 What separates these pictures from other examples is the 
fact that they demonstrate such a coherence of style and artistic personality that 
we can think of them as largely 'autograph' and demonstrative of Bonifacio's 
personal development, unadulterated by the intervention of assistants. For this 
reason, these early sacre conversazioni are employed as an introduction to 
Bonifacio's personal style and technique. 
A point of departure: the Louvre Sacra Conversazione, 1526-30 
In our discussion of these early sacre conversazioni, it is best to start with the one 
that is easiest to date. As luck would have it, this is also the most impressive of 
the group, a picture of dazzling vitality in the Louvre (Fig 2.2). 3 The format is 
instantly familiar to any scholar of Venetian painting: in the milky light of early 
morning in the Veneto, the Madonna and Child are seated in the shade of a 
See Faggin, 196 1, p. 206, and Simonetti, 1986, pp. 96-99. 1 2 For a discussion of this term see Chapter Three. 
Dated to 1525-30 by both Simonetti, 1986, p. 99, cat. 9, and Rylands, p. 292, cat. A5 1. 
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Fig. 2.1) Bonifacio, The Adoration ofthe Magi, 1529-30, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 2.2, ) Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. Francis, Anthony 
Abbott, Mary Magdalene, Elizabeth, Joseph and the 
Infant Baptist, 1528-9, Paris, Louvre. 
Fig. 2.4) Comparative details of figs. 
2.2 & 3. 
Fig. 2.3) Titian, The 
Pesaro Altarpiece, 
1519-26, Venice, Frari. 
Fig. 2.5) Palma Vecchio, Madonna with 
Sts. Catherine ofAlexandria, Celestine 
Barbara and John the Baptist, 1518- 
20, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
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classical ruin. They form the centrepiece of a sacred gathering of devotees typical 
of the 'Holy picnics' so often portrayed by Venetian artists of this period, and by 
Palma Vecchio in particular, as exemplified by his Sacra Conversazione in 
4 Vienna of c. 1518-20 (Fig 2.5). However, while the main impression speaks of 
Palma's influence, the mood is noticeably more sober and spiritual, the 
composition more hieratic and architectural. Mary is no longer the convivial 'den 
mother' of Palma's work. Instead, she has reclaimed her elevated position as 
Queen of Heaven, the nemesis of the pagan empire in whose ruins she is 
enthroned. This new-found grandeur can be traced to a specific source, for while 
the overall effect still speaks of Palma's influence, this is in danger of being 
eclipsed by an imitation of Titian; it is remarkable that no other writer has noticed 
that the central motif of the Madonna and Child set against the base of a giant 
column is a symphonic feature borrowed directly from Titian's Pesaro Altarpiece 
in the Frari, completed in 1526 (Figs 2.3 & 4). 5 The comparison is so striking that 
it provides us with a definite terminus post quem for Bonifacio's picture. 
The question of Bonifacio's authorship of the Louvre painting can be 
immediately established by a comparison with a picture of secure provenance, the 
Adoration of the Magi (fig. 2.1) for which Bonifacio was paid between 1529-3 0 as 
part of his initial work at the Venetian treasury (see Chapter Four). One is greeted 
by the same warm, juicy colouring made up of flame reds, set off against bottle 
greens and electric blues, and the same sheeny textures and creamy brushwork. 
The tones interpenetrate and the sweep of colour operates in symbiosis with itself, 
offering no harsh contrasts or discordant clashes which could disturb a perfectly 
balanced chromatic range. In both works, the disposition of the figures makes one 
conscious of a snaking line of composition intent on progressing from left to right 
across the picture plane in the most rhythmic and decorative manner. It is this 
twisting, s-shaped disposition of form that Westphal recognised as one of 
Bonifacio's most definitive characteristics. In the Louvre painting it follows a 
bobbing trail formed by the heads of the assembled company. In the Adoration, it 
is more languorous and less serpentine in its undulation, a coil of movement that 
4 Rylands, p. 192, cat. 50, dated this work to 1520-2 in line with the Madrid Sacra Conversazzione 
(fig. 2.49 - datable to before 1522) but this is certainly too late. Recently dated to the end of the 
second decade by Lucco in Le si&le.. - p. 3 83 and to c. 1518 
by Hurnfrey, 1995, p. 165. 
5 Titian's altarpiece occupied him between 1519-26. For a summary of the literature, see 
Francesco Valcanover in Titian, Prince of Painters, pp. 194-6. 
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unfurls from the crouching form of the page-boy at the bottom left and rebounds 
against the figure of Joseph who strides to meet it at the far right. One notes the 
correspondence of figure type, with the head of St. Joseph in the Louvre painting 
forming a perfect match for that of both his counterpart in the Adoration and the 
kneeling king in the centre of the same. 
The weaknesses of these two magnificent pictures reveal themselves only 
on closer inspection and in terms largely restricted to the lack of vigour and 
expression in the figures themselves. They are crowded together as part of the 
curling compositional structure and have little authority over their gestures, which 
are often stilted and mechanical. Yet Bonifacio pursues a solid verisimilar style 
that is reminiscent of Titian's descriptive approach, and largely free of those 
generic figure and facial types which render the work of Palma and Paris Bordon 
so instantly recognisable. In the Adoration in particular, one also notes an 
infectious enthusiasm for the decorative possibilities of clothing and accoutrement 
that is vital to the tapestry effect of both paintings. In this respect, Bonifacio 
foreshadows the approach taken by his successor and countryman, Paolo 
Veronese. 
As a result of their pictorial similarities, one could justifiably conclude that 
these two works were painted within a few years of each other. Less sophisticated 
in its distribution of figures, and noticeably less interested in spatial possibilities, 
the Louvre painting may be attributable to a slightly earlier point in the artist's 
development. As we shall see, the latter can be taken as Bonifacio's first real 
attempt to break away from the cramped compositions of earlier, Palma- 
dependent works. Although its long gestation is well documented, the dramatic 
unveiling of the Pesaro Altarpiece in 1526 would give us a reasonable explanation 
for the fresh impetus revealed by the picture in the Louvre. It is possible, 
therefore, to take the latter as an initial, and relatively secure, point of reference, 
datable to between 1526 and 1530; after Titian's altarpiece, but no later than the 
6 Adoration for the Camerlenghi . 
61 would also date an attractive picture of the Madonna Reading in a private collection, Stockholm 
to this period - discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 3 1. 
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Early sacre conversazioni in Florence, St. Petersburg & Milan, 
c-1520-6. 
In following a line of development that ten-ninates in the painting in the Louvre, it 
is best to work forward from the standpoint of a picture that employs the same 
stylistic traits, but does so in their most primitive form. The most obvious 
candidate amongst the group under discussion is an attractive picture in the 
Palazzo Pitti in Florence (fig. 2.6). 7 
On the basis of its overall style, it is obviously by the same artist 
responsible for the Louvre painting, but one at a much earlier stage in his 
development. The picture in the Pitti foreshadows its successor in its use of the 
same fresh tones and smooth finish. The landscape at the far left is particularly 
similar, while the upper body of the Madonna is a mirror image of that of her later 
counterpart. The descriptive technique is already indebted to Titian, as is 
illustrated by the crumpled sheen of the Virgin's garments and the arresting 
quarter-turn stare of Constantine -a donor portrait reminiscent of the formulae 
established by Titian around the beginning of the second decade. 8 
However, it is Palma's influence that dominates in terms of the overall 
composition. Compared to the Louvre painting, the crouching figures balloon into 
the picture space and are squashed up against the picture plane and the 
encroaching edges of the panel. Here we notice Bonifacio's horror vacui at its 
earliest and most dramatic stage. These traits have nothing in common with Titian 
but they are symptomatic of a relationship with Palma Vecchio. A comparison 
with a run-of-the-mill sacra conversazione produced by Palma and his studio in 
around 1518-20, now in Vienna (fig. 2.7), reveals Bonifacio's real debt. 9 This 
latter example has been chosen for the compatibility of the basic design and the 
way in which the triangular composition of the lower half of the Madonna's body 
finds an exact match in Bonifacio's painting. As for the configuration of her upper 
torso,, we can trace its invention to one of Palma's earliest works, a Giorgionesque 
7 This is probably identical to a painting originally in the refectory of the Madonna dell'Orto 
mentioned by Boschini, 1664, p. 448. Simonetti, 1986, p. 96, cat. 2, and Rylands, p. 277, cat. A30, 
both placed the work between 1520 and 25. 
8 Such as his Man with a Blue Sleeve in the National Gallery, London. 
9 On the basis of its squashed composition and unsatisfactory treatment of space, Rylands date of 
1520-25 is too late. The painting surely predates its companion in the same gallery (fig. 2.5) See 
Rylands, p. 200, cat. 57. 
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Left- Fig. 2.7) Palma, 
Holy Family with the 
Magdalene, 1518-20, 
Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches 
Museum; below left- 
Fig. 2.8) Madonna 
with Sts. Michael, 
Dorothy, Mary 
Magdalene & St. Peter 
(? ), 1511-13, Prague, 
Nardoni Gallery; 
below centre & right, - 
Fig. 2.9) comparative 
details of Figs. 2.6 &8 
Fig. 2.6) Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. Constantine and Helen (? ) and the Infant Baptist, 
1520-2, Florence, Pitti. 
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Madonna and Saints in Prague datable to 1511-13 (Fig 2.8 & 9). 10 As a result, we 
can see that Bonifacio's later adaptation of Titian's Pesaro Madonna in the Louvre 
painting proceeded from a basis supplied by Palma. 
Close in style to the Pitti painting is the Holy Family in the Hermitage, St. 
Petersburg (fig. 2.10). 11 A link with the former is provided by the boxed-in 
design, the bashful, downcast features of the Virgin, and the triangular 
composition of her body. However, there has been some progression in that the 
handling of space has been thought out in terms of a pleasing cubic distribution of 
form centred around the aperture of landscape in the middle right. If nowhere else 
in Bonifacio's earliest work, the defining characteristics of his personal style (in 
particular his interest in confined compositions) come together to a wholly 
beneficial effect in this beautiful little painting. Here Bonifacio's horror vacui 
serves only to engender an air of privacy and quietude that is perfectly tailored to 
the convalescent air of the subject matter. This is a painting imbued with a greater 
sense of (almost sentimental) intimacy than those works of Titian and Palma of 
the second decade that ultimately inspired it. The artist professes an interest in the 
same changeability of skin and textural qualities of flesh which fascinated Titian, 
and one notes how the leathery face of Joseph is an older version of the same 
figure in Titian's Madonna of the Cherries of 1515-20.12 With this and other 
influences previously mentioned in mind, and with a need to establish some (but 
not too much) distance from the work in the Louvre, both the Pitti and St. 
Petersburg pictures can be dated to the early 1520s. 
As a result of correspondences of finish and technique, and certain 
characteristics such as the close interaction of Mary and Joseph and the repeated 
use of the pomegranate motif, we can place a work in the Ambrosiana in Milan 
(fig. 2.15. ) not too far ahead of the previous two pictures. 13 However, it soon 
becomes clear that a dramatic corroboration of separate artistic influences has 
delivered something of a jolt to Bonifacio's placid artistic temperament: this new 
picture is a quirky and experimental work that should occupy a somewhat isolated 
position in his early development. In its facial and figures types, an attempt has 
'0 Both Rylands, p. 154, cat. 10, and Mariacher, 1975, p. 229, dated this work to before 1515. 
" Dated to 1520-5 by Simonetti, 1986, p. 97, cat. 5. A copy exists in the Pitti (n. 3349). 
12 Dated to c. 1515 by Wethey, 1969-75,1, p. 99, cat. 49. 
13 Dated to 1525-7 by Simonetti, 1986, p. 96, cat. 97, and to before 1530 by Westphal, 1933 1, p. 28. 
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Left- Fig. 2. i i) 
Pordenone, Madonna 
qfMercy with S/s. 
Chrislopher & 
Joseph, 1516, 
Pordenone, Duomo, 
Right- Fig. 2.12) 
comparative details 
of Figs. 2. ji& 15. 
Fig. 2.10) Bonifacio, Holy Family, 
1522-4, St. Petersburg, Hermitage. 
Far left- Fig. 
2.13) detail of 
Fig. 2.15; left- 
Fig. 2.14) 
Lorenzo Lotto, 
Madonna with 
Sts. Catherine 
& Thomas, 
1526-30, 
Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisch 
-es Museum. 
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been made to employ something of the expressive 'grotesquery intermittently 
present in the work of Lotto and Pordenone. 
To the influence of the latter we can attribute the wizened troll-king 
standing in for St. Joseph; both his general appearance and his unusual 
stewardship of the Christ Child, which is without parallel in Bonifacio's oeuvre. 
can be attributed to the artist's knowledge of the same figure in Pordenone's 
Madonna of Mercy Altarpiece of 1516 (figs. 2.11 & 12. ). As also noted by 
Simonetti,, Lotto's influence can be clearly discerned in the fluttering form and 
golden curls of the figure of the Angel Raphael striding on at the far left 14 _ in 
spirit, he is strikingly reminiscent of the angel present in an exquisite sacra 
conversazione in Vienna that Lotto probably painted after his return to Venice in 
December 1525 (fig. 2.13 & 14). 15 This provides us with the first signpost for the 
date of Bonifacio's work. Another is arrived at by a realisation that Bonifacio has 
mapped out his composition with reference to Titian's Bacchus and Ariadne of 
1523-4 in London (figs. 2.16 & 17). 16 The strutting form of the Baptist is directly 
analogous to that of the faun in the foreground of Titian's work, while the striding 
figure of the Angel Raphael imitates that of Titian's Laoco6n figure. His 
billowing draperies also echo those of Bacchus himself. To this last figure we can 
attribute the bowling movement of the head and eyes of the Virgin in Bonifacio's 
picture. These relationships are confirmed by the fact that, with the exception of 
the drapery of the Angel Raphael, these motifs all occupy the same compositional 
positions within their relative paintings. 
It is to a confluence of these external influences, that we can attribute 
Bonifacio's growing sophistication. For the first time, the figures are placed 
further back into the composition, occupying a more realistic space, and they have 
begun to free themselves from the crouching bundles of form common to the Pitti 
and St. Petersburg pictures (figs. 2.6 &10). 17 A date of c. 1526 is suggested. As 
the work in Milan is not closely analogous to the Louvre painting, this forces us to 
14 Simonetti, 1986, p. 97. Corroborated by Lucco, in Le si&le .... p. 383. 15 For Lotto's return to Venice see Oldfield, pp. 141-3 & Humfrey, 1997, p. 87. Most authors agree 
that the Vienna painting dates from just after Lotto's return to Venice. Humfrey, p. 10 1, saw it as 
an indication of Lotto's wish to fill a gap in the market for sacre conversazioni caused by Palma's 
death. 
16 For the date of this painting see Hope, (1) 1980, p. 58. 
17 Palma's influence persists however: The figure of the Madonna is also a virtual mirror ima, ý, e of I Z: ) 
the same figure in Palma's Madonna with Sts. John the Baptist and Catherine ofAlexandria in I Hampton Court, which Rylands, p. 2337, cat. 94, dated to 1527-8. 
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Fig. 2.15) Bonifacio, Holy Family with the Infant Baptist, Tobias and the Angel, c. 1526, 
Milan, Ambrosiana. 
Above left- Fig. 
2.16) Titian, Bacchus 
andAriacbm, 1520-3, 
London, National 
Gallery; above & 
left-Fig. 2.17) 
Comparative details 
of Figs. 2.15 & 16. 
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push the latter further towards the Adoration of 1529-30 (figs. 2.1 &2). 
The Birmingham Adoration of the Shepherds and related works, 
1526-30 
Slightly later in date than the previous painting, and far more stable in terms of 
artistic temperament, is the impressive Adoration of the Shepherds in Birmingham 
(fig. 2.18). 18 In the striding form of the shepherd at the far right, there is a direct 
echo of the figure of the Angel Raphael in the picture in Milan, while in the face 
of his companion, there is a more accurate quotation from the figure of Bacchus in 
Titian's Bacchus and Ariadne (fig. 2.16 & 21). Bonifacio opts for the same 
pyramidal composition, but here it is tighter and more cohesive, in step with 
Palma's triangular figure groupings of this period, as is illustrated by a 
comparison with his Sacra Conversazione in Glasgow that Philip Rylands dated 
to 1523-6 (fig. 2.19). 19 Although there is still a tendency to place forms against 
space rather than within it, the baroque flourish of the angelic vision at the top of 
the composition and the ruined architectural backdrop that is reminiscent of 
northern prints, particularly Schongauer's Holy Night engraving of c. 1470, is clear 
evidence of an intention to widen the artist's scope of reference. 20 The painting 
emerged from a restoration in 1956 in a remarkably good state of preservation, 
affording the opportunity for a brief appraisal of Bonifacio's technique. 
The warm colours are laid in with the same creamy finish as in the Louvre 
Sacra Conversazione (fig. 2.2), although the candy-peach complexion of the 
Virgin's dress is cooler and more reminiscent of Palma. The amber flesh tones are 
thickly painted in contrast to the handling of the drapery which in most cases is 
rather lean (this is emphasised by the abrasion evident in Joseph's orange cloak) 
and the glazes have been thinly applied allowing the yellow / orange ground to 
add vibrancy to the surface colour. The only exception is in the green smock of 
the bearded shepherd, where paint has been more generously applied in a way that 
exactly repeats the stippled effect often seen in the early works of Titian and those 
of Giorgione. A comparison with the emerald cloak of the adulteress in the Christ 
and the Adulteress of Glasgow City Art Gallery demonstrates how Bonifacio 
18 Simonetti, 1986, p. 97, cat. 5, dated this work to c. 1525. Attributed to Bonifacio's studio by 
Westphal, 19' ) 1, p. 28. 19 Rylands, p. 214, cat. 71. 
20 See Bartsch, V1, p. 140, n. 47. 
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Fig. 2.19) Palma Vecchio, Madonna with Sts. John the 
Baptist, Peter and a Female Saint, 1523-6, Glasgow, 
City Art Gallery and Museum. 
Fig. 2.20) Bonifacio, Rest on the Flight into 
Egypt with the Infant Baptist, 1525-7, Princeton, 
Museum of Art. 
Below, Fig. 2.21) Comparative details of figs. 
2.16,18 & 20. 
Fig. 2.18) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Shepherds, 1526-8, Birmingham, City Art Gallery. 
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followed Titian in mingling tiny points of green and yellow in order to produce a 
richly textured effect. There is a definite left-right distribution of light that 
brightly illuminates Joseph, but casts the darker forms of the shepherds and the 
promontory upon which they crouch into stark silhouette against the luminous 
landscape at the extreme right. The use of this repoussoir device is testament to 
the newfound artistic sophistication demonstrated by the work overall. 
The two strolling shepherds in the middle ground at the right form a visual 
bridge between the main ensemble and the far distance, both in terms of form and 
colour. Their clothing is picked out in sweet pastel hues of pink and yellow that 
form a counterpoint to the predominating turquoise tones of the landscape. Here 
Bonifacio modulates the colour from green to blue in step with spatial recession, 
reaching a state of perfect pitch with the turquoise of the Virgin's outer robe at the 
centre of the painting. This device is typical of the finely judged colouristic 
resonance of the entire composition, and Bonifacio's work as a whole. Alongside 
the painting's superb colour scheme, there are some startling passages of 
descriptive detail: the intensity with which the artist has rendered the head of the 
bearded shepherd (fig. 2.21) and the fleeciness of the lamb trussed up at his feet 
comes as a complete surprise, being positively pre-Raphaelite in style. 
The painting in Birmingham can be closely related to a number of works 
of roughly the same date which form a bridge between it and the Louvre Sacra 
Conversazione. A painting now in Princeton (fig. 2.20), that is far less ambitious 
in scope, is possibly a little earlier, yet certainly closer to the Birmingham picture 
than the example in Milan. 21 The Palmesque, lozenge-like draperies are retained, 
while the face of Joseph is an exact mirror image of his counterpart in 
Birmingham (fig. 2.21). The pictorial division between the Virgin and St. Joseph is 
far more pronounced than that of the analogous Holy Family in St. Petersburg. 
Yet while the figures have regressed to being crumpled and confined by their 
picture space, unlike their earlier counterparts, the feeling of claustrophobia in 
evidence here is rendered by the same figurative potentiality portrayed by the 
Birmingham picture. 22 
21 See Simonetti, 1986, p. 96-7, cat. 3 (dated to c. 1520). 
22 The Madonna and child are still reliant on a Palmaesque model as is demonstrated by a 
comparison with the same figures in the Palma's Sacra Conversazione in the Museum Nardowe in 
Poznan. The cramped, half-length format of this picture is typical of Palma's works of c. 151 
1516-18. Dated by Mariacher, 1968, p. 105, to 1510-15 and by Rylands, p. 172, cat. 30, to 
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Left- Fig. 2.23) Joos van 
Cleve & Joachim Patmir 
(? ), Rest on the Flight 
into Egypt, and detail, 
c. 1520-24, Brussels, 
Mus6es Royaux des 
Beaux-Arts. 
Above & centre- Fig. 
2.24) Savoldo, Shepherd 
wilh a Flute, 1525-30, 
Malibu, I Paul Getty 
Museum & detail of Fig. 
2.22. 
Fig. 2.25) Bonifacio, Holy 
Family with Sts. Elizabeth, 
Joseph & Two Shepherds, 
1526-29, Los Angeles, 
Museum of Art. 
Fig. 2.22) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Shepherdv, 1526-8, Madnd Prado. 
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Closer to the Birmingham picture is the Adoration of the Shepherds in 
Madrid (fig. 2.22). 23 The analogous positions of St. Joseph and the two shepherds 
at the right-hand side are striking, as is the correspondence in figure and facial 
type. The treatment of drapery is more studied and less schematised, and one 
notes with interest that the landscape was clearly painted under the influence of a 
northern artist. The fantastical archway formed by the rocky outcrop at the right is 
typical of the works of Patenir and his circle, as is demonstrated by a comparison 
with a painting of a similar subject in Brussels which can be dated to within a 
decade of Bonifacio's work (fig. 2.23 ). 24 We know that there was a great 
enthusiasm for Flemish paintings in Venice, and Bonifacio was probably inspired 
25 by one of these (see also below) .A derivation that is closer to home appears to 
be that of the influence of Girolamo Savoldo, whose Shepherd with a Flute in the 
Getty Museum (fig. 2.24) is clearly the source for the shepherd seeking Joseph's 
attention at the left of Bonifacio's painting - both are distinguished by their broad 
felt hat and flute. Savoldo's painting is generally dated to the middle of the third 
decade and this would accord well with a date of c. 1526-8 for the work in Madrid 
- contemporary with those pictures in Birmingham and Princeton. 
26 
Another work in Los Angeles (fig. 2.25) attributable to the same period 
forms a bridge between the Birmingham and Louvre pictures by combining 
27 
elements of both . The central, elevated 
form of the Virgin and child set against 
classical ruins and the attendant grouping of St. Elizabeth and the Herculean 
young Baptist at the right, are anticipatory of the same features in the Louvre 
painting. On the other hand, the swivelling, Raphaelesque figure of St. Joseph and 
the pair of crouching shepherds are derived from the picture in Birmingham. 
While the figures are less developed and the composition is more cramped, this 
need not be proof of an earlier date. The handling is freer and less studied, and 
more in line with Bonifacio's technique of the early 1530s. The retreat from the 
23, Simonetti (1986) rejected this work from her catalogue. Rylands, p. 287, cat. A44, recognised 
that it was definitely by the author of the Birmingham Adoration of the Magi. 
24 See M. J. Friedltinder, part IX, 11, p. 14 1. 
25 For a recent appraisal of the influence of the Northern landscape style in Venetian painting see 
B. L. Brown, 'From Hell to Paradise', in Renaissance Venice and the North, pp. 424-43 ) 1. 
26 Savoldo had arrived in Venice from his native Brescia by 1520 and was there at least until 1548. 
Most authors have dated his Shepherd to the mid-1520s, chief among them, Creighton Gilbert in 
The Genius of Venice, p. 203-4. Recently, however, Frangi, pp. 125-6, and Hurnfrey, 1995, p. 17 1, 
have suggested a later date of the 1530s. t: ) 27 Simonetti, 1986, pp. 98-9, cat. 8, dated it to 1525-30.1 would also relate this work to a Sacra 
Conversazione formely at Bowood House discussed by Simonetti. 1986, p. 107, cat-3322. 
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monumentality of the Birmingham picture is problematic, yet typical of the 'tý,, -o 
steps forward, one step back' approach of Bonifacio's personal style. His interest 
in experimentation is tempered by a persistent reliance on pre-established 
formulae, particularly those of Palma and Titian: throughout this group of 
paintings, there is a gradual, though well defined, desire to increase the extent to 
which the influence of Palma is tempered by that of Titian that culminates in 
Bonifacio's homage to the Pesaro Altarpiece in the Louvre Sacra Conversazione. 
ii) Bonifacio's training and collaboration with 
Palma Vecchio, c. 1515-20 
Throughout the previous account, Bonifacio's debt to Palma Vecchio has been 
repeatedly emphasised. The old sources record that one was the pupil of the other 
(see Chapter One), but there has been very little discussion of works which 
directly attest to the truth of this statement. 
A note on the chronology of Palma's work 
The exact course of Palma's development is, in itself, problematic and a number 
of difficulties arise in seeking to date Bonifacio's early work solely on the basis of 
the output of his master. For this reason, reference has already been made to 
works by Titian and Lotto which can provide firmer signposts of date. However, 
there are good grounds for believing that the 150 or so pictures which can be 
definitely ascribed to Palma and his studio can all be dated to a period of less than 
twenty years, from c. 1510 to 1528. On the basis of documentary and visual 
evidence, there is little reason to suppose that the Bergamasque artist reached 
Venice before c. 1508 and the ascription of an additional group of 'early works', 
which are often discussed in the literature, form no direct stylistic link with 
Palma's clearly reconisable mature style. 28 In his monograph of 1992, Philip 
Rylands was correct to exclude these from the main catalogue, and the vexed 
problem of Palma's own early training has no direct bearing on our discussion of 
his tutelage of Bonifacio. 29 
28 For Palma's Bergamasque origins and move to Venice see Rylands, p. 15-16. For a relatively 
recent discussion of Palma's artistic origins, and one that forms an alternative to Rylands' account 
see Mascherpa, pp. 23-6. 
29 See Rylands, pp. 155-6,235,260,294-5, cats. 11,92, A7, A54 & A55. My comments are at odds 
32-3. with Mauro Lucco's criticisms of Rylands' approach - see Lucco. 1994, pp. 3 
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Although Rylands' account of Palma's development has been questioned, 
I should like to cautiously defend it (one of the most notable sources of criticism 
has been a review of Rylands' work provided by Mauro Lucco). 30 At the verv 
worst, given the short duration of Palma's career, the dates which Rylands 
ascribed to individual paintings are not likely to be more than a few years out, and 
his chronology sits fairly well with my own independent view of Bonifacio's 
development. With this in mind, I have used Rylands as a general guide but in 
referencing other writers such as Gombosi, Mariacher and Lucco, I have also tried 
to take in a consensus opinion with regard to many of the works discussed here. 
New evidence for Bonifacio's collaboration with Palma 
The absence of any work that could, with a degree of certainty, be attributed to 
both Bonifacio and Palma working alongside each other has proved particularly 
unsatisfactory in previous attempts to link the two artists. As a result, the 
dilapidated state of a sacra conversazione in Christ Church Picture Gallery, 
Oxford (Fig 2.26) comes as a stroke of good fortune. 31 Having had its top layer of 
paint long since removed thanks to centuries of over cleaning, this painting is 
attributed to Bonifacio by the museum catalogue, but has been largely ignored by 
the literature. 32 A sensitive overhaul in 1992 removed any subsequent alterations, 
allowing a fascinating insight into the development of one of Bonifacio's earliest 
works and a clear statement as to his training under Palma. 
The Virgin and saints at the right hand side are typical of those paintings 
previously discussed. In particular, the overall composition is a slightly more 
complicated rendition of Bonifacio's Sacra Conversazione in the Pitti (fig. 2.6), 
from which it can be separated by not too great a margin. The compositions of 
both works are dependent upon models formulated by Palma in the closing years 
of the 1510s. A little sacra conversazione in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in 
Vienna (fig. 2.7) has already been cited. A larger and more famous version in the 
same gallery (fig. 2.5) may also have had a direct bearing on the Oxford painting. 
X-rays reveal that the head of the Madonna in the latter work was originally 
30 See previous note. 
31 Unfortunately, apart from the detail of the head of St. Catherine (Fig. 2.28), the only photo, ()), raph 
available at the time of writing is one taken prior to the most recent cleaning. This obscures 
Palma's hand in the design of St. Catherine (Fig. 2.26). 
'2 See Byam Shaw, 1969, pp. 70-7 1, in which St. Jerome is erroneously identified as St. Mark. 
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Above, Fig. 2.26) Palma 
Vecchio & Bonifacio, 
The Holy Family with 
Sts. Catherine, Jerome 
& the Infant Baptist 
(before cleaning), 
c. 1520, Oxford, Christ 
Church Picture Gallery; 
left- Fig. 2.27) X- ray of 
above. 
Fig. 2.28) left - detail of Fig. 2.26, after cleaning; middle - detail from Palma's Madonna 
with Sts. Jerome and Helen (reversed), c. 1512, Rovigo, Pinacoteca dei Concordi; right - 
detail of the fragment of Palma's Marriage of the Virgin (reversed), c. 1520, formerly Venice, 
Giovanelli collection. 
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turned in the other direction in an identical manner to that of the Virgin in the Pitti 
33 Sacre Conversazione (fig. 2.27). However, while the Virgin and the male saints 
who accompany her are all unmistakably Bonifacesque, in the figure of St. 
Catherine at the left, it is possible to immediately recognise the hand of Palma 
himself. Her facial type has been unadulterated by any of Bonifacio, s usual 
refinements; she retains the bull-neck and moon-face, with its pouting lips and 
slightly flared nostrils, which are typical of Palma's generic types such as those 
illustrated in fig. 2.28 34 
As a result of this discovery, one can easily imagine Palma mapping out 
the basics of the composition, allowing his junior collaborator to follow or adapt 
as he wished. Given the fact that the over-painting has been removed, one is able 
to speculate that Palma may also have had a hand in those works of a similar ilk 
previously attributed to Bonifacio. In any case, if one accepts Palma's 
contribution to this work, we are able to assert that Bonifacio was collaborating 
with him c. 1520, at a point at which the Veronese was well into his thirties. 
Given the similarity of this work to those in the Pitti and in the Hermitage (figs. 
2.6& 10), one asks oneself whether these were actually the work of an independent 
painter working in competition with Palma, or whether they are products of a 
'junior' collaborator allowed to work on his own, but under the umbrella of 
Palma's workshop. It is arguable that Bonifacio was licensed to use such works as 
the Oxford Sacra Conversazione as a vehicle for his own development, 
relentlessly 'Titianising' his master's prototypes in line with his own tastes and 
introducing his own motifs and formulaic idiosyncrasies. 
Further proof of Bonifacio's emergence from Palma's shop is provided by 
yet another sacra conversazione in Boston (Fig 2.29). 
35 It has been deliberately 
excluded from the preceding account of Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni because 
its overall style is far more primitive and noticeably more reliant on Palma. Here 
we can speak less of an artist intent on a hybridisation of Titian and Palma's 
forms, and more of a pupil of Palma still heavily dependent on his master. The 
breezy, matte colouring is wholly indebted to Palma and lacks the chromatic 
33 See Byam Shaw, 1969, p. 7 1. 
34 See Fig. 2.28. For the paintings from which these details have been taken see Rylands pp. 150 & 
188-190, cats. 5& 47. 
`5 This is probably Bonifacio's earliest identifiable work. Westphal, 193 1, pp. 27-8, dated it to 
1527-9, a suggestion that went unchallenged until Simonetti, 1986, p. 96, placed to before 1520. 
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Left- 2.29) Bonifacio, Holy 
Family with St. Catherine 
(? ), c. 1515, Boston, 1. S. 
Gardner Museum; 
proceeding down the page 
with details compared with 
previous- Fig. 2.30) Titian, 
Madonna of the Cherries, 
1515-20, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum; 
Fig. 2.31) Palma Vecchio, 
Holy Family with Sts, 
Catherine, John the Baptist 
&a Donor, 1520-5, 
Belgrade, formerly Titio 
Collection; Fig. 2.32) Palma 
Vecchio, Madonna with 
Sts. Roch &Aurea, 1513- 
14, Munich, Alte 
Pinakothek; Fig. 2.33) 
Palma Vecchio, The Mystic 
Marriage ofSt. Catherine 
with St. Peter, c. 15 15, 
Farringdon, Buscot Park. 
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penetration later employed by Bonifacio. With the exception of the figure of the 
Baptist, which has been cribbed from that of the the Christ Child in Titian's 
Madonna of the Cherries (fig. 2.30), the figures are wholly Palmesque in 
derivation (see also above). Joseph is of the same type as a swivelling counterpart 
in a sacra conversazione in Belgrade (fig. 2.31), 36 while the Madonna is a re- 
interpretation of the same figure in a picture in Munich (fig. 2.32) that is closely 
related in style to Palma's altarpiece of the Assumption of the Virgin in the 
Accademia in Venice, securely datable to 1513/14.37 In the profile of St. 
Catherine, one also sees a demonstrable similarity to a counterpart figure in 
Palma's Buscot Park Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine that can be placed c. 1515 
38 (fig. 2.33) . 
Non-sacre conversadoni datable to c. 1515-20 
In addition to the Oxford and Boston pictures, a further three paintings, attest to 
Bonifacio's emergence as an artistic personality working within Palma's studio 
from c. 1515-20. Only one of these, the Lot and his Daughters in the Chrysler 
Museum, Virginia (fig. 2.34), has been discussed at length in the literature. Lucco 
was wholly justified in correcting Simonetti's inexplicable ascription of it to the 
very end of Bonifacio's career and placing it, instead, at its very beginning. 39 He 
drew attention to the fact that it is obviously a work still in a Giorgionesque 
mould, both in terms of its use of obscure allegory and in its treatment of 
landscape. 40 Certain characteristics of setting, the burning of Sodom in particular, 
form an obvious link with two works portraying the Temptation of St. Anthony by 
Savoldo which have been attributed to c. 1515 (Figs 2.35 & 36). 41 
Despite the local nature of these influences, the treatment and choice of 
subject matter is ultimately northern in inspiration. The burning city 
36 This work is clearly in step with Palma's Madrid Sacra Conversazione (see fig. 2.49) dateable to 
1520-2. However, Rylands, p. 215, noted that the "steep enthronement" of the Virgin reflected 
Titian's Pesaro altarpiece of 1526. 
37 See Rylands, p. 159, cat. 15. 
38 Dated by Rylands, p. 170, to 1516-18. A slightly earlier date of c. 1515 would seem justified on 
the basis of the half-length fon-nat and the poor handling of spatial depth. 
39 See Simonetti in The Genius of Venice, p. 153 & 1986, pp. 116-7, & Lucco, 1996, p. 95. The late 
ascription of the Lot is a confusion that still persists see B. L. Brown in Renaissance Venice and 
the North, p. 452, cat. 120. 
40 Lucco, 1996-8,1, p. 95, noted that the landscape, with its twisting group of trees is reminiscent of 
Giorgione's Three Philosophers in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. 
41 For the dating of Savoldo's works in Moscow and San Diego see Gregori, p. 155, and Frangi, pp. 
)6-9; 3 
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Above- Fig. 2.34) Bonifacio, Lot and His Daughters, c. 1517, Norfolk (Virginia), Chrysler Museum; 
top right- Fig. 2.35) Savoldo, The Temptation ofSt. Anthony, 1515-20, Moscow, Pushkin Museum; 
above right- Fig. 2.36) Savoldo, The Temptation ofSt. Anthony, 1515-20, San Diego, Timken Art Gallery. 
Left- Fig. 2.37) Lucas van Leyden, Lot and His 
Daughters, c. 1509, Paris, Louvre; above -Fig. 2.38) 
detail of Fig. 2.34 compared with Palma's Portrait ofa 
Woman in HalfProfile, 1516-20, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 239) Palma Vecchio, Two Nymphs in a 
Landscape, 1516-18, Frankfurt, Stadelsches 
Kunstinstitut, no. 417. 
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recalls the hell-fire of Bosch's work, and there are a score of examples which 
attest to the subject's popularity amongst northern painters of the first three 
decades of the sixteenth century. A version by Lucas van Leyden in the Louvre is 
typical (fig. 2.37). 42 To which particular example Bonifacio is indebted is of less 
importance to us than the Palmesque characteristics which help to establish its 
correct position in Bonifacio's oeuvre. Lucco has shown how the head and upper 
body of the daughter at the middle right has been copied from a painting in 
Vienna that Palma seems to have retained in his studio, and was present there at 
43 the time of his death (fig. 2.38) . This attests to the likelihood that Bonifacio was 
active in Palma's studio when he painted his own work. 44 
One notes that the overall treatment of the subject matter is somewhat 
unusual for Palma himself. Yet a comparison with a painting of Two Nymphs in 
Frankfurt of c. 1516-18 (fig. 2.3 9)45 establishes an analogous relationship as does 
the Venus, Mars and Cupid in Cardiff which contains a cupid similar to the 
'lolloping' putti in Bonifacio's work. 46 If the hypothesis that Bonifacio had 
trained with Palma, but retained an affiliation in return for a degree of autonomy, 
is accepted, we may take this picture as an early indication of the artist's 
entrepreneurial spirit; here is Bonifacio attempting to cash in, as Savoldo seems to 
have done, on the vogue for paintings in a northern style. The sexual component is 
treated in a far more seductive, and far less grotesque, way than is typical in 
northern examples, and this, coupled with a use of classical allegory, seems to be 
42 For Lucas van Leyden's picture see M. J. Friedldnder, part X, p. 82,. n. 115, and for the influence 
of Northern hell-fire scenes see B. L. Brown, ' From Hell to Paradise' in Renaissance Venice and 
the North, pp. 424-43 1. 
43 See Lucco, 1996-8,1, p. 95 & Rylands, p. 56. His dating of 1520-5 for Palma's work is certainly 
too late. The pose of the figure is analogous to that of the female saint at the right hand side of 
Palma's large Sacra Conversazione in Vienna, here dated to 1518-20- see fig. 2.5. 
44 Passages of the Lot are indicative of a hand other than that of either Bonifacio or Palma. The 
crumpled sheen of the draperies of the daughter seated on Lot's knee are highly reminiscent of 
Paris Bordon's characteristic style, a feature also noted by Simonetti, in The Genius of Venice, 
p. 152-31, although she took the similarity to be indicative of Paris Bordon's mannerist style, and 
thus ascribed a later date of c. 1545. For a discussion of the evidence for Palma's 'tutelage' of 
Paris Bordon during this period see Rylands, pp. 113-5. 
45 All authors agree that this is an earlier work of Palma's that can be placed around the middle of 
the second decade. Like Bonifacio's Lot, it is a highly Giorgionesque piece, and for this reason, a 
date of c. 1515 is suggested, slightly earlier than that accorded by Rylands, p. 176, who dated it to 
1516-18. 
46 See Rylands pp. 181-2, cat. 40. The putti are also reminiscent of the infant Baptist in Palma's 
Rest on the Flight into Egypt which Rylands, p. 164-5, cat. 2 1, dated to 1514-15. One also notes that 
the figure of the daughter seated on Lot's lap is broadly analogous to the pose of a nymph in 
Palma's Bathing Nymphs in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, datable to the 1520s 
(Rylands, p. 228). 
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designed to repackage a foreign type in a domestic form and to increase its appeal 
to the Venetian collector. 47 
Separated in style from the Boston Sacra Conversazione over which 
Palma seems to have exerted a clearer degree of control, yet anticipatory of the 
Pitti painting in its triangular figure groupings and colouring, a date of c. 1517 is 
suggested. In the figure of Lot, we have possibly the first appearance of a highly 
recognisable character type that proves to be a constant hallmark of Bonifacio's 
entire work. With his sunken eye sockets and feathery white beard, this type is a 
response to similar characters seen in the works of Giorgione, Sebastiano and in 
the later pictures of Giovanni Bellini. He appears with such regularity in 
Bonifacio's work that he deserves to be christened 'the Lot type' after his early 
appearance here (see fig. 2.44). 
He appears again in the form of the priest at the far right of a Christ and 
the Adulteress in Warsaw (fig. 2.40 & 44), that one can date to the same period as 
the Lot, upon the recurrence of other facial, figure and compositional types. 48 
These include the slender, twisting group of trees at the right, and the figure of the 
adulteress herself whose face and head-dress mimics that of the daughter perched 
on Lot's knee in the Chrysler painting. The close grouping of figures and the 
extremely Palmesque treatment of Christ are once again parallel to Palma's works 
of 1515-20, in particular his Raising ofLazarus in Philadelphia (fig. 2.41) 49 and his 
'50 Christ and the Woman of Samaria formerly in London (fig. 2.42) . Other 
influences make themselves felt, including Titian's Christ and the Adulteress, in 
the City Art Gallery, Glasgow, and Rocco Marconi's innumerable treatments of 
51 
the scene datable to around this period . 
47 Simonetti in The Genius of Venice, p. 153, summed up the allegorical element as follows: "the 
women play a dual role in the painting: one holds a mirror, symbol of prudence but also of 
wisdom, and, in a wider sense, of intellectual knowledge, virtues diametrically opposed to the 
sterility of worldly pleasure. The theme of voluptas versus virtus is further enforced by the two 
playful putti: one wears a mask, an allusion to the dichotomy between truth and falsehood. " For a 
discussion of northern paintings in the hands of Venetian collectors during this period see 
Campbell, and B. Aikema & 'The Lure of the North' in Renaissance Venice and the North, pp. 82- 
92. 
48 Published by Ballarin, 1967, p. 238. For a recent analysis of the state of the picture see 
Serenissima... pp. 170-9. 
4913ated to c. 1514 by Rylands, p. 285, cat. 16, on the basis of the correspondence with the Munich 
Madonna with Sts. Roch &A urea - see fig. 2.32. 
50 Rylands, P. 285, rejected it as autograph but this work is clearly a product of Palma's workshop. 
Dated to 1514-16 by Rylands and this is supported by the author - See also Chapter Five. 
51 See paintings in the County Museum, Los Angels and the Accademia, Venice. See Also Chapter 
Five for Bonifacio's later approach to the theme 
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Left- Fig. 2.40, 
Bonifacio, Christ and 
the Adulteress, 1518- 
20, Warsaw, National 
Museum; below left- 
Fig. 2.41) Palma 
Vecchio, The Raising 
ofLazarus, c. 1514, 
Philadelphia, Museum 
of Art, Johnson 
Collection; below 
right- Fig. 2.42) Palma 
Vecchio, Christ and 
the Woman of 
Samaria, c. 1514-16, 
Formerly London, 
Butler Collection. 
Fig. 2.43) Bonifacio, The Penitent 
St. Jerome, 1518-20, sold at 
Christies, London, 30.11.1973. 
Fig. 2.44) Comparative details of figs. 
2.45,34,43 & 40. 
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A Penitent St. Jerome sold at, auction in 1973 (fig. 2.43) can clearly be 
related to both of the previous two works. 52 The landscape is extremely similar to 
the Lot, with the same tree grouping making a re-appearance, while St. Jerome is 
a subtle variation on the 'Lot type'. On the basis of the photograph, the same thin, 
dabbing brushwork is also apparent. Never comfortable painting the nude, 
Bonifacio has had a fair stab at anticipating some of the grandeur of Titian's later 
versions of this theme, an affinity that has been augmented by the moody 
landscape setting. 53 Yet the similarities with Titian's work are misleading in terms 
of its date. Bonifacio's picture is a response to a type popular in Venice from a 
much earlier period - one that was well-establi shed in the work of both Giovanni 
Bellini and Cima. No extant versions of the theme by Palma exist, however, and 
this work should be taken as slightly later than the Lot and illustrative of 
Bonifacio's growing independence. 54 
The problem of Bonifacio's artistic origins 
Although the five paintings analysed in the preceding discussion are less easy to 
date than the group of sacre conversazioni previously discussed, there are 
reasonable grounds for believing that they attest to Bonifacio's emergence as an 
artistic personality between c. 1515 and 1520. It is now possible to put 
Bonifacio's career back as far as c. 1515, when he was in his late twenties. 
Beyond this point it is currently impossible to go. Although I am aware of a 
handful of further works which may provide proof of an earlier emergence, these 
have not been included here as it has been necessary to focus upon works of a 
supportable attribution and dating. Some of these additional pictures are obscure 
works known only through poor photographs. Other works take the form of 
55 
portraits and as such are discussed in Appendix 3. 
52 Sold at Christie's, London, 30.11.1973. 
53 For an example, see Titian's version in the Louvre, dated by Wethey, 1969-75,1, pp. 13 3 -4, 
cat. 104, to 153 1. 
54 A lost half-length Jerome by Palma was recorded in the collection of Bartolomeo della Nave in 
1637. See Rylands, p. 323, cat. X35. 
55 One strong candidate for another example of Bonifacio's earliest work, analogous in style to the 
Lot and the St. Jerome is a Christ at the Column exhibited as a Palma Vecchio in Cleveland 1956, 
and registered as the property of the Foresti Collection in Milan. I know this work only from a 
photograph in the Witt Library, London. It is extremely close in format to a painting of the same 
subject by Palma and his workshop documented in Oxford (Rylands, p. 291, cat. A49). The 
composition is borrowed ftom Giorgione's Portrait of a Man in Profile in Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. Another notable picture, possibly related to Bonifacio's earliest 
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With so many misconceptions and pet theories surround Bonifacio's work, 
I have endeavoured to steer clear of the merely hypothetical. It is to this realm that 
any further discussion of Bonifacio's artistic origins belongs. In dealing with a 
phase of Bonifacio's career that is completely undocumented, one can find 
nothing that could attest to his training under another artist - which is not to say 
that he was exclusively Palma's pupil. It is noted that Palma was only around 
seven years older than Bonifacio, and it is probable that he reached Venice a few 
years after his pupil, between 1508-1 0.56 While recognising that it was common 
for young painters to be apprenticed in their teens, any attempts at identifying the 
master(s) responsible for Bonifacio's initial training are futile. 
He shares nothing with his Veronese contemporaries and one cannot 
discern the slightest motif or idiosyncrasy that could be traced back to the artists 
of his native city. The possibility remains, however, that Bonifacio had already 
received some rudimentary training in his chosen profession in Verona and 
subsequently entered into a Venetian workshop before passing onto Palma's. That 
nothing remains of this earlier period is not all that remarkable. Students were 
trained to take on the artistic personality of their masters to a degree which has 
tied art historians in knots ever since. 57 Furthermore, both Palma and Bonifacio 
are testament to the fact that a late artistic emergence was not uncommon. 
Nothing of Palma's can be securely dated prior to 15 10, at which point the artist 
was probably in his late twenties. Other examples include Cima and Carpaccio, 
whose surviving work appears to be exclusively attributable to a point later than 
their mid-twenties. Everything we know about Bonifacio attests to the fact that he 
was a late developer and it is quite easy to imagine him whiling away his 
apprenticeship to an artist other than Palma, learning nothing that could not be 
subsequently expunged by the influence of the latter. 
As far as Titian, the only other major influence in Bonifacio's art, is 
concerned, a direct relationship between the two is unlikely, though not 
Palma-dependent works, is an Adam and Eve in the Cavagna collection, Treviso, that relies on 
Palma's version in the Herzog Ulrich Museum in Braunshweig. Published by Martini, pp. 58-9. 
56 The little we know about Palma's life seems to back up Vasari's assertion that Palma died at the 
age of 48, leading us to fix his date of birth as c. 1480. For complimentary discussions of Palma's 
date of birth and origins in Bergamo see Mascherpa, pp. 23-6, & Rylands pp. 15-16. 
57 Rosand's comments further illustrate the situation: "a young apprentice learned by copying and 
then participating in the work of the master; his own artistic personality had first to submit to that 
of the master and then, if it was itself strong enough, it might slowly begin to assert its own Z: I 11-15 
independent character" - Rosand (1997 ed), p. 5. 
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impossible. Bonifacio's enthusiasm for Titian is selective, second hand, and 
increases in line with his growing maturity. Ultimately, Bonifacio was destined to 
align himself more and more with the leader of the Venetian school as a result of 
several factors. The first of these is that his artistic instincts were far more in tune 
with Titian's way of seeing, particularly his use of colour and solid descriptive 
style. Even in his earliest works, one witnesses Bonifacio's dissatisfaction with 
the breezy, matte colouring and the use of bright, opaque tones of sky blue and 
bright orange which characterise the work of his master. In addition, Bonifacio 
had little predilection for Palma's facial and figurative abstractions, fascinated 
instead by Titian's ability to make his figures breathe and radiate heat. Blessed 
with an innate talent for colour and description, yet somewhat deficient in the 
ability to invent figures or compositions for himself, Bonifacio's closely observed 
emulation of Titian's style served a double purpose: it aided him to fulfil his own 
artistic leanings and helped him to gradually emerge from under Palma's shadow. 
iii) Inheritance and independence: 1528-30 
On the 1 Oth of October 1528, Bonifacio's name appears in the Venetian records 
for the first time. His signature as witness to the will of Samaritana Bondumier is 
also the first record of his professional status as a painter (see Appendix 1, doc. 6). 
He was a year away from monopolising a huge state commission at the Venetian 
Treasury that would sustain him throughout his career and help him to maintain 
one of the city's largest and most productive workshops. No grand commissions 
or public works are documented prior to this date and, on the basis of those works 
previously discussed,, he had thus far produced nothing to suggest that he was in 
any way capable of the dramatic large-scale narratives and production-line 
pictures of saints that were subsequently required of him. 
Why on earth was he chosen for the task and how was he able to cope? It 
is a mystery that art historians have largely ignored. 
The dispersal of Palma's estate 1528 - 1529 
The solution to the mystery of Bonifacio's sudden rise to prominence with the 
Camerlenghi commission and the commercial success he pursued afterwards, 
probably lies in his response to a set of circumstances which had occurred a few 
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months prior to his first recorded signature as a painter in October 1528. On the 
3 oth July, Palma Vecchio had died. Although he had been taken ill over a fortnight 
earlier, he was not yet 50 and his death must have come as something of a 
surprise. From the papers which record the dispersal of his estate, we learn that he 
was childless and that no provision had been made for the perpetuation of his 
workshop. Only one assistant, an unknown Alvise de Serafin, is mentioned in any 
of the documents pertaining to the liquidation of Palma's assets. However, due to 
a wealth of circumstantial evidence, Bonifacio's opportunistic presence is felt 
throughout the ensuing proceedings. 
Once debts had been settled, Palma's principle beneficiary was his 
Bergamasque niece, Margarita, the daughter of his late brother, Bartolomeo. She 
had come to Venice to keep house for her uncle after her father had died in 1525. 
10 days after the death of her uncle, provision was made for her younger brother, 
Antonio, to come to Venice and join her in the lodgings of her brother-in-law, 
Fantin de Girado, a dyer and one of the executors of Palma's estate. Not yet of 
age, it is this Antonio who provides us with our first evidence of Bonifacio's 
position as the inheritor of Palma's studio in all but name. Antonio was destined 
to become Bonifacio's apprentice and nephew by marriage, and would later 
become the father of Palma Giovane. Bonifacio seems to have taken on the role of 
paterfamilias to the young Antonio, thereby perpetuating one of Venice's most 
important artistic dynasties. 58 
More substantial evidence for Bonifacio's involvement in the dispersal of 
Palma's estate arises from his contribution to the completion of various works left 
unfinished in the latter's studio at the time of his death. An inventory detailing 
these works dated to between the 8 th of April and the 22 nd of June of the following 
year has been discussed at some length by Rylands. 59 However, for our purposes, 
his findings need to be summarised, and one notes that there is room for further 
discussion of works which relate to Bonifacio. 
In addition to 12 unpainted supports, 46 items at varying stages of 
completion are mentioned in the inventory. The pictures listed are a typical cross 
section of subjects portrayed in Palma's surviving oeuvre, and in seeking to match 
5' For Bonifacio's relationship to the Palma family see Chapter One. For an analysis of the 
documents which detail the liquidation of Palma's assets see Rylands, pp. 23-30. 
59 See previous note. 
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Fig. 2.45) Bonifacio and 
Patma Vecchio (? ), 
Madonna with Sts. 
Catherine, Francis, John 
the Baptist and Nicholas, 
1520-30, Venice, Pinacoteca 
Querini-Stampalia. 
Fig. 2.46) Begun by Palma 
Vecchio, finished by 
Bonifacio (? ), Christ and 
the Woman of Canaan, 
1527-30, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Fig. 2.47) Palma Vecchio 
(finshed by Bonifacio? ), 
Venus and Cupid in a 
Landscape, 1525-8, 
Pasadena, Norton Simon 
Collection. 
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them with extant works, Rylands managed to account for almost a third. 
Occasionally, work specifically designated for actual patrons are mentioned, the 
most prominent of these being Francesco Querini who owned five items. One of 
these, a sacra conversazione, still in the possession of the Querini family, can be 
attributed in large part to Bonifacio himself (fig. 2.45 ). 60 It occupies a roughly 
analogous position to that of the Oxford Sacra Conversazione (fig. 2.26), in that 
while one figure, the St. John the Baptist, is clearly attributable to Palma, the rest 
are unmistakably the work of Bonifacio. 61 The Virgin's pose finds an almost exact 
match in analogous figures in the Oxford and Pitti sacre conversazioni (fig. 2.6), 
while her face is closer to those in paintings in Paris and Los Angeles (figs. 
2.1 &5) which, following a hypothesis previously expressed, are of exactly this 
date. 62 Even Rylands, who gave the inventory picture the strictly accurate label of 
"workshop of Palma Vecchio", admitted that it demonstrated "the style of 
Bonifacio with cooler tones and looser brushwork ... while the St. Catherine is a 
recurring type in Bonifacio's work". 63 The presence of a work of such a strong 
Bonifacesque flavour in this inventory supports the hypothesis that Bonifacio was 
'licensed' to produce works of a similar nature from within Palma's workshop. 
The inventory refers to this painting as "I qua[d]ro de madona e putin e 
san zuan batista e sancta Caterina, e san nicolo, piu che bozado de ca. I q. I de m. 
Franco. Querini". The given measurement of 1 
1/4 bracchia (85 cm) precisely 
64 
matches the surviving work. However, whereas the inventory description 
records that the figure of St. Nicholas is only sketched in, the figure in the Quermi 
Stampalia painting is in a finished state. Given that the St. Nicholas is such a good 
example of the 'Lot type' (see above and fig. 2.44), it seems that Bonifacio was 
responsible for returning to the work and finishing it for its patron. As Rylands 
noted, the presence of pictures such as this one in Palma's studio at the time of his 
60 See Dazzi & Merkel, p. 40, cat. II and Chapter Three. The attribution of this work has oscillated 
between Palma and Bonifacio, with both Ludwig, 1903, p. 79 and Suida, 1934-5, p. 89, accepting it 
as a collaborative work. 
6' The Baptist is highly reminiscent of another inventory item, the St. John the Baptist in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, which Rylands, p. 241-2, cat. 98, dated to 1527-8. 
62 The invention of the Virgin's pose can be traced back to Palma's Ufflizi Rest on the Flight into 
E. Upt which Rylands, p. 164, cat. 2 1, dated to 1514-15. Bonifacio repeats the pose in anAdoration 
of the Shepherds in the Museo Civico, Padua that can be dated to the early years of his workshop 
practice (c. 1530-2) - see Westphal, 193 1, p. 106, cat. 8 1. 6' Rylands, p. 24. 
64 For the inventory item and the system of measurement employed by the compilers of this 
inventory see Rylands, pp. 24,302 & cat. A64. One assumes the St. Francis was a late addition. 
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death are no guarantee of a late date: "some works may have been 
uncommissioned paintings that Palma kept on hand as examples of his work, or 
alternatively, the unclaimed and unsatisfactory paintings, perhaps several years 
65 old, that are a predictable part of any artist's studio" . Even though this particular 
sacra conversazione was ultimately destined for Francesco Querini, it does not 
necessarily follow that it was he who originally commissioned it. Judging by its 
overall style, it is suggested that it was initially a studio work contemporaneous 
with the Oxford and Pitti sacre conversazioni, abandoned due to its unsatisfactory 
composition and then returned to in 1529 in order to sell it to a new patron. 66 This 
commission allows us to establish a link with an Adoration of the Magi ordered 
from Bonifacio's studio in 1533 by Francesco Querini's younger brother, Piero, 
and is suggestive of how Bonifacio was able to drum up business on the back of 
Palma Vecchio's demise. 67 
There is good evidence for believing that Bonifacio had a hand in two 
other unfinished items listed in the inventory. In the Christ and the Woman of 
Canaan now in the Accademia (fig. 2.46), Rylands recognised that the two 
women at the far right were "typical of the circle of Bonifacio". 68 These two 
figures are certainly by a different hand than that of the rest of the painting and 
foreshadow some of the facial types on display in Bonifacio's St. Anthony of 
Padua Altarpiece of the following decade (see Chapter Five). Rylands was also 
adamant that the style of drapery on show in a Venus and Cupid now in Pasadena 
(fig. 2.47), that matched the description of 2 inventory items, was typical of the 
"innumerable paintings of Bonifacio's studio". 69 The landscape of this painting 
also seems to have been left unfinished and completed by a painter working in a 
northern style. Although certainly not by Bonifacio himself, the Pateniresque 
features of this landscape form an intriguing connection with that of the Madrid 
65 Rylands, p. 24. 
66 The situation under discussion must have been a common one. One can cite the famous case of 
Giorgione's Dresden Venus, which, according to Marcantonio Michiel, was finished by Titian. 
Could Titian's intervention have been brought about by Giorgione's death? See Hope, (1) 1980, 
p. 16. 
67 See Appendix 1, doc. 13. For Palma's relationship with the Querini and Priull families see 
Rylands, pp. 18-19. 
68 Rylands p. 27. Dated by the same author, p. 301, cat. A63, to between 1527-30. Accepted as 
probably the work mentioned in the inventory by Nepi Scird, 1996, p. 55-6 (in the inventory, the 
women are described as "half finished"). However, the painting's dimensions , 95 x 155 cm, are 
smaller than those described in the inventory which states the painting has a width of c. 171 cm. 
69 See Rylands p. 229, cat. 87. 
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Fig. 2.48) Bonifacio (begun by Palma Vecchio ? ), Rest on the Flight into Egypt withSts. Mary 
Magdalene, Francis and a Donor, 1528-30, San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial 
Museum. 
Fig. 2.49) Palma Vecchio, Madonna with Sts. Marv Magdalene, John the Baptist, Catherine of 
Alexandria &a Donor (Francesco Priuli? ), c. 1520-2, Madrid, Thyssen-Bomeniisza Collection 
& detail compared with detail of Fig. 2.48. 
Fig. 2.50) Palma Vecchio, 
Portrait of a Woman, c. 15 20- 
". Madrid, Thyssen- 
1-)'ornemlsza Collection & 
detail compared with detail of 
Fig. 2.48. 
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Adoration of the Shepherds (fig. 2.22), previously dated to precisely this period. 
70 
One now turns to a large sacra conversazione in San Frandsco (fig. 
71 2.48) . It has often been grouped with those early paintings described in the first 
section of this chapter, but has been thus far excluded from that group because it 
presents us with a conundrum: while the technique and rich colouring are wholly 
that of Bonifacio and typical of the period of new found maturity in which he 
painted the Louvre Sacra Conversazione (fig. 2.2), the overall design is unusually 
close to Palma himself The monumental, asymmetrical composition is closely 
reliant on several showpiece sacre conversazioni completed by Palma in the 
1520s, of which paintings in Madrid 72 and Belgrade73 (Figs 2.31 & 49) are 
sumptuous examples. In their overall design, the figure types are not those of 
Bonifacio's Titianising manner. The glassy outward state of the Madonna is 
highly unusual for Bonifacio, yet perfectly reminiscent of Palma's work, 
particularly his Portrait of a Woman in Madrid (fig. 2.50). 74 The figure of Mary 
Magdalene is also too 'blousy' to have been drawn by Bonifacio himself. She 
forms a good counterpart to a St. Catherine in a sacre conversazione in the same 
gallery, previously mentioned (fig. 2.49). The figure of St. Francis is also directly 
related to the same saint in a small, unpublished Rest on the Flight into Egypt 
completed by Palma's studio and now in the hands of a private collector in Venice 
(fig. 2.51). 75 The non-participatory presence of a patron tucked in at the far right is 
also alien to Bonifacio's work, yet typical of Palma's sacre conversazioni. 76 
We are Probably dealing with another work designed by Palma and 
finished by Bonifacio. It is highly reminiscent of a picture in the Accademia that 
70 Rylands, p. 229, attributed the landscape to an artist active towards the end of the 16t" century 
"working in a northern style". Campbell, p. 468, took the landscape to be contemporary with the 
rest of the picture and indicative of an immigrant northern painter working in Venice during this 41: 1 date. The possibility that Bonifacio was also working in collaboration with a northern painter 
during this period is intriguing yet impossible to prove. 
71 Simonetti, 1986, cat. 7, pp. 98, dated it to around 1526-7. An unlikely attribution of this work to 
Giampietro Silvio was recently made by Lucco in Le si&le... p. 383. 
72 For Rylands' identification of the donor of this work as Francesco Priuli, the father of in law of 
Francesco Querini see Rylands pp. 18 & 180. Rylands was able to establish a terminus ante quem 
of 1522. 73 See n. 36. 
74 See Rylands p. 186, cat. 45, & A. Attardi in Le si&le, p. 377-8. 
75 Thanks to Sig. Manotvanelli of Venice. This unpublished work is closely related to another rest 
on the Flight into Egypt of unknown location discussed by Rylands, p. 292, cat. A52. 
76 The presence of donors in Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni is extremely rare. When they are 
included they usually play a large part in the proceedings such as in the Pitti Sacra Conversazione 
(fig. 2.6). 
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Fig. 2.51, Studio of 
Palma Vecchio, Rest 
on the Flight into 
Egypt with St. Francis, 
c. 1515, Venice, Private 
Collection & detail 
from Fig. 2.48. 
Above-Fig. 2.52) Lorenzo Lotto, Holy Family with St. Jerome, lower portion of an altarpiece from the 
Pinacoteca Civica, Jesi, 1526 &a detail from Fig. 2.48. 
Left- Fig. 2.53) Palma Vecchio 
(finshed by Titlan? ), Holy Family 
with St. Catherine & John the 
Baptist, 1526-30, Venice, 
Accadernia. 
Below left- Fig. 2.54) Lorenzo 
Lotto, Mystic Marriage of St. 
Catherine with NicoI6 Bonghi, 
1523, Bergamo, Accademia 
Carrara & detail compared with 
details from Figs. 2.49 & 2.14 
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Palma seems to have left unfinished at his death,, and one that is thought to have 
been completed by Titian (fig. 2.53). The compositions mirror each other, 
particularly in the positioning of Joseph and the architectural features which seem 
to recall Titian's Pesaro altarpiece, thus arguing for a late position in Palma's 
oeuvre. Rylands followed Ludwig in seeking to identify the Accademia painting 
with the following inventory item: "I teler grando de ca. Braze 3 con una madona 
e putin e san j osef che fugiva in egipto". Rylands noted that this is likely to have 
been a scene of the 'rest on the flight into Egypt', as the typical 'flight into Egypt' 
scene of the Virgin and Child on a Donkey is unknown in Palma's work and far 
less common in Venetian painting as a whole. He suggested that the person who 
drew up the inventory had overlooked the two saints. However, there is nothing in 
the Accademia painting that makes reference to the subject described. 77 
If one accepts Palma's involvement, it is suggested that the San Francisco 
painting has a greater claim to being this inventory item. Unlike the dimensions of 
the picture in the Accademia, the width (205 cm) exactly matches that of the 
measurement given in the inventory, as does its canvas support. On closer 
inspection, the presence of the water bottle at Joseph's feet establishes that the 
San Francisco picture is not just a typical sacra conversazione, but is in fact a Rest 
on the Flight into Egypt with Saints. The later addition of the saints may have 
been overlooked if the painting had not been finished, as was the case with other 
inventory items, and this would also justify the appearance of the portrait of the 
patron who also seems to have been added at the last minute. Could this picture be 
another example of Bonifacio mopping up Palma's business after his death? 
That Bonifacio set up his own new workshop at S. Alvise during this 
period, taking some of Palma's former students with him, is also suggested by a 
strong injection of Palmesque traits that can be felt at the outset of his own 
workshop production of the late 1520s / early 1530s. The identification of such 
characteristics in the artist's early workshop production has been the chief source 
of confusion in the dating of Bonifacio's work, as it is a characteristic that is often 
taken to be representative of his immature style of the previous decade. 
The evidence for Bonifacio 'cashing in' on Palma's demise with regard to 
unfinished works retained by the latter's studio strengthens Freedberg's original 
77 See Ludwig, 1903, p. 78, n. 2 and Rylands, pp. 28,240, cat. 97. 
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theory that Bonifacio inherited a ready made enterprise in the closing months of 
1528.78 This was not a legal inheritance, or one that seems to have been expressly 
desired by Palma himself Nor was it a case of taking charge over actual physical 
premises. Palma's given address fluctuates so often throughout his career in 
Venice (recorded at S. Basso at the time of his death) that his studio may have 
been transportable and never wholly fixed . 
79Further events of 1528 may also help 
us to explain Bonifacio's sudden emergence on the artistic scene and his 
suitability for the Camerlenghi commission. 
The first public commission - The St. Michael Altarpiece c. 1528- 
30 
In addition to that of Palma Vecchio, a second death in 1528 may have benefited 
Bonifacio indirectly. The person in question was Sigismondo Cavalli, a state 
official responsible for military administration. He was a member of a family of 
Veronese extraction that had entered the Venetian patriciate in the fourteenth 
century. It is likely that he was interred in the family chapel of St. Michael at the 
church of Giovanni e Paolo, and it was here that Bonifacio's magnificent St. 
Michael Vanquishing Satan (fig. 2.55) was originally situated. 80 Recently, 
Francesca Cortesi Bosco has suggested that Bonifacio's dramatic painting was 
commissioned to commemorate the death of Sigismondo and was instrumental in 
bringing the artist to the attention of the authorities in charge of the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi by way of a connection with Sigismondo's son, Marino. In that very 
year, Marino had entered into state service at the prestigious Magistrato del 
Cattaver, one of the Camerlenghi's sister departments, situated at the Doge's 
Palace. Cortesi Bosco had little more to add in support of this hypothesis apart 
from noting that previous authors had placed Bonifacio's altarpiece to the end of 
the 1520s / beginning of the 1530s, and that a connection with Lotto's work of the 
same date was like y. 81 
Her theory becomes more attractive when one realises that, given 
78 Freedberg, 1971, p. 349- 
79 Palma is also recorded as living at San Moisý (1513) and S. Stae (1513-28). See Rylands, p. 16. 
80 The painting is now located to the right of the altar in the renovated Chapel of the Rosary. See 
Boccazzi, p. 64. The attribution to Bonifacio was first established by Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 288, but 
was challenged in the early twentieth century by Westphal, 193 1, p. 112. Bonifacio's signature on 
the tree at the bottom left was eventually discovered by Gioseffi, pp. 110- 112. 
81 See Cortesi Bosco, 1998, pp. 30- 1, pp. 42-45. Marino's monument (1572-33) can still be found in 
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Sigismondo's connections with the military and his family's Veronese 
connections, it is possible that the Cavalli were well aware of Bonifacio on 
account of the artist's own origins and the military career of his father, Marcio. 
who had also become a citizen of Venice. 82 Both these factors illuminate the 
reasons for the Cavalli's choice of Bonifacio. As a neat and possibly significant 
adjunct to Cortesi Bosco's suggestion concerning Marino, one notes that one of 
the very first works that Bonifacio completed for the Camerlenghi, was painted as 
a response to a painting attributed to the school of Bellini which decorated the 
office of the Magistrato del Cattaver. 83 
Additional evidence argues for Bonifacio's activity at Giovanni e Paolo at 
precisely the point at which Sigismondo died. Peter Hurnfrey has recently 
remarked that "Bonifacio ... remained completely impervious to Lotto", but on the 
84 basis of stylistic evidence alone, nothing could be further from the truth . Lotto's 
influence has already been noted with regard to Bonifacio's Milan Sacra 
Conversazione (fig. 2.15) and Cortesi Bosco's discovery of Lotto's will of 153 1, 
attests to the fact that the two artists were very well acquainted. 85 While it is 
dangerous to proceed from the standpoint of the latter document and to look for 
non-existent points of confluence in their work, Bonifacio's relationship with 
Lotto can be clearly felt in other pictures of the late 1520s. One of these is the San 
Francisco Sacra Conversazione previously discussed (fig. 2.48). The wide-eyed 
stare, parted lips and jiggling body of the Christ Child is anomalous to the types 
of either Palma or Bonifacio, and totally dependent on Lotto as is clear from a 
comparison with his Christ Child of the contemporary Vienna Sacra 
Conversazione (see above, fig. 2.5) and the same figure in a slightly earlier picture 
86 
painted while the latter artist was still in Bergamo (fig. 2.54) . The 
device of 
having Joseph and the Christ Child reach forward for one another is, as Simonetti 
also noticed, borrowed from Lotto's contemporary Jesi Altarpiece (fig. 2.52) 
which was painted in Venice not long after the latter's return there in December 
1525.87 
the chapel. See Lorenzetti, 1994, p-352- 
82 See Chapter One. 
83 See Chapter Four, figs. 4.1 33-14- 
84 Humfrey, 1997, p. 121. 
85 See Chapter One and Appendix 2, doc. 9. 
86 For Lotto's Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine with NicoI6 Bon hi, see Hurnfrev, 1997, pp. 65-7. 9 
87 See Hurnfrey, 1997, p. 94. 
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Above- Fig. 2.55) Bonifacio, St. Michael Vanquishing 
Satan, 1528-30, Venice, Ss. Giovanni e Paolo; above 
right- Fig. 2.56) Giovanni & Bernardino da Asola, St. 
Michael Vanquishing the RebelAngels, 1526, Venice, 
Museo Correr; right- Fig. 2.57) Wrer, St. Michael 
T"anquishing the Rebel Angels, woodcut, 1497-8. 
Fig. 2.58) Lorenzo Lotto, detail from the 
north wall of Lotto's fresco cycle of 
Chrisl the Vine & the Life of St. Barbara, 
1523-4, Trescore, Ortaorio Suardi. 
Fig. 2.59) Francla, Judith and 
Holofernes, c. 1504-5, Paris Louvre. 
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At this date, Lotto was living within the environs of the monastery 
attached to the church of Giovanni e Paolo. It is possible that he was enticed back 
from a highly successful period in Bergamo by the opportunity to paint the St. 
88 Antoninus altarpiece at the transept to the right of the main altar of the church . 
Elsewhere in the same building a space was reserved for a new painting of the 
'Death of St. Peter Martyr', the competition for which had engaged not only 
Titian and Palma, but possibly Pordenone also. Pordenone's influence on 
Bonifacio's Milan Sacra Conversazione, previously dated to c. 1526, has already 
been noted. Although both Pordenone and Palma were to lose out to Titian, from 
1525 Palma was engaged at Giovanni e Paolo as a compagno alla banca of the 
Scuola di San Pietro Martire, and was involved in monitoring the commission. 89 
Palma's presence at Giovanni e Paolo adds credence to the belief that he kept 
company with Lotto during this period. Vasari states that they were friends, and 
despite efforts to dismiss this as a literary device, there is no reason not to take his 
comment at face value. 90 It is inconceivable that the two artists were not known to 
each other. Palma had maintained links with his native Bergamo throughout his 
career and would certainly have been aware of Lotto's presence there. In what 
was probably his last public commission, the Sea Storm of 1527-8, for the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco (of which he was member), Palma also seems to have relied 
on a drawing Lotto completed at this time depicting Jonah and the Whale. 91 it is 
probable that Bonifacio came to know Lotto through his connection with Palma 
and it is also highly likely that Lotto was on hand to witness Bonifacio's role in 
winding up Palma's studio, as is evidenced by Lotto's desire that Bonifacio 
should do the same for him (see Chapter One). 
As for the St. Michael itself, it is a work painted as a response to a number 
of sources. Previous authors have noted its similarity to Raphael's famous version 
of 1518 (Paris, Louvre) and to Dilrer's engraving of 1497-8 (fig. 2.57). Certain 
Ferrarese sources have been quoted by previous critics including the St. Michael 
of Dosso Dossi's Madonna and Sts. Michael and George in Modena. Closer to 
home, Bernardo & Giovanni da Asola's organ shutters from the church S. Michele 
18 The circumstances governing Lotto's return to Venice and his eventual completion of the St. 
Antonino altarpiece are discussed by Oldfield, pp. 141-3. 
89 See Humfrey, 1988, pp. 407-408. 
90 See Vasari, Testo, IV, p. 552. 
91 Palma's famous picture was 'finished' in the 1530s by Paris Bordon. For a full historY of 
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in Murano, now in the Museo Correr, of 1526 are an obvious point of reference 
92 (fig. 2.5 7) . However, it is Lotto's influence that is most striking. Once again, the 
streak of golden curls, splayed wings and fluttering draperies of St. Michael. are 
reminiscent of angels in Lotto's work, particularly those in the Vienna Sacra 
93 Conversazione (fig. 2.5) and the later Annunciation at Recanati . Cortesi Bosco 
also suggested that Lotto's figures of the heretics being thrown from the heavens 
from his recently completed fresco cycle at Trescore (fig. 2.58) had also inspired 
Bonifacio in his tumbling figure of Satan. 94 She went on to mull over the 
possibility that, in addition to studying drawings which accompanied Lotto's own 
compositions, Bonifacio also had recourse to the sketches of other artists' work 
that Lotto had made on his travels. This would explain Bonifacio's knowledge of 
those other sources previously mentioned and the relationship his painting forges 
with a presentation drawing of Judith and Holofernes by Francia, of which there 
are several variants (fig. 2.5 9). 95 
One also notes that, in having giant figures suspended in mid-air above a 
storm tossed landscape, the overall composition demonstrates definite similarities 
with Lotto's St. Nicholas altarpiece for the Venetian Church of the Carmine of 
1527 _ 9.96 Finally, Titian's St. Peter Martyr altarpiece, completed between 1528- 
30 is of direct influence in its violent motif of one figure bearing down on the 
other in the midst of a florid landscape illuminated by a phantasmagorical vision 
in the heavens. 
All of these separate influences are brought to bear on a work that stands 
virtually alone in Bonifacio's stylistic development. Some similarity with his 
contemporary work remains, however. A similarity with the angel from the Milan 
Sacra Conversazione of c. 1526 (fig. 2.15) is noted, as is an overall 
correspondence with the expression of alarm and handling of the human body 
demonstrated by the figure of St. Sebastian in a Camerlenghi canvas of 153 1.97 As 
one would expect, given the number of artistic signposts already discussed, the St. 
Michael can be suspended mid-way between these two works. The painting 
Palma's commission and his reliance on a design of Lotto's see Rylands p. 242-245. 
92 These influences have been previously noted by Simonetti, 1986, p. 99. cat. 10. 
93Recanati, Pinacoteca Comunale, c. 1534-5. See Hurnfrey, 1997, p. 1-2. 
94 Cortesi Bosco, 1998, pp. 45. 
95 See previous note. 
96 See Hurnfrey, 1997, p. 96-8. 
97 See Chapter Four, fig. 4.18. 
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constitutes a self-conscious and wholly successful effort upon the part of the artist 
to step outside the confines of his usual style in an endeavour to make a 
commercial and critical splash. This perception sits easily with the idea of a 
painter suddenly forced into becoming independent on the death of his master. 
with the need to establish his own career. 
With this fortuitous commission Bonifacio rallied himself and was given a 
moment to shine. Considered technically, and as an encapsulation of Renaissance 
methods of picture composition, the work is less than successful. However, in 
terms of its raw, violent emotion and expressive vigour, the St. Michael is an 
impressive and startling work. Almost Caravaggesque in its violent, flashlight 
drama, this is a picture that steps outside its school and period. The speed with 
which Satan hurtles towards earth and the blast of heavenly light that frames the 
whirling swastika form of St. Michael is without parallel in Venetian art of this 
date. Its wonderful strangeness represents a release of energy that can be 
attributed to the sudden emancipation of an artistic genie that had lain for far too 
long in its bottle. 
As a coda to our discussion of the St. Michael, mention should be made of 
a drawing by Vasari in Munich depicting the same subject (fig. 2.60). Elena Bassi 
has recognised it as that which Vasari gave to the Veronese architect, Michele San 
Michele, in 1542 as a commemoration of their collaborative work at the Palazzo 
Corner Spinelli in Venice. 98 In the absence of a common source, Vasari's 
composition, particularly the figure of Satan, seems to partly derive from 
Bonifacio's picture. The correspondence is mysterious, as in his second edition of 
the lives of 1568, Vasari's states that he was previously unaware of Bonifacio's 
existence, and the Giovanni e Paolo St. Michael goes unmentioned (see Chapter 
One). However, given the Venetian connection (and possibly also a Veronese 
connection in the form of San Michele), Vasari's dependence on Bonifacio's work 
is not unlikely. Notoriously less than fastidious in his treatment of the Venetian 
school, Vasari was probably inspired by Bonifacio's picture, while not bothering 
to check its authorship or reveal his source of inspiration - his debt to a Venetian 
artist in the matter of design can hardly be one that he would have been eager to 
confess. The debt is doubly ironic given Bonifacio's usual shortcomings in the 
98 For Vasari's drawing and the friendship between Vasari and San Michele see Bassi, 1976, 
375. p. 387-392, and Schulz, 1961, pp-500-11 and Vasari, Testo V, p. 1 
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Graphische SamnilLing. 
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portrayal of the human form. 
Summary 
All the evidence points to Bonifacio's sustained affiliation to Palma Vecchio that 
persisted until the latter's death in 1528. We are finally In the position to 
substantiate Freedberg's theory that in addition to his tutelage under Palma, 
Bonifacio "actually inherited Palma's shop and patronage". 99 That he maintained 
a quasi- autonomous status within Palma's studio is suggested by a group of what 
could be considered as 'autograph' sacre conversazioni which take the latter's 
designs as their starting point, but which demonstrate their author's own artistic 
independence and predilections - in particular, a studied admiration of Titian. This 
kind of elastic business relationship forms a perfect template for the modus 
operandi that Bonifacio was to establish in his own workshop. 
With regard to Bonifacio's sudden assumption of the Camerlenghi 
commission and the way in which the artist's studio rose phoenix-like out of the 
ashes of Palma's workshop, one is also able to conclude that the figure of Lorenzo 
Lotto made his presence felt in the proceedings. His influence over Bonifacio's St. 
Michael altarpiece has been demonstrated, and his position as witness to 
Bonifacio's efficacy in winding up Palma's business is suggest by Lotto's express 
wish that Bonifacio should do the same for him in his will of 15 3 1.100 With the St. 
Michael, Bonifacio pulled out all the stops in order to make the kind of 
professional splash that would give him the impetus and recognition for the 
formulation of his own enterprise. 
99 Freedberg, p. 349. 
loo See Chapter One & Appendix 1, doc-9. 
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We begin our investigation of Bonifacio's independent career by addressing his 
continued interest in the Sacra Conversazione. From its inception in c-1529 to 
beyond the death of its proprietor in 1553, Bonifacio's workshop established a 
strong continuity with Palma's business by making pictures of the Madonna 
accompanied by saints its particular forte. From Dundee to Detroit, anyone 
remotely familiar with Bonifacio's work will be aware of the seemingly endless 
number of attributed pictures of this type that crop up with an amazing frequency 
in art collections throughout Europe and America. However, no writer has ever 
assessed this work en masse. 
In this area of his output, Bonifacio's production line methods and elastic 
workshop practices are at their most pronounced. It is this aspect that is of greater 
interest to us than the impractical task of covering the entirety of Bonifacio's 
mature work in this area. As a result, and in order to clear up some scholarly 
confusion, this chapter aims to produce a sort of 'spotter's guide' to Bonifacio's 
mature sacre conversazioni within the context of the work of his contemporaries. It 
splits Bonifacio's production of this type into those pictures meant for a private, 
'domestic' setting and those intended for public display. In weighting the 
discussion in favour of the artist's methods of production and his contribution to a 
specifically Venetian type, it is only with the application of the format in the public 
arena, in the form of altarpieces and state decoration, that I have embarked upon an 
in-depth picture by picture analysis. Works of this latter type deserve more 
attention, not only because of their greater importance as commissions, 
demonstrative of the ambition of Bonifacio and his workshop, but also because 
their patronage and dating is far easier to establish. 
ii) Bonifacio and the Venetian Sacra Conversa- 
-zione 
We have already seen how, prior to professional independence, Bonifacio had 
worked almost exclusively within the genre of the Sacra Conversazione, 
manufacturing a type that had already become indelibly associated with his master, 
Palma Vecchio. It was only natural that as Palma's artistic heir, Bonifacio should 
seek to plug a gap in the market for these works that was caused by the death of his 
81 
Fig 3.1) Bonifacio & Workshop, Me Two Holy Families with Tobias and the the Angel, a Pilgrim 
Saim and a Shepherd, detail, c. 153 5-8, The Royal Collection, Kensington Palace - see fig. 3.43. 
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mentor. However, Bonifacio did more than this; from their sheer number. it is 
arguable that his studio swamped the art market with sacre conversazioni with the 
apparent aim of monopolising this particular genre. Although many of these works 
are of a sufficiently high standard to compare with the beauty of those early works 
discussed in the previous chapter, the monotonous repetitiveness of an equal 
number of poor studio derivations is undeniable. The worst of these has succeeded 
in dulling Bonifacio's reputation once and for all, and it is in this area of the artist's 
production that Crowe and Cavalcaselle's characterisation of Bonifacio as a 
second-rate 'hack' is at its most persuasive. ' Whereas Palma broke new ground 
with his monumental sacre conversazioni, adopting and expanding some of 
Titian's ideas in a series of well-thought-out pictures for prominent patrons, 
Bonifacio was content to recycle Palma's pre-existing types in scores of mass- 
produced variants which were churned out by his studio, and which demonstrate 
little interest in artistic progression. 
Before analysing Bonifacio's work in this area, it is necessary to offer a 
brief introduction to the Venetian Sacra Conversazione and some of the issues 
which directly concern Bonifacio. 
Origins and popularity 
The term 'sacra conversazione' is often used to describe any picture portraying the 
Virgin and Child accompanied by attendant figures, particularly those scenes of a 
generic type popular in Venice in the late fifteenth / early sixteenth century. Rona 
Goffen has discussed how the type grew out of a new devotional formula 
established in the fourteenth century - iconographically distinct from the scene of 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned in Heaven with attendant saints, this new type 
portrayed a state of 'Holy communion', hence 'sacra conversazione'. Whatever the 
precise meaning and origins of the term, it has a currency in that it describes 
paintings of a generic type which require a label. Whether taken literally to mean 
'Holy conversation', applicable to scenes in which attendant saints actually seem to 
be in conversation (or at least in meditation) on the divine truth, or Goffen's more 
faithful appreciation of it as a way of describing a state of Holy communion, the 
phrase is anachronistic to the paintings it is most often used to describe. 2 It should, 
I Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 1877,1, p. 345. Discussed in Chapter One. 
2See Goffen, 1979. 
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Far left - Fig. 3.2) 
Piero della 
Francesca, 
Madonna with 
Saints and 
Federico da 
Montefeltro, 
1472-4, Milan, 
Brera. 
Left- Fig. 3.3) 
Giovanni Bellini, 
The S. Zaccaria 
Altarpiece, 1505, 
Venice, S. 
Zaccaria. 
Upper left - Fig. 3.4) Cima da Conegliano, St. 
John the Baptist and Saints, c. 1493-5, Venice, 
Madonna dell'Orto; above centre -Fig. 3.5) Cima 
da Conegliano, Madonna with Sts. Michael and 
Andrea (Parma altarpiece), c. 1496-8, Parma 
Galleria Nazionale; above right- Fig. 3.6) Cima. da 
Conegliano, Madonna of the Orange Tree, 
c. 1496-8, Venice, Accademia. 
Left -Fig. 3.7) Titian, Pastoral 
Concert, 1509-10(? ), Paris 
Louvre. 
Left- Fig. 3.8) Jacopo Bassano, 
Summer, c. 1574-5, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna. 
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therefore, be appreciated as another useful, yet technically inaccurate, art historical 
term. 
The scene of the Virgin and Child attended by a group of saints became 
extremely popular in Venice due to the adaptability of both its form and function - 
it was free to be selective in its choice of saints, which was specifically tailored to 
the needs of the patron, while allowing scope for devotional portraiture. In its 
original altarpiece format, the introduction and development of the Renaissance 
form of the Sacra Conversazione into Venetian art has been well documented; 
possibly inspired by central Italian precedents, such as Piero della Francesca's 
Brera Madonna and Saints (fig. 3.2), and encouraged by the reciprocal influence of 
Antonello da Messina, Giovanni Bellini established a highly influential format of 
his own in which the Virgin and saints were brought together in one unified, 
illusionistic picture space. In a famous series of altarpieces intended for the 
churches of Ss. Giovanni e Paolo, S. Giobbe & S. Zaccaria (fig. 3.3), Bellini 
effectively manipulated the given picture space so that it would form an 
illusionistic extension of the church interior. The intimacy established between the 
arena of these Holy gatherings and the viewer's own space was fundamental to the 
pictorial process in which the Virgin stepped down from her heavenly throne and 
began to inhabit the corporeal world of the viewer. 
In a relatively short space of time, even the pictorial intimation of the 
continuance of church architecture, which had previously formed the interface 
between the physical and the spiritual, was eroded, and these sacred companies 
transported themselves to the pastoral landscape of the Veneto. One can see this 
evolution taking place most clearly in a series of altarpieces by Cima da 
Conegliano from the 1490s. The altarpiece of St. John the Baptist from the 
Madonna dell' Orto (fig. 3.4) and Cima's Parma altarpiece (fig. '3.5) perfectly 
illustrate a transitional stage, in that the architecture is literally crumbling away in 
places allowing for the encroachment of landscape. The Madonna of the Orange 
Tree represents the fulfilment of the process (fig. 3.6), but in its regimentalised 
landscape and central stone podium, it demonstrates that even when the outdoors 
had taken full possession of the scene, these 'public' sacre conversazioni would 
often retain an architectural element or some memory of an ordered and formal 
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envirom-nent designed to reflect the hieratic subject matter. 3 In its private, domestic 
form, however, in the early works of Titian, and more specifically, in those of 
Palma, the members of these sacred gatherings are often found squatting amongst a 
less organised rustic environment, with the apparent informality and conviviality of 
picnickers - Palma's Sacra Conversazione in Vienna (fig. 3.16) of c. 1518-20 is a 
prime example. 4 
Form & function of the domestic Sacra Conversazione in the work 
of Titian, Palma & Bonifacio 
There are several explanations for the popularity of these 'Holy Picnics' amongst 
private patrons. Whatever one wants to read into them in terms of the varying 
significance of the terra firma setting to the waterlogged Venetian psyche, the 
image of a sunny, ideal landscape in which the protectress of the household was 
seated alongside a personalised selection of saints, or even a representation of the 
patron himself, was always destined to become a best seller. 
However, one has to acknowledge that the landscape symbolism had a 
specifically Venetian importance to the successful longevity and enduring 
popularity of this type. For the educated humanist it was a manifestation of that 
same burgeoning interest in the Pastoral embodied by the poetry of Sannazzaro and 
Bembo; but every wealthy patrician regularly sought to escape the muggy and 
unhealthy, environment of the Lagoon, and images of a rustic environment were a 
refreshing reminder of their estates and villas on the mainland. Equally, these 
images reflect the new-found value of the terrafirma and an interest in preserving 
its inviolability that was brought about by the wars of the League of Cambrai. The 
rise in images of the mainland throughout the sixteenth century in other pictorial 
genres, from Giorgione and Titian's pastoral allegories (fig. 3.7) to Bassano's late 
scenes of bucolic life (fig. 3.8), lend visual expression to a process that had begun 
long before - Venice's transition from a maritime empire to one that looked 
landward. 
Ultimately, it must also be owned that the important role domestic sacre 
conversaziom played in spanning the gap between a work of art designed 
3 For the most comprehensive and recent account of the development of the Sacra Conversazione in 
its altarpiece form see Hurnfrey, 1993, pp. 201-217,232-248 & 304-3 10. 
4 See also Chapter Two and Rylands, pp. 67-72. 
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specifically as an aid to devotion and a work that operated independently of such 
impositions explains its popularity and collectability. These works are illustrative 
of how the patronage and function of devotional pictures were changing during this 
period. The format of the private Sacra Conversazione, as exemplified by an 
impressive picture by Palma in Madrid (fig. 3.9- previously discussed in Chapter 
Two) was ideal as a type that could span the evolutionary process between the 
work of art used for religious devotion and that which took its place as part of the 
art collector's cabinet (such is the environment in which these works seem to have 
been displayed). 5 Not only did the format fulfil the traditional requirements of 
religious imagery, but it also embraced all the possibilities of the work of art 
enjoyed by the collector and connoisseur. It offered scope for portraiture in its 
inclusion of a depiction of the patron (thus appealing to the latter's vanity and 
fulfilling a role as a conversation piece), while the attractive, self delighting nature 
of the pastoral setting was one step towards a pseudo-secular genre inspired by the 
Venetian painter's own, almost innate awareness of environment and romanticised 
interest in the terrafirma, provoked by those factors already outlined. 
These domestic sacre conversazioni borrow their composition and much of 
their iconographic legitimacy from specific, pre-established religious narratives 
such as the Adoration of the Shepherds or the Rest on / Return from the Flight into 
Egypt. The associations with these narrative types remain strong throughout the 
genre. In Bonifacio's works for example, shepherds often appear alongside 
supplicant saints (see figs. 2.25 & 3.43), while the figure of the infant St. John is 
often seen accompanying the Madonna and Child (figs. 2.6,, 2.15 & 3.21-3) in a way 
that derives from scenes illustrating the apocryphal meeting that took place after 
the Holy Family's return from Egypt. Bonifacio's early Rest on the Flight into 
Egypt with the Infant Baptist in Princeton previously discussed in Chapter Two 
(fig. 3.10) purports to portray this very scene. However, it is to Palma we turn for a 
Rylands, p. 67, commented on the function of the type of domestic sacre conversazioni produced 
by Palma & Titian: "The theme has no basis in theological writings nor does it have a place in the 
Catholic liturgy or calendar. There was no requirement for such paintings in a church, and one can 
safely say that they were intended for private use - whether as devotional images or as collector's 
items. They took their place among portraits, histories and mythologies ... the function of the Sacra 
Conversazione was decorative, though still broadly speaking pious or inspirational" In support of 
this theory Rylands cited the example of the inventory of Andrea Odoni's collection by 
Marcantonio Michiel: here one could find a "Madonna and Child with a female saint and infant 
Baptist" by Titian hanging alongside Lotto's portrait of the patron and a "female nude" by Savoldo. 
See J. Morelli, 1800, p. 61 & Appendix 1, doc. 12. 
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Above, right -Fig. 3.12) Titian, The Holy Family 
& St. John, c. 15 10, Edinburgh, National Gallery. 
Right- Fig. 3.13) Titian, The Rest on the Flight 
into Egypt, c. 1515, Previously Wiltshire, Longleat 
House. 
Fig. 3.10) Bonifacio, The Rest on the Flight 
into Egypt with the Infant Baptist, 1525-7, 
Princeton, Museum of Art. 
Above left- fig. 3.14) Titian, Madonna with Sts. John the Baptist, Mary Magdalene, Paul & Jerome, 
c. 1520, Dresden Staatliche Gerntildegalerie; above right - fig. 3.15) Giovanni Bellini & Studio, 
Madonna Enthroned with Sts. Peter, John the Baptist & two female Saints, c. 15 10, New York, 
Metropolitan Museum. 
Fig. 3.9) Palma Vecchio, Madonna with St. Mary 
Magdalene, John the Baptist, Catherine oj 
Alexandria &a Donor ( Francesco Priuli ? ), 
c. 1520-2, Madrid, Thyssen- Bornemisza Collection. 
Above- Fig. 3.1 1) Palma Vecchio, The Rest on 
the Flight into Egypt with St. Mary Magdalene 
and the Infant Baptist, c. 15 15, Florence, 
Fig. 3.16) Palma Vecchio, Madonna with St. Catherine of Alexandria, Celestine 
Barbara & John the Baptist, 1518-20, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
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demonstration of how this subject was initially adapted to involve other saints as a 
prototype for the Sacra Conversazione proper. Palma's Uffizi Rest on the Flight of 
c. 15 15 (fig. 3.11) introduces an anachronistic Mary Magdalene alongside the infant 
Baptist. This example establishes the formulaic precedents that would enable 
Bonifacio to populate such pictures as his San Francisco Rest on the Flight (fig. --3. 
17) with other saints and a portrait of the patron to boot. 6 
Previously, with regard to altarpieces, Charles Hope has sought to 
demonstrate how such anachronisms are proof of the way narrative context is used 
as an attribute of the Madonna,, rather than seeking for a non-existent liturgical 
significance. Consequently, the way in which scenes of the Adoration of the 
Shepherds, and, to a lesser extent, scenes of the Rest on the Flight, are 
representative of the ideological meaning of the Nativity and Mary's position as 
Mother of God, establish them as perfectly amenable to their basis for sacre 
conversazioni. In contrast, portrayals of the Adoration of the Magi, which function 
specifically as scenes of the Epiphany are not so adaptable and are used less often 
as templates. 7 
The freedom and adaptability of these narrative contexts and the 
possibilities they offered for the domestic Sacra Conversazione were probably first 
demonstrated by Titian. In his Holy Family with St. John the Baptist, of c. 15 10 
(fig. 3.12), Titian seems to have single-handedly invented a new genre of sacre 
conversazione. 8 In portraying the Holy Family crouched in a leafy glade, the artist 
clearly intended to draw a parallel between standard scenes of the Rest on the 
Flight, such as his own roughly contemporary version previously at Longleat 
(fig. 3'. 13). 9 However, Titian blatantly flaunts the iconography of the scene by 
introducing the figure of the Baptist, not as an infant, but as an adult, and uses the 
figure of Joseph as vehicle for a portrait of the patron. The symbolic implications 
of these motifs initially provide us with a challenge to Hope's matter of fact view 
of the anomalies of narrative context: we can interpret the Baptist's appearance as a 
way of reinforcing his status as prophet and precursor to Christ. The juxtaposition 
6 For the dating of Palma's work and a discussion of its subject matter see Rylands, p. 77. One also 
notes the connection with the little Rest on the Flight with St. Francis in a private collection in 
Venice (fig. 2-48). 
7 See Hope, 1990, p. 546- 
8 For the dating of this work I am in agreement with Wethey, 1969-75,1, p. 94, cat. 42. who also 
recognised the figure of St. Joseph as a portrait of a donor. See also Brigstocke, pp. 170- 1. 1 
9 Dated to c. 1515 by Wethey, 1969-75,1, p. 125, cat. 90, and recently stolen. 
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of his adulthood with that of his infant cousin acts as a sort of religious N'anitas, a 
devotional counterpart to Titian's Three Ages of Man that hangs alongside this very 
painting in the same gallery. 10 Meanwhile, the substitutive role adopted by the 
donor reflects Franciscan devotional precepts in which the devotee is encouraged to 
imagine himself at the Nativity. II 
However, in addressing Titian's image as a whole, one feels the ultimate 
motivation here is not to embody a sophisticated iconographic programme, but to 
formulate a personalised devotional image that simultaneously glories in those 
elements which are crucial to its success as an attractive work of art - the lush 
landscape setting, Titian's vigorous, verisimilar style, the skill in the handling of 
the nude, and the careful attention paid to details of drapery and other elements of 
painterly description. Ultimately, these add to the devotional appeal of the painting 
and to its saleability because they add to its value as a precious work of art. 
With paintings of this type, Titian demonstrated the elastic possibilities of 
the sacra conversazione format, but his actual motivations remain unclear. In his 
work of the ensuing decade he quickly shied away from these same possibilities 
and, one looks to Palma and Bonifacio for the further development of the domestic 
Sacra Conversazione. Perhaps Titian thought the sort of liberties he took with the 
Edinburgh picture were only appropriate to such small-scale devotional works, 
involving no more than one or two saints. In the following decade, whenever he 
was called upon to involve numerous saints in a sacra conversazione, it is 
noticeable that he reverted to the more archaic half-length domestic formats long 
practised by Giovanni Bellini. Examples such as the Dresden Madonna and Child 
with Saints (fig. 3.14) are typical in that they retain their hieratic setting, reducing 
the landscape element in favour of architectural devices, and incorporating motifs 
such as the Virgin's cloth of honour and ledge that are often apparent in the works 
10 See Brigstocke, pp. 172-175. 
11 One can compare the following extract from the Franciscan Meditations on the Life of Christ to 
the donor's participatory role in the narrative of Titian's painting. Here, as an aid to devotion, the 
author of the Meditations implores the devotee to imagine the scene of the Nativity as a vision in 
which he can include himself- "Kneel and adore your Lord God, and then His mother and reverently 
greet the saintly old Joseph. Kiss the beautiful little feet of the Infant Jesus ... and beg His mother to 
offer to let you hold Him a while. Pick Him up and hold Him in your arms. Gaze on His face with 
devotion and reverently kiss Him and delight in Him. You may freely do this, because He came to 
sinners to deliver them... " - Ragusa and Green, pp. 38-39. For a further discussion of the possible 
significance of Franciscan doctrine to the development of the Sacra Conversazione see Goffen 
1979, p. 202. 
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of Bellini. 12 A comparison with a work of Bellini's studio in New York (fig. ) . 15) 
reveals the similarities. The formality and conservatism of Titian's approach is at 
odds with those more progressive types which Palma was to develop as epitomised 
by his sacra conversazione in Vienna (fig. 3.16). 
This latter example shows how Palma, at least, was less fettered by 
tradition in developing the compositional possibilities of the Sacra Conversazione. 
In this sense, Palma is, for once, the more precocious artist, cheerfully embracing 
the informality of having several miscellaneous saints seated on the ground. As 
Philip Rylands has demonstrated, Palma was at pains to perfect a satisfying method 
of figurative composition in these works, and had recourse to the designs of 
Raphael, in particular, the crouching figure groups of the latter's School of Athens. 
In this, he was of influence over Bonifacio who adapted Raphael's designs in a 
similar way (see below). 13 
If, throughout those early sacre conversazioni discussed in Chapter Two, 
Bonifacio increasingly borrowed his descriptive style from Titian, it is upon 
Palma's formats that he was ultimately reliant. However, in sympathy with Titian, 
he sought to maintain a spiritual, meditative atmosphere often absent in the 
paintings of his master. It was an element that we have recognised with regard to 
his Louvre Sacra Conversazione (fig. 3.35). This is, perhaps, the main characteristic 
that distinguishes Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni from Palma's. For while he 
retained the freedom of Palma's approach to figure groups and was equally reliant 
on his compositions, he often chose to place a meditative, rather than a physical, 
distance between the figures, implementing a more formal and conservative mood. 
One could explain this slightly regressive conservatism as demonstrative of 
the lowly status of the patrons for whom Bonifacio worked. Unlike the grandiose, 
monumental sacre conversazioni Palma completed for important families in the 
1520s, such as the Madrid Sacra Conversazione (fig. 3.9), Bonifacio seems to have 
churned out works of a less ambitious type for patrons lower down the scale. With 
a single exception (the Querini Stampalia Adoration -see below), it is impossible to 
12 For Titian's painting see Wethey, 1969-75,1, pp. 110- 111, cat. 67. One sees a replication of this 
archaic format in other paintings by Titian during this period, see variants in Madrid, Vienna, & 
Paris - Wethey, pp. 109,113-4, cats. 65,72 & 73. 
13 For a discussion of Palma's use of Raphael's designs see Rylands, p. 77. Bonifacio's use of 
Raphael's figures is also noted below and the latter's influence can be seen in the swivelling figure 
of St. Joseph from two sacre conversazioni by Bonifacio and Palma discussed in Chapter Two, 
figs. 2.29-2.3 1. This figure is based on that of St. Barbara from Raphael's 'Sistine Madonna'. 
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Musewn. 
Above, left - rig. 3-18) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with St. Francis, Jerome & 
a Female Saint, c. 1532, Previously Oldenburg Collection; above, right - fig-3.19) Bonifacio, 
The Holy Family with Sts. Jerome, Lucy and a Male Saint, c. 15 3 0, Private Collection U. S. A. 
Right - fig. 3.20) Bonifacio & Workshop, 
The Holy Family with Two Female Saints, 
c. 1530-4, Euston Hall, Suffolk. 
Fig. 3.17) Bonifacio (begun by Palma Vecchio ? ), Rest on the Flight into Egypt with Sts. 
Mary Magdalene, Francis and a Donor, 1528-30, San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial 
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provenance particular private commissions, as one can with Palma, and one notes 
that portraits of specific patrons seldom appear. As we shall see, the way in which 
Bonifacio perpetually recycled formats also argues for the conclusion that these 
paintings were almost 'ready made' for less discerning (or less interested) patrons. 
By making these domestic Madonna pictures less exclusive and more available to 
lowlier and largely anonymous patrons, Bonifacio was able to extend the shelf life 
of Palma's best-selling product. 
ii) Bonifacio's domestic sacre conversazioni 
Bonifacio's early studio production 
From c. 1529, there is a huge explosion in Bonifacio's artistic activity. It has been 
my hypothesis that this can be explained by Bonifacio's rapid absorption of 
Palma's studio and the commencement of his own independent business. Bonifacio 
seems to have adopted other, less talented assistants who had also previously 
worked for Palma and who retained stronger recollections of the latter's work 
which were not immediately eradicated. 14Furthermore, Bonifacio himself seems to 
have consciously chosen to regress to a closer replication of Palma's tried and 
tested methods in seeking to plug a gap in the market and to build a 'safe' 
foundation for his own production. 
This is immediately apparent with a group of paintings that take the 
previously discussed Rest on the Flight into Egypt with Saints in San Francisco as a 
point of departure (fig. 3.17). As already noted in the previous chapter, this may be 
a work that was laid in by Palma, left unfinished in his studio at the time of his 
death, and completed by Bonifacio. Considering the number of Bonifacesque 
studio works which can be associated with it,, it is arguable that Bonifacio used this 
painting as a basis upon which to try out his own untested teaching methods-, 
instructing a number of students as he went along and getting them to work on their 
own variants. A picture sold as part of the Oldenburg collection in 1924 appears to 
be one of these (fig. 3.18), while another, superior variant in a private collection in 
the U. S. A (fig. 3.19) seems to have been executed under tighter supervision and 
contains a greater degree of input on the part of Bonifacio, particularly in the 
figures of the Madonna and St. Jerome Another work related to these, that 
14 See Chapter Two 
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Top left - Fig. 3.21) detail of fig. 3.16-, top right - Fig 3.22) Borufacio, Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Francis, 
Jerome, Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c, 1530, Warsaw, Musewn Narodowe-1 above right - Fig. 3.23) 
Workshop of Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Francis, Jerome, Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c. 1530, 
Winckler Sale, Heberle Cologne, 1-3.10.1888. 
Above, left - Fig. 3.24) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Madonna with the Infant Baptist and a Female Saint, c. 1528- 
30, Bassano, Museo Civico-, above, right - Fig. 3.25) Workshop of Bomfacio, The Two Holy Families, c. 1530-3, 
New York, Metopolitan Museurn of New York-, below left - Fig. 3.26) Bomfacio & Workshop, Madonna with Sts. 
Elizabeth, Zaccariah, Alagdalene and the Infant Baptist, c. 1530, Bergamo, Accadern-la Carrara; below right 
Fig. 3.27) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with St. Catherine, c. 1530, Dundee, City Art Gallery. 
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provides a close variant on the figure of the Virgin in San Francisco, is a painting at 
Euston Hall, Suffolk (fig. 3.20). 150ne particularly influential feature of the original 
picture in San Francisco, not employed in these variants, is that of the figure of the 
Magdalene (fig. 3.21). Bonifacio himself refashioned her in a type more suited to 
his own idiom in a figure at the right of a half-length sacra conversazione in 
Warsaw (fig. 3.22). 16Variations upon the same type appear in a myriad of roughly 
contemporary studio works, from a workshop copy of the latter (fig. 3.23)"7 to 
separate female saints in sacre conversazioni in Bassano (fig. 3.24), 18New York 
(fig. 3.25 - far right), 19 Bergamo (fig. 3.26- far right)20 and Dundee (fig. 3.27). 21 
On the basis of changing techniques and motifs, one could argue that these 
variants were not all produced at the same time, but were spread throughout the 
1530s. With this in mind, it is possible that Bonifacio retained the San Francisco 
painting in his studio as an example to his students. Although the high quality and 
finish of the painting argue against this hypothesis, it would go some way to 
explaining Tintoretto's homage to the latter work in his first dated painting of 1540 
(see Chapter Six). 
These observations bring to light the impossibility of establishing an 
unbroken and linear pattern of development for Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni. 
The example of an unquestionably substandard Adoration of the Magi (fig. 3.28), 
almost unique amongst the works discussed here as it has a specific provenance, 
seems to exacerbate the problem. It is probably identifiable with a picture delivered 
in Bonifacio's name to Piero Querini in 1533, but lies well outside the main artistic 
development of the artist's studio and seems not to have been touched by Bonifacio 
himself. This picture demonstrates how cavalier Bonifacio became in terms of 
personally attending to commissions of this type, regardless of the prestige of the 
Not discussed in the literature. All three paintings are known to me only through photographs 
held by the Witt library, London. 
16 Discussed by Rylands, p. 315, cat. 178, who dated it to c. 1530. 
17 Not discussed in the literature and known only to me from a photograph in the Witt library. 
18 Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 99, cat. 58, as a studio work. 
19 Photograph - Witt Library. 
20 See Rossi, p. 75. 
21 Not discussed in the literature or listed by Simonetti in 1986. See Dundee CityArt GallerY, p. 16. 
The similarity of the figure of St. Catherine in this work to the female figure in a small picture of the 
Allegory of Peace in Berlin (formerly Bodesmuseum, now Staatliche Museen) is striking. The 
Palmesque nature of this latter work encouraged Mauro Lucco to mistakenly attribute it to 
Bonifacio's immature phase c. 1516-18. See Lucco, 1996-8,1, pp. 74-5. However, in recognising 
the rough handling and workshop assistance, Rylands, p. 261, cat. A8, was correct to date this latter 
work to the 1530s. 
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Fig. 3.28) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 1533, Venice, Querini Stampalia. 
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patron, who in this case belonged to a family with whom Bonifacio probably had 
dealings in winding up Palma's studio. 22 With regard to this example. one can only 
suggest that the artist had other,, more pressing deadlines to meet - perhaps he had 
fallen behind with the expanding work at the Camerlenghi during this period. 
The only way to survey these studio sacre conversazioni is to split them 
into recognisable groups or 'families', restricting oneself to general comments 
about dating on the basis of pictures which may have provided the model in each 
case. If we can take the San Francisco Rest on the Flight as the parent of one 
group, another and undoubtedly more potent progenitor comes in the form of a 
sacra conversazione in London (fig. 3.29). It seems to be largely autograph, 
providing us with enough close similarities with facial types and drapery style to 
establish a connection with Bonifacio's work post 1525, yet the figures themselves 
regress to an elliptical type more reminiscent of Palma. This is possibly a sign of a 
brief crisis of confidence symptomatic of Bonifacio's assumption of Palma's studio 
in 1528/9 or indicative of a deliberate desire to regress to Palmesque forms. 
Previous authors have dated it to around 1530, and this would sit fairly well with 
these observations. 23 Its composition is replicated over and over again in a group of 
variants which are surely parallel to those previously grouped around the San 
Francisco Rest on the Flight. These range from straight-forward workshop copies 
of either a portion (Milan, fig. 3.30), 24 or of the whole composition (Accademia, 
fig. 3.31), 25 to variants in St. Petersburg (fig. 3.32)26, Olomucz (fig. 3.33)27 and 
Dundee (fig. 3.27 - this last example, previously mentioned in relation to the 
pictures connected with the painting in San Francisco, shows how these families 
'intermarry'). 
Throughout both of these groups of paintings, one notes the way in which 
the artists under Bonifacio's supervision stick closely to Palmesque formulae, with 
Bonifacio himself encouraging this stylistic continuity. With a characteristic 
degree of commercial foresight, he seems content to have allowed certain 
assistants, possibly those former students of Palma, to seamlessly extend the 
22 See Appendix. 1, doc. 13, Mantovanelli, p. 223 & 225, n. 19, and Dazzi & Merkel, pp. 42-3, cat. ] 6. 
23 Discussed by Simonetti, 1986, p. 107, cat. 31 (1529-32) and Rylands, p. 280, cat. A 35 (1525-30). 
24 Sold at the Gerolini sale, Milan, 22-24, Nov. 1899. Photograph held by the Witt Library. 
25 See Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 69, cat. 115. 
26 Catalogued by Westphal, 193 1, p. 129, cat. 154. 
27 Not discussed in the literature, photograph provided by the museum. I 
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Top - Fig. 3.29) Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. James the Greater, Jerome, the Infant Baptist & Catherine ofAlexandria, 
c. 1529-30, London, National Gallery-, above left - Fig. 3.30) Bonitacio, The Madonna & Child & the Infant Baptist, Sold at 
the Gerolirui Sale, Milan, 22-24.11.1899-, above right- Fig. 3.31) Workshop of Borufacio, Madonna and Sts. James the 
Greater, Jerome, the Infant Baptist and Catherine ofAlexandriaj 529-30, Venice, Accadenua. 
Above left - Fig. 3.32) Boni facio, A fadonna with the Infant Baptist, 
St. derome, L'lizabeth &- Catherine, c. 1529-30, St. 
Petersburg, Hermitage, above, right - Fig. 3.33) Bornfacio, The Ifadonna with Sts. John the Baptist & St. James, Olomucz 
(Czech Republic) Museum. 
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latter's posthumous production of sacre conversazioni well into the early 15310s. 
This illusion was maintained by a close reliance on those Palmesque monumental 
compositions, epitomised by the collaborative painting in San Francisco (fig. "). 17) 
and Palma's own Madonna and Saints in Madrid (fig. 3.9), which Bonifacio himself 
seems to have avoided prior to his master's death. 
Bonifacio's personal development -'Adoration' formats c. 1529-34 
These two groups of sacre conversazioni received less attention from Bonifacio 
than a well-defined selection of more ambitious examples datable to roughly the 
same period which come closest to the definition of being autograph. This group 
should be taken as largely representative of Bonifacio's own personal concerns and 
response to the new challenges posed by the Camerlenghi commission. They step 
outside his studio's work-a-day sacre conversazioni both in terms of their quality 
and the way in which they concentrate upon narrative elements, using scenes of the 
Adoration of the Magi / Shepherds as templates. The stylistic platform for this 
superior group of works comes in the form of the Louvre Madonna and Saints 
(fig. 3.35) and the Camerlenghi Adoration of the Magi (fig. 3.34), datable to 1528-30 
and 1529-30 respectively. 28 Close to both of these are two examples portraying the 
Adoration of the Shepherds sold at auction during the 1970s (fig. 3.36 & 3.37). 29 
Judging from photographs, these are works of exceptional quality which deserve to 
be better known. They are brimming with descriptive detail and visual novelty with 
the dramatically low viewpoint adopted by the one sold at Christie's (fig. 3.36) 
particularly striking. In this latter work, Bonifacio has followed Palma in studying 
the designs of Raphael as is clearly evidenced in the figure of the striding shepherd 
who replicates the pose of St. Andrew from one of Raphael's well-known tapestry 
% designs, the Miraculous Draft ofFishes (fig. 3.38). 30 
All of these treatments of the Adoration format are a rehearsal for what 
seems to be Bonifacio's most impressive version of the subject, a monumental 
picture in the Palazzo Rosso, Genoa (fig. -ý). 
39) in which Bonifacio skilfully resolves 
his new preoccupation with figurative concerns by delving deeper into Florentine 
28 For a discussion of these works see Chapter Two. 
29 The first of these was sold at Christie's, 27.11.1970 (fig. 3.36), while the second appeared in a I 
sale at Sotheby's 19.4.1972, the property of Dr. H. B6rner, 174 x 251 cm. 
30 At least two of Raphael's tapestry designs, The Conversion of Saul, and St. Paul Preaching in 
Athens were in Venice in the 1520s. See Shearman, 1972, pp. 139-14 1. 
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Above, left -Fig. 3-34) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 1529-30, Venice Accademia; above, right- 
Fig. 3- 35) Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. Francis, Anthony Abbott, Mary Magdalene, Elizabeth, Joseph 
and the Infant Baptist, 1528-9, Paris Louvre. 
Left - Fig. 3.36) Bonifacio, The 
Adoration of the Shepherds, 
1528-9, sold at Christies, 
London, 27.11.1970 
(previously Palazzo Bagadoni). 
Below- Fig. 3.37) Bonifacio, 
The Adoration of Shepherds, 
c. 1528-3 1, Sold at Sotheby's 
London, 19.4.1972 (previously 
Dr. H. B6mer). 
I. 
Fig. 3.38) Raphael, The Miraculous Draft of Fishes, 1514-15, London, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, & detail compared with a shepherd from Bonifacio's Adoration of the Shepherds 
(fig. 3.36 ). 
Fig. 3.39) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1533, Genoa-, Palazzo Rosso. 
sok. . qr,, -, -, I 
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precedents. 31 The sophisticated choreography of the figures and their participation 
in the triangular composition reflects Bonifacio's diligent study of much earlier 
models provided by Leonardo and Botticelli. This picture is a more mature take on 
the devices and motifs present in the Camerlenghi version of 1529-30, and as such 
it can be dated to a year or two after the latter, parallel to Bonifacio's striking 
Judgement ofSolomon of 1533 (Chapter Four, fig. 4.28). 
Slightly earlier, and forming a direct relationship with the Christie's 
Adoration of the Shepherds is an impressive, yet largely ignored picture at 
Corsharn Court (fig. 3.40) that reflects Bonifacio's desire to ennoble and refine the 
Adoration format by involving personifications of the Cardinal Virtues of Faith, 
Charity and Hope along with the supplicant St. Joseph and the (unusually) adult 
BaptiSt. 32 This strange iconographic formula represents the growing sophistication 
of Bonifacio's repertoire that was undoubtedly brought about by the varying 
demands of the Camerlenghi commission. 33 While the personification of Hope 
demonstrates the same Raphaelesque quotation previously noted, the Madonna 
(fig. 3.42) reveals a new monumental Romanism, supplanting a more fragile type 
exemplified by her counterpart in the Louvre Sacra Conversazione (fig. 3.35). She 
appears again in a studio sacra conversazione preserved in the sacristy of S. 
Stefano in Venice (figs. 3.41-42). 34 No doubt this latter work was one of the 
numerous 'quadretti mobile', intermittently mentioned by Boschini, that littered 
Venetian churches as a result of donations from wealthy benefactorS. 35 The other 
saints in this picture are by the shop, with the Magdalene seemingly completed by 
one of those former pupils of Palma referred to earlier. 
Another work related to the lateral format of the painting in Corsham, but 
apparently a few years on from the tighter handling and harmonious colour of both 
31 Excluded in 1986 from Simonetti's main catalogue. Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 103 ) cat. 70, 
who associated it with the style of Antonio Palma. 
32 The original canvas seems to have been enlarged with additional strips along the top and at the 
left-hand side. See T. Borenius in A Catalogue of the Pictures at Corsham Court, London, 1939, 
p. 8, cat. 10. 
33 One notes Bonifacio's portrayal of the Cardinal Virtues in a series of three lunettes for the 
Camerlenghi a few years later, see Chapter Four, fig. 4.37, b-d. 
34 Excluded in 1986 by Simonetti but discussed by Westphal, 193 1, pp. 113-4, cat. 104 & Rylands, 
P. 307, cat. A68, who dated it to c. 1525.1 would also date to the early 1530s a half-length sacra 
conversaJone loosely based on a Belliniesque prototype in S. Francesco della Vigna, now in the 
Museo Civico, Padua discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 107, cat. 82. 
3ý For one example of a wealthy patron's donation of a collection of private works to the decoration 
of a chapel see Stephen Holt's reference to Simon Lando in Holt, 1990, pp. 244-5. 
1 (\ 
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Top - Fig. 3.40) Bonifacio, The Holy Family with St. Johii the Baptist atid the Carditial T'irtues, 
c. 1530- 1, Wiltshire, Corsharn Court-, bottom - Fig. 3.41) Bonifacio & Workshop, Me Holy Family 
with Sts. Mary Magdaletie &( atheritie, Venice, S. Stefano, c. 1530- 1. 
Fig. 3.42) details of the Madonna frOM figS. 3.40. & 3.41 
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it and its companion at S. Stefano is the Two Holy Families with a Pilgrim Saint 
and Shepherds in the Royal collection (figs. 3.41 & 43). 36Bonifacio has once again 
returned to Titian's Pesaro altarpiece for inspiration (fig. 2.3), but has striven to 
adapt its format to a bucolic setting. The figures are more animated and begin to 
express something of the mannerising tendencies that Bonifacio started to 
demonstrate from the early 1530s onwards, this is particularly noticeable in the 
dramatic sway of the upper torso and arms of the Angel Raphael. Bonifacio later 
returned to the composition in an attractive, albeit somewhat lacklustre, picture in 
Liverpool (fig. 3.44). 370n account of its gauzy finish and subdued colouring this 
was evidently painted several years later. Its colouring and technique is particularly 
reminiscent the Gathering of Manna for the Monte Sussidi of c. 1539 (see Chapter 
Four, fig. 4.35), and this date is as good as any for both it and a slick, but weaker 
variant owned by Bob Jones University (fig. 3.45). 38 
The decline in Bonifacio's production of sacre conversazioni c. 1534- 
50 
One notices that from the mid-30s onwards, Bonifacio's production of domestic 
sacre conversazioni seems to gradually decrease until a point in the late 1540s 
when the artist's personal interest in the form seems to disappear altogether. While 
one admits that this impression is probably exaggerated by the consistent 
replication of outmoded formats, it seems that Bonifacio switched his interest in the 
Sacra Conversazione to its manifestation in the form of those altarpieces discussed 
in the final section of this chapter. To a greater extent than before, students were 
increasingly allowed to recycle well-established formats with little or no 
concession to modernity or to the style that Bonifacio was developing in those 
works which had the greatest claim on his attention. However, there is a small 
selection of works of above average quality datable to c. 1534-40 that demonstrate 
Bonifacio's own personality to a large degree, and which, in their figure types at 
least, continue to reflect changing artistic concerns. 
36 Previously at Hampton Court. Discussed by Shearman, 1983, pp. 51-2, cat. 46. While noticing its b 
similarity to Bonifacio's works of the early 1530s, he dated it to the preceding decade. Attributed to 
Bonifacio's studio by Westphal, 1931, p. 93, cat. 37. Excluded in 1986 by Simonetti. 
37 One of the few works under discussion here to be accepted as autograph by Simonetti, 1986, 
p. 115, cat. 56 (dated to 154' 3-5). 
38 From a photograph this seems to me to be a studio variant of Bonifacio's original picture in 
Liverpool. Accepted as autograph by Sirnonetti, 1986, p. 115, cat. 57. 
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Top -Fig. 3.43) 
Bonifacio & 
Workshop, The 
Two Holy Familes, 
Tobias and the 
Angel, a Pilgrim 
Saint and a 
Shepherd, c. 15 33- 
5, The Royal 
Collection, 
Kensington Palace. 
Middle- Fig. 3.44) 
Bonifacio, 
Alladonna with Sts. 
Elizabeth, Anthony, 
Jerome & the 
Infant Baptist, 
c. 1539-41, 
Liverpool, Walker 
Art Gallery, 
Fig. 3.45) 
Workshop of 
Bonifacio, 
Alfadonna with Sts. 
Elizabeth, 
Zaccariah, two 
Female Martyr 
Saints, Andrew, 
Jerome & the 
Infant Baptist, 
c. 153 9-4 1, 
Greenville, South 
Carolina, Bob 
Jones University. 
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Starting at the beginning of the period, it would seem sensible to place a 
sturdy and monumental sacra conversazione in Vienna to c. 1534 (fig. 3.46), 
roughly contemporaneous with Bonifacio's Madonna of the Tailors of 1533 (see 
below). 39 The figures of both the Madonna and St. Ursula in Munich are 
particularly close to counterparts in the picture in Venice. To these works, one can 
also connect a painting recorded in the Bergsten collection Stockholm in 1931 (fig. 
3.47), and a variant in Dresden. 40 A sacra conversazione attributed in part to 
Jacopo Bassano, which provides evidence for the latter's presence in Bonifacio's 
studio c. 1534, also demonstrates similarities with this group (see below, fig. 3.68). 
Between c. 1535 and Bonifacio's S. Maria Maggiore altarpiece of 1543 (see 
fig. 3.80), it is possible to date a group of sacre conversazioni which strive to depart 
from the blousy figures of those paintings previously mentioned, sharing an interest 
in squeezing figures of a new muscularity and figurative power into a tighter, 
narrower horizontal space. The first of these is a fine, Possibly autograph, work in 
Columbia (fig. 3.48), 41 that may be contemporaneous with the Ognissanti altarpiece 
of c, 1533-5 (see fig. 3.74) - the swivelling, distracted Christ Child is, at least, 
common to both. With the former picture, Bonifacio appears to have regressed to 
the composition of a painting attributable to the workshop of Palma (though not to 
Bonifacio himself) recorded in the inventory of the artist's studio from 1529 and 
now in the Pinacoteca Querini Stampalia (fig. 3.49). 42 There are further, similar 
pictures datable to the following few years which track Bonifacio's observance of 
this simple, tightly packed composition. One is a picture in the Galleria Colonna in 
Rome (fig. 3.50) in which the figure of St. Jerome, reveals Bonifacio's new interest 
in the muscular nude. 43 Nevertheless this example demonstrates a regressive 
reversion to an avoidance of pictorial space. 
A picture in the Accademia, (fig. 3.5 1), follows the same basic composition 
as those in Columbia and Rome, and clearly anticipates the style of the S. Maria 
39 Excluded by Simonetti in 1986 and discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 128, cat. 152, who did not 
consider it autograph. 
40 Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 129, cat. 156, who also drew attention to the facsimile version in 
the Gemaidegalerie, Dresden, cat. N. 211. 
41 Accepted as autograph by Simonetti, 1986, p. 115, cat. 55. 
42AIong with another sacra conversa-zione finished by Bonifacio (fig. 2.45), this work found its wav 
from Palma's studio into the collection of the Querini family. Discussed by Rylands, p. 30-3, cat. 
A65, who dated it 1527-9. Although we can take this to be the date of its completion its 
conservative design would seem to suggest that it was initiated much earlier. 
43 Excluded in 1986 by Simonetti and registered by Westphal, 19' ) 1, p. 108, cat. 86, as a studio work. 
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Fig. 3.47) Workshop of Bonifacio, The 
Madonna with Sts. Zaccariah, 
Elizabeth, the Infant Baptist and a 
female Saint, c. 15 32 -6, recorded in the 
Bergsten Collection, Stockholm, 193 1. 
Fig. 3.48) Bonifacio, Coronation ofSt. Catherine with Tobias and the Angel & Sts. Jerome, 
Joseph, St Peter and St. Mark, c. 15 35 -7, Columbia (South Carolina), Museum of Art. 
Fig. 3.49) Workshop of Palma Vecchio, 
Madonna with Sts. Francis, Peter and Two 
Female Saints, completed 1529, Venice, 
Pinacoteca Querini-Stampalia. 
Fig. 3.50) Bonifacio, The Holy Family, 
with Sts. Jerome, Lucy and an Angel, 
c. 153 5-8, Rome, Galleria Colonna. 
Fig. 3.46) Bonifacio & Workshop, Madonna 
with Sts. Mark Ursula and Three Female 
Marlyrs, c. 1534, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
Fig. 3.51) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with 
Sts, Jerome, Barbara & St. Catherine, c. 1540, 
Venice Accademia. 
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Maggiore altarpiece. In addition, one also notes its overall similarity to a painting 
44 in Liverpool (fig. 3.44), already mentioned, that has been dated to the same period. 
Both of these works herald the advent of the 1540s in their more subdued colouring 
and gauzy finish. The limbs of each figure have begun to take on that slender, 
elongated quality that characterises Bonifacio's work from now until his death. As 
can be seen in the diamond shape of the squatting St. Jerome at the far left of the 
Accademia picture, Bonifacio's fondness for curving, s-shaped forms is no longer 
restricted to a basic compositional line progressing along the canvas. It now 
becomes a self-contained characteristic of individual figures which resolve 
themselves into tighter, and more sinuous groupings. Another good example of this 
feature is demonstrated by the later Rest on the Flight into Egypt in Adelaide 
(fig. 3.52) where the Christ Child forms the centrepiece of a tripartite manoeuvre 
also involving the Madonna and the Baptist. 45 The Virgin is close enough to the 
that of the Camerlenghi Annunciation of 1543-4 (fig. 4.40) to date this work to the 
same period. By comparing the contemporary Adoration of the Magi for the second 
room of the Governatori alle Entrate (1541-4, fig. 4.52), with its earlier 
Camerlenghi'counterpart of 1529-30 (fig. 3.34), one can also see how Bonifacio's 
compositions express a more undulating, and increasingly rapid, flow of figurative 
form during this time. 46 
To the years following the Adelaide Rest on the Flight, one could place a 
picture in Verona (fig. 3.53). Although it demonstrates an uncharacteristically rough 
technique, it includes such a close quotation from the former painting in the figure 
of St. Joseph that it must be only slightly later in date. 47Another painting in the 
Accademia (fig. 3.54), datable to the late 1540s is typical of the lack of quality 
control in Bonifacio's final works. 480ne notes that the Virgin is basically a mirror 
44 Excluded by Simonetti (1986). Discussed by Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 67-8, cat. 112, as a 
picture which possibly came to the Accademia from the Scuola di S. Teodoro. This provenance 
remains uncertain. Westphal referred to it as an inferior studio work, 193 1, p. 115, n. 107. 
45 Accepted by Simonetti, 1986, p. I 13, cat. 48, who dated it to around 1545-47. For an in depth 
discussion of this work see Gaston, pp. 36-41. 
46 Other sacre conversazioni I would date to the early 1540s include a picture formerly at Mertoun 
House, now at Edinburgh, National Gallery, discussed by Simonetti, 1986, p. 114, cat. 52 & 
Westphal, 193 1, pp. 71-2 and a Rest in the Flight into Egypt in the Pitti, Florence, discussed by 
Westphal, 193 1, p. 10 1, cat. 64 and Gaston, pp. 40-4 1. 
47 Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. I 10, cat. 95. 
48 Even though the painting entered the Accademia in the nineteenth century under the name of 
Bonifacio, Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 201, cat. 248, preferred the broader classification of 
'Venetian School - first half of the sixteenth century'. 
Top - Fig. 3.52) Bonifacio, The Rest on the Flight into Egypt with the Infant St. John and a 
Franciscan, c. 1543 -4, Adelaide, Art Gallery of South Australia; bottom - Fig. 3.53) Workshop of 
Bonifacio, Holy Family with St. Rose and the Infant Baptist, c. I 545-7, Verona, Museo di 
Castelvecchio. 
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image of her counterpart in Adelaide, but the limbs of the figures are becoming 
increasingly snakelike and the physical space of the painting is poorly established. 
From this date onwards it becomes extremely difficult to date any of 
Bonifacio's own domestic sacre conversazioni with any certainty. By 1547, the 
artist was beginning to demonstrate those signs of illness that seems to have forced 
him to radically scale down his workshop production. 49 Although significant 
commissions lay ahead of him, less important concerns such as the continued 
production of domestic sacre conversazioni seem to have been sidelined and 
completely abandoned to students of lesser ability. With these works we begin to 
infringe on a discussion of the unravelling of Bonifacio's enterprise that is reserved 
for Chapter Seven. 
iii) Public commissions 1533-53 
Disregarding works commissioned for the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, it is now 
necessary to turn to a far smaller group of sacre conversazioni specifically intended 
for either a civic or an ecclesiastical envirom-nent. These public works were painted 
over a twenty-year period from 1533-53. While Bonifacio's personal interest in his 
studio's output of domestic sacre conversazioni steadily declined throughout this 
period, the artist clearly wished to be continually identified with the genre in its 
public form. 
The Madonna of the Tailors, 1533 
The first thing to strike one about Bonifacio's Madonna of the Tailors (). 55), is its 
conservative, retardataire composition, a throwback to precedents established by 
Giovanni Bellini as early as his S. Giobbe altarpiece of c. 1480. Given the overall 
style of Bonifacio's painting, we are extremely fortunate that, in addition to being a 
signed work (one of only two), the picture also bears a date - the 9th of November 
1533. Without this information, and wider knowledge of Bonifacio's oeuvre, one 
could be forgiven for placing the work a decade or two earlier. The overall style 
mimics that adopted by the young Titian and Sebastiano in their immature, 
Giorgionesque phase. Other details, such as the trompe I'oeil cartolino (bearing the 
true date of the piece) pasted to the bottom step of the Virgin's dais are noticeablý, 
49 See Chapters One and Seven. 
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Fig. 3.54) Workshop of Bonifacio, Ae Mystic Marriage qfSt. 
Catherine, with Sts. Francis, c. 1547-50, Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 3.55) Bonifacio, The Madonna of the Tailors, 1533, Venice, Accademia. 
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outmoded devices associated with the work of Bellini and his school. 10 
On closer inspection, however, one becomes aware that the work is far 
more sophisticated than it initially appears. The mannerising contortions of the 
beggar is an avant-garde response to a model provided by Baldassare Peruzzi (see 
Chapter Six) and a visual clue to the painting's true date comes in the form of the 
figure of St. Barbara - carefully remembered from Palma's figure of St. Lucy from 
an altarpiece in Vicenza datable to the late 1520s (fig. 3.60). 51 
The regressive flavour of Bonifacio's altarpiece, may be indicative of the 
conservatism that often accompanied a patron of a fairly modest status - in this 
case, the Venetian tailors' confraternity, the Scuola dei Sartori. Before the 
Napoleonic suppressions, the scuola's premises lay next door to the church of Santa 
Maria dell' Assunta (later the Crociferi and then the Gesuiti). An eighteenth- 
century engraving records its location in a block presently under restoration 
(figs. 3.56-7). It was hung above the altar in a chamber on the ground floor, the 
centrepiece of a frieze of works later completed by Tintoretto (see Chapter SiX). 52 
The surviving decoration of the Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavoni at the 
eastern end of the city, with its narrative friezes by Carpaccio, gives a general 
impression of the way the former scheme may have appeared (3.58). 
Whatever strictures governed the overall style of the piece, two things are 
evident. The first is that this picture stands apart from those previously discussed in 
that Bonifacio has responded to the conventions particular to public sacre 
conversazioni: the Virgin has returned from the leafy glades of the terrafirma and 
has re-installed herself upon a throne set into the niche of an architectural 
construction that mimics the interior of a church. The rolling landscape of the 
artist's domestic formats has been relegated to an aperture at the upper left, while 
the architecture no longer suggests that of the pagan ruins of domestic works. The 
conviviality and chatter of pictures of this latter type has also died away to a hush. 
This serves to emphasise the only source of disturbance- the feeble cry emitted 
50 The other signed work by Bonifacio is the Giovanni e Paolo St. Michael - see Chapter Two. For 
the most in depth discussion of the Madonna of the Tailors see Moschini Marconi, 1962 ý p. 3 1-2, 
cat. 55. Bonifacio's signature appears on the Virgin's dais to the left of Barbara's raised foot - 
"BONIF. /. ACIO. F. " - while the cartelino in the centre bears the following: "M. D. XXXIII. 
ADI. VllIl. /. NOVEB". It is possible to discern that this replaced an earlier inscription that 
originally incorporated the painter's signature at this point. See also Humfrey & Mackenney for the 
patronage of the trade guilds. 
51 For Palma's work see Rylands, p. 2-38-9, cat. 96. 
"76-377. 52 For the Position of the scuola and its eventual suppression see Zorzi, p. -I .I 
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Top- Fig. 3.56 & 7) a. detail of an 
eighteenth century engraving and a 
modem day map of Venice showing the 
church of the Gesuiti (1) and the 
premises which housed the Scuola dei 
Sartori (2). (3) marks the location of the 
Fondamenta dei Sartori the site of fig. 
3.59, see below; right- Fig. 3.58) Interior 
of the Scuola di San Giorgio degli 
Schiavone with frieze decoration by 
Carpaccio. 
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Fig. 3.59) Sculptor unknown, The Madonna with Sts. Barbara & Homobono, 1511, a plaque over the 
doorway of the building at the Fondamenta dei Sartori (see above, fig. 3.57) which originally housed the 
hospital for impoverished and sick tailors. 
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Fig. 3.60) Palma 
Vecchio, 
Madonna 
Enthroned with 
Sts. George & 
Lucy, 1527-8, 
Vicenza, S. 
Stefano and 
detail of St. 
Lucy compared 
with 
Bonifacio's 
figure of St. 
Barbara from 
fig. 3.55. 
Fig. 3.61) Bonifacio, St. Homobono and a beggar, detail of 
fig. 3.5 5. 
Fig. 3.62) Bonifacio & 
Jacopo Bassano (? ), lhe 
Madonna with Sts. 
Dorothy (? ) and 
Catherine, fragment, 
c. 1539, Venice, 
Accademia. 
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from the gaping mouth of the crippled beggar crumpled up at the feet of St. 
Homobono (fig. 3.61). This element leads on to the second observation that 
Bonifacio has mapped out his composition with the aim of reflecting characteristics 
specific to the tailors themselves. 
The most emphatic demonstration of this assertion is preserved on the wall 
of a building located not far from the premises of the scuola on a street whose 
name still bears the influence of the tailors, the Fondamenta dei Sartori. It was here 
that the Scuola had established a charitable hospital for its impoverished members. 
In a sculpted plaque positioned above the door and dated 1511 (fig.. ). 59), one 
acknowledges that the basic composition of Bonifacio's picture had already been 
decided for him. 53 Here, as in Bonifacio's picture, the Virgin sits enthroned amidst 
the patron saints of the scuola, St. Homobono and St. Barbara. While the latter 
became associated with the tailors due to an apocryphal episode in her life in which 
she was miraculously awarded a new set of clothes, Homobono was a saint with 
whom the tailors could themselves identify; he was a twelfth-century Cremonese 
merchant who had been beatified as a result of his generosity to the poor, hence the 
inclusion of his purse. 54Bonifacio repeats the iconography of both figures save for 
the fact that Homobono does not brandish his gargantuan tailor's scissors. Instead 
they lie at his feet. It is this departure that provides the key to the subtle 
iconography of the piece. 
The main theme is that of charity and exchange - obviously this element is 
clearly established in the way in which St. Homobono gives alms to the beggar 
(fig. 3.61), but previous scholars have ignored the highly sophisticated way in which 
Bonifacio augments and extends this theme to encompass the entire painting. The 
iconographic chain begins with Bonifacio's emulation of the plaque placed above a 
charitable institution. One notices that here, sculpted in miniature to the left of St. 
Homobono, are figures of supplicant tailors. Bonifacio replaces these with a beggar 
and removes the scissors from St. Homobono to allow him a free hand with which 
to delve into his purse, to supplement a coin that he drops into the beggar's bowl 
with his other hand. The tools of St. Homobono's trade have been set aside in order 
53 The hospital was founded in 1492. Both the tailors and their premises are discussed by Newton 
pp, 120-13 1. For attitudes to charity and its imaging in Venetian art during this period see & B. 
Aikema, 'L'immagine della CaritA Veneziana" & B. Pullan, ' La Nuova Filatropia nella Venezia 
Cinqutenesca' in Aikema & Meijers in Nel Regno di Poveri pp. 71-134. 
54 For the tailors' adoption of these patrons see Newton, pp. 120-123. 
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for him to carry out this act of charity, and, as Stella Mary Newton has noted. the 
saint appears not in the robes of the confraternity, as he does in the plaque of 1511. 
but in the everyday uniform of a merchant trader. 55 
This iconography would have been well understood by the tailors - they 
would have recognised an image of their profession in its mercantile, rather than its 
ceremonial form and would also have been receptive to the message conveyed by 
Bonifacio's symbolism. The nature of this message is that one should intermittently 
disregard business in order to commit to charitable endeavours; that one should 
increase the well being of not only tailors but of the sick and needy in general, and 
once having given, once should give again. All of this imagery serves to endorse 
the credentials of the scuola at precisely the time at which there was a concerted 
drive to relieve the lot of the poor and invalid, that resulted from Doge Gritti's 
project of urban renewal (see also Chapters Four & Six). 
The transaction between Homobono and the beggar sets up a series of 
transferences and exchanges that progress across the canvas. The Virgin glances 
down at the scissors set aside by St. Homobono and proceeds to set aside her son 
who steps down to join the Baptist, a symbol of Christ's sacrificial destiny. To 
leave us in no doubt of this exchange, Bonifacio gathers together a tight little knot 
of well-understood symbols: the section of veil clutched by the Christ child (the 
rent veil of the temple); the apple held by the Virgin (original sin) and the scroll 
and crucifix held by St. John. As a symbol of his asceticism, the Baptist ignores the 
apple offered to him by the Virgin, remaining transfixed by the Christ Child. In 
this, he exchanges physical sustenance for the spiritual. Finally, in the way Barbara 
nudges her crown away with her foot, she exchanges her corporeal status, for a 
heavenly one -a transaction symbolised by her palm and the way in which she 
offers her tower to the Christ Child. 
The subtlety of this iconography should not encourage us to ignore it. I 
shall later discuss how Bonifacio was acutely receptive to the theme of poverty, 
and he seems more than capable of investing his work with this kind of carefully 
structured symbolism, as is clear from his later Dives andLazarus of c. 1538 -40.56 
For some inexplicable reason, Newton, p. 12-3, referred to The Madonna of the Tailors as a work 
by Benedetto Diana. 
56 See Chapter Six. 
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A state commission c. 1539 - collaboration with Jacopo Bassano 
Possibly little more than five years remove the Madonna of the Tailors from a 
fragment of a sacra conversazione also intended for a public setting. This is the 
Madonna and Child with Sts. Dorothy (? ) and Catherine also in the Accademia 
(fig. 3.62). Originally, this was part of a much larger work that hung in the stairway 
leading to the main apartments of Sansovino's library, where Manfredi came across 
it in 1602. Attributing it to either Titian or Tintoretto he provides us with the 
following description: "... il Protettori della citta San Theodoro e san Marco, et una 
donna con uno stendarlo in mano; che significa Venetia; inginocciata cdto d lui 
dinanzi alla Santissima Vergine dietro alla quale stanno due altre donne, una le 
porge un canestrello di rose e fiori; e I'altra con le mani giunte, elevate in atto di 
supplicare. " From the later testimonies of Ridolfi, Boschini and Zanetti we can 
gather that the canvas was subsequently 'restored' by Antonio Vassilacchi, called 
L'Aliense (d. 1628), who seems to have been involved in splitting the canvas into 
two and removing a lower portion containing a music making angel. These 
fragments were subsequently exhibited elsewhere in the same building in the Sala 
dei Filosofi. The left hand side of the canvas showing St. Mark, Theodore, a 
personification of Venice and a Lion had disappeared by 1771 after this room had 
been redecorated. 57 
The overall style of the fragment suggests that it can be dated to the latter 
half of the 1530s, the Madonna is anticipatory of her counterpart in the altarpiece 
Bonifacio completed for S. Maria Maggiore in 1543 (see below, fig. 3.80). While 
the main figures seem to have been completed under Bonifacio's close supervision, 
the face of St. Catherine has been executed by a separate and highly individual 
hand (fig. 3.65). She is not, as Moschini Marconi suggested, the result of 
L'Aliense's reported restoration as she reveals absolutely nothing of his 
Tintorettesque style and technique. 58 She is, instead, highly reminiscent of the 
hand of Bonifacio's most famous assistant, Jacopo Bassano. The heavy features, 
accentuated eye sockets and fleshy profile are typical of Jacopo's types of the mid - 
1530s / early 1540s. She is reminiscent of an earlier figure of St. Catherine from a 
57 See Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 34-5, cat. 59 (given the period, St. Dorothy seems a more likely 
candidate for the saint with a basket of flowers than the St. Rose identified by Moschini Marconi). 
Individual primary sources cited above are as follows - Manfredi, 1602, p. 23 3, Ridolfi, 1648,1, 
p. 288; Boschini, 1674. S. Marco, pp. 88-9 & Zanetti, 173-33, p. 1533 & 1771, p. 93. 
58 See previous note. 
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Left - Fig. 3.63) Jacopo 
Bassano, The Madonna 
Enthroned with Sts. 
Catherine and Mary 
Magdalene, c. 15 34, 
Vicenza, Museo Civico; 
right - Fig. 3.64) Jacopo 
Bassano. St. Anne and the 
Virgin Child Enthroned 
with Sts. Jerome and 
Francis, 1541, Venice, 
Accademia; below- 
Fig. 3.65) details of the 
above compared with a 
detail of the head of St. 
Catherine from fig. 3,62. 
Fig. 3.66) Workshop of Bonifacio / Jacopo Bassano, The Holy Family with Sts. Bernard ofSiena, a 
Female Martyr and a Donor, c. 15 3 1, Milan Brera. 
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sacra conversazione in Vicenza (fig. 3.63 & 5), 59while the generic character of 
her features finds a closer resemblance to the figure of St. Francis in an altarpiece 
preserved in the Accademia, Venice of 1541 (figs. 3.64 & 65). 60 
Ridolfi was the first to mention the collaboration between Bonifacio and 
Bassano and this relationship has never been seriously disputed. 61 Recently W. R. 
Rearick has suggested that even though Bassano had been initially trained by his 
father, Francesco, and was already an independent painter, he repeatedly associated 
himself with Bonifacio throughout the 1530s in the capacity of a pupil-cum- 
assistant. Rearick had this to say about the nature of their relationship: "[Bassano] 
did not, in any case,, need an apprenticeship, but rather an association with an 
established artist on an informal basis, an arrangement familiar in Venice in these 
years, especially if the beginner was from the hinterland". 62 One could apply the 
same description to the relationship that existed between Bonifacio and Palma, 
although here Bonifacio's allegiance to his superior was far more pronounced and 
prolonged. With reference to documentary evidence, Rearick built up a picture of 
an artist based in Bassano but shuttling back and forth to Venice, suggesting that he 
repeatedly renewed his acquaintance with Bonifacio as he did so. 
Rearick, like nearly all of Bassano's biographers, acknowledged the 
connection with Bonifacio, while failing to seek Bassano's hand in the works of 
Bonifacio's studio. In fact, the evidence for Bassano's presence there at various 
times throughout the 1530s is not hard to find. A possible symptom of their initial 
association would seem to be a sacra conversazione in the Brera attributed to 
Bonifacio's workshop (fig. 3.66). 63 The composition is basically derived from 
formats of c. 1530, and is similar to those works grouped around Bonifacio's 
London Sacra Conversazione (figs. 3.28-32). The overall style is clearly that of a 
naYve provincial. That this artist is identifiable with Bassano is established by the 
overall rubberiness of the figures which anticipate those of Jacopo's Flight in to 
Egypt in Bassano of c. I 534.64The St. Francis in particular, provides us with a more 
ý9 For this painting see Zampetti, 1957, p. 16. 
60 See G. Ericani in Jacopo Bassano, pp. 266-8. 
61 See Ridolfi, 1648,1,3 85-6, and for a more general discussion of Bonifacio's tutelage of Bassano 
see also Chapters Four and Five. 
62 W. R, Rearick in Jacopo Bassano, p. 48. 
63 See Roio, p. 77-8, who attributed it to the workshop of Bonifacio. 
64 Museo Civico, Bassano. See G. Ericani in Jacopo Bassano, pp. 253-6 
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Fig. 3.67) Far right - Jacopo Bassano, The Podesta of Bassano, Matteo Soranzo, with his daughter, 
Lucia, and his brother, Francesco, being presented by Sts. Lucy, Francis and Matthew to the 
Madonna and Child, 1536, Bassano, Museo Civico with detail of St. Francis compared with a detail 
of fIR. 3.66. 
Fig. 3.68) Bonifacio & Jacopo Bassano (? ), Madonna and Child with Sts Peter, Jerome, Louis and 
a Female Saint, 1534-5, in the hands of Spink and Son, 1928. 
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primitive template for the same figure in a votive picture Jacopo painted for the 
Podesta of Bassano, in 1536 (fig. 3.67). 65 
On the basis of documentary evidence, it is highly likely that Bassano was 
back in Venice during the winter of 1534/5.66 It is at this point that one can define 
another spell in Bonifacio's shop. A product of this renewed acquaintance is surely 
an attractive sacra conversazione illustrated by the Burlington Magazine in 1928 
(fig. 3.68). 67AIthough the main figures seem to be by Bonifacio, a connection with 
Bassano is clearly established by two figures which are extremely close to 
counterparts evident in a pair of paintings which Bassano completed after his return 
to his native town in the spring of 1535. In one, the Fiery Furnace (fig. '3.70), we 
find a repeat of the figure of St. Peter in that of the figure seated to the left of 
Nebuchadnezzar's throne (fig. 3.72). Similarly, the smooth, fleshy features and 
down cast, placid expression of St. Louis from the former work is compatible with 
those of the Christ of the The Adulteress (fig. 3.69 & 71) which joined the Fiery 
Furnace at the Palazzo Podesta in Bassano. 68 A similar correspondence can be 
made between the Christ of Jacopo's painting and that of a counterpart in a Christ 
in the House of the Pharisee (figs. 3.71 & 73) delivered by Bonifacio's workshop to 
a small chamber in the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi during this period (see Chapter 
Four). This painting and the contemporary Supper at Emmaus, also subsequently 
discussed (fig. 4.22) provide further convincing evidence for Jacopo's activity in 
Bonifacio's studio at this time. 
Jacopo returned to Venice again in 1539 to fresco the faýade of the Palazzo 
d'Anna on the Grand Canal. 69 It is to this point that we could attribute collaboration 
between Bonifacio and Bassano on the picture represented by the fragment in the 
Accademia. Its overall style tends to exclude it from being originally intended for 
Sansovino's library (complete in the late 1540s), but its iconography, including as 
it originally did, the city's protectors, Theodore and Mark and a personification of 
Venice herself, establishes that it must have been an important civic commission 
for a public office. Perhaps it was originally intended for a magistracy at the 
65 For the dating of this work see G. Ericani in Jacopo Bassano, pp-256-7. 
66 Jacopo is recorded in Venice on the 15th of January, 1535 seeking a patent for drainage 
machinery. See Rearick in Jacopo Bassano, 1992, p. 49. 
67 Present whereabouts unknown. See Burlington Magazine, CCCIX, 1928, December. The picture 
appeared as an advertisement of a sale at Spink & Son, London. 
68 For both these works see W. R. Rearick in Jacopo Bassano, p. 49-50. 
69 See W. R. Rearick in Jacopo Bassano, p. 55-6. 
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II Top left - Fig-3.69) 
Jacopo Bassano, Christ 
and the Adulteress, 
1535-6, Bassano, Museo 
Civico; top right - 
Fig. 3.70) Jacopo 
Bassano, The Fiery 
Furnace, 1535-6, 
Bassano, Museo Civico; 
left - Fig. 3.71) detail of 
fig. 3.69 (centre) 
compared with details of 
fig. 3.68 (far left) and 
fig. 3.73 (far right); left, 
below - Fig. 3.72) Detail 
of 4.70 (right) compared 
with a detail of fig. 3.68 
far left); Fig. 3.73) 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
(including Jacopo 
Bassano), Supper in the 
House of the Pharisee, 
1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia (in deposit at 
the refecotory of Ss. 
Giovanni e Paolo). 
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Palazzo Ducale and later moved? This would help justify Bassano's interest in 
collaborating with Bonifacio at a time at which he himself was winning prestigious 
commissions and was about to eclipse his former master. 
The Virgin in Glory: three altarpieces in Padua and Venice 
Both the fragment from Sansovino's library and the Madonna of the Tailors testify 
to Bonifacio's commercial success outside the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi during the 
1530s. They both represent how the popularity of public sacre conversazioni can 
be explained by their adaptability in reflecting civic concerns and official 
iconography. We conclude our survey of Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni by 
looking at three altarpieces commissioned by private patrons. These all portray the 
Madonna in Glory, with saints. Although not generally referred to as sacre 
conversazioni, this latter type demonstrates a strong enough relationship with this 
genre to merit inclusion here. 
1) Ognissanti, Padua c. 1533-5 
The Madonna and Child in Glory with Sts. Mauro Abbot and Agnes (fig. 3.74) is 
one of a handful of works Bonifacio completed for mainland churches. 70 Although 
nothing can be gleaned about the commission, it was originally intended for the 
Church of the Ognissanti in Padua and later removed to its present location to the 
left of the main altar in the seldom-visited church of the Immacolata. 71 Bonifacio 
seems to have been largely city-bound and mostly uninterested in expanding his 
business to the mainland. However, the early 1530s saw him trying his hand on the 
mainland, and here he attempted something different in demonstrating a desire to 
leave his mark in his first foray into a more fashionable format. This new Venetian 
type, with the Madonna seated in the clouds hovering above a selection of saints, 
traces its inception to an altarpiece Titian completed for Ancona in 1520 (fig. ). 75) - 
itself partly inspired by Raphael's Foligno altarpiece of c. 1512 (fig. -). 76). 72Titian 
was successful in establishing a popular precedent, mostly as a result of his success 
in recapturing something of the visionary phantasmagoria and narrative drama 
70 Accepted as autograph by Simonetti, 1986, p. 105, cat. 25, who also dated it c. 153 3-5. Other 
altarpieces for the mainland include the St. Anthony of Padua altarpiece for CamposampierO and the 
St. Mark Enthroned for Corbolone - both discussed in Chapter Five. 
71 Recorded in the Ognissanti, Padua at the end of the eighteenth century. See Simonetti, 1986, 
p. 105, cat. 25, for its provenance. 
72 For Titian's work see Hurnfrey, 1993, pp. 142- and for Raphael's, Leopold and Ettl inger, p. 123 3. 
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Fig. 3.74) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. 
Mauro &Agnes, 1533-5, Padua, Immacolata. 
Above, left - Fig. 3.75) Titian, Me Ancona Altarpiece, 1520, Ancona, Pinacoteca Civica, above, 
right - Fig. 3.76) Raphael, The Foligno Altarpiece, c. 1512, Rome, Vatican below, left - 
Fig. 3.77) Titian, The St. Nicholas Altarpiece, c. 1520-5, Rome, Vatican, below right - Fig. 3.78) 
Savoldo, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Peter, Dominic, Paul & Jerome, 1524-5, Milan, Brera. 
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evident in his Assunta of 1518. He developed the format further in his St. Nicholas 
Altarpiece of the mid- I 520s (fig. 3.77) and other artists quickly followedSUit. 730ne 
of the finest examples being Savoldo whose altarpiece for the Dominican church in 
Pesaro c. 1525 (fig. 3.78) forms a pretty good template for Bonifacio's own 
contributions to the genre. 74 
However, Bonifacio failed to fully exploit the possibilities of the type, for 
while the sheer size of Bonifacio's altarpiece ensures an impressive 
monumentality, the composition is stiff and stilted. The two saints seem to have 
been handled solely by the shop and are typically immobile as a result. While St. 
Mauro is closely comparable with those saints designed to accompany a Last 
Supper Bonifacio completed for the Monastery of S. Andrea del Lido of 1535 (see 
Chapter Five), St. Agnes has been copied from the St. Barbara of the Madonna Qf 
the Tailors (fig. 3.60). A date closer to that of the former work is suggested. 
Despite the lacklustre treatment of the lower tier, one notes that Bonifacio 
has reacted against type in establishing a large aperture in the centre of the 
composition. Here the artist has conjured up an evocative and somewhat 
foreboding landscape that emphasises the giganticism of the saints and captures a 
wisp of the surreality previously employed in the Giovanni e Paolo St. Michael 
(fig. 2.55). In addition, Bonifacio acquits himself very well in the beautiful figure of 
the Virgin, and one cannot fail to be charmed by the fussy, gossiping putti who 
surround her. This upper section is close to a picture preserved in the Castello in 
Milan (fig. 3.79) that one assumes is a fragment of a picture of an analogous format 
and date. 75 
2) S. Maria Maggiore, Venice 1543 
Both the picture in Padua and the fragment in Milan anticipate two altarpieces 
Bonifacio completed for churches within Venice during the following decade. The 
first and most impressive of these (fig. 3.80 & 81) was commissioned to grace the 
altar belonging to a branch of the Mocenigo family in the now defunct church of S. 
Maria Maggiore (see figs. 3.82-4). It now occupies the frame left vacant by 
73 For a recent discussion of the dating of this work see Hurnfrey. 'The Pre History of Titian's 
Assunta'in Titian 500, pp. 223-2433, pp. 229-9. 
74 For Savoldo's altarpiece see Humfrey, 199-3), p. 140 & Frangi, pp. 57-6 1. 
75 Not mentioned by Simonetti in her catalogue of 1986, but discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p. 104, 
cat. 74, who refrained from associating it with Bonifacio. 
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Fig. 3.79) Bonifacio, The 
Madonna and Child in Glory, 
possible fragment of an 
altarpiece, c. 153 5, Milan, 
Castello Sforzesco. 
Fig. 3-80) Bonifacio & 
Workshop, The Madonna 
in Glory with Sts. Peter, 
Claire, James, Andrew & 
Francis, 1543, Venice 
Accadernia (displayed at 
S. Giobbe). 
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Carpaccio's Presentation in the Temple (now in the Accademia) in the church of S. 
Giobbe (fig. 3.85). In piecing together the testimonies of Sansovino, Boschin' and 
Zanetti, it is possible to establish that this altar lay at the end of the nave to the left 
of the high altar (fig. 3.83). It was probably commissioned by the sons of a late 
senator, Francesco Mocenigo in 1543, the date of an inscribed dedication to the 
latter recorded by Sansovino. 76 Such a date accords well with the style of the 
picture, which echoes that of works for the Camerlenghi of around this date. One 
such correspondence comes in the form of the central figure of St. James who is 
compatible with the figure of St. Francis from a Camerlenghi canvas of c. 1545 
(fig. 3.86). Coincidentally, this work was commissioned by a separate Francesco 
Mocenigo then in service at the Camerlenghi. 77 
Compared to the Padua Madonna and Saints (fig. 3.74), Bonifacio has 
energised the composition of his altarpiece with a new figurative vigour in line 
with his style of the early 1540s. The striding figure of St. Francis is particularly 
effective in this respect, establishing a visual bridge into the viewer's space and 
giving the composition its upward impetus. In this figure, and the overall grouping 
of the saints, Bonifacio may have returned to Titian's St. Nicholas altarpiece (fig. 
3.77) which also shows a Franciscan saint from the rear, similarly transfixed by the 
heavenly vision. 
The commission for S. Maria Maggiore was an important one for 
Bonifacio. The site was prominent, and the Mocenigo were a well-establi shed and 
prestigious patron. Despite this, the picture has been neglected by the literature on 
account of its high degree of workshop involvement - particularly noticeable, once 
again in the figures of the saints. As already noted, these distinctions between 
autograph and studio work have led to a highly selective view of Bonifaclo's output 
and patronage. In bothering less about such distinctions, one is able to create a 
clearer picture of Bonifacio's career and the commissions completed in his name. 
On the opposite wall of the same church, there was a picture of the 
76 See Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 69-70, cat. 116; Sansovino (1663 ed), pp. 269 -70; Ridolfi, 
1648,1, p. 288, Boschini, 1664, p-3 87 & Zanetti, 177 1, p. 233. For the inscription see also Cigogna, I III, pp. 429-30. Excluded in 1986 by Simonetti from her catalogue. For the surviving building and 
the paintings it once contained see Zorzi, pp. 349-35 1; Holt, pp. 235-257 & Salerni, pp. 288-29 1. 
77 For this, other, Franceso Mocenigo who was in charge at the Monte Nuovissimo between 1544-5, 
See Appendix 2, # 6,1. This correspondence is intriguing and may constitute evidence that 
Bonifacio was able to build up a network of patrons via his work for officers at the Camerlenahi - b 
perhaps Bonifacio's altarpiece was not actually commissioned until after his completion of this 
particular canvas for the Camerlenghi. 
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1:! Top left - Fig. 3.81) Bonifacio's altarpiece for the 
defunct church of S. Maria Maggiore, Venice (see 
also fig. 3.80); top, middle - Fig. 3.82) the exterior 
of the building today; top right -Fig. 3.83) Plan of 
the church with the location of Bonifacio's 
altarpiece (1), the high altar with Paolo 
Veronese's Assumption of the Virgin (2), Titian's 
John the Baptist (3) & Pisbolica's Ascension ( 4) 
- author's reconstruction; above -Fig. 3.84) 
Photograph of the interior of the building before 
restoration with the locations of paintings 1-3; 
right - Fig. 3.85) Bonifacio's altarpiece as 
currently exhibited at the church of S. Giobbe - 
this frame was originally inhabited by 
Carpaccio's Presentation qf Christ in the Temple 
(now Accademia). 
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Ascension that Boschini also gave to Bonifacio. This is identifiable with a picture 
now in the Accademia (fig. 3.87), ascribed to the obscure Bergamasqueý Jacomo 
Pisbolica by both Vasari and Zanetti. This impressive painting is clearly not by 
Bonifacio himself and it is hard to integrate it into his workshop practice. However, 
it is certainly reminiscent of Bonifacio's late style, particularly in the twisting form 
of Christ, and the overall format reminds one of Bonifacio's altarpiece. This led 
Moschini Marconi to assert that Pisbolica had a hand in the latter work. This is a 
little fanciful, especially since the pictures seem to be separated by more than a 
decade. However, on the strength of the Ascension's style, and the fact that Vasari 
lumped the two artists together in successive paragraphs in his Lives, one can well 
imagine that Pisbolica was one of Bonifacio's many satellites. 78 Evidence for his 
emergence from Bonifacio's shop between 1550-3 is discussed in Chapter Seven. 
3) S. Antonio di Castello, Venice, c. 1553 
The final altarpiece from Bonifacio's shop to pursue the Madonna in Glory theme, 
and the least successful of this group, is a work originally commissioned by the 
Cappello family for their altar in the demolished church of S. Antonio di Castello 
(figs. 3.88 -91). 79 Carpaccio has provided us with a fascinating record of how the 
interior of this church appeared at an earlier stage in its development, c. 1515 
(fig. 3.92). Bonifacio's altarpiece originally occupied a position roughly analogous 
to the polyptych depicted nearest to the entrance. 80 Along this wall one found other 
important works of art, Carpaccio's Death of the Ten Thousand Martyrs was 
installed in the impressive renaissance frame depicted in his own view of the 
church, while further along the nave, in the space obscured by the soon to be 
removed Gothic barco,, Palma Vecchio had installed a Marriage of the Virgin, later 
replaced with a version by his (and Bonifacio's) great nephew, Palma Giovane (see 
fig. 3.91, and Chapter Seven). 81 
78 For a discussion of this work & its provenance and dating see Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 170- 1, 
cat. 280-1. See also Vasari, Testo VI, p. 198 and Sansovino in Stringa, pp. 189 v; Boschini, 1664, 
p. 3 ) 89 & Zanetti, 177 1, p. 223. 
79 Excluded by Simonetti in 1986 in her catalogue. Discussed by Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 68-9, 
cat. 114. For its original position in the church see Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 287, Boschini, 1664, p. 1633, 
and Zanetti, 177 1, p. 224. 
80 See previous note. 
81 For the church of S. Antonio di Castello and its paintings see Zorzi, pp. 208-12 (who erroneouslv t> 
recorded Bonifacio's work as lost) and Bassi, 1997, pp. 138-146. For the building and the I 
replacement of the old barco see Foscari & Tafuri. For an in depth discussion of Palma's altarpiece 
and its replacement see Rylands, pp. 188-9, cat. 47. 
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Fig.? 86) Bonifacio, Sts. Renier, Francis & Melchiorr, 1545-6, Venice, Accademia (in deposit 
at the Cini Foundation) - see Appendix 2, #6,1) and detail of St. Francis compared with that of 
St. James from fig. 3.80. 
Fig. 3.87) Jacopo Pistoia, called 
Pisbolica, The Ascension of Christ, 
c. 1555, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 3.88) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Madonna in Glory with Sts. 
Vincent, Nicholas & Dominic, c. 15 53, Venice, Accadernia. 
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The style of Bonifacio's altarpiece demonstrates its position as one of the 
last to exit from his shop. The perfunctory and unimaginative treatment of the 
saints is wholly dependent on the stiff mannequins completed for the Camerlenghi 
in Bonifacio's final years, while the slender, boneless limbs of the angels grouped 
around the Madonna are typical of the style of paintings datable to this late 
period. 82 Ironically, the figure of the Virgin brings us full circle in that it quotes the 
same figure in Titian's Pesaro altarpiece of 1518-26. It has been noted how this 
work influenced one of Bonifacio's earliest and most impressive sacra 
conversazione (fig. 3.35). 
This particularly slavish reliance on outmoded formulae suggests that 
Bonifacio's input may have been minimal, or even non existent, as there is 
circumstantial evidence that leads us to place this work as late as 1553, the final 
year of Bonifacio's life. It is in this year that the picture's probable patron 
Vincenzo Cappello (before 1541 - after 1601) inscribed a commemoration to his 
father, Domenico Cappello (d. 1532) on the church's altar of the rosary. With the 
original dedication of the family altar to Vincenzo' s grandfather, the famous 
admiral Nicolo Capello (d. 1491), the conjugation of the names of Vincent, 
Nicholas and Dominic neatly explains the staffage of saints in this altarplece. 83 
Summary 
Bonifacio's forays into the sacra conversazione format represent the bedrock of his 
artistic production. It is neither the most interesting or original aspect of his art. On 
the contrary, these works were designed to be repetitive and conventional. 
However, as has been demonstrated, there are some works of quality amongst this 
section of his output and, for the needs of this study at least, Bonifacio's continued 
82 One notes the central figure of St. Nicholas is an elderly version of the same figure type present 
in the figure of St. James in the S. Maria Maggiore altarpiece and an associated canvas for the 
Camerlenghi previously discussed (fig. 3.86). 
83 Sansovino, 1663, p. 30, records Bonifacio's altarpiece (mistakenly given to Palma Vecchio) and 
the altar's foundation by Nicolo Cappello. Recently Rearick, has provided information about 
Nicolo's heirs. He had two sons, Domenico (d. 1532) & Vincenzo, who was also a naval general 
(1467-1541). A portrait of the latter in the National Gallery of Washington dated 1540 exists by 
Titian (Rearick unconvincingly sought to attribute this work to Tintoretto. See Rearick in Vene--ia di 
Stato a Mito, p. 335 and also Wethey, 1969-75,11, pp. 83- 4, cat. 17. ). The style of Bonifacio's 
painting is far too late to suggest that it was commissioned by Domenico's eldest son, Vincenzo, to 
commemorate his father's death in 1532. Nor is it likely that the painting was commissioned bý, 
Domenico's brother before his death in 1541. Instead, the dedicatory inscription the younger 
Vincenzo had placed elsewhere in the church in 155-33, see Cicogna, 1, pp. 160 & 186, allows one to Zn 
speculate that he was also involved in the patronage of Bonifacio's painting at the same time. I 
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Left - Fig. 3.89) Bonifacio's altarpiece for the demolished 
church of S. Antonio d, Castello (see also fig, 3.88); below 
left - Fig. 3.90) Jacopo de' Barbari, Perspective view of 
- below, Venice, 1500, detail of S, Antoruo di Castello, 
right- Fig. 3.91), Plan of the church from the eighteenth 
century (after Bassi) with the author's reconstruction of the 
approximate positions of Palma Vecchio's Marriage of the 
Virgin (1, later replaced with a variant by Palma Giovane), 
Carpaccio's Death of the 10,000 Martyrs (2), a marble 
crucifix erected by the Pasqualigo family (33) and 
Bonifacio's altarpiece (4); bottom - Fig. 3.92) Carpaccio, 
Vision of Prior Ottobon in the Church of S Antonio di 
Castello, c. 1515, Venice, Accademia. 
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devotion to the format is useful as a clear demonstration of a particular 
characteristic of the Venetian school -a predilection for mass-produced generic 
pictorial types. 
Of course, all artistic production during this period devolved around the 
manufacture of certain basic formulae, from the simplest Madonna and Child 
upwards. However, Venetian artists stand out for the way in which they chose to 
specialise in the repetition of particular pictorial formats in an attempt to become 
synonymous with their own speciality. This 'branding' may have something to do 
with the mercantilist trafficking of goods that pervaded Venetian life. It has, in any 
case had an indelible influence over art historical scholarship in that Venetian 
artists have often become identified as much by the generic types manufactured in 
their name as by their individual styles. For example, even today, a number of 
works of an unacceptable stylistic diversity are still attributed to Giorgione on 
account of their subject matter - shepherd boys, pastoral scenes, knights in armour 
etc. Venetian artists of whatever status and ambition instinctively gravitated 
towards the manufacture of such specific types. In this, they foreshadow their 
Dutch counterparts of the seventeenth century and it may be that both schools 
developed out of a similar response to the same type of merchant culture. 
To a greater extent than any of his artistic contemporaries, Bonifacio was 
the perfect product of this 'merchant culture'. Although blessed with innate artistic 
talent,, as Francis Richardson noted, his temperament was not necessarily that 
which one would like to prescribe to that of an artist. 84His oeuvre can often be 
reduced to a dogged reliance on the repetition of very specific formats. In his sacre 
conversazioni, in particular, he often reveals himself as the total antithesis of the 
Vasarian ideal - an enterprising business man who mass produced a standard 
variant for a well-established market. 
84 See Chapter One, n-61. 
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'I 
Boni'ofacio at the 
Treasury 
The decoration of the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi 
See Fig. 4.11 
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We continue our discussion of Bonifacio's studio by looking at the one 
commission upon which it was perpetually engaged - the decoration of the Palazzo 
dei Camerlenghi. Of all the testaments to the golden age of Venetian painting, this 
is perhaps the most ignored, and least understood. Previous biographers of 
Bonifacio, Faggin in particular, have stopped short of addressing any section of the 
commission that did not involve Bonifacio directly. However, it is only by piecing 
together the entire commission that one can gauge the significance of Bonifacio's 
contribution. As a consequence, I have deliberately broadened the scope of my 
research, in order to embrace those artists who worked alongside Bonifacio and 
carried on his work after his death. This has enabled me to produce the first 
extensive reconstructions of this massive scheme as it appeared in situ. 
A full analysis of the Camerlenghi cycle is impossible within the confines 
of this dissertation, and I do not intend, wherever possible, to replicate material 
included in my article, Corporate Colours - Bonifacio and Tintoretto at the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, due for publication in the Art Bulletin at the time of 
writing. It is to this source that the reader is referred for a broader discussion of the 
scheme and the building that housed it. However, it is necessary to summarise this 
material before embarking on a detailed reconstruction of Bonifacio's contribution. 
Further material that covers the chambers in which Bonifacio's activity was 
minimal or non-existent is included in Appendix 2. It is to this and to the 
reconstructions presented in the second part of this chapter that the figures marked 
with W refer. 
i) The building and its decoration 
Dramatically situated at the foot of the Rialto Bridge, the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi 
(figs. 4.1 - 3) was originally the site of one of the largest decorative schemes ever 
assembled in the, city -a programme of nearly 200 canvases, m any of them large 
scale, encompassing work by a plethora of artists, a list of whose names reads like 
a 'who's who' of Venetian Renaissance painting. ' In many ways something of a 
' The literature dealing with the structure of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi is meagre, encompassing a 
technical notice from the Societi Anonima Costruzioni Cemento Compreso, Anno I (June, 1932), 
n. 2 (copy - Soprintendenza dei Monumenti, Palazzo Ducale, Venice, Palazzo dei Camerlenghi file); 
an article by Paul Hamilton from 1983 and a chapter devoted to the building in a wider study of the 
Rialto area from 1987 by Donatello Calabi - see Calabi & Morachiello, pp. 79-90. As for the 
decoration of the building's interior, the first real research was carried out by the Ludwig in 1901-2. 
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Fig. 4.1) The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and Rialto bridge as seen from the Grand Canal. 
Fig. 4.2) School of Bonifacio (Antonio 
Palma? ), St. Louis Distributing A Ims, 
1556, Milan, Brera (see # 7, d), detail 
showing the present entrance faqade of 
the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and the 
original wooden Rialto bridge. 
Fig. 4.3) The Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi seen from a waterway 
leading on to the Grand Canal. 
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showpiece, both physically and historically, the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi occupies 
a prominent position as one of the first in a series of important Venetian landmarks 
(i ncluding the Loggetta, the Sansovino Library and the Rialto Bridge itself) which 
grew out of the programme of urban reform initiated by Doge Andrea Gritti in the 
early sixteenth century. 
The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi is actually two buildings in one. The larger, 
rectangular section of the palace, that nearest the bridge, owes its final appearance 
to a building campaign carried out between 1525-8, while the smaller, triangular 
2 part to which it was welded was already complete by 1488 (figs. 4.4-6). The newly 
refurbished building became the home to over eighteen official departments 
responsible for'the supervision of state finance and mercantile activity within the 
city. The most important department, the Treasury itself, officially known as the 
Camerlenghi di Comun (from which the building derives its name), was only one 
of many offices eager to find quarters for themselves after a fire of 1514 had swept 
through the Realtine area necessitating the original building's refurbishment. 3 
The fact that the palace was completed in two, relatively distinct, building 
campaigns is clear from its internal organisation. The ceilings of the new and larger 
part of the palace are vaulted throughout, with each support terminating in a stone 
pendant, giving the impression of a continuous series of blind arcades running 
along each wall (fig. 4.7). These arcades were originally filled with canvases which 
fitted neatly into the frame of each arch, conveying the effect of a concurrent and 
symmetrical series of painted niches. One can gain an impression of this 
arrangement from a photomontage reconstruction of Bonifacio's decoration of one 
wall of the chamber of the state subsidy office, the Monte di Sussidi (fig. 4.9). 
Meanwhile, the rooms of the old section tend Ao be larger and more uneven in 
format. Here the wall space is irregularly punctuated by windows, while the 
Ludwig's findings were revised by Giorgio Faggin in an article of 1963 that acts as a useful critique 
of Bonifacio's stylistic development and includes a register of Bonifacio's works. This is, however, 
incomplete and contains a few errors. An interesting account of Tintoretto's contribution was 
provided by Kleinschmidt in 1977, but her hypotheses concerning the positioning of his works 
within the rooms of the Camerlenghi di Comun are insupportable, as a result of an apparent 
ignorance of the actual dimensions of these chambers (see Appendix 2). The first two volumes of 
Moschini Marconi's catalogue of the Accademia of 1955 and 1962 remains the most valuable 
source of reference in terms of reconstructing the layout of the Camerlenghi scheme. Sanudo, pp. 
136-145, is the main source for the duties of the Camerlenghi departments. 
2 See Hamilton, p. 261, for the dating of the old section. I discuss the still unresolved question of the 
building's authorship in my article of 2000. 
3 For the fire of 1514, see Howard, pp. 55-2. 
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S. Giacomo. Lj 
Palazzo del Camýrienghi 
um section N OW 
Rialto Bridge 
I I 
/ / 
4 
/ 
Grand Carval 
Above -Fig. 4.4) Sketch plan of 
the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, 
after Paul Hamilton, showing 
the line of division between the 
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ceilings are flat and supported by wooden beams (fig. 4.8) As a result, the paintings 
that these rooms contained were rectangular and often uneven In their distribution 
(see Appendix 2, # 12 for an example). 
Art and Corporatism 
Looking at the floor-plan of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, one notices that the 
compact and equitable organisation of offices (fig. 4.10) left no space for large 
reception rooms or sweeping stairways. The building's function was wholly 
administrative and corporate -a fact reflected in the type of decoration later 
installed. The title of 'palace' is, therefore, a misnomer. As Paul Hamilton has 
pointed out, this building is a prototype of the modem "'office block'... among the 
-)4 earliest, if not the earliest, surviving example of its kind in Western Europe' . 
In 1529, the refurbishment of the building was complete and the decoration 
of its interior began in earnest. It is likely that this project was overseen by the 
Magistrato del Sale, or Salt Office. Situated in two chambers on the first floor, it 
supervised the distribution of the tax raised on salt, the revenue of which would 
often provide the state with the specific funds necessary for the decoration and 
upkeep of public buildings. 5 Just as the physical fabric of the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi can be split into two distinct parts, the decoration of the interior also 
divides itself between the old and new sections of the building. From the 
beginning, the departments of the older part of the palace, the Ufficio della 
Messetaria, the Camerlenghi di Comun and the Razon Vecchie (# 11,12,13 & 14), 
seem to have been reluctant to commission paintings for their chambers. 6 The 
absence of 'niches' in this part of the palace helped to ensure that the decoration 
was far more piecemeal than in the chambers of the new section. The paintings that 
made up a fair proportion of the resultant decoration of this part of the building 
were either older acquisitions from other offices or were commissioned to echo the 
conservative styles of these works. It is possible that as members of the most 
eminent departments, occupying the oldest part of the building, these officers 
sought to preserve their identity and to emphasise their venerable status. In 
4 Hamilton, p. 258. 
5 For an appraisal of the duties of this office see Sinding Larsen, 1974, pp. 4-5. 
6 For the positioning of these older magistracies see Calabi & Morachiello, pp. 79-86. Both the 
Razon Vecchie and the Camerlenghi di Comun seem to have been long established on the site, see 
Hamilton pp. 259-60. 
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FigS. 4.7 & 8) Details of the interior of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. Left - the room in the new 
section that originally housed the first chamber of the Magistrato del Sale: it was in this arcade 
that Bonifacio's Supper at Emmaus and his St. Mark originally hung (see # 1, b-f); right - the 
room in the old section that originally housed the first room of the Camerlenghi di Comun- a lost 
picture of the Holy Spirit with Treasurers by Domenico Tintoretto originally hung in the position 
now occupied by a modern painting (see #12, b). 
Fig. 4.9) Author's photomontage reconstruction of the decoration of one of the lateral walls 
of the Magistrato di Monte Sussidi showing canvases of saints by Bonfaclo (see # 8, b-e). 
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dragging their heels in the number and style of the works they commissioned, they 
chose paintings that deliberately echoed the traditional idioms of those works 
already installed in the magistracies of the Doge's Palace and elsewhere. With one 
possible exception, they resisted the modem style utilised by Bonifacio in the new 
section of the palace, and only brought themselves in line with the rest of the 
building once Bonifacio's successor, Jacopo Tintoretto, had become involved after 
7 the former's death in 1553 . 
From the start, the government thought of the decoration as a long-term 
project, implementing a system of patronage that was typical of Venetian thrift in 
that the substantial costs of the scheme were met by the elected magistrates 
themselves; the successive officers of each particular magistracy, who were 
regularly elected every sixteen months from the ranks of the Venetian aristocracy, 
would pay for the privilege of celebrating their own period of state service by 
financing a commemorative work by a painter chosen by the state. Usually, two or 
three incumbents would club together in commissioning one single work that 
would then be installed at some time before the tenure of the last to enter office 
was complete. Thankfully, the names of each magistrate and the period of his 
office have, in the main, survived in governmental records (these lists, the 
Segretario alle Voci, are preserved in the Archivio di Stato in Venice). As a 
consequence, the dating and patronage of each painting is often relatively 
straightforward. 8 
At this stage, it is important to draw attention to the manner in which the 
decoration of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi proceeded. The state seems to have 
deliberately engendered a system whereby Bonifacio and his successors worked in 
several different rooms simultaneously (even in those chambers belonging to the 
same magistracy). As a result, the decoration was not completed room-by-roorn but 
was deliberately drawn-out with the decoration of apartments left incomplete for a 
number of decades. The piecemeal progression of the scheme is clear from my 
subsequent reconstruction of its development, while the gaps left by lost works in 
7 These issues strike at the heart of the problems surrounding the dating and / or provenance of 
works initially installed in the three offices of the older section- See Appendix 2. The only painting 
from this part of the palace that one can connect with Bonifacio is a painting of three saints 
traditionally given to the school of Bonifacio, but possibly attributable to Polidoro da Lanciano - 
see #I 4, b and Chapter Five. 
8 For a comprehensive record of the patrons involved in commissioning works from Bonifacio see 
Ludwig, 1902, pp. 38-55, Faggin, 1963, pp. 79-95, and Appendix 2. 
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the accompanying diagrams preserve something of the impression the officers 
would have had - they would have been constantly aware of 'work in progress'. 
The prolonged, assembly-line progress of the decoration may actually have been 
deliberate: it served to echo and reinforce a concept that lay at the centre of 
Venetian ideology: the virtue of a sustained, cumulative contribution to the 
republic's status quo on the part of its ruling classes - here in the person of the 
state's financial magistrates. 
The corporate approach to the decoration and the necessary thrift with 
which it was orchestrated, go along way in explaining Bonifacio's perpetual 
monopoly of the scheme. As we have seen, at the point at which the Camerlenghi 
commission presented itself, Bonifacio was busy building his workshop up from 
amongst the ashes of that of Palma Vecchio. Aware of the opportunities on offer, 
Bonifacio saw his chance and quickly offered his services to the state. In so doing, 
was content to work for bargain basement prices. For example, he was only paid 
between 10 and 30 ducats per painting for his work in the cash office of the 
Consiglio dei Dieci, a small chamber, on one of the upper floors of the palace. 9 An 
anomaly arises in that two examples from this room, the recently restored 
Adoration of the Magi, previously discussed in Chapter Two, and the Massacre of 
the Innocents (fig. 4.11-12 -see # 10, a& d) are works of the highest quality, 
superior for their glossy finish and carefully calculated use of colour. The 
Massacre, in particular, is a noticeably sophisticated and fashionable work, 
demonstrative of Bonifacio's precocious instinct for the maniera that characterises 
his output in the late 1530s. The meagre prices for which Bonifacio was prepared 
to work is starkly contrasted with the ca. 100 ducats per painting that Palma had 
been able to command. ' 0 It seems that Bonifacio had struck a deal with the state in 
return for the prestige associated with the commission and the promise of regular 
and sustained employment; As a result, the commission remained almost 
exclusively his for the next twenty-five years, up until his death in 1553. 
Elsewhere, I have discussed how the corporate nature of Bonifacio's studio, 
with its elastic workshop practices and the opportunities it offered many semi- 
independent painters, such as Jacopo Bassano, may have helped to sustain the 
artist's unusual monopoly of the commission. On other similar projects, the 
9 See Appendix 1, docs. 7,17 & 25. 
'0 For Palma's prices see Ludwig, 1903,1-109. 
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Fig. 4.11) Bonifacio, Me 
Allassacre of the Innocents, 
c. 1536, Venice, Accademia 
(see # 10, d). 
Fig. 4.12) Bonifacio, Me Adoration of the Magi, 1529-3 0, Venice, Accademia - see # 10 a. 
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decoration of the Palazzo Ducale for example, the state liked to play one artist off 
against another as a result of its negative attitude to the cult of the individual; an 
attitude that permeated all levels of Venetian life. The corporatism of Bonifacio's 
workshop, or at least the artist's ability and willingness to adapt to just such a way 
of working, with numerous semi-independent painters active under the umbrella of 
Bonifacio's supervision and style, fitted the bill perfectly. II 
Bonifacio as orchestrator and designer: 
1529-35 - establishing formats 
It is clear from Bonifacio's earliest work in the new section of the palace that, to 
begin with, there was no set pattern for the decoration of the arcaded spaces 
running along the walls of each room. Over time, a standardised pattern was to 
emerge of having the central two or three niches of each lateral wall filled with a 
large-scale narrative scene with a flanking picture of patron saints at either side. 
Paintings of this latter type were also destined to fill the three niches of minor 
walls. ' 2 initially, the artist appears to have thought of the wall spaces of each room 
as an entity in their own right, rather than as elements of a larger composition. 
One of the earliest walls to be completed was that to the right of the 
entrance in the first room of the Governatori alle Entrate. Here, in the Christ 
Enthroned with Saints (#4. j) accompanied by flanking paintings of Justice and 
Temperance, Prudence and Fortitude (#4., i & k), we can see that Bonifacio's 
point of departure was the conventional triptych altarpiece format (fig. 4.13). If the 
central scene seems unusually conservative for Bonifacio, it can be explained by 
the artist's need to establish continuity with types of state decoration already in 
place in other magistracies. It is likely that he received some pressure to conform to 
the iconic, hieratic style of works previously commissioned for the Palazzo Ducale. 
The Christ Enthroned with Saints, an early work, possibly from Giovanni Bellini's 
studio, installed in the Magistrato del Cattaver at the Palazzo Ducale, appears to 
have been the inspiration here (fig. 4.14). 13 Even when experimenting with the 
positioning of separate works in each one of the lateral niches of a wall, as was the 
case with one of the examples from the left hand wall of the Monte di Sussidi (fig. 
11 For a further discussion of this theory see Chapter Five and Cottrell, 2000. 
12 Later, smaller single niche narrative scenes were also installed. 
13 See Moschini Marconi, 1955, pp. 89-90. 
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Fig. 4.13) Author's reconstruction of one of the lateral walls of the first room of the Governatorl alle Entrate 
showing Bonifacio's Christ Enthroned with Saints flanked by Justice & Temperance and Prudence & 
Fortitude (see # 3,1, j& k). 
Fig. 4.14) School of Giovanni Bellini, Christ Enthroned with Saints, 1468, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 4.15) Author's reconstruction of one of the lateral walls of the Monte di Sussidi showing canvases of 
saints bv Bonifacio (see # 8, a-e). 
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4.9 & 15, # 8, a- e), Bonifacio groups his saints around a central scene, in this case 
the picture of St. Mark handing his Standard to Venice (fig. 4.50, # 8, c). 
The iconic representation of successive pictures of patron saints was an 
ideal way of reflecting the personal attributes of the commissioning officers. Once 
again, Bonifacio's hands seem to have been tied by a desire to reproduce the effect 
of works already installed at magistracies at San Marco. The kinship between 
Bonifacio's serried ranks of saints and earlier canvases such as Giovanni 
Mansueti's Sts. Jerome & Francis and Sts. Lawrence & Sebastian (fig. 4.16 & 17), 
also from the Magistrato del Cattaver at the Palazzo Ducale, can hardly be 
accidental. 14 At first Bonifacio tried hard to free himself from the repetitive 
constraints of his task and to keep his approach as fresh as possible; his first full 
wall devoted to paintings of this type in the Monte di Sussidi is an artistic triumph 
in that each painting demonstrates a high degree of artistic autonomy. 
Bonifacio took a great deal of trouble over this initial batch of saints (# 8, 
a-e). They stand apart from those which were to follow in their sophisticated 
composition, incorporation of narrative elements, polished finish and attention to 
detail. In particular, Bonifacio drew upon a new-found command of the human 
figure, and any memory of the supine bundles of his earlier sacre conversazioni is 
now banished. In its place, Bonifacio sought a new monumentality and indulged 
his talent for expressive characterisation. A good example is the Sts. Bernard & 
Sebastian (fig. 4.18, #8, e). The figure of St. Sebastian, is a fluid response to the 
same saint in Titian's St. Nicholas Altarpiece of c. 1520-5 - see Chapter Three, 
fig. 3.75.15 However, the eccentric way in which the saint dodges an arrow that 
thuds into the tree above him, his head thrown back in a state of alarm, is evidence 
of Bonifacio's own originality and refreshing irreverence. 
As a result of a growing awareness of the enormous turnover of work 
required by the Camerlenghi commission, it becomes clear that the artist was often 
forced into a compromise over the quality of some of the ensuing pictures of saints. 
He also began to tackle the question of how to defeat the monotony of having a 
repetitive line of assembled figures. The solution was to introduce larger narrative 
scenes that would keep the decoration lively and interesting. This would also help 
14 See Moschini Marconi, 1955, pp. 135-6. 
15 A picture of St. Sebastian in the Pitti, Florence by Sodoma of around the same date also 
demonstrates a similarity with Bonifacio's later design. 
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Fig. 4.16 & 17 ) Giovanni Mansueti. two canvases showing Sts. Jerome and Francis & Lawrence & 
Sebastian, c. 1500, Venice Accademia 
Fig. 4.18) Bonifaclo, Sts. Bernard & 
Sebastian, c. 153 1, Vemce, Accademia 
(see 4 8, e). 
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to establish a well-defined effect of centrality upon each lateral wall as well as 
enabling the artist to speed up production, as it may be reasoned that one large 
canvas took less time to plan and complete then several smaller ones. However, as 
commemorative works, Bonifacio was still faced with the problem of reflecting the 
personal attributes of the patron. As the vogue for votive portraiture had yet to take 
hold in state-sponsored art of the lagoon, the subject matter of the majority of these 
new, larger pictures seems, in most cases, to have arisen out of the connection with 
the first name of a particular patron. Thus the first painting of this type, the 
Judgement of Solomon (Fig. 4.19, #2b) of 1533, for the second room of the 
Magistrato del Sale, played on the name of the commissioning magistrate Nicolo 
Salamon. Although most of the larger narrative works can be connected with a 
patron in this way, it is clear that other magistrates threw in their lot behind the 
original commissioning officer in order to meet the costs of these, presumably 
more expensive, works. Occasionally, one can spot the incorporation of portrayals 
of actual magistrates, as is the case with the figure holding a Petrine key in the 
foreground of the Feeding of the Five Thousand (fig. 4.20, # 5, b-a reference to a 
magistrate in charge at the time, Pietro Venier). Overall, however, these larger 
canvases were primarily intended as narrative scenes and not designed as platforms 
for portraiture as would be the case with works commissioned after Bonifacio had 
lost his grip on the scheme. 
One of the greatest successes of the decoration during its early phase is the 
Judgement of Solomon (fig. 4.19) of 1533. It ought to be considered as part of the 
Bonifacio'. s significant contribution to the introduction of a strong narrative form of 
painting into the somewhat placid artistic temperament of the Venetian lagoon. 
Although it is rather unfair to make general assumptions about Titian's work from 
the 1530s, as many important pieces have been lost, it is clear that the leader of the 
Venetian school was in the process of shying away from the story-telling canvases 
of his early maturity, while other, less talented contemporaries such as Paris 
Bordon were more interested in the manipulation of sophisticated pictorial effects 
rather than narrative energy. 
In contrast to Bordon, the strong narrative impetus of the Judgement works 
in tandem with the spatial requirements of its compositional space. It combines a 
brilliant,, and typically Venetian, approach to colour and composition as 
interdependent components bound to the picture plane (as with a mosaic or 
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Fig. 4.19) Bonifacio, The Judgement of Solomon, 1533, Venice, Accademia (see # 2, b). 
Fig. 4.20 ) Bonifacio, Ihe Feeding of the 5,000, 
c. 1539, detail of a portrait of one of the patrons, 
Pietro Vemer (see fig. 4.26). 
Fig. 4.21) Pafis Bordone, Ihe Fisherman 
delivering the Ring. 1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia. 
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tapestry) with a well-defined approach to three-dimensional figurative form. 
Bonifacio does his best to unite giorgionismo with a dramatic, scenographic 
perspective, and succeeds in reconciling two opposing temperaments. The artist 
wisely refuses to adopt the overtly theatrical flourishes and plunging vistas evident 
in Paris Bordone's scenographic work as epitomised by his roughly contemporary 
Fisherman Delivering the Ring painted for the Scuola Grande di San Marco 
(fig. 4.21). Instead, the arena like space and the distribution of figures work in 
partnership in defining each other (see also Chapter Six). 
c. 1535 - Collaboration with Bassano and Cernotto 
The exploration of ideas in the Judgement of Solomon led Bonifacio to further 
experimentation. The subsequent Supper at Emmaus (fig. 4.22 # 1, e), c. 1535, 
displays an interest in presenting religious subject matter as genre in a way that has 
a connection with the young Jacopo Bassano. It is clearly a collaborative effort 
between Bonifacio and one or more precocious assistants, one of these undoubtedly 
being the enigmatic Stefano Cernotto. Cemotto was a Dalmatian painter active in 
Venice between c. 1532 -1543.16 The quirky style, finely wrought facial types and 
miniaturist interest in figurative and interior detail is certainly reminiscent of 
paintings Cernotto contributed to the decoration of the Monte Nuovissimo in the 
middle of the 1530s. 17 His three paintings for one of the lateral walls of the second 
room of this department (#7, a-c) constitute an isolated incident in the decoration 
of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, in which one of Bonifacio's junior assistants was 
allowed to assert his full identity and independence at a point prior to the master's 
death. In many ways, the precious, jewel-like finish of Cernotto's signed Christ in 
the Temple (fig. 4.25, # 7, b) draws its inspiration from, the North- not only from the 
richly detailed oil paintings of the low countries but also from Diker, from whose 
prints several details have been cribbed. 18 This northern influence may also explain 
16 Like Bassano, Cernotto was probably an independent artist who chose to associate himself with 
Bonifacio's workshop. He cam from the Dalmation island of Arbe and was present in Venice by 
1532, the date at which his independence as an artist is recorded in documents pertaining to a 
dispute over Francesco da Milano's payment for a pair of organ doors painted for S. Andrea in 
Serravalle. Stefano is named as one of two 'stimatori' and refered to as being resident in Venice. 
His affiliation to Bonifacio probably restricted itself to the middle of the 1530s. He was dead by 
1543. For a recent appraisal of the meagre documents pertaining to his career see Bernussi, pp. 3-8, 
and for the controversy over Francesco's organ doors see Mies , pp. 42-3. 17 The Emmaus was actually attributed to Cernotto by Aikema, p. 11% See also Bernussi, p. 25-6. 
18 For these derivations see Bernussi, pp. 14-16 . 
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Fig. 4.22) Bonifacio & Workshop (Cernotto & Bassano ? ), The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1535, Milan, Brera ('s-ce 
e). 
Top - Fig 4.23) Jacopo Bassano, The Supper at 
Emmaus, 1537-8, Kimbell Art Museum, Fort 
Worth; right - Fig. 4.24) Jacopo Bassano, The 
Supper atEmmaus, c. 1537-8, Cathedral, Cittadella. 
, At- - 
II 
Fig. 4.25) C'ernotto. III 111c, j-(-tj7pjc. c. I 
Venice, Accadernia (deposited at the Cini 
Foundation). -- see t; 7, b'). 
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the concentration of genre elements in both this painting and the Supper at 
Emmaus. 
The fusing of two separate scenes, Christ driving out the moneylenders and 
Christ healing the sick, is a more literal, less sophisticated approach to narrative 
than that taken by Bonifacio, but the former's use of continual representation may 
also have been an inspiration to Bonifacio in the Supper at Emmaus (where Christ 
is seen with the disciples on the road, and once again sitting down to eat inside the 
inn). It seems that Bonifacio fed off the interests of those artists who would drift in 
and out of his shop during this period, allowing for a general interchange of ideas. 
The amount of fascinating anecdotal detail included in the Supper at Emmaus 
connect it with a new type of sub-religious genre painting, of great influence over 
Bonifacio's pupil, Jacopo Bassano, and other younger artists such as Tintoretto and 
Schiavone. That Bassano had clearly studied the Emmaus at close hand is evident 
from two, slightly later, versions of the subject by the young artist in Fort Worth 
and Bassano (figs. 4.23-4). These replicate numerous compositional details such , as 
the corpulent innkeeper and the stage like setting, providing us with evidence to 
support my hypothesis, outlined in Chapter Three, that Bassano was present in 
Bonifacio's workshop in the early months of 1535. He may even have worked 
alongside both Bonifacio and Cernotto on the Camerlenghi Emmaus allowing us to 
date this painting (which bears no insignia) to this very year. 
As for Cernotto, Paola Bernussi of the University of Bologna has recently 
sought to build a small oeuvre for him around the three paintings for the second 
room of the Monte Nuovissimo - hitherto the only attributable works. Many of 
these have previously been, and can still be, ascribed to Bonifacio's studio as the 
two categories are not exclusive. One of these is a small work from a room 
adjoining the Monte di Sussidi that can be more persuasively associated with 
Jacopo Bassano (see #9, a&p. ), while others, which can be accepted, are variants 
on some of Bonifacio's own particular specialities, including scenes of The Finding 
ofMoses and the Last Supper (see Chapter Five). 
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Fig. 4.28) Bonifacio. Christ 
and the Adulteress, c. 1544, 
Venice Accademia (in 
deposit at the Cini 
Foundation - see #2. h). 
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Top -Fig. 4.26) Boni facio, The Feeding qj'the 5,000, c. 1539, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cim 
Foundation -see # 5, b). 
Above- Fig. 4.27) Bonifacio, The Gathering of the Manna & Quail, c. 1539, Venice, Accademia (in 
deposit at the Cini Foundation -see 4 6, b). 
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c-1539 - 50 - reflections of social and artistic change 
The end of the fourth decade saw Bonifacio develop his interest in figurative form 
and sequential narrative in two works seemingly conceived as pendants, but 
destined for separate offices, the Feeding of the Five Thousand (fig. 4.26, #5, b) and 
the Gathering ofManna and Quail (fig. 4.27, #6, b). The latter was groundbreaking 
for its interest in frenetic, writhing forms which anticipate the modes employed by 
Salviati and his pupil Giuseppe Porta - both of whom arrived in Venice around the 
time of the painting's completion. 19 Here, Bonifacio exploits the tripartite division 
of the picture space in tandem with a use of continuous representation in order to 
pursue his own brand of sequential narrative. At the top right, Moses appears on a 
promontory invoking the will of God, with his descent from the mountain pictured 
directly below. At this point, the surging movement of the Israelites emphasises the 
progression of the st ory as they strain forward to pluck the quail out of the sky as 
they descend. This second stage gives away to the third, more orderly, scene of the 
collection of the manna and its distribution at the far right. Simonet ti drew attention 
to Bonifacio's desire to revert to archaic pictorial systems in the pursuit of 
continuous representation in what she shrewdly characterised as a 'synchronicity' 
of spatial and temporal narrative. 20 
The narrative works of the ensuing decade are no less experimental. The 
introduction of beggars and cripples into a scene that does not demand these 
iconographic elements in the Christ and Adulteress of 1544 (fig. 4.28, #2, h) sees 
the artist employing motifs that one usually identifies with the work of Tintoretto. 
Bonifacio's painting is of some interest for the historian in that not oqly is the 
scene taking place in a specifically Venetian setting, with a view through to the 
newly constructed Loggetta and a portion of Sansovino's Library, but in 
incorporating themes of poverty and physical disability, Bonifacio takes note of the 
social concerns expressed by the state in this period (see Chapter Six). One can 
also think of paintings such as the Adulteress and the later Annunciation (# 5, h) in 
the context of Bonifacio's re-adoption of Carpaccio's approach to presenting 
religious scenes within a contemporary, and recognisably Venetian, context. 
However, the strong narrative elements employed by Bonifacio amounts to a 
19 See Chapter Six. 
20 See Simonetti, 1986, p. 93- 
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Above and below left- Fig. 4.29) Bonifacio & workshop, The Transfiguralion, c. 1544-6, Milan, Brera 
(see # 4, h). 
4 
Below, right -Fig. 4.30) Bonifacio, The Annunciation, 
1543-4, detail of the Virgin see # 5, h. 
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rejection of what Patricia Fortini Brown has referred to as an "eye witness 
approach" in her discussion of the modes employed by Carpaccio and Mansueti. 21 
Bonifacio's later works of the 1540s and 50s are characterised by a growth 
in workshop assistance, especially with regard to the paintings of saints. 
Increasingly, the figures become more mechanical, with their podium setting 
actively encouraging the impression of production-line mannequins. However, the 
artist remained inventive in his production of narrative scenes. The writhing forms 
and Alpine setting of the Transfiguration (fig. 4.29 # 4, h) help to establish it as a 
work of quality despite the obvious degree of workshop assistance, and we are 
especially unfortunate in that the Annunciation for the Camera dell' Imprestidi 
(fig. 4.30, # 5, h) has been partitioned, as the three separate parts attest to a pleasing 
scenographic composition that makes an effective use of the arcades it initially 
inhabited. For a general impression of how originally looked see the accompanying 
reconstruction (fig. 4.45). The buoyancy of the angel and the Virgin, with her 
beautiful twisting, Solomonic body, is obviously reminiscent of the visual language 
employed by the younger generation of artists, Tintoretto and Schiavone in 
particular, as is the gauzy prestezza technique. i 
c. 1550 - the unravelling of Bonifacio's monopoly 
It is highly likely that the general waning of Bonifacio's artistic prowess that 
characterises his later years can be associated with bouts of ill health. His 
delegation of more and more work to his studio is clearly apparent in his late work 
for the Camerlenghi and it is probably as a result of the concomitant decline in 
quality that he lost his grip on the scheme. The subsequent fragmentation of 
BonifAcio's studio can clearly be discerned in works that gradually forsake a house 
style in favour of a more adventurous assertion of individuality on the part of 
particular students. Thus, at a time when Tintoretto and other artists such as 
Parrasio Michele were being brought in from outside, Bonifacio's pupils sought to 
carry on in a looser approximation of their master's style. 
Of the numerous personalities who came to assert themselves in these shop 
works of the late 40s and 50s, one in particular seems to remain closest to 
Bonifaeio's style while at the same time introducing idiosyncratic elements that 
allow us to identify a small number of works with his style. Two of the most 
21 See Fortini Brown, 1988. 
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Fig. 4.31) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ), Ihe Queen qf Sheba inftont of Solomon and 
detail, 1556, Venice, Accademia (see # 8, J). 
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prominent were installed in the Monte di Sussidi, the Queen of Sheba in ftont of 
Solomon (fig. 4.3 1, # 8, j) and the Adoration of the Magi (# 8, g). The former is a 
magnificent tableau which accentuates Bonifacio's feel for decorative detail to a 
point that further anticipates Paolo Veronese, while at the same time adding a 
gothicising linearity in its approach to attenuated form. The warm, earthy colours 
of Bonifacio's work are also replaced with cooler, metallic tones. The same 
qualities are also apparent in the single niche Adoration of the Magi of the same 
date, and it is possible that both these works can be identified with the style of 
Bonifacio's adopted nephew, Antonio Palma, working in collaboration with other 
students of Bonifacio's shop. However, one has to be cautious in constructing an 
oeuvre around Antonio as there are only two signed works in existence, both of 
which are highly indebted to Bonifacio's style. As with ! he problems governing the 
authorship of the palace itself, the deliberate need to conform to a style already in 
place hampers attempts to establish their separate personalities. Ultimately 
Moschini Marconi was possibly correct in her decision to attribute these later 
works to the 'School of Bonifacio' (see also Chapter Seven). 
Enter Tintoretto: a crisis over form and function 
Bonifacio's apparent decline in the late 1540s seems to have led the officers of the 
Magistrato del Sale, (who, it is remembered, had an interest in supervising the 
standard of state art) to invite the up and coming Jacopo Tintoretto to continue 
Bonifacio's decoration of their rooms a year or two before the latter's death. 
In Tintoretto's initial two pictures, for the first room of the Salt Magistracy, 
the Saint Jerome and Andrew and the Saints Louis, George, and the Princess (see 
figs. 4.32-3), the artist was successful in demonstrating the limitations of 
Bonifacio's by now, laboured and lacklustre approach. However, despite an 
invigorating realisation of form and space, the success of these pictures as works of 
art partly depends on those aspects which one can only assume their patrons 
ultimately found somewhat less than palatable - namely, their radical anti- 
hieraticism, ironic irreverence and visual trickery. These elements serve to detract 
attention from the primary function of these paintings as symbols of state 
bureaucracy and officialdom. In one respect, with regard to the Sts. George, Louis, 
and the Princess (fig. 4.33), Tintoretto's maverick temperament surely overstepped 
the mark. The apparently exasperated stance of the figure of St. George may reflect 
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Above left - Fig. 4.32) Tintoretto, Sts. Jerome & Andrew, c. 1552, Venice, Accademia (see 
# I, i); Above right- Fig. 4.33) Tintoretto, Sts. George, Louis & the Princess, 1551-2, 
Venice, Accademia (see # 1, g). 
Fig. 4.34) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & Louis, Fig. 4.35) Tintoretto, Madotma & Four 
1541-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at Magistrates, 1553, Venice, Accademia 
the Cini Foundation see # 4. e). (see # 1. h). 
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I the bewilderment with which this picture was initially greeted; in the character of 
the princess, Tintoretto not only introduced a figure surplus to the strictly 
formulated iconographic requirements of the scheme (and a female at that), but in 
doing so, he lent this same figure a specific emphasis at the cost of the work's 
function as a commemoration of bureaucratic service. Tintoretto directs the 
viewer's main attention to what, to all intents and purposes, is an attribute of St. 
George. This is at the expense of the saint himself who, as the representative of one 
of the two patrons, Giorgio Venier, should assume at least half the focus of the 
painting. 22 In considering the direction that the future decoration was to take, it is 
possible to argue that Tintoretto's irreverent attitude had a demonstrably negative 
effect on the scheme's development. In his frustration with the standardised. 
bureaucracy of Bonifacio's saints in duplicate and triplicate, Tintoretto provided a 
challenge to the accepted format by emphasising artistic considerations over 
commemorative function. 
That Tintoretto's challenge to the status quo provoked a lively debate over 
the future development of the scheme is suggested by two factors. Firstly, a 
decision was subsequently taken to gradually phase out narrative scenes in favour 
of an even more repetitive series of votive portraits. Secondly, the St. George, 
Louis and the Princess may form the basis for the only literary reference to the 
scheme during its long gestation: within a few years of the completion of 
Tintoretto's painting, Lodovico Dolce, in his 'Aretino' of 1557, spoke of the artist's 
"poco considerazione" in his realisation of the princess. Mistaking her for St. 
Margaret, Dolce objected to the way she was shown 'riding' (or rather, squashing) 
the dragon, in whose bulging eyes and panting beak, Tintoretto's mischeviousness 
is most app arent. 23 
The decision to adopt votive portraiture should not necessarily be seen as 
any relaxation of the state's censorious attitude to the cult of the individual, but 
rather as a clever shift of emphasis. In allowing each officer the chance to have 
himself depicted in the place of a representative patron saint and an accompanying 
insignia, the state was able to appeal to the vanity of the patron, while emphasising 
his subservience to a corporate group by placing him within the context of his 
22 For the patronage of Tintoretto's work see Moschini Marconi, 1962, cat. 40 1. 
23 For the association of this work with Dolce's description of "Santa Margherita a cavallo del 
Serpente" see Coletti, 1940. p. 21. Mark Roskill, p. 286, however has hesitated over the attribution. 
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Fig. 4.36) Tintoretto, The 
Alladonna of the Treasurers, and 
detail, 1566, Venice, 
Accademia (see # 12, d). 
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peers, all identically clad in official robes of state. These votive portraits 
deliberately play down any notions of personality and individuality. They 
emphasise that any personal importance devolved around state service and 
membership of an official corporate body. 
Tintoretto's Virgin and Child with Four Magistrates, completed for the final 
one of the three niches of the same wall as the Saints George and Louis and the 
Saints Andrew and Jerome, became the prototype of this new format (see fig. 4.3 2, 
33 & 35). It is one of the better examples of a standard type that was, in its own 
way, to become even more repetitive and sterile than the later works supplied by 
Bonifacio. The remaining decoration was enlivened by a few exceptional 
masterpieces in this new vein, but one gains the impression that Jacopo rapidly lost 
patience with the commission leaving more and more work to his studio; the artist's 
attention was only fully engaged in the later, sluggish decoration of the older 
section, in the chambers of the Treasury itself. In this, the most eminent department 
of the palace, Tintoretto installed one of his best-known works, The Madonna of 
the Treasurers (fig. 4.36). It took an artist of his considerable skill to balance the 
necessary elements of portraiture and votive symbolism in order to produce a work 
that transcended the mechanical impression often conveyed elsewhere. 24 
ii) Reconstructions of Bonifacio's work 
It is now npcessary to turn. to a more detailed analysis of the main rooms in which 
Bonifacio worked and to my reconstructions of how the decoration appeared in 
situ. For a summary of the sources consulted and full textual references, see the 
corresponding inventory of works included in Appendix 2. 
#1) The first room of the Magistrato del Sale 
For the duties of this department and the crucial role it may have played in the 
decoration of the palace see above. 
The first room was a large rectangular chamber on the first floor with five 
arcades running along each lateral wall and three along its minor. 25 Work began at 
24 For an extended discussion of the contribution made by Tintoretto and his followers see Cottrell, 
2,000. 
25 It is logical to assume that this first chamber lay at right angles to the second room- identifiable 
with a chamber of four niches along its lateral walls on the first floor overlooking the Campo San 
Giacomo. The only other room of this type on this floor has to be the location of the second room 
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Fig. 4-37) Author's reconstruction of the First room of 
the Magistrato del Sale. 
I 
Wall left of entrance 
First Floor 
a) Palma Giovane, 
St. James, lost 
2 
Minor 
entrance 
wall 
j) School of Tintoretto 
(? ), Portrait (s) of 
Magistrate (lost? ) 
k, 
Top - b, c, d) Bonifacio, Faith & Hope, c. 1536, Venice, Accad; Charity, 
c. 1536, lost; bottom - e) Bonifacio & workshop, The Supper at Emmaus, 
c. 1535 Milan, Brera. 
k) School of 
Tintoretto, 
Portrait of a 
Magistrate, 
Venice, Accad. 
Top-I)Schoolof 
Tintoretto, Four 
Magistrates and the 
Holy Spirit, Venice 
Accad; bottom -m) 
Benedetto Diana, 
Madonna & Saints, 
Venice Accad. 
n) School of Tintoretto, 
Portraits of 
Magistrates, Venice, 
Accad. 
f) Bonifacio, St. 
Mark, 1530-1, Venice, 
Accad. 
i) Tintoretto, Sis, 
Jerome & Andrew, 
c. 1552, Venice, 
Accad. 
o) School of 
Tintoretto, 
Portraits of 
Magistrates, 
Venice, Accad. 
g) Tintoretto, Sts. Louis, George h) Tintoretto, Madonna 
& the Princess, 1551-2 Venice, and Four Magistrales, 3 waii Accad. 1552-3, Venice, Accad. 
right of 
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an early stage in the decoration with Bonifacio's single figure of St. Mark (f) that 
was ultimately destined for the last niche by the window of the wall left of the 
entrance. 26 It was one of the first paintings specifically commissioned for the 
refurbished building at a time prior to the establishment of a regular series of 
canvases containing two or three saints. After Bonifacio had completed one of the 
lateral walls of the second room (see below), he returned to work on the canvases 
that would fill the central three compartments to the left of the St. Mark. Instead of 
producing one single work to fill the whole of this space, Bonifacio experimented 
with splitting the three niches up into four units: three lunettes depicting Faith, 
Hope and Charity (b, c& d), surmounting one large rectangular work, The Supper 
at E mmaus (e). These cannot be dated exactly, as the three which survive bear no 
insignias, but it is likely that they were installed in the middle of the 1530s, during 
a slow period in the production of 'saints' that was first recognised by Ludwig. 27 
As it now stands, the Emmaus is too short for the space it originally inhabited; 
The accompanying reconstruction reveals that the strange, off-centre placing of 
Christ is due to the fact that the original canvas has almost certainly lost at least 
c. 30 cm at the far right. The remaining niche to the left of this ensemble was to be 
filled many years later by a painting of St. James (a) by Bonifacio's great nephew, 
Palma Giovane (active in Venice after c. 1568). This suffered the same fate as the 
lost Charity, having gone to ground in Milan after the scheme's dispersal (see also 
Chapter Seven). 
After Bonifacio had completed the decoration of the adjoining second 
room, the officers of the Magistrato del Sale felt the need to dispense with his 
services and chose the younger, and more fashionable Jacopo Tintoretto to 
continue the work in this present chamber (see also above). The problems 
surrounding the exact arrangement of this and the remaining lateral wall, which 
contained votive portraits attributed to Tintoretto's school, are rather involved and 
the reconstructions of the remaining walls are dealt with in Appendix 2. 
of the Governatori alle Entrate, specified by Boschini, 1664, p. 268, as that "verso il ponte di 
Rialto". 
26 Faggin, 1963, p. 90, speculated that it may originally have been positioned in the central niche 
until Bonifacio recommenced work on this wall with pictures b-e. 
27 There are no paintings of saints that can be dated securely to between 1534 &9 (or 1540 
according to Ludwig who associated each work with the patrons' date of retirement). See 
Ludwig, 1902, p-43- 
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Fig. 4.38) Author's reconstruction of the second room 
of the Magistrato del Sale. 
PLr#t Fl"r 
I 
Right 
hand 
wall 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Louis 
& Lawrence, 1532-3, 
Venice, Accad. 
b) Bonifacio, The Judgement ofSolomon, 1533, Venice, 
Accad. 
PPw.. 
-m 
c) Bonifacio, St. James 
& Vincent Ferrer, 15 31- 
2, Venice, Accad. 
2 
Minor 
wall 
3 
Left 
hand 
wall 
g) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Francis & Paul, 1541-3, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
h) Bonifacio, Christ & the Adulteress, 
c. 1544, Venice, Cini Fdn. i) Bonifacio, St. James 
& Mark, 1541-3, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
d) Bonifacio, The 
Baptist & St, Anthony, e) Bonifacio, The f) Bonifacio, Sts. James 
1548-9, Venice, Cini Resurrection of Christ, the Greater & Jerome, 
Fdn, c. 1549, lost. c. 1548, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
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# 2) The second room of the Magistrato del Sale 
Unlike the paintings in the previous room, the decoration of the second chamber of 
the Salt Office was handled entirely by Bonifacio and his workshop between 153 1- 
49. Throughout, the artist maintained a high level of artistic control in this chamber 
possibly as a result of the department's duties, which involved supervising state 
sponsored art. 
Bonifacio began on the right-hand lateral wall with three early works of the 
highest quality. Although the flanking paintings of saints (a &c- which are the 
first to introduce the supporting device of the podium), are painted in a sure, 
confident style, Bonifacio does not seem to have been personally involved. The 
magnificent Judgement of Solomon (b), however, has the impress of Bonifacio's 
personal technique. 
After completing all but one niche for the lateral wall of the first room (see 
# 1, a-d), Bonifacio returned to complete the second wall in the early 1540s. 
Directly opposite the Judgement he placed the recently restored Christ and the 
Adulteress (h) - one of the most notable of Bonifacio's late works - and an 
accompanying pair of flanking paintings (g & i). Turning to the minor wall, we 
notice that the Resurrection (e) has disappeared, despite the fact that the state 
delegate in charge of the dispersal of the scheme, Pietro Edwards, ear-marked it for 
conservation (it was still in existence in the Elenco of 1808 - see Appendix 2). If it 
was of as high a standard as its two flanking paintings (d & f), its loss is truly 
lamentable. Both of these latter works seem to have commanded Bonifacio's 
personal attention, although the figure of the Baptist from the 'Baptist and Anthony 
Abbott clearly displays similarities with the figure types often associated with 
Bonifacio's deputy and adopted nephew, Antonio Palma. 
For works in the adjoining Camerino delle Cassiere see Appendix 2. 
#3) The first room of the Governatori alle Entrate 
The Governatori alle Entrate, or public revenue office, consisted of two paired 
rooms on the first floor of the palace. The larger, first room contained five arcades 
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Fig. 4.39) Author's reconstruction of the first room of 
the Govematori alle Entrate 
I Wall left of entrance 
a) Bonifacio (? ), Faith 
& Charity, c. 153 5, 
lost. 
2 
Minor 
entrance 
wall 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. 
John the Evangelist, 
Christopher & the 
Baptist, 1547-8, 
Venine Cini Rin 
3 
b) School of 
Bonifacio, the 
Marriage ofthe 
Virgin, 1553- 
4, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
c) Follower of 
Bellini, Madonna & 
Child, Venice, 
Ca'd'Oro 
wall right lost. 
of 
Entrance 
Pint Fl»r 
d) Tintoretto, Sts. 
Jerome, Louis & 
Andrew, c. 1555, 
Venice, Accad. 
e) Bonifacio, Mark 
Uniting Justice & 
Peace, 1552, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
g) Bonifacio, Sts h) Bonifacio, Sts 
Michael & Satan, Jerome, Marina & 
John the Baptist & Francis, c. 15 5 1, lost. 
Louis IX, 1548-5 1, 
k) Bonifacio, 
i) Bonifacio, Justice j) Bonifacio, Christ Enthroned with Saints, 1530, Venice, Accad. Prudence & 
& Temperance, Fortitude, c. 1532, 
c. 15 3 2, Modena Modena, Gallefia 
Galleria Estense. Estense. 
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along each of its lateral walls with its external minor wall of three full-length 
28 
windows looking out over the Grand Canal . 
The first painting to be installed was also one of the first to be completed 
for the newly refurbished structure. This was the large Christ Enthroned with 
Saints 0), which occupied the central three compartments of the wall to the right of 
the entrance. Dated 1530, this was subsequently joined by the Prudence and 
Fortitude (i) and the Justice and Temperance (k) at either side. At this early stage 
in the decoration of the building, it seems that the regular arrangement of large 
narrative scenes flanked by single pictures of patron saints had yet to be decided 
upon. However, the large number of patron saints involved in the Christ Enthroned 
also explain the use of allegorical figures in the paintings at either side. 
After these three works were in place, Bonifacio switched his attention to 
the decoration of the second room (see below), returning in the late 1540s to 
complete three works for the minor wall. Two of these seem to have been in a poor 
state of repair long before the rest of the scheme was fully dispersed in the first 
decade of the nineteenth century. As far as these particular paintings were 
concerned, Edwards made the following note in 1807: "esclusi della ristaurazione a 
mostro dell'estremq loro deprimento. Un d'essi dovrebbe rappresentare la Caduta 
di Lucifero [g], Faltro Sti. Francesco, e Girolamo con Santa Marina [h] ')". 29Despite 
its poor condition, the surviving work on the far-left (f) is one of the finest single 
ni che paintings produced by Bonifacio's workshop. Unusually, the figures are well 
integrated into their landscape, with St. Christopher set further back into the picture 
space. Ibis may be as a result of a desire to introduce a stronger sense of narrative 
that was prompted by the contextual iconography of St. Christopher which invited 
the inclusion of the river that he traversed with the Christ Child. 30 
The remaining lateral wall is a good demonstration of the artistic 
factionalism that one can associate with Bonifacio's final years and the erosion of 
his artistic control over the decoration of the building. A painting now attributed to 
Lazzaro Bastiani, but previously ascribed to Bellini in the old records, was already 
2' Boschini, 1664, p. 269, includes this magistracy amongst those on the first floor and specifies that 
the second room was "verso il Ponte di Rialto". It is natural to assume that the first room lay along 
side. For the department's duties see Sanudo, p. 143. 
29 See A. S. V. Edwards Busta I, Letter 28.7.1807. 
30 Although of high quality, Bonifacio seems not to have completed this work himself. It 
demonstrates characteristics which can be associated with the style of Antonio Palma. Such, at least, 
was the opinion of Westphal, 193 1, p. 118, cat. 123. 
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Fig. 4.40) Bonifacio & workshop, St. Mark 
Uniting Justice & Peace, 1552, Venice, 
Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation see 
# 3, e). 
Fig. 4.41) TintorettO, Sts. Jerome, Louis & Andrew, 
c. 1555, Venice, Accademia - see # 3, d. 
Fig. 4.42) Bonifacio & workshop, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1541-4, Venice, Accademia - see # 4, b, 
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in place in the central of the five compartments of this wall (c). 31 It was presumably 
a remnant of this Magistracy's previous office overlooking the nearby Ruga degli 
Orefici. 32 The first work to be specifically commissioned for this wall, was a lost 
painting of Faith and Charity (a) attributed to Bonifacio, but as the inventory of 
1797 noted,, " tutto vi appariscano de gli inidzi d'altro stile" (see Appendix 2). It 
was subsequently balanced in the last niche to the extreme right by one of the final 
works for the palace that can plausibly be associated with Bonifacio himself, rather 
than one of his pupils, the St. Mark Uniting Justice & Peace of 1552 (fig. 4.40, e). 
The next painting, the Marriage of the Virgin (b), was delivered after Bonifacio's 
death and was probably painted by an adventurous member of Bonifacio's shop 
who had secured the commission for himself and who no longer felt the need to 
conform to a house style. Although attributed to the workshop of Bonifacio, its 
weighty, monumental style test the boundaries of this necessarily broad 
classification- its author remains a typical example of the numerous minor 
personalities that emerged from under the umbrella of Bonifacio's workshop in the 
early 1550s. 
With the advent of Bonifacio's death, subsequent commissions for the 
building were gradually prised away from those artists who had operated under the 
aegis of his studio. The bulk of the work was initially secured by Tintoretto, who 
was commissioned to paint the remaining Sts. Jerome, Louis and Andrew (d) in 
1555. Here Tintoretto mischievously pastiches Bonifacio's style almost as a way 
of emPhasising the virtues of his own approach - as epitomised by his canvases for 
the minor wall of the first room of the Magistrato del Sale (#I, g- i). The artist's 
irreverent attitude is demonstrated by the almost caricatural portrayal of this 
unusually motley group of saints, who stand closely grouped together, chewing the 
fat like fishermen of the lagoon. One also notes the impish recklessness of theý way 
in which the artist deliberately disturbs the spatial continuity of the surrounding 
31 Ignored by Boschini, the provenance and position of this small picture in the sequence of 
paintings running along this wall is first established in the Inventory of 1725 (see Appendix 3) : "La 
Beata Vergine col Bambino in meze figure, dove s'accende il lampada. Del Bellino". Unlike the 
similar picture by Bellini himself in the central niche of the minor wall of the second room of the 
Monte Nuovissimo (# 6, e), there is no mention of a painted border around this work. Lazzaro 
Bastiani was a pupil of Bellini's active between 1449-1512. For its inclusion amongst works at the 
Ca'd'Oro, see La Regia Galleria, 1929, p. 140. 
32 See Calabi & Morachiello p. 31 
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Fig. 4.43) Author's reconstruction of the second room 
of the Governatori alle Entrate 
I 
Entrance 
wall 
2 
Minor 
wall 
%. I I 
First Floor 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. b) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1541-4 
Anthony & Mark, Venice, Accad. FrqF. 
1539-40, Venice, 
Cini Fdn. c) Bonifacio, Sts. Matthew & King Louis IX, c. 1539 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Dominic & Zaccariah, 
1539-40, Venice, Cini 
Fdn. 
Vail pposite 
itrance 
Bonifacio, Sis. 
Ivester & 
ilip, 1544- 
lenice, Cini 
1. 
e) Bonifacio, Sts. f) Bonifacio, Sts. James & 
Jerome & Louis, 1541- Vincent,, 1543-4, Venice, 
2, Venice, Cini Fdn. CaTarsetti. 
h) Bonifacio, The Transfiguration, 1544-6, Nfilan, Brera. 
A"icholas & James, c. 1547, 
Venice, Cini, Fdn. 
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scheme by tipping the normally slanting podium upon which these saints stand at a 
point that is parallel with the viewer. 33 
94) The second room of the Governatori alle Entrate 
The second room of the of the Governatori alle Entrate, which Boschini specifies 
as "verso il Ponte di Rialto" adjoined the preceding chamber at right angles and 
was slightly smaller with four arcades on each of its lateral walls. It is unique in 
that all of its paintings have survived, and all can be accredited to Bonifacio and his 
workshop. 
Having commenced work in the first room in the early 1530s (see above), 
Bonifacio subsequently switched his attention to the wall right of the entrance to 
this chamber. The St. Matthew and. King Louis LV of France (c) was probably the 
first to be completed followed by its companion painting (a) and the central 
Adoration of the Magi (fig. 4.43, b). 34 Although it does not bear his insignia, the 
original commissioning officer of the latter was probably Natalino Contarini (in 
office between 20.6.1534 -19.10.1535). 
35 The wordplay between the subject matter 
of a nativity and the 'Natalino' of the patron's name was presumably part of a trend 
designed to break the monotony of a repetitive line of patron saints. Opposite the 
Adoration we later notice a continuance of this system in the Transfiguration (h) 
which plays on the similarity of the first name of 'Salvatore' with the Italian for 
'saviour'. There are other, similar examples elsewhere in the scheme. 36 This raises 
the question of whether the officer who inspired the iconography of these larger 
narrative scenes was also liable to meet the increased cost of this larger type. What 
confuses the issue in this case is that the patrons of paintings e&f had their own 
coats of arms added to the Adoration alongside those of other patrons who 
probably contributed to the final cost of this work. The style of the Adoration 
seems to be at odds with other paintings dateable to the mid- 1530s, while the 
33 Most authors have recognised this pastich as Tintoretto's. See Pallucchini & Rossi, 1982,1, p. 175, 
cat. 205. 
34 Faggin, 1963, p. 89, confused the figure of King Louis IX of France with St. Louis (Alvise) of 
Toulouse, leading him to suppose that this figure had originally been sketched in as another saint 
and later altered to reflect a change in patron. See also Ludwig, 1901, p. 39. Boschini further 
confuses the matter by referring to this work as "Santi Marco & Osvaldo". 
35 See Appendix 3& Faggin, 1963, p. 91. 
36 Such as the Judgement ofSolomon (#2, b) from the second room of the Magistrato del Sale which 
was probably commissioned by Nicola Salomon. 
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additional coats of arms suggest that it had a long gestation period and therefore a 
final completion date of c. 1544 is likely. 
Having completed the third and final work on this wall, the Sts. Anthony 
Abbott & St. Mark (a), Bonifacio moved onto the minor wall where he contributed 
two of his finest paintings of saints, the Sts. Dominic and Zaccariah and the Sts. 
Jerome and Louis (d & e). Bonifacio's instinctive desire to reflect the styles of 
former masters in a modem idiom is particularly evident in the figure of St. Louis 
from the latter painting; this saint is strongly reminiscent of Bellini's portrayal of 
the same figure from the St. Giovanni Chrisostomo altarpiece of 1513. The third 
work, the Sts. James and Vincent (f) is of inferior quality and entirely attributable 
to the studio. 
37 
Though not necessarily accompanied by a concomitant decrease in quality, 
the increased reliance on workshop assistance is even more evident in the paintings 
for the remaining wall, all of which are datable to the mid 1540s. Despite a 
noticeable degree of shop assistance, the decorative arabesque quality of the 
figures, and the invigorating Alpine setting of the Transfiguration, now in Milan 
(h), mark this as an important late work. The two flanking paintings (g & i) are less 
significant, each having suffered some damage, with the central figure of Nicholas 
in the Sts. Paul, Nicholas and James having been almost completely rubbed away 
by an over-vigorous cleaning. 
#5) The Camera dell' Imprestidi 
The magistracy of the Imprestidi, the office in charge of managing the public debt, 
had jurisdiction over the associated departments of the Sussidi and the 
Nuovissimo. 38 Boschini tells us that all of these departments inhabited rooms on 
the top floor. Going by the relative position of doorways in his description, and the 
way light is falling in the paintings from this chamber, it is Possible to establish 
that this was one of the two rooms of five lateral niches that overlooked the Grand 
39 Canal. 
37 Boschini may be in error in placing this work "sopra la porta" at a point in the room where there 
is no evidence for there ever having been one. This work was, however, directly adjacent to a 
connecting door on the wall to the immediate left - Boschini, 1664, pp. 268-9. 
38 See Ludwig, 1902, p. 46 & Sanudo, pp. 138-9. 
39 See Appendix 2. One notes that throughout the decoration, Bonifacio always took careful note of 
the position of the main light source, adjusting the shadows thrown by the standing saints 
accordingly. The Camera dell'Imprestidi was originally housed in offices running parallel to the 
Ruga degli Orefici. see Calabi & Morachiello, p. 3 1. 
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Fig. 4.44) Author's reconstruction of the Camera 
dell'Imprestidi 
1 
Wall left of entrance 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Vito, Anthony of 
Padua & Augustine, 
153840, Venice, Cini 
Fdn 
2 
Minor 
entrance 
wall 
3 
Wall right 
of 
Entrance 
b) Bonifacio, The Feeding of the 5,000, c. 1539, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. Louis & 
Andrew, 1549-50, Budapest 
Szepmilvsz6ti Musuem. 
c) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Anthony, Andrew & 
Louis, 1539- 
40, Venice, 
CR'FAr,, P. t, fi 
e) Bonifacio, Zaccariah & the Angel, f) Bonifacio, Sts. Anthony of Padua, 
1549-50, Venice, Accad. Paul & Nicholas, 1549-50, Venice, 
Cini Fdn. 
Second Floor 
g) Bonifacio, Sts. i) Bonifacio, Sts, 
Peter & Anthony of h) Bonifacio, 
The Annunciation (now in three parts), 15434, Venice, Accad. Alexander, Dominic 
Padua, 1542-3, & Faustina, 1542- 
Venice, Accad. 3, lost. 
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After the Imprestidi had overseen the commencement of work in the offices 
of the Sussidi and the Nuovissimo (see below), they commissioned Bonifacio to 
begin the decoration of their own room in the late 1530s with three canvasses for 
the wall left of entrance. Bonifacio's Feeding of the Five Thousand (b) is a less 
adventurous counterpart to the Gathering of Manna (#6, b) from the first room of 
the Monte Nuovissimo which is possibly slightly later in date. 40 The choice of the 
subject matter of these two paintings was a natural one for offices dealing with the 
redistribution of wealth for the common good. It seems that it is for this reason, 
rather than any overt connection with first names of the patrons, that these subjects 
were decided upon. Following Boschini's description, the paintings which flanked 
the Feeding (a & b) are unusual for the way in which the figures orientate 
themselves away from the central scene. This is also apparent in the surviving 
flanking painting on the opposite wall (g). It is possible that Boschini accidentally 
transposed the arrangement of these attendant paintings - however, the sequence 
described by him has been followed in the accompanying reconstruction. 
The facing lateral wall was the next to be completed. While the Sts. 
Alexander, Dominic and Faustina (i) commissioned in 1542-3 has been lost, the 
remaining two paintings have both suffered from the ravages of time. The Sts. 
Peter & Anthony of Padua (g) has been cut down to a rectangle, but worst of all is 
the lamentable partitioning of what must once have been one of Bonifacio's most 
satisfying works, the Annunciation (h). One can gain a vague impression of the 
proscenium. like setting of this work when its fragments are seen together in their 
proper proportions in the acc . ompanying compositional reconstruction (fig. 4.45). 
The tripartite partition of this canvas seems to have happened after its removal to 
Vienna between 1816-1 9.41 
Westphal's rediscovery of the Sts. Louis and Andrew (d) in Budapest 
allows us to reconstruct the appearance of the minor wall of this room. 42 Both this 
picture and the balancing work at the far right (f) reveal a new feeling for weight 
and monumentalism that Bonifacio seems to have discovered in his later years. The 
40 As both paintings do not bear insignias, it is impossible to date them correctly. 
41 The painting had been cut into three parts between the record of it in a complete state in the 
Elenco of 1808 and its subsequent appearance in the catalogue of the Gemaldegalerie of 1896. See 
Kat. K. Gemd1de Galerie, p. 55. nn. 170,17 1. The size of the central portion of God the Father is 
noticeably smaller than its counterparts. The measurements in Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 46, are 
incorrect. The actual size of this portion was first published by Peter Humfi-ey, 1995, p. 18. See also 
Appendix 2. 
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Fig. 4.45) Author's computer generated impression of how Bonifacio's Annunciation may have looked in its 
original state - see # 5, h. 
Fig. 4.46) Bonifacio, Ihe Annunciation, c. 1543-4, detail -see # 5, h. 
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central Zachariah and the Angel (e) from the remaining, central niche is a high 
quality studio work from the year of Bonifacio's death, notable for its depiction of 
the piazetta and the Doge's Palace in the background at the far left. 
#6) The first room of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo 
This magistracy operated under the jurisdiction of the previous department and 
occupied the two rooms directly above the Governatori alle Entrate. Having 
relinquished the first works for the second room of this magistracy to his assistant, 
Stefano Cernotto, Bonifacio turned his attention to the first chamber at the end of 
the 1530s. The large Gathering of the Manna (b-fig. 4.47) was painted for the 
central three niches of the wall left of entrance. Its exact date has caused some 
discussion, if only because of the way its frenetic figure style seems to anticipate 
the rhythms that Venetian painting was inspired to adopt after the arrival in Venice 
of Salviati and his pupil Giuseppe Porta in 1539. The patrons who were responsible 
for commissioning it had left office the previous year and this suggests that the 
Gathering of Manna actually predates the arrival of these two influential artists. 43 
Although destined for separate offices, this impressive panoramic work constitutes 
a natural pendant to the Feeding of the Five Thousand (45, b) from the Camera 
dell'Imprestidi. This is an impression emphasised by their present location in the 
Sala Mazzoni at the Cini Foundation where they hang opposite one another. 
Despite a noticeable degree of workshop assistance, the flanking paintings (a & c) 
are of the highest quality and constitute a deliberate attempt to reflect the style of 
Bonifacio's earliest single niche saints from one of the lateral walls of the Monte di 
Sussidi (48, a-e). Both sets of paintings reject the conventional podium approach 
that had been introduced in the early 1530s. Instead they position their figures 
within a landscape with the relevant insignias merely super-imposed at the bottom 
of each painting. 
Bonifacio readopted the podium setting for the adjacent wall which already 
contained a lost figure of Justice that Boschini attributed to Bartolomeo Vivarini 
(j). As with a number of other, older works retained throughout the decoration, this 
42 Westphal, 193 1, p. 95- 
43 See also Chapter Seven. It is likely, given its precocious mannerising style that it can be dated to 
c. 1539, rather than c. 1535 as Ludwig suggested - 1902, p. 44. Westphal, 193 1, p. 120, ignored the 
evidence offered by the Segretario alle Voci and placed this work as late as 1550 along with the 
Feeding of the Five Thousand from the Camera dell' Imprestidi (#5b). 
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Fig. 4.47) Author's reconstruction of the first room of 
the Monte Nuovissimo 
I 
Wall left of entrance 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Mark, Anthony & 
Thomas, 1539-40, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
2 
Minor 
entrance 
wall 
riLT 
g) Vitrulio 
Buonconsiglio, 
Venice Crowning 
the Virtue of 
War, 155 1, 
Venice, Accad. 
Centre- e) Gio. Bellini, Virgin 3WaII 
right 
d) Vitrulio Buonconsiglio, & Child, 1470-80, Venice, 
Allegory of the Monte Accad; frame- f) Vitrutio 
of Entrance Aruovissimo, 1559, Venice, Buonconsiglio, painted border, 
Accad. Imt 
h) Bonifacio, 
Alexander, 
Constantine andSt. 
Victor, 1543-4, 
Venice, CaTarsetti. 
i) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Andrew, John the 
Evangelist & 
Anthony, c. 1546, 
Venice, Cini 
Fdn.. 
j) Follower of 
Bartolomeo Vivarini, 
Justice, lost. k) Bonifacio, Sts. Peter, 
Philip & the Baptist, 
1545-6, Venice, Cini, 
Fdn. 
1) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Renier, Francis & 
Melchiorr, 1545- 
6, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
Second Floor 
b) Bonifacio, The Gathering of the Manna and Partridges, c. 1539, c) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Venice, Cini Fdn. Sebastian, Leonard & 
James, 1540-1, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. 
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was probably a remnant of the Camera dell'Imprestidi's original offices at the 
44 Ruga degli Orefici 
. 
The saints disposed in the remaining niches along this wall (h, i, k & 1) are 
generally of an inferior quality, but here and there the odd figure stands out from 
the rest. In particular, special mention must be made of the Baptist from k. The 
studied intensity of the saint's posture and the flamboyant, virtuoso brushwork is 
an excellent example of Bonifacio painting at the top of his range, demonstrating 
an uncanny ability to imitate Titan's vigorous style and technique. Although this 
wall was complete by the middle of the 1540s, work on the remaining minor wall 
did not begin until after Bonifacio's death, at which point, one of the artist's 
satellites, Virtruvio Buonconsiglio completed the Venice Crowning. the Virtue of 
War (g) and the unusual Allegory of the Monte Nuovissimo (d). As with the 
previous wall, the central niche of the remaining minor wall already contained an 
older work, Giovanni Bellini's Madonna and Child (e) which can be associated 
with a work now on public display in the Accademia in Venice. Around this work 
Vitruvio painted a lost canvas border depicting God the Father andAngels (f). 45 
#7) The second room of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo 
The decoration of this magistracy began in this, the smaller second chamber. 
Between 1532-6 Stefano Cernotto was entrusted with the execution of the Christ in 
the Temple (b) with its flanking paintings of St. Peter and the St. Paul (a & c) for 
one of its lateral walls. 46 The Christ in the Temple (discussed above) was valued 
highly enough in the late eighteenth century to be removed from its original 
position and installed in the Chiesetta, at the Doge's Palace where it was flanked by 
44 It is almost certainly identifiable with a picture recorded as unfit for restoration in the care of the 
neighbouring Monte di Sussidi in a state inventory of 5.2.1798 : "Vivarin = la Giustizia in tavole, 
quadro rovinato all'antico-Magistrato detto Monte di Sussidio in Rialto". The same painting is 
mentioned again three months later (inventory 21.5.1798) by which time it had come under the 
jurisdiction of the Governatori alle Entrate : "Maniera Vivarini.... La Giustizia. Approtiene al fu 
mag'to le Provveditori dell' Entrate : rovinato si ristauro non". 
45 This wall was one of only two to be reconstructed by Ludwig (the only such reconstructions prior 
to this study) in 1901, p. 82, n. 3. Here Ludwig purported to produce an impression of Vitruvio's 
frame. However, this was a totally spurious construction -a mish-mash of elements cut and 
pasted from a reproduction of Titian's Assunta from the Frari (! ). Vitruvio may have been 
previously associated with Bonifacio's studio. His work was discussed by Ludwig, 190 1, p. 194, & 
1902, pp. 51-5. 
46 The positions of the St. Peter and St. Paul are transposed in the inventory of 1725 (see Appendix 
2). However, the sequence suggested by Boschini has been followed in the accompanying 
reconstruction. 
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Fig. 4.48) Author's reconstruction of the second room 
of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo. 
I 
Wall left 
of 
entran, 
S 
2 
Entrance 
wall 
d) School of Bonifacio, St 
Louis Distributing A Ints, 
c. 15 56, Mi Ian, Brera. 
3 
Wall right 
of entrance 
I 
Above left- a) Cernotto, b) Cernotto, Christ in the 
St. Peter, c. 15 3 5, Temple, c. 1535, Venice, 
Venice, Cini Fdn. Cini Fdn. 
e) School of Bonifacio, 
The Birth of the Virgin, 
1551-2, Venice, Ca' 
Farsetti. 
c) Cernotto, St. Paul, 
c. 15 3 6, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
f) School of Bonifacio, Sts. 
Barlholomew & the Baptist, 
c. 1552, Venice, Cini Fdn. 
Above right- i) Parrasio 
g) Parrasio Michele, St. h) Bonifacio, The Tribute Money, Michele, St. Lawrence, 
Francis, c. 1555, lost c. 1548, lost. c. 1555, Vicenza, S. 
I MCI% Lorenzo. 
ýmm -1, 
Second Floor 
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Tintoretto's similarly enhanced St. Louis and St. George and St. Andrew and 
Jerome from the Magistrato del Sale (#1, g& i). 
Coming after the Christ in the Temple, the single figure niches of St. Peter 
and St. Paul (a & c) are a dramatic disappointment, totally devoid of the bright, 
enamel colouring of the main work. The St. Peter, in particular, has faded to an 
unpleasant grey / green monochrome. These two canvases depart from the non-n in 
that they portray only one figure a piece, but in this they were to be matched by the 
twin canvases of Sts. Lawrence and St. Francis installed opposite them in the other 
lateral wall by Parrassio Michele more than two decades later (g & i). 
Having relinquished the first section of this scheme to an assistant, it 
becomes debatable whether Bonifacio was personally involved with any of the 
paintings in this room. His authorship of the lost Tribute Money (h) is attested to by 
the old sources, but of the three paintings from his studio from the minor wall, none 
can be connected with his own hand. 47 The Birth of the Virgin (e) and the Sts. 
Bartholomew and John the Baptist (f) are slick studio works, eac h preserving the 
individual interpretation of Bonifacio's idiom offered by their respective and 
anonymous authors. The latter has something of the rather smooth, pasty finish that 
is reminiscent of the works completed by Bonifacio's students at the sacristy of San 
Sebastiano at around the same date (see Chapter Seven). The mannequin-like 
figures and doll's house interior of the attractive, if somewhat damaged, Birth of 
the Virgin constitutes an entirely different take on Bonifacio's style and is, in some 
ways a throwback, to some of Carpaccio's smaller canvases. It includes a 
Eascinating view of the Campo San Giacomo in the background at the right 
(fig. 4.49). Of superior quality, and completed 
, 
three years after Bonifacio's death, is 
the St. Louis of Toulouse Distributing Alms, now in Milan (fig. 4.2, d). Instead of 
the balancing canvas of saints that was, presumably, originally intended, the new 
vogue for donor portraiture clearly influenced the choice of subject matter here. 
One of the two donors of this painting, Alvise Grimani, assists in the distribution of 
poor relief - an overt reference to the state's burgeoning concern with poverty that 
is widely reflected in the art of the period. In the background, one sees a depiction 
47 The Tribute Money already seems to have been lost by the time of the Inventory of 1797 which 
lists only 8 out of the nine works originally in this room: "Pezzi no. 8 Steno Cernotto 2 [a&c], 
Bonifacio I [b- the state inventories usually follow the attributions of Boschini], sua scuola. 2 [d&e], 
Incerto 2 [g &i- Boschini: "mano incerto"]. Consunto [f- this probably was The Birth of the Virgin 
as there have been major losses along the bottom of the canvas ]". 
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Fig. 4.49) Workshop of Bonifacio, The Birth of the 
Virgin, 1551-2, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at 
the Ca' Farsetti / Loredan) , 
detail showing the 
campo and church of S. Giacomo with the Palazzo 
dei Camerlenghi at the rear - see # 7, e. 
Fig. 4.50) Bonifacio, St. Mark handing his 
standard to Venice, 1531-2, Venice, 
Accademia (in deposit at the Cini 
Foundation - see # 8,1, c). 
Fig. 4.52) Bonifacio & workshop (including 
Jacopo Bassano? ), Christ in the House (? f the 
Pharisee, 1534-5, Venice, Accademia (in 
deposit at the refectory of SS. Giovanni e Paolo 
- see # 9, a). 
Fig. 4.51) Bonifacio & workshop (Jacopo 
Bassano), Sts. Jerome &- Victor, 1531-2, 
Venice, Accadernia - see #84 
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of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi itself in addition to the soon-to-be replaced wooden 
Rialto Bridge. On the basis of its style and date there is strong case for attributing 
this work to Antonio Palma, who seems to have been the most prominent of those 
artists who perpetuated Bonifacio's style long after his death (see Chapter Seven). 48 
There seems to have been an inexplicable interval between the completion 
of the Tribute Money (h) in 1548 for the central two niches of the remaining wall 
and the delivery of its flanking paintings in 1555. Both were completed by Parrasio 
Michele, an aristocrat turned dilettante artist who demonstrates a familiarity with 
the styles employed by the students of both Bonifacio and Tintoretto, amongst 
whom the commissions at the Camerlenghi were being divided at this time . 
49The 
monumental, and rather poetic, St. Lawrence (i) has now been enlarged and is on 
loan to the church of S. Lorenzo in Vicenza. The balancing St. Francis (g) seems to 
have gone to ground relatively recently. Taken to Ss. Giovanni e Paolo in 1817, it 
became erroneously attributed to Beccaruzzi and was engraved as such in 1862. 
Although Ludwig, 1902, recorded that it was lost, it is listed in a guide to the 
church of Giovanni e Paolo of 1913.50 It is not there today, however, and was 
51 reported missing by Moschini Marconi in 1962. 
#8) Magistrato del Monte di Sussidi 
By following Boschini's description of the paintings from this room, it is possible 
to establish that this magistracy (the state subsidy office) occupied the central 
rectangular room on the top floor overlooking the Campo San Giacomo. 52 
Work began on one of the lateral walls with five single niche paintings of 
saints which are amongst the finest works from Bonifacio's hand to be preserved 
from the Camerlenghi scheme. These were all comPleted in the early 1530s and are 
remarkable for conveying the impression of being almost totally autograph. Here 
4' For a recent discussion of this work and the attribution to A. Palma see Roio, p. 180-2. Boschini, 
1664, p. 277, was adamant that all three works from this wall were copies of lost originals by 
Bonifacio. For this there is no ftather evidence. 
49 Very little is known about the oeuvre of Parrasio Michele (Venice c. 1516-9-1578). He was 
possibly trained by Titian and later went on to forge an artistic relationship with Paolo Veronese 
who furnished him with designs for his work. See Olszeweski. 
50 For the engraving see Zanotto, 1860, fasc. 82, Ludwig, 1902, p. 50 and Rambaldi, 1913 pp. 35-6. 
51 See Moschin Marconi, 1962, p 143, cat. 23 1. Boschini, 1664, p. 277, referred to it as "mano 
incerto". The attribution to Parrasio of these paintings stems from Ludwig, 1901, p. 50-2 & 57. 
52 As the old sources speak of a room nearby, which contained the Supper in the House of the 
Pharisee (#9a) and later temporarily housed the Solomon and Sheba (#8j), the main chamber of this 
department probably lay along side the narrow rectangular space that ran parallel to the stair landing 
on the top floor. 
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Fig. 4-53) Author's reconstruction of the first room of the 
Magistrato del Monte di Sussidi 
I 
Wall left of entrance 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Jerome & the 
Baptist, c. 1531, 
Venice, CaTarsetti. 
2 
Minor 
entrance 
wall 
f) Parmsio Michele(? ), Christ 
in Glory with Saints, c. 15 5 5, 
lost. 
waii right of 
Entraic -- 
i) School of 
Bonifacio, Sis. 
Donato, Victor& 
Bernard, 1553-4, lost. 
b) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Francis & Andrew, 
1532-3, Venice, 
Accad. 
c) Bonifacio, St. 
Mark& Venice, 
Venice, c. 1531-2, 
Cini, Accad. 
X"r 
13 
Second floor 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Jerome & Victor, 
c. 15 3 1, Venice, 
Cini Fdn. 
e) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Bernard & 
Sebastian, c. 1531, 
Venice, Accad. 
g) School of Bonifacio, The h) Pan-asio Michele & Tintoretto (? ), 
Adoration of the Magi, 15 5 8, Venice, Sts. Mark& Vincent, 1551-6, Venice, 
Ca'Farsetti Cini Fdn. 
j) School of 
Bonifacio, The 
Queen ofSheba in 
front ofSolomon, 
1556, Venice, Accad. 
k) School of 
Bonifacio, St. Mark 
& John the 
Evangelist (? ) & 
Anthony, 1553-4, 
lost. 
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we see Bonifacio painting at the top of his range in a fluent, well-assured style 
imitative of Titian's early maturity (a-e). Although the arrangement of this wall 
lacks the large, central narrative scene that was to become the pattern for lateral 
walls, the composition establishes a level of centrality in the grouping of two 
pictures of paired saints either side of the middle painting showing St. Mark 
handing his standard to Venice (fig. 4.50, c). Unlike the later podium format of 
paintings of saints, each one of these separate canvases has the strength to stand as 
a work of art in its own right. The figures dominate their allotted picture space and 
are well integrated into their brooding landscapes. At this formative stage in the 
decoration, Bonifacio felt able to devote more thought to the composition of each, 
introducing narrative elements that are less apparent in the later works. The artist 
had taken into account St. Jerome's double appearance in the composition of this 
wall, offering twin portrayals of him, once in his guise as a Cardinal (a), then again 
as a penitent (d). 53 This last figure appears to be the only one not to have been 
finished off by Bonifacio himself and perhaps one is justified in attributing him to 
Bonifacio's most famous pupil, Jacopo Bassano (fig. 4.5 1). The lumbering trunk 
like limbs and smooth, heavy features are certainly reminiscent of Jacopo's earliest 
work and the date of this canvas, 1531-2, is only slightly in advance of the period 
in which scholars have sought to place the young artist under Bonifacio's tutelage 
(see Chapter Four). 54 The decision to incorporate the coats of arms of the 
commissioning officers into these works was probably taken at a later date and 
these were superimposed at the bottom of each picture. 
With production continuing elsewhere on behalf of the officers of the 
Imprestidi, who had jurisdiction over this room and the twin apartments of the 
Nuovissimo, it was twenty years before work recommenced with three pictures for 
the ad acent wall. Bonifacio was dead by this time, and his studio was entrusted 
with the ensuing commissions. The magnificent central scene of the Solomon and 
Sheba 6) clearly betrays the style of the artist often identified as Bonifacio's 
adopted nephew, Antonio Palma. Although attributed to Bonifacio in the old 
sources, the two lost flanking paintings (i & k) are probably also attributable to 
Antonio working in conjunction with others, their date certainly establishes them as 
53 In the case of the former, it seems that it was later necessary to emphasise the saint's 
ecclesiastical status by the introduction of a cardinal's hat at his feet. This detail is superimposed by 
a different hand and does not appear to be a part of the original composition of this work. 
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studio works. Antonio's involvement in the subsequent Adoration of the Magi in 
the central niche of the minor wall is also likely (g). 
The remaining two paintings which flanked the Adoration are attributable 
to Parrasio Michele. The Christ in Glory with Saints (f) has been lost leaving us 
with the intriguing St. Mark and St. Vincent (h). With regard to this work, Boschini 
recorded the following note: "vi sono li Santi Marco e Lorenzo : ma raffigurati in 
due ritratti, di mano del Tintoretto". Ludwig added credence to Boschini's opinion 
by suggesting that the figure of StNincent was originally that of St. Lawrence and 
was initially designed to reflect the tenure of Lorenzo Loredan (in office during the 
year 1552). The inclusion of St. Mark was also originally intended to reflect the 
tenure of a patron in office earlier than the two officers whose insignias were 
subsequently added to the canvas. Thus the portrait of Marcantonio Mocenigo 
(1551-2) was later changed to that of Marcantionio Venier (1555-6) in the same 
way as Lorenzo Loredan's portrait was converted to that of Vincenzo Cappello in 
line with the saint's change of identity. 55 The exact reason for this repainting is 
unclear. There is little stylistic evidence for the assumption that the portraits were 
altered by Tintoretto himself, but it is plausible that they were changed by one of 
his pupils, if not by Parrasio. 
#9 Room adjoining the Monte di Sussidi 
In addition to the previous department, Boschini mentioned a "stanza vicino" 
which contained a Supper in the House of the Pharisee (fig 3.66, a) by Bonifacio's 
studio which is now preserved in the refectory of Ss. Giovanni e Paolo. As with the 
Cassa dei Consiglio dei Dieci (see below), it is impossible to establish where 
exactly this chamber lay. The rectangular nature, of the work it contained suggests 
that the room was unvaulted and thus part of the old section. However, the Supper 
may have been cut down from a larger canvas. In addition, two arched works listed 
as being from the Monte di Sussidi came to light in an Accademia catalogue of 
1863. Both are much later works containing portraits of patrons in the guise of 
evangelists attributable to the school of Tintoretto (b & c). If this provenance is 
correct, it is unlikely that they occupied the main room of the magistracy (see 
54 Bassano's possible involvement is mentioned by Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 41. 
55 Could this possibly be the same patron as that responsible for Bonifacio's altarpiece for S. 
Antonio di Castello? - See Chapter Three. For a discussion of the alterations to the Camerlenghi 
work see Ludwig, 1902, pp. 47 & 52. 
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above) as all the 'niches' of this room can be accounted for. Instead, they probably 
came from the same room as Bonifacio's painting. As no other paintings are 
recorded, this room was probably one of the smaller apartments. One such 
chamber, that next door to the Razon Vecchie at the juncture with the old section of 
the palace, also lies next to a room of five lateral niches opposite the original 
Camera dell' Imprestidi. This configuration would thus be appropriate for both the 
main room of the Monte di Sussidi and this adjoining office. According to an 
inventory of 1797, the S610mon & Sheba (#8, j) previously in the main room of the 
department was also present here at the time of the scheme's dispersal (see 
Appendix 2). 
Bonifacio's Supper is a close copy of Marcantonio's engraving of the same 
subject of after Raphael and may have been completed at least in part by Jacopo 
Bassano. For a discussion of both Bonifacio's use of Raphael's composition and 
Jacopo's involvement see also Chapters Three and Six. 
#10) Cassa dei Consiglio dei Died 
This small department acted as the cash office for the powerful Consiglio dei Dieci. 
Four paintings have survived from the five associated with this chamber. Of 
these three, the Adoration of the Magi (fig. 4.12 , a), the Massacre of the Innocents 
(fig. 4.11, d) and the Christ Among the Doctors (fig. 4.54, b) are amongst 
Bonifacio's most impressive works, the fourth being a rare work by Giovanni 
Contarini (C). 56 These paintings are unique to the Camerlenghi in that they were 
commissioned directly by the Consiglio dei Dieci and not by a successive series of 
magistrates. As a result, rare documentary evidence exists in the papers of the 
Consiglio dei Dieci which records Bonifacio. 's payment for four works in this 
chamber. The first one was delivered in the early days of 1530, the second by the 
start of 1537, with the last two in situ by 1546 (see Appendix I docs. 7,17, & 25 ). 
The first problem one experiences in seeking to match the four paintings for 
which Bonifacio was paid with those described in eyewitness accounts of the 
chamber is that the payment records fail to identify the subject matter of each work. 
To complicate matters further, contemporary accounts of the scheme in situ are in 
consensus in describing only three works by Bonifacio, in addition to the Baptism 
56 This is possibly one of Giovanni Contarini's (1549-1603) earliest works from the late 1560s 
early 70s. 
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by Giovanni Contarini. In describing Bonifacio's work in this chamber, both 
Ridolfi and Boschini pointedly omit Bonifacio's Massacre of the Innocents (d). 
Indeed, there is no mention of this work in any of the old sources. Although 
Zanetti's compliance with Boschini's account can be attributed to his intermittent 
reluctance to verify the latter's research, the state inventory of 1725 also fails to 
mention the Massacre, sticking closely to Boschini's description. However, the 
inventories drawn up at the fall of the Republic in 1797/8 (see Appendix 3) clearly 
establish the provenance of Bonifacio's Massacre and thus account for the four 
works referred to in the payment records. 
The loss of the Annunciation (e) frustrates attempts to establish the 
environment in which it, and its companions hung. We can trace its probable 
demise to the year 1779. In a letter to the state of the 21" of August, Pietro 
Edwards discouraged the effort needed for its conservation: " di cui, egli scrive, 
attesa la sua trivialita e per Festremo deprimento, non credevo di poter in onore 
permettere che su simili opera si gettase il pubblico denaro". 57 Consequently, in the 
inventory of works drawn up 18 years later in which the Massacre is first 
mentioned, thenumber of paintings listed remains fixed at four. 58 
Previous authors have ignored the fact that all three of the surviving single 
niche paintings from this room are wider than other paintings of the same format 
from the Camerlenghi. The Adoration is also wider than other paintings of two 
arcades. 59 There is only one chamber in the present building that could have 
accommodated paintings of this size, this being the small room on the top floor of 
five niches, squeezed between the two apartments that originally housed the Monte 
Nuovissimo. However, as the third office to be mentioned, Boschini includes the 
Cassa dei Consiglio dei Dieci amongst those located on the floor below. 60 As with 
57 Quoted by Faggin, 1963, p. 88, from a letter in the Archivio Seminario Patricale. 
58 The inventory of 1797 list the following "Fu Cassa del Cos. X. Pezzi no. 4 ... Bonifacio 
no. 3. Contarini -L.. Li pezzi di Bonifacio sono capi d'opera specialmente I'Adorazione de re Magi e 
la Stragge degli innocent". Elsewhere amongst the papers of the same looseleaf document in an 
accompanying list of works by Bonifacio we find the following listed in an entry devoted to the 
"Camera Consiglio di V: "Di Bonifacio ... L'Adorazione de Magi, La Stragge degli Innocenti ... La disputa fra, Dottori". 
59The Baptism of Christ, the Massacre o the Innocents and the Christ Amongst the Doctors are all )f 
between 169 and 180 cm in width. Making them broader than the niches of the minor walls of the 
rectangular rooms of four of five niches (150-160 cm) or the niches from the lateral walls of these 
spaces (130-140 cm), 
60 The only other clue to the whereabouts of this department is provided by documents published by 
Calabi, in Calabi & Morachiello, p. 85, from 1526-7, which refer to the need to establish an access 
stair for the Cassa dei Dieci and three other offices - A. S. V., Consiglio dei Dieci, Comuni, 0 
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Among the Doctors, 1545, Florence, Uffizi - 
see # 10, b. 
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the previous room, a final decision on the space these paintings inhabited and their 
arrangement will have to wait until further evidence emerges. 
Turning now to the equally vexed problem of dating, it becomes necessary 
to suggest a match between the deeds of payment and the four surviving paintings 
by Bonifacio. This problem has caused more debate than any other in previous 
discussions of the artist's work. Suffice to say that no two authors seem to have 
agreed on the order in which these paintings should be placed. 61 Recently, 
however, the Massacre of the Innocents and the Adoration of the Magi have 
undergone restorations and one is able to tackle the question afresh. Before 
addressing stylistic considerations, one realises that the answer to the identity of the 
earliest painting lies in the price paid for it in 1530. The sum of 30 ducats was three 
times that of the three subsequent paintings which earned 10 ducats a piece. As two 
of these were paintings of a single arcade, it is natural to suppose that the lost 
Annunciation was similar in format and that the larger Adoration should have 
62 fetched the higher price. In placing the Adoration first, one has little difficulty in 
drawing attention to its similarity with the bright, vibrant colouring and Palmesque 
forms of Bonifacio's pre-Camerlenghi phase. It also betrays little sign of workshop 
assistance- a sure sign of a relatively early work. 
Unfortunately, the loss of the Annunciation, makes the choice for the 
second painting more difficult. However, despite its precocious and highly anti- 
Venetian Mannerism, one finds it impossible to place the Massacre alongside 
works of the mid- I 540s. Its resplendent harmonic colour and plasticity of form are 
completely at odds with other paintings by Bonifacio of this date such as the 
Annunciation or the Transfiguration. 63 It is surely the work installed by 1537. The 
picture represents a more sophisticated attempt to tackle the issues of scenography 
and physical space that Bonifacio first came to grips with in the Judgement of 
Solomon of 1533 (#2ýbý fig. 4.19). However, one has to accept the possibility that as 
it is not mentioned in the old sources, it was not amongst the original Works paid 
for by the Consiglio dei Dieci. Even if we accept the connection, the payment 
24.9.1526, R. 2, c. 69r; 13.4.1527, R. 3, c. 19v; 30.12.1527, R. 3, c. 15 1 r; Provveditori al Sale, 
10.12.1527, b. 8,1 I a, c. 130r; 11.3.1528, b. 60 Notatorio , c. 287r. As the building has only one 
stairway, one assumes that this was a temporary construction that was later demolished after the 
building was fully completed. 
61 For a summary of the diverse opinions expressed on this matter in the literature see Moschini 
Marconi, 1962, pp. 39-40, cat. 62 & 72 & 45 & Simonetti, 1986, p. 99-102, cats. 12 & 15. 
62 Such was also the opinion of Faggin, 1963, p. 88. 
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record was for a work that was already in situ. It was this fact that did not prevent 
Simonetti placing the painting to the early 1530s. 64 Undoubtedly one of 
Bonifacio's most assured dissertations in colour, the high quality of this 
masterpiece may, as Ludwig suggested, have been prompted by the eminence of 
the patron. 
The less impressive Christ Among the Doctors (now in the Uffizi) displays 
signs of workshop assistance and can be linked to the payment records of 1545-6 
along with the lost Annunciation. The layout of the interior of the former strikes 
distinct parallels with similar architectonic elements in the contemporary Christ 
and the Adulteress (# 2,3.3 7) of c. 1544. One also notices how the central twisting 
figure of Christ forms a close counterpart to the figure of the Virgin from the 
contemporary Annunciation from the Camera dell'Imprestidi (see # 5, h, fig. 4.30). 
Summary 
In its own way, Bonifacio's work at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi constitutes a 
unique and unparalleled achievement on the part of a Venetian artist. Although his 
contribution is slightly frayed by the intervention of other independent artists, the 
extent and homogeneity of work installed in those chambers previously discussed 
stands as a highly unusual testament to Bonifacio's industry and organisational 
flair. The ensuing demands placed on the artist and his studio were enormous and 
unrelenting. The professionalism and vigour with which Bonifacio responded to the 
workload is less remarkable than the fact that he was able to cope at all. The secret 
of his success lay in the way he o. rganised his studio to tailor itself to the job in 
hand. It is clear that if the Camerlenghi commission had not in itself led to the 
foundation of Bonifacio's enterprise, it was 'absolutely crucial to the way it 
sustained itself. Both the nature and rate at which both expanded and developed 
were interlinked, with Bonifacio extending the size of his studio to embrace semi - 
independent artists, such as Cernotto and Bassano, in line with the demands of this, 
his most important commission. 
Bonifacio's cut-price, production-line methods, his interest in the 
replication of established formats, his corporate relationship with his assistants - all 
of these elements are notable characteristics of his studio and all could be said to 
63 Arslan, 1932, p. 386, also drew attention to this discrepancy. 
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have been born out of what was required of him at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. It 
is entirely appropriate that as an artistic tradesman and merchant, Bonifacio should 
find his niche at the magistracies of the Rialto - Venice's market place and stock 
exchange. 
64 See Simonetti, 1986, pp. 10 1 -2. Cat. 15. 
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Having addressed the two main areas of Bonifacio's workshop production, it is 
now necessary to turn to other commissions upon which his studio was engaged. In 
doing so, I also wish to take stock of Bonifacio's professional career and his 
proprietorship of one of Venice's most industrious artistic enterprises. 
i) Business organisation: Bonifacio's surrogate 
family 
It has become an inescapable cliche that the organisation of Venetian painting was 
largely a family affair. Nearly all the major names of the school were either 
affiliated to, or initiated, family workshops of one sort or another. The list 
encompasses the Vivarini, the Bellini, Titian, Tintoretto, Paolo Veronese and 
Jacopo Bassano. 1 One can add Palma's name to these thanks to the agency of 
Bonifacio. It was Bonifacio who inherited Palma's shop in all but name, keeping it 
within the family by training the latter's nephew, Antonio, the father of Palma 
Giovane. Thus if one generally needed the support of a family workshop in order to 
carve out a successful career as an artist permanently based in Venice, then 
Bonifacio is the exception who proves the rule, as it became necessary for him to 
establish his own surrogate artistic family. The truth of this situation is underscored 
by Bonifacio's decision to remain affiliated to Palma throughout his early career, 
rather than striking out on his own. After Palma's death, Bonifacio's opportunistic, 
ad-hoc inheritance of his master's business, and adoption of the, as yet untrained, 
Antonio Palma, was not merely a case of the cuckoo in the nest, but a matter of 
professional survival. His decision to take Antonio as his own pupil and the blood 
ties subsequently established between them through marriage are revealing, as are 
the lines upon which Bonifacio organised his workshop practice. 
Bonifacio's assistants 
We have already noticed how semi-independent artists such as Jacopo Bassano and 
Stefano Cernotto became affiliated to Bonifacio's workshop during its first decade. 
Alongside these two, a similar case has been made for a number of other jobbing 
young artists including such illustrious names as Tintoretto, Schiavone, Lambert 
' The family-run studio was, of course, a common means of production throughout the Renaissance 
but its particular importance to Venice has been discussed by several authors. See Rosand, 1997, 
pp. 4-5, Wolters and Huse, p. 177 -178, and Fortini Brown, 1997, pp. 52-7. 
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Sustris and Polidoro da Lanciano. Whether or not every one of these painters were 
practising members of Bonifacio's studio during their early development, and 
whatever their individual circumstances, a pattern emerges: they all began their 
careers during the 1530s, were all, to varying degrees, outwith the familial system 
maintained within the city, and looking for ways in which to gain experience and 
become established. All were immigrants of one sort or another, save for 
Tintoretto, whose analogous position as an artistic 'waif is suggested by his 
possible exclusion from Titian's shop after what may have been only a few days of 
an apprenticeship. 2 
The evidence for the manner in which Bonifacio acted as a magnet for such 
artists suggests that his studio fulfilled the role of a professional foster home for the 
artistically orphaned, isolated or dispossessed. The varying styles on display at the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi and those evident in the production of his sacre 
conversazioni, attest to the way in which Bonifacio ran an 'open house' rather than 
a 'closed shop'. On the evidence of Jacopo Bassano alone (intermittently present in 
Bonifacio's shop throughout the 1530s), it seems that jobbing painters were 
allowed to come and go as they pleased (within reason), free from those restrictions 
that usually bound master and assistant. It has been noted in Chapter Four, that the 
nature of such an approach was possibly an important factor in Bonifacio's success 
in maintaining his grip on the Camerlenghi commission as it reflected the state's 
reluctance to award such a monopoly to an individual. The authorities may have 
recognised Bonifacio's position at the head of a business enterprise that actually 
represented several different artists working semi-independently. In any case, the 
voracious requirements of the Camerlenghi project naturally encouraged 
Bonifacio's reliance on junior painters who had trained elsewhere (or alongside 
Bonifacio in Palma's shop) and had ready-made expertise. 
During its heyday of the 1530s, Bonifacio's workshop presented an 
attractive prospect for talented young artists eager for experience and in need of a 
little ready money. Alongside the day-to-day advantages of working within a 
flourishing metropolitan enterprise, Bonifacio's studio also offered other benefits 
designed to appeal to an up-and-coming artist. For example, his steady, 
pedagogical approach was invigorated by an interest in the same artistic fashions 
See Chapter Six. 
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which caught the imagination of the artists of Tintoretto's generation. His interest 
in Mannerism and central Italian prints is discussed in more detail in the following 
chapter, but here one should note that Bonifacio offered an environment in which 
young artists could have access to, and experiment with, such material. Whatever 
the true extent of Bonifacio's interest in prints and drawings, it is probable that he 
had recourse to them in order to compensate for his natural shortfall as a 
draughtsman. In his life of Bassano, Ridolfi describes how Bonifacio habitually 
excluded assistants from his own creative processes by locking himself away in a 
private chamber, in order to retain the secrets of his art. Needless to say Bassano 
spied on him through the keyhole. 3 In seeking an alternative explanation for 
Bonifacio's clandestine behaviour, one could suggest that, embarrassed by the 
superior flair of his more precocious juniors, and with the need to keep at least one 
step ahead of them, the artist intermittently sought private moments in which to 
bring his own work up to speed. 
Although this is an endearing and sympathetic image, Ridolfi's anecdote is 
no doubt apocryphal. Its reclusive theme does not reflect the co-operative, polyglot 
nature of Bonifacio's commercial output which attests, instead, to the easy going 
and democratic environment of his studio. This was all part of the favourable deal 
that Bonifacio offered to his assistants. The commercial rewards for a temporary 
affiliation with his enterprise may not have been great, nor was an association with 
Bonifacio necessarily a prestigious one, but work was steady and the atmosphere 
un-restrictive. Too little has been established as to how rigidly the statutes of the 
Venetian painter's guild, the Arte dei Depentori, were enforced during Bonifacio's 
lifetime, as the records are incomplete, but the loose organisation of his workshop 
practice may have exploited some crucial loopholes in the rules governing the 
number of students one could take on and the activity of foreign artists in the city .4 
Two painters who may exemplify the relationships Bonifacio established 
with semi-independent juniors during this period are Lambert Sustris and Polidoro 
da Lanciano. 
3 Ridolfi, 1648,1, p386: "... che qual hor Bonifacio dipingeva, si riserrava in camera, e che lacopo 
per il foro della chiave osservasse il di lui fare, & che in quest guisa apparasse il modo del suo 
dipingere, e col ritrarre come lo dimostrano alcune sue Pitture". I briefly address the issue of those 
drawings associated with Bonifacio in the Introduction, n. 6. 4 4D These rules, the Mariegole, have been discussued by Favaro, 1975, and summarised b", Rosand, 
1982 (1997 ed. ), p. 6, and Fortini Brown, 1997, pp. 42-4. 
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Lambert Sustris 
Scholars have offered two possible scenarios for Lambert Sustris' initial spell in 
Venice between c. 1537-41. One concerns his affiliation to Titian, the other to 
Bonifacio. 5 In favour of Lambert's early presence in Titian's workshop, we have 
the evidence of not only Ridolfi, who declared that the northerner assisted both 
Titian and Tintoretto in the production of landscapes, but also the visual testimony 
of such works as Lambert's Amsterdam Venus, a painting closely based on Titian's 
Venus of Urbino dateable to 1537-8 (figs. 5.1 & 2). 6 Some scholars have also, though 
not entirely convincingly, attributed the landscape background of Titian's 
Presentation of the Virgin (1534-8, fig. 5.31) to Lambert, and another factor to be 
considered is his appearance amongst the artists of Titian's entourage at Augsburg 
a decade later in 1548.7 
However, Mancini and Echols have challenged this evidence, pointing out 
that Sustris had been pursuing his own career in Padua from c. 1541 onwards, that 
he later went to Augsburg independently, and that his presence amongst the artists 
of Bonifacio's shop prior to this point is an equally plausible scenario. 8 It is true 
that it is hard not to think of Bonifacio in many of those works attributable to 
Lambert's earliest phase; alongside the Titianismo of Lambert's Amsterdam Venus, 
there is a Bonifacesque counterpart in St. Petersburg, possibly of the late 1530s 
(Fig. 5.3). 9 Is it possible to explain the separate styles on display in these two works 
by suggesting an oscillation between the studios of Bonifacio and Titian towards 
5 Lambert was born in Amsterdam c. 1515 and probably studied with Jan van Scorel -see Meijer, 
1992, p. 8. He was recorded in Rome by 1536 - see Dacos, and then present in Venice from after 
this date to c. 154 1, when he is recorded in Padua, where he probably spent much of the following 
decade. The main overviews of Lambert's career are Pelzer, 1913 / 14, & 1950, and Ballarin, 1962. 
Useful summaries are offered by Lucco, 1996, Echols, 1996, and B. Meijer in 'Flemish and Dutch 
Artists in Venetian Workshops: The Case of Jacopo Tintoretto' in Renaissance Venice and the 
North, pp. 133-143, p. 133. Sgarbi, offers some further suggestions concerning Lambert's early 
Venetian phase and contribution to Venetian proto-Mannerism. As an adjunct to the debate over 
Lambert's early career, critics are divided over his date of death, late work and whether he can be 
identified with 'Alberto Ollanda'- an assistant of Tintoretto's who was paid for an official portrait in 
1591. This debate is discussed by Pelzer, 1950, Echols, p. 109, and Meijer, p. 133. 
6 See Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 225. For Lambert's Amsterdam Venus see Ballarin, 1962, pp. 64,67 & n. 14 
and P. Fantelli, in Da Tiziano a El Greco, p. 139, cat. 36. For a general discussion of Lambert's I 
presence in Titian's studio see Fisher, pp. 115-13 5. For a recent analysis of the date and iconography 
of Titian's Venus, see D. Rosand, 'So-and-so reclining on her couch' in R. Goffen (ed. ), 1997, 
pp. 37-62. 
7 See Fisher, 119-20 & 124-5. 
' See Mancini, 1987, pp. 61-3, and Echols, 1996, p. 96, n. 10. 
9 For Echols see previous note. The St. Petersburg Venus was discussed by Fomicova. 
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Above - Fig. 5.1) Titian, The Venus of 
Urbino, 1537-8, Florence, Uffizi, 
Above right- Fig. 5.2) Lambert Sustris, 
Venus, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, 1537-40 
Right - Fig. 5.3) Lambert Sustris, Venus, St. 
Petersburg, Hermitage, 1538-40, 
Right - Fig. 5.4) Bonifacio, Venus and 
Cupid, 1538-40, Venice, Private Collection. 
Below - Fig. 5.5) Jan van Scorel, Cleopatra, 
c. 1522, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum. 
Below right - Fig. 5.6) Palma Vecchio, 
Nymph, c. 1520, Dresden, GemMdegalerie 
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the end of the l530s? 10 In its large, massing forms and smooth, deliberate 
brushwork, Lambert's St. Petersburg Venus is not unrelated to a version by 
Bonifacio that also seems to represent a partial response to Titian's Venus of 
Urbino (Fig. 5.4, see below). Bonifacio and Lambert's pictures also share an 
obvious relationship with Palma Vecchio's numerous Venuses and Nymphs, in 
particular his Nymph in Dresden of around 1520 (fig. 5.6). Lambert's own teacher, 
Jan van Scorel, possibly became associated with Palma's shop between 1518-22, as 
is evidenced by his Cleopatra also in Amsterdam, which demonstrates a far closer 
dependency of Palma's Nypmh (fig. 5.5). 11 It is tempting to think of their respective 
pupils striking up a similar arrangement 10 years later; perhaps Jan had 
recommended Palma as an artist with whom Lambert could study? Having arrived 
in Venice and finding Palma dead, it was natural that Lambert should take up with 
his successor, Bonifacio. 
Other works one could plausibly associate with Lambert's early 
Bonifacesque phase of the late 1530s include the Circle of Fraud and the Susanna 
and the Elders (figs. 5.7 & 8). Concerning the former, several authors have noted 
the strong similarities with Bonifacio's slightly later Petrarchan Trium hs (see 
Chapter Seven, figs. 7.1-6). One sees the same processional disposition of figures 
against the picture plane, resolution of figurative form into attenuated ellipses, and 
spidery treatment of hand gestures. ' 2 Many of the facial types are similar too, 
sharing the same round, coquettish features, pretty button noses, small mouths and 
large, heavily lidded eyes. These same types are particularly prevalent in 
Bonifacio's Finding of Moses in the Brera, dateable to 15 39-40, discussed below. ' 3 
Two of the women in the princess's entourage reveal a sisterhood with the main 
protagonist in Lambert's Susanna, while one of the elders comes very close to 
Bonifacio's 'Lot type' (see Chapter Two), in particular the old man taking up an 
analogous position under a tree in the Moses (fig. 5.9). Further evidence for the 
'0 Alternatively, following the suggestion of Ballarin, 1962, p. 64, could the Amsterdam Venus be 4n 
dateable to the late 1540s and a product of Lambert's renewed relationship with Titian, as sign- 
posted by theirjoint presence in Augsburg in 1548? 
" See Baldass, pp. 218 & Cutler, p. 448. Rylands, pp. 21 & 184, cat. 43, acknowledged van Scorel's 
dependence on Palma's Nymph. 
12 The Circle of Fraud is one of a number scenes by Lambert inspired by Kebes' Tabula Cebetis, 
but previously associated with Petrarch's Triumphs, which Mancini, 1993, pp. 10- 13, dated to the 
end of the 1530s / early 1540s. Echols, 1996, p. 145, n. 18 concurred. See also Ballarin, 1962, p. 70, 
who also drew similarities with Bonifacio's work, and La Fondazione Roberto Longhi, p. 260, for 
the other paintings associated with the series. 
Dated to before 1548 by Ballarin, 1962, p. 61. 
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Fig. 5.7) Lambert Sustris, Circle of Fraud (Previously known as the Triumph of Love), c. 1539-40, Florence, 
Fondazione Longhi. 
Fig. 5.8) Lambert Sustris, Susanna and the Elders, 
1539-41, London, Private Collection. 
Below - Fig. 5.9) details of fig. 5.8 contrasted with 
details from Bonifacio's Finding ofMoses - see 
Fig. 5.3 5 
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corroboration between Bonifacio and Lambert with regard to the latter work is 
discussed below. 
The question of Lambert's initial affiliation to either Bonifacio or Titian is a 
close one to call, and it may be that he worked with both. On account of his 
position as the state's 'official painter' (see below), Titian was not bound by the 
restrictions of the guild, and was free to hire and fire as he pleased, taking on as 
many assistants as he needed, regardless of their background. Bonifacio, on the 
other hand, pursuing a low profile on the outskirts of the city probably kept things 
on a semi-officiaL need-to-know basis. 14 Both were well placed to offer a young 
artist from the north the foundation he needed to advance his career in Venice and 
the Veneto. Bonifacio's industrious output offered Lambert a more eclectic 
microcosm of Venetian art, while allowing him the freedom to pursue a taste for 
mannerising styles that he possibly picked up during his brief spell in Rome in 
1536.15 Echols has also emphasised how Bonifacio's studio probably served as an 
important meeting place for several innovative artists. He suggested that it was here 
that Lambert struck up an advantageous association with Tintoretto, who was later 
to employ Lambert as his own assistant. 16 
Another artist whom Echols placed in this environment and on the same 
axis of influence was Polidoro da Lanciano. 
Polidoro da Lanciano 
Polidoro's oeuvre still remains somewhat ill-defined, but many scholars have 
agreed upon the fact that, like Lambert, his early work is dominated by the twin 
influences of Titian and Bonifacio. On arrival in Venice from his native Abruzzi 
sometime before 1536, he probably entered Titian's studio. 17 It is my hypothesis 
that his most Titianesque paintings, such as his Washington Madonna and Child 
with the Infant Baptist (fig. 5.10) date from this period and that his early work is 
largely restricted to impersonating Titian in a number of similar pictures which are 
closely based around the latter's contemporary prototypes. 18 It is possible that 
14 For the activities of the guild see Favoro. 15 See n. 5. 
16 See Echols, 1996, p. 98, and n. 5 
17 Polidoro's dates are 1515-1565. Biographical and documentary issues are dealt with by Ludwig, 1 190 1, pp. 196-8,1902, pp. 165-6, Balzano and Marciani, while the most notable study of Polidoro's 
style is Wethey, 1976. See also Nichols, 1996 (2). 
18 Wethey, 1976, ascribed his most Titianesque sacre conversazioni to the 1540 and 50s. 
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Fig. 5.10) Polidoro da 
Lancianio, Madonna and Child 
with the Infant Baptist, c. 15 3 5- 
9, Washington, National 
Gallery. 
Fig. 5.1 1) Polidoro da Lanciano, The 
Holy Family with the Infant Baptist 
and a Female Saint, c. 153 9, Rome, 
Pinacoteca Capitolina. 
Fig. 5.12) Bonifacio and Workshop 
(including Polidoro da Lancano? ), 7he 
Adoration of the Magi, c. 15 3 9-40, Italy, 
Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.14) 
Madonna 
and Saints 
andDonor 
qf the 
Pisano 
Family, 
c. 1560, 
Dresden, 
GemdIdegal 
erie. 
Left- Fig. 5.13) Pentecost, 1545, Venice, Accadernia. 
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Polidoro's affiliation to Titian was analogous to that of Bonifacio's earlier 
relationship to Palma. Perhaps he was too successful in recycling his master's 
formats and Titian tired of him in the same way he had of Paris Bordon and 
Tintoretto. 19 In any case, a break with Titian's style in favour of Bonifacio seems to 
have occurred around 1539-40,, the date at which a picture of saints that offers a 
synthesis of Polidoro's style with that of Bonifacio was installed in one of the 
magistracies at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. This commission suggests that 
Polidoro had now joined Bonifacio's studio. 20 
Although the general chronology of Polidoro's work is still hazy, it seems 
that his sacre conversazioni also subordinate themselves to Bonifacio's types at 
around this time. A Holy Family with the Young Baptist and a Female Saint in 
Rome (fig. 5.1 1) seems to be the natural successor to his earlier Titian-dependent 
works; the design is less disciplined (possibly indicative of the want of Titian's 
close supervision? ), and the latter's models are now fused with those of 
Bonifacio. 21 The triangular pose of the Virgin is quintessentially Bonifacesque and 
present in his sacre conversazioni from an early date (see figs. 2.26 & 45). The 
appealing little Baptist is of a similar pedigree, particularly close to that in a picture 
by Bonifacio in the Accademia, Venice, previously dated to c. 1540 (fig. 3.51). 
Polidoro's presence in Bonifacio's workshop is also attested to by the way in which 
his leonine facial types crop up in works attributable to Bonifacio's studio output of 
this period, particularly the Madonna of an Adoration of the Magi in a private 
collection in Italy (fig. 5.12). 22 
Bonifacio also seems to have encouraged Polidoro to broaden the range of 
his output, particularly with regard to narrative scenes involving Christ and his 
disciples. We will see how one of Bonifacio's favourite subjects was Christ and the 
Adulteress, and his take on this theme is constantly echoed in a series of pictures 
which Polidoro tackled from c. 1540 onwards. One of the first of these is a version 
in Minneapolis (fig. 6.14) that closely follows one of Bonifacio's earliest treatments 
23 
of the theme painted while he was still a member of Palma's shop (fig. 2.40). We 
19 Titian's disinterest in furthering the careers of both Tintoretto and Paris Bordon is discussed in 
Chapter Six, n. 6. 
20 Such was also the view of Echols, 1993, p. 58. See Appendix 2 414b. 
21 Dated to 1545-50, by Wethey, 1976, p. 12. 
22 Dated by Simonetti, 1986, p. 115, cat. 54 to after 1540. 
2-I Given to Bonifacio's shop in European Paintings-, p. 3397, cat. 21 1. Other versions closely related 
to the Minneapolis Adulteress include versions formerly in Sydney and a work now in Budapest. 
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have already seen how Bonifacio may have kept early examples of his work within 
his studio for his students to recycle, and the Warsaw Adulteress may be one of 
these. Both share the relative positions of the two main protagonists, as well as 
other comparable features such as the grouping of columns to the far left, and the 
helmeted halberdier to the right. Other elements, such as the ruined brick wall and 
the fanciful theatrical architecture at the upper right of Polidoro's work are also 
closely derivative of Bonifacio's contemporary versions of the theme particularly 
24 that in the Brera, Milan, discussed below (fig. 5.32) . He may even have 
contributed to a variant on the Brera painting in Berlin (see below, fig. 5.33) which 
offers a further mixture of his approach with Bonifacio's. 
Throughout the 1540s, one can find stylistic correspondences which hint at 
a continued association between the two artists. This may be reflected in a tradition 
established within a few years of their association that accounts for Vasari's 
ascription of Polidoro's Pentecost altarpiece at S. Spirito of 1545 to Bonifacio 
25 himself (fig. 5.13). However, as Polidoro's first important commission, the 
Pentecost marks a break with Bonifacio and the beginning of a more confident, 
sophisticated phase in Polidoro's career that was to last until his death in 1565. He 
always maintained a specialisation in sacre conversazioni, but these became more 
ambitious and ornate. His impressive treatment of this theme in the Gemdldegalerie 
Dresden (fig. 5.14) is testament to the beauty of his final works which swap the 
influence of Bonifacio for that of his countryman, Paolo Veronese. 26 
Polidoro's intermediary position amongst the stylistic confluences 
established between Bonifacio, Tintoretto and Giovanni Galizzi is discussed in the 
following chapter. 
Bonifacio's assistants -a chronology 
The early careers of Polidoro and Lambert Sustris are demonstrative of the fact that 
defining the number of artists who drifted into Bonifacio's practice can never be an 
exact science; Jacopo Bassano is a key example of an artist who was intermittently 
present in Bonifacio's studio over the course of a decade, while pursuing his own 
independent career in his hometown of Bassano. Nevertheless, I have thought it 
For these works see Boren ius, 194 1, p. 143 & Paintings ftom the Museum..., p. 8 8. 
24 See also Gasparini, pp. 26-3, & 276-7. 
25 Vasari, Testo VI, p. 198. See also Chapter One and Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 17 1, cat. 28 1. 
26 Dated to c. 1560 by Wethey, 1976, p. 195. 
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useful to compile the following 'rough guide' to those artists whose work is 
demonstrative of an experience within Bonifacio's studio and the period in which 
one could plausibly place them there (See Chapters Six and Seven for those artists 
whose work has not previously been addressed). 
Artists associated with 
Bonifacio's shop 
Approximate period 
in which an 
association is 
evident 
Antonio Palma 
Domenico Biondo 
Jacopo Bassano 
Tintoretto 
Stefano Cernotto 
Andrea Schiavone 
Giovanni Galizzi 
Lambert Sustris 
Polidoro da Lanciano 
Battista di Bonifacio 
Marcantonio di Bonifacio 
Jacomo Pisbolica 
1529-53 
c. 1530 - 1553 
1530-39 
1534-9 
1534-6 
c. 1535-8 
1537-9 / 1552-3 
1538-41 
1539-45 
1550- 
1550s- 
1550-3 
It is interesting to note the accretion of the most notable assistants during the first 
fifteen years of the workshop's practice. This corresponds neatly to what we can 
glean from Bonifacio's surviving works. The period 1530-1545 was by far his 
busiest, the 1530s constituting a particularly industrious period. It is now 
appropriate to consider the nature of Bonifacio's output during its heyday with 
regard to works other than sacre conversazioni and those pictures intended for the 
Camerlenghi previously discussed. 
ii) An anatomy of studio production - forms 
and formats c. 1530-45 
Bonifacio's studio output demonstrates a preponderance for repeating specific 
subjects and types. While it is not possible to address all of these formats, I have 
selected some of the most representative examples in the form of altarpieces, 
religious narratives and wall and furniture friezes which are a measure of 
Bonifacio's primary concerns during the 1530s and early 1540s. This survey 
prefaces a discussion of what these types reveal about Bonifacio's commercial 
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identity. 
Altarpieces: 
St. Mark Enthroned, Corbolone, c. 1531 
An altarpiece depicting St. Mark Enthroned with Sts Sebastian and Roch is still in 
situ at the church of S, Marco in Corbolone near Santo Stino not far from Treviso 
(fig. 5.16). Although published by Mauro Lucco in 1978 as one of Bonifacio's 
earliest pictures and dateable to c. 1515, it is undoubtedly later and a studio work. 
While Lucco was wholly correct in noting similarities with the early work of Titian 
and Giorgione, Bonifacio's equally retardataire Madonna of the Tailors of 1533 
(fig. 3.55), demonstrates that such correspondences provide no trustworthy guide to 
date. The golden rule one should follow in dating Bonifacio's works is to take 
pictures that occupy a secure position within the artist's own oeuvre as the only 
reliable indicators. With regard to the St. Mark such indicators appear in 
Bonifacio's work for the Camerlenghi of 1530-1, and these, to be fair, were noted 
by Lucco although their significance was down played. 27 St. Sebastian's striking 
similarity to the same saint in the Camerlenghi St. Bernard & Sebastian of c. 15 31 
28 (fig. 5.15) is particularly noteworthy. Even given Bonifacio's retention of 
character types over several decades, it is inconceivable that such a striking 
repetition should be preserved for over fifteen years with such verisimilitude. In 
any case, it is clear that the St. Sebastian has been adapted from the Camerlenghi 
painting by a pupil, as is evidenced by the fact that the saint's thrown-back head 
and expression of alarm are awkward and non sensical in the altarpiece but are 
wholly explicable in the Camerlenghi work where the saint dodges an arrow that 
slices into the tree above his head. The seated figure of St. Mark is also closely 
related to the Christ Enthroned with Saints of 1530 (fig. 4.13), also for the 
Camerlenghi, and to the St. Anthony Preaching of c. 1535, discussed below. 
- As the picture demonstrates no equivalent links with any of Bonifacio's 
works previously dated to before Palma's death in 1528, a date of c. 1531-2 is 
27 While the archaisms of the piece and its striking correspondence to Giorgione's Castelfranco 
altarpiece (particularly in its treatment of landscape) should not be easily dismissed, these may also 
be related to the conservative features that often accompany a provincial commission. The similaritv 
to Giorgione's altarpiece is also artificially augmented by the strips of canvas added to the work at 
the top and bottom during the late sixteenth / early seventeenth century. Despite these alterations, 
Lucco suggested that the present location of the altarpiece is original. See Lucco, 1978, pp. 59-6 1. 
2' Discussed in Chapter Four and Appendix 1, #8e. 
1 33 
Fig. 5.15) Bonifacio, Sts. 
Bernard & Sebastian, c. 15 3 1, 
Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 5.16) Bonifacio and Workshop, St Mark Enthroned with Sts. Sebastian and Roch, with later 
additions at the top and base, c. 1531-2, Corbolone, S. Marco. 
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likely, contemporaneous with the Sts.. Bernard and Sebastian. 
St. Anthony of Padua Preaching to the Multitude, Camposampiero, c. 1535 
Of greater interest and merit, is the St. Anthony Preaching to the Multitude 
(fig. 5.17). It still occupies its original position above the main altar of the 
picturesque little church of the Santuario del Noce at Camposampiero outside 
Padua. 29 In one central aspect, it demonstrates an even more deliberate archaism 
than the Giorgionesque St. Mark Enthroned, in that it constitutes a deliberate 
30 throwback to Lazzaro Bastiani's St. Anthony Preaching of c. 1480 (fig. 5.18) . 
Bonifacio retains the iconic image of the saint perched in the branches of a tree in a 
posture that reflects the St. Mark from the altarpiece in Corbolone and the 
Camerlenghi Christ Enthroned of 1530. Another archaism is the scene of the 
Virgin in Glory with Sts. Francis and an unidentified male saint (St. Joseph? ) 
which cuts an awkward swathe across the top of St. Anthony's tree. 
The work is redeemed by the colourful crowd which gather to hear St. 
Anthony's sermon. In capturing the fun and variety of a 'grand day out', Bonifacio 
foreshadows the more aristocratic pageantry of his Finding of Moses in the Brera 
(discussed below). In the middle-ground at the right, one sees old men chewing the 
fat and discussing old times; on the other side, women gossip away in stolen little 
whispers, while most typical of all, At the base of the tree, a couple of toddlers are 
engrossed in feeding titbits to a little spaniel, blissfully unaware of the importance 
of the event. These little vignettes are in contrast to the thoughtful expressions of 
those who take stock of Anthony's words, particularly the serious looking 
gentlemen standing at the right. The overall effect reminds one of Rembrandt's so- 
called 'hundred guilder print' which revels in the same type of anecdotal details, 
albeit with a far greater degree of psychological introspection. 
It is likely that the work was installed before 1537-40, the date given by 
Cionini Visani to the fresco cycle depicting scenes from the life of the saint by 
Gerolamo dal Santo which plays around the walls of the church .31 Close parallels 
can also be drawn between those men standing at the right of Bonifacio's altarpiece 
and a similar group in the Camerlenghi Massacre of the Innocents of c. 1536 
(fig. 4.1 1). The child feeding food to the spaniel also mimics the same detail in the 
29 First mentioned by Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 289. Simonetti, 1986, p. 109, cat. 36, dated it to c, 1537. 
30 Originally installed in the Frari - see Moschini Marconi, 1955, pp. 54-5 and Humfre"'. 1993, p. 67. 
31 See Cionini Visani, 1964, p. 37- 
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Fig. 5.17) Bonifacio, St. 
Anthony Preaching to the 
Multitude, c. 15 3 5, 
Camposampiero (Padua), 
Santuario del Noce. 
Fig. 5.18) Lazzaro Bastiani, St. Anthony 
Altarpiece, c. 1480, Venice, Accademia. 
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studio Emmaus installed at the Carnerlenghi in c. 1535 (fig. 4.22) and an analogous 
date is suggested. This would square with Bonifacio's work on the Ognissanti 
altarpiece in nearby Padua during the same period (see Chapter Three, fig. --,. 
74). 
Both the archaic aspects of the St. Anthony and the Corbolone St. Mark may 
be partly attributable to their provincial settings, and to Bonifacio's ability to work 
in a variety of different idioms -a feature of his early independence that illustrates 
a desire to establish his versatility. Along with the Ognissanti altarpiece in Padua 
they testify to a brief period during the early-to-mid 1530s in which Bonifacio 
extended his enterprise on the mainland. In 1533, Bonifacio acquired land and a 
little house in need of completion at Asolo to the north of the little triangle formed 
by the locations of these altarpieces. It is likely that these factors are linked, 
attesting to Bonifacio's desire to mop up work on the mainland that is a measure of 
his commercial success at home and the rapid expansion of his studio during its 
early years. 32 This same commercial success is reflected by those metropolitan 
commissions he took on outside the Camerlenghi during the 1530s, the Madonna of 
the Tailors for the Scuola dei Sartori is one example, his Christ and the Apostles 
for the doors of the reliquary of the Church of the Servi is another. 
Christ and the Apostles, S. Maria dei Servi, c. 1534 
The altar of the reliquary of the now-demolished church of the Servi was 
completed in 1533, with a frame by Sansovino and it is likely that Bonifacio's 
picture was installed not long after (fig. 5.19). 33 It is one of his most assured works, 
painted in his autograph style, and also one of his shrewdest impersonations of 
Titian, whose handling and colour Bonifacio perfectly imitates. We can be sure that 
it was crucial to Bonifacio's reputation as Vasari mentions it in his biography and it 
is cited consistently by the old sources, including Boschini, who referred to it as an 
44opera molto stimata". 34 
The subject recounts the dialogue between St. Philip and Jesus recorded in 
. 12 See Chapter One and Appendix 1, doc. 20. The acquisition of such property was a good sign of 
commercial success. For example, Tintoretto made a similar acquisition of land adjoining a farm 
house at Carpendo in 1576. See Cadorin, p-87. 
33 First mentioned by Vasari, Testo VI, p. 198 and consistently cited by the old sources thereafter. 
See Westphal, 193 1, p. 23 and Simonetti, 1986, p. 105, cat. 26. The altar frame was commissioned 
under the supervision of Father Antonio Gradenigo from Sansovino and finished in 15' )3 -see 
Cicogna, 1,1824, pp. 66-67, and Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 32, cat. 56 Bassi, 1997, p. 168-9, 
identified the altar as the sixth on the left of the original church. Bonifacio's work was transferred to 
the Accademia in 1814 and the panels were joined together thereafter. 
Boschini, 1674, Cannareggio, p. 46. 
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Fig. 5.19) Bonifacio, Christ and 
the Apostles, c. 15 33 -4, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Above left - Fig. 5.20) Titian, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1515 
(? ), Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Above right- Fig-5-2 1) Titian, The Tribute Money, c. 1516, Dresden, Gernifidegalerie. 
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John XIV: 8-9.35 The overall composition, with its serried line of saints recalls 
Palma's Christ and the Woman of Canaan, which Bonifacio may have had a hand 
in finishing (see Chapter Two, fig. 2.46). However the warm, luminescent colours 
are not those of Palma, and the figures are more elongated in line with Bonifacio's 
developments of the later 1530s. The figure of St. Philip is particularly impressive 
in his locomotive movement across the panel; his tanned body and swarthy features 
are painted with a confident intensity usually lacking in Bonifacio's work. Both he 
and the row of disciples share a strong affinity with Titian's Christ and the 
Adulteress in Vienna (fig. 5.20) in a way that is demonstrative of Bonifacio's 
36 subordination to Titian's figure types (see also below) . The painting's 
significance to Tintoretto's early career is discussed in the following chapter. 
Religious narratives 
In addition to altarpieces, a fair proportion of Bonifacio's output during this period 
resolves itself into the replication of specific religious narratives. Three of the most 
noticeable types are discussed here with reference to representative examples in 
each case. 
1) 'Last Suppers' for Venetian Churches 
From their number and style, it is clear that throughout the 1530s Bonifacio made a 
particular speciality of the theme of the Last Supper. The iconic portrayal of Christ 
and the Twelve Apostles made the subject ideal for the decoration of churches, 
while its overall subject matter ensured that it was particularly suitable for 
adjoining refectories. 
Such was the environment in which the most impressive of Bonifacio's 
versions was installed -a picture now in the collection of the Brera that was 
commissioned for the refectory of the Carthusian monks of San Andrea del Lido in 
1535-6 (fig. 5.22 & 6.57). 37 We have some receipts of payment made over to 
Bonifacio in the name of the frame's carver and guilder, one 'Paolo intagliadoro' 
datable to between February and July, 1536, and it is likely that Bonifacio's own 
work was completed by the start of this year (Appendix 1, docs. 15 & 16). The 
35 See Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 52, cat. 36. 
36 Dated by Wethey, 1969-75,1, p77, cat. 17, to c. 1511, but probably closer in date to Titian' s 
Dresden Tribute Money of c. 1516 (fig. 5.2 1). 4n 
37 See Westphal, 193 1, p. 103, cat. 71 & Simonetti, p. 106, cat. 28; Taken from its place of origin in 
1808 upon the suppression of the church. For the original building see Bassi, 1997, pp. 177-182. 
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Fig. 5.22) Reconstruction of the original arrangement of Bonifacio's Last Supper (Milan, Brera in deposit at 
Venegono, Varese, Seminario Arcivescovile) flanked by paintings of Sts. Jerome and Catherine of Siena (? ) 
and Sts. Bruno and Catherine ofAlexandria (Venice, Accademia) - originally Venice, S. Andrea del Lido, 
c. 153 5-6. 
rý 
4 
Fig. 5.23) Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 1530-5, Venice, S. Maria Mater Domini. 
Upper left - Fig. 5.24) 
Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 
1535-40, Florence, Uffizi; 
above- Fig. 5.25) Workshop 
of Bonifacio, The Last 
Supper, c. 15 3 6, Edinburgh, 
National Gallery; left - 
Fig. 5.26) School of Bonifacio 
(Antonio Palma? ), The Last 
Supper, 1550s, Venice, S. 
Alvise. 
ui Ar, 
ioz qw---ýr - 
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Supper was initially flanked at either side by a picture with two saints apiece, Sts. 
Bruno and Catherine of Alexandria in one and Sts. Jerome and a saint identified as 
Beatrice (or Viatrix), but almost certainly Catherine of Siena, in the other. 38 
Following the Napoleonic supressions of the early nineteenth century, the paintings 
were dispersed, with the Last Supper going to the Brera collection in Milan, and 
the flanking saints ending up in the Accademia. Their original triptych format is 
reconstructed in fig. 5.22. The flanking saints are stiff and poorly rendered in 
contrast to the confident assurance of the central scene which is one of Bonifacio's 
most satisfactory versions of the theme. The device of isolating Judas on the side of 
the viewer is an archaism that dates back to the earliest examples of the form, but 
this is belied by the overall imposing classicism of the piece. Bonifacio becomes 
one of the first to respond to Marcantonio's famous print- after Raphael in a manner 
that foreshadows later examples by Bassano and Tintoretto. 39 One sees the same 
high viewpoint, and colonaded window space above the assembled company, while 
the artist has also followed Leonardo's way of bunching the disciples into 
chattering groups of twos and threes along the length of the table. 
Numerous variants closely related to the work formerly at San Andrea are 
extant, three still occupying their original positions in Venetian churches. The best 
of these is in S. Mary Mater Domini, possibly a little earlier in date (fig. 5.23). It 
was attributed to Palma Vecchio by some of the old sources, and although the 
modern attribution to Bonifacio is unquestionable, this confusion may be evidence 
of its early position in Bonifacio's independent career. 40 Rylands' ascription of it to 
the 1540s is certainly too late, and I would like to follow Simonetti's dating of 
1530-5.41 Compared to the version from S. Andrea, the Mater Domini Last Supper 
constitutes a more lyrical and contemplative take on the theme, as the agitated 
reactions of the disciples are replaced by a more meditative series of ruminations 
This female saint bears all the attributes of St. Catherine of Siena including the habit of a 
Dominican tertiary and the cross and lily traditionally identified with her. Bruno's inclusion as 
founder of the Carthusiasn order is easily explained, while the others are saints who endorsed a 
monastic way of life. See Westphal, 193 1, p. 117 cats. 117-8, Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 3 3-4, cats. 
57 & 8, and Simonetti, 1986, p. 106-7, cats. 29-30. 
39 For Marcantonio's print See Bartsch, 1867, XIV, n. 26 illustrated in Adhemar, 1978, p. 10, n. 17. 
Tintoretto's Last Supper at San Marcuola is discussed in Chapter Six, fig. 6.58. For an early Last 
Supper by Jacopo Bassano now in the church of S. Lawrence, Hertfordshire, that is heavily indebted 
to Bonifacio's prototypes, see Joannides & Sachs. 
40 Attributed to Bonifacio by Sansovino, 1581 in 1663 ed., p. 205. The attribution to Palma was first 
made by Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 139 and followed by Boschini, 1664, p. 52 1. Westphal, 19") 1, p. 114, 
cat. 105, gave it to Bonifacio's shop, while Simonetti, 1986, p. 106, cat. 27 accepted it as autograph. 
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on Christ's announcement, while Judas is re-integrated at the far right in line with a 
less didactic approach to the narrative. The spirituality is augmented by such 
hieratic devices as the cloth of honour draped over the window at Christ's rear, but 
this is also offset by a greater interest in generic details such as baskets, tankards 
and goblets. The picture is a superb essay in colour management, in which the hues 
of the disciples' gan-nents form a combinative programme of rich permeable tones 
that play across the canvas, each anticipatory of a complimentary colour nearby. 
Two further works still in situ elsewhere in the city are the S. Angelo 
42 Raffaelle Last Supper, a weaker variant of the previous work , and a version 
in 
Bonifacio's own local church of S. Alvise (fig. 5.26) that stands out from the group 
as it is far later and dateable to the 1550s, possibly to after Bonifacio's death. It 
demonstrates clear similarities with the work of Antonio Palma in its linearity of 
form and decidedly un-Bonifacesque colouring, which embraces an autumnal 
preponderance of ochre and yellow. 43 A Last Supper originally recorded in the 
refectory of the Church of the Servi, where Bonifacio was also active on the 
44 reliquary doors (see above) , may be identifiable with one of the numerous 
versions from Bonifacio's studio to be found in art collections throughout Europe 
and America of which pictures in Florence (fig. 5.24) '45 Edinburgh (fig. 5.25), 
46 and 
Bob Jones University, S. Carolina are the best examples. 47 
2) Christ and the Woman of Samaria / the Adulteress 
41 See Rylands, p. 306, cat. A67. 
42 Not catalogued by Simonetti in 1986 and discussed as a 'school picture' by Westphal, 193 1, 
p. I 11, cat. 97. Dateable to the 30s on the grounds of its similarity with the Mater Domini version. 
43 Not discussed by Simonetti and dated to the 1550s by Westphal, 193 1, p. I 11, cat. 96. The 
introduction of angels carrying the symbols of the passion also reflects the changing spirit of the 
times and the iconic didacticism of the Counter Reformatory doctrine. Despite S. Alvise's position 
as Bonifacio's local church, his work here seems to have been largely carried out through the 
agency of his students. Most of his works here, including a set of organ doors, are currently absent 
and undergoing restoration at the time of writing, making an assessment of his activity here 
difficult. 
44 For Bonifacio's Servi Last Supper see Boschini, 1674, Canareggio, p. 49. 
45 Florence, Uffizi, discussed by Westphal, 193 I, p. 102, cat. 67 as dateable to the 1550s, but its 
similarity to the classicism of the Brera version suggests a far earlier date. 
46 Edinburgh, National Gallery. See Westphal, 193 1, p. 103, cat. 71 and Brigstocke pp. 35-6, cat. 9. Its 
erroneous identification with the S. Andrea version was discussed by Moschini Marconi, 1962, 
pp. 3-33-4, cats 57-8. 47 An intriguing and surreal work discussed at some length by Gilbert, 1978, who addressed its 4") 
unusual iconography (the scene shows the disciples still in the process of arriving at the supper), 
saw it as a collaborative work attributable to Bassano and Bonifacio, and dated it to 15-333. The date 
may not be far out, but the picture clearly demonstrates the hand of Cernotto, rather than Bassano, 
working in collaboration with his master. Accepted as Cernotto by Pepper, p. 43, cat. 2 1. 
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Unlike the Last Supper, the associated themes of Christ and the Woman of Samaria 
and the Adulteress are ones that Bonifacio had inherited from Palma. However, the 
artist succeeded in making the format his own and it became one of those types 
most commonly associated with his 'brand product' during the 1530s. 
The popularity amongst private Venetian patrons for biblical narratives 
involving immodest ladies may be related in part to a fascination with the Venetian 
courtesan or carampana - named after the city's 'red light' district, the Ca' 
Rampani at San Cassiano. Amorous females appear regularly in the work of Titian, 
Palma and Paris Bordon,, and the interest in them may go beyond mere titillation - 
the subject was a natural symptom of a city in which luxury and sensuality were 
key, and often defined by their suitability for commercial transaction. The theme of 
forgiveness (or at least reconciliation) that runs through Christ's encounter with 
both the adulterous Woman of Samaria and the Adulteress described in John, 8, 
may be crucial to the popularity of such scenes: with all their finery and beauty, 
these painted ladies of the Bible were symbols of the tacit absolution of Venice's 
own luxury and indulgence. 48 However, in line with Bonifacio's general disinterest 
in the voluptuous females that characterise the work of Titian and Palma (see 
Appendix 3), his approach to each of these narrative themes is more pious than 
most. He does not exploit the Adulteress for her nudity as is the case with Polidoro 
in his Minneapolis version previously discussed, and his Woman of Samaria often 
resembles a put-upon housewife rather than a woman of ill repute. 
Taking the latter theme first, the type's initial popularity in Venice is 
evidenced by an early print by Giulio Campagnola dateable to around the middle of 
the second decade of the century (fig. 5.27) . 
49 This may have provoked Palma's 
version of the around the same date (fig. 2.42)50 and it is to this prototype that 
Bonifacio constantly refers, most notably in a picture in Kensington palace, that 
reveals how Palma's formats persisted well into the 1530s (fig. 5.28). 
51 The 
correspondences include the slightly off-centre position of the well, with its 
accompanying tree and masonry which supports the form of the squatting Christ. 
Apart from its vacant, robotic figure of Christ, the Kensington Palace picture seems 
48 For a discussion of the female half-lengths of Palma and his contemporaries see Rylands, p. 89- 
93. See also Appendix 33. 
49 See Lesikle..., p. 472, cat. 128. 
50 Discussed in Chapter Two. 
51 Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, p-93, cat. 39 (studio picture) and Shearman, 19833, p. 52, cat. 52. 
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Fig. 5.28) Bonifacio 
and Workshop, Christ 
and the Woman of 
Samaria, 1535-40, 
London, Kensington 
Palace. 
Fig. 5.30) Workshop of Bonifacio, Christ and the 
Woman of Samaria, c. 1530-5, London, Kensington 
Palace. 
Fig. 5.27) Giulio Carnpagnola, Christ and the 
Woman of Samaria, c. 1515, Engraving. 
Fig. 5.29) Workshop of 
Bonifacio, Christ and the Woman 
of Samaria, c. 15 3 5, Formerly 
London, Rothschild Collection. 
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to have commanded Bonifacio's personal attention. The lengthened poses argue for 
a date anticipatory of the 1540s, but the correspondences with Palma are SO strong 
as to anchor it to the mid 1530s. 
A more ambitious alternative, which departs further from Bonifacio's 
personal style is a work formerly in the Rothschild collection, London (fig. 5.29).. 
Rylands discussed it as "exemplify [ing] the continuity between the workshops of 
Palma Vecchio and Bonifacio", noticing that the head of St. Peter on the left 
closely resembles that of the same saint in Palma's late Christ and the Woman of 
Canaan previously discussed. 52 He suggested a date of c. 1535, and this may well 
be correct as Cernotto's intervention suggests itself in the sheeny, metallic fabrics 
and the scimitar-like gesture of Christ which reminds one of the raised arm of the 
same figure in the foreground of Cemotto's Camerlenghi Christ in the Temple of c. 
1536 (fig. 4.25). However, these passages are only elements of a picture that 
appears to be typical of the polyglot production methods of Bonifacio's shop in that 
several painters' styles are apparent. The figures are ill proportioned, with heads 
too small for their bodies and this element is certainly not compatible with 
Cernotto's approach. Another, far more naYve version also at Hampton court may 
also be contemporary, attesting to the variability of approaches pursued under the 
broad umbrella of Bonifacio's house style (fig. 5.3 0). 53 
Like the 'Woman of Samaria, the associated subject of Christ and 
Adulteress also derives its popularity from the first two decades of the 
Cinquecento. 54 Titian's Adulteress in Glasgow is amongst the earliest 
manifestations, while the same subject is a particular feature of Rocco Marconi's 
work of the second decade. 55 Marconi's numerous versions anticipate Bonifacio's 
methods of exacting the most out of a fashionable type through endless 
reproduction. Some of these come close to Bonifacio's early style at several points, 
and may, following a suggestion made by Felton Gibbons, have been produced 
within the ambit of Palma Vecchio's shop. 56 The surviving treatments by Palma 
52 Rylands, p. 286, cat. A42. 
53 Not discussed by either Westphal or Simonetti - see Shearman, 1983, p. 54-5, cat. 49. 
54 The history of the subject's popularity and its developing iconography has been discussed by 
Gasparini, pp. 180-7. 
55GIasgow, City Art Gallery. The subject of Titian's picture remains in dispute. The authors of Le 
sikle..., recently endorsed an identification of the subject as Suzanna and Daniel. pp. 328- 3) `39, cat. 
42a. Versions of the Adulteress theme by Rocco Marconi have previously been mentioned in 
Chapter One, n. 52. His contribution is discussed by Gasparini pp. 187-92. 
56 See Gibbons, p. 130 and previous note. 
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Fig. 5.31) Titian, The Presentation qf the Virgin, 1534-8, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig.,,. 33) Bonifacio and Workshop, Christ and the 
Adulteress, c. 1540, Berlin, Gerntildegalerie. 
Fig. 5.32) Bonifacio, Christ and the Adulteress, 1538-40, Milwi, Brera. 
Fig. 5.34) I)aIma Vecchio, The 
Presentation qf Christ in the 
Temple, c. 1520, Sarasota, John 
and Mable Ringling Museum of 
Art. 
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himself, as epitomised by two versions in St. Petersburg and Rome, reject the 
horizontal half-length format employed by Rocco and the young Bonifacio in 
favour of packing the protagonists into a closely cropped head and shoulder 
composition that is heavily reliant on Giorgione's prototypes. 57 
Bonifacio greatest essays in the subject belong to the late 30s / early 40s 
and also reject the half-length format, choosing a full-length panorama. His 
magnificent version in the Brera (fig. 5.32) is the source for at least two studio 
variants, one of which is reproduced here (figs. 5.33), and was probably painted not 
long after Titian's Presentation of the Virgin of 1534-8, which it so resembles 
(fig. 5.3 1). 58 The segue between the landscape backdrop and an architectural arena, 
the organisation of the assembled throng into a parade strung out against an 
horizontal proscenium. space, and certain specific correspondences in the 
background, such as the repetition of the pyramid, clinch the association. The main 
difference lies in the way Bonifacio deliberately tilts the whole framework towards 
the viewer in an approach common to other paintings of this date such as his Dives 
and Lazarus (fig. 6.69). One also notes that Bonifacio's use of architecture is 
noticeably more elaborate and more sharply delineated than usual. Although 
Bonifacio's avoidance of the intricate architectural conceits and trompe l'oeil 
spatial plunges that characterise the work of Paris Bordon has previously been 
noted, the Brera Adulteress demonstrates that he was not completely impervious to 
his influence. 59 Perhaps we can date Bonifacio's work to 1539, the date at which 
Bonifacio competed with Bordon for the decoration of the albergo of the Scuola 
della Carita. Bonifacio's desire to secure this project may be reflected in his close 
adherence to Titian's Presentation previously commissioned for the same building. 
Despite the picture's modernising flavour, some traditional motifs borrowed 
directly from Palma still persist. The figure of the Adulteress, with her bowed head 
and crossed arms portrays a gesture of shame that has been transformed from that 
of the humility demonstrated by the Virgin in Palma's Presentation of Christ in the 
Temple dateable to the 1520s, which also attests to an overall similarity with 
57 For Palma's pictures see Rylands, pp. 197,232, cats. 54 & 89. 
58 Excluded by Simonetti and discussed by Westphal as a studio picture. Close studio variants exist 
in the Louvre and the Gemaldegalerie, Berlin. For all of these see Westphal, 193 1, pp. 86,91,103-4, 
cats. 10,30,72. 
59 The architecture of Paris' Fisherman Delivering the Ring, previously discussed in Chapter Four, 
fig. 4.2 1, serves as a comparison. 
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60 Bonifacio's approach in the realisation of the spectators (fig. 5.34) . Other 
details 
look forward to Bonifacio's Camerlenghi version of c-1544 (fig. 4.28), particularly 
the way in which the toddler to the left of the Brera version taunts a little dog with 
its foot. However, Bonifacio's Camerlenghi Adulteress differs in many respects, 
chiefly in the way Bonifacio introduces beggars and cripples into the subject in a 
manner that would become canonical in Tintoretto's versions of the theme. These 
are discussed in the following chapter. 
3) The Finding of Moses 
Two grandiose tableaus Painted by Bonifacio in his maturity have deservedly 
become identified with the artist's masterpieces -the Dives and Lazarus in the 
Accademia (fig. 6.69) and the Finding of Moses in the Brera (fig. 5.3 5). 6 1 Following 
a pre-established pattern, both can be linked to variety of derivations churned out 
by Bonifacio's workshop that further underscore the artist's deliberate reliance on 
the replication of specific subjects. The Dives and Lazarus is discussed within the 
context of its influence over Tintoretto in the following chapter, leaving us with the 
Moses. 62 1 wish to introduce the picture by quoting at length Westphal's superb 
description, which so perfectly captures the spirit of the piece: 
... on a 
lovely summer afternoon, the princess has set off with her retinue for an enjoyable 
romp in the open air... A few of them are feasting, a few are making music, pages and 
dwarfs are playing with the dogs, a pair of lovers are sitting together on the grass, another 
couple stroll up and down, one with a book in hand, and in earnest conversation. It is the 
time of day when the heat makes people sleepy and they devote themselves to tranquil 
pursuits; their movements are sluggish, the music making less than energetic, and the glances 
exchanged are drowsy. The somewhat relaxed princess is enthroned in the middle of the 
scene while a companion kneels in front of her presenting her with the child, which has just 
63 now been retrieved from the basket... 
In assessing Bonifacio's desire to present this richly orchestrated slice of Venetian 
life as a religious narrative, Westphal went on to stress the kinship Bonifacio's 
picture demonstrates with the panoramic tradition of Carpaccio. But one also 
60 Rylands, p. 192, cat. 49, dated to. 1520-2. 
6' Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, pp. 63-5, Simonetti, 1986, p. 117, cat. 6 1, who dated it to c. 1545, and 
Humfrey, 1990, pp. 159-163 (dated to 1535-6). 
62 For alternative versions of the Dives see versions in London, National Gallery (the gal lery also z! ) 
preserves a photograph of another variant previously in St. Petersburg), and a picture sold by 
Christie's in London, 16.10.195-3 (photo-Witt Library). 
63 Westpahl, 193 1, pp. 63-4. 
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Fig. 5.35) Bonifacio, The Finding ofMoses, c. 1540, Milan, Brera. 
Fig. 5.36) Paolo Veronese, The 
Finding of Moses, c. 15 80-5, 
Madrid, Prado 
. tA, 0ý - 
Above - Fig. 5.37) Bonifacio and Workshop, The 
Finding ofMoses, c. 15 3 5, Dresden, Gemdldegalerie 
Left, Fig. 5.38) Workshop of Bonifacio (Stefano 
Cemotto? ), The Finding ofMoses, c. 15 3 5, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Below - Fig. 5.39) Bonifacio, The Finding ofMoses, 
c. 1545, Florence, Pitti 
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recognises how strongly this approach looks forward to the work of Paolo 
Veronese, who painted the same theme several times in the 1580s, as exemplified 
here by his version in the Prado (fig. 5.36), and for which Bonifacio's work 
64 
provides the only real precedent (see also below) . 
Bonifacio's Moses is probably dateable to between c. 1540, a little ahead of 
its sister work, Dives and Lazarus. The figures are less sturdy and more attenuated 
than in the latter, anticipating those of the Petrarchan Triumphs (see Chapter 
Seven), and one notes that workshop, assistance is greater. Some figure groups are 
awkwardly dealt with, particularly the pyramidal couple at the bottom left who 
foreshadow a similar pair in the Triumph of Love of 1542-5 (fig. 7.1). The colouring 
is also less vivid than in the Dives and indicative of Bonifacio's slightly cooler 
palette of the 1540s. 
Ridolfi is the only writer amongst the old sources to mention Bonifacio's 
treatments of the theme. A version he cited in the hands of the Vidman family may 
fit any of Bonifacio's large-scale treatments of the subject. Two prominent studio 
pictures in Dresden and Vienna should be mentioned here (fig. 5.37 & 8). Both 
focus more attention on the narrative in cutting back on the contextual details of 
Bonifacio's version in Milan. It is probable that the Dresden picture predates the 
latter by several years on account of the way in which the princess's chamberlain 
recalls the St. Bernard of a Camerlenghi painting of c. 1531 previously discussed 
(fig. 5.15 ). 65 The Dresden version seems to form the model for another treatment in 
Vienna, possibly of the mid 1530s, on the grounds that once again we see 
Cernotto's hand in the proceedings, particularly in its enamel finish, and over- 
precious attention to detail. 66 Another version mentioned by Ridolfi amongst 
'quadretti' owned by Christoforo Orsetti may be similarly associated with any one 
of the numerous small-scale friezes which depict the same narrative. 67 The 
exquisite colouring and care taken over a version in the Pitti that is probably 
dateable to the mid- I 540s is worth citing as one of the best examples (fig. 5.3 9). 68 
64 Alongside Paolo's Moses in the Prado, see other variants discussed by Pignatti & Pedrocco, 
pp. 254 -7; cats. 182-5. 65Excluded by Simonetti. See Westphal, p. 87, cat. 15. 
66 See Bernussi, p. 35, who refrained from definitely attributing it to Cemotto. 
67 See Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 289. 
68 See Westphal, 19' 3 1, p. 69 and Simonetti, 1986, cat. 39, P. I 10, both of whom dated to c. 1540. 
Other miniature version of the theme include a picture sold at Sotheby's, London, 6.7.198' and -1 
another from 2.7.1986 (photos-Witt Library) 
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Fig. 5.40) Lucas van Leyden, The Dance ofSt. 
Mary Magdalene, 1519, Philadelphia, Museum 
of Art. 
Fig. 5.41) Lucas van Leyden, The Healing of the 
Blindman, 153 1, St. Petersburg, Hermitage. 
, +2.. t; 
Fig. 5.42) Bonifacio and Workshop, A ntiochus and Stratonica, c. 1 5,40K, Milan, Pinacoteca Poldi-Pezzoli. 
Fig. 5.43) 
Bonifacio, 
The Birth of 
Adonis, 
c. 1539, Sold 
at Christie's, 
New York, 
16.10.1997. 
Fig. 5.44) 
Bonifacio, A 
Huntsman, 
c. 1540, 
London, 
National 
Gallery. 
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The subject of the Finding is rare, if not unknown to Venetian art prior to 
Bonifacio's attempts at the theme. If one is looking for a precedent in terms of its 
generic type it is to the North and most noticeably to the work of Lucas van 
Leyden, whose engraving of the Dance of the Magdalene (fig. 5.40) of 15 1969 and 
later painting of the Healing of the Blind Man of 15 31 (fig. 5.41 )70 revel in the same 
kind of open-air pageantry. These precedents may have exerted a particularly 
strong influence over Bonifacio's Milan version of c. 1549.71 Could this source 
material have been introduced by Lucas' fellow northerner, Lambert Sustris, who 
was possibly in Bonifacio's studio at the time of the Moses' completion, and whose 
work may demonstrates knowledge of it? See also above. 
Furniture panels and wall friezes 
While a thorough discussion of Bonifacio's activity as a painter of furniture panels 
and wall friezes lies out side the capabilities of this dissertation, it is useful to 
briefly address Bonifacio's work in this area, as it obviously formed a substantial 
part of his artistic and commercial identity. 
It is clear that these little panels constituted a handy sideline for Bonifacio 
and his studio. In addressing the subject-matter of these works, one notes that, 
although they encompass all kinds of themes, there is a predilection for scenes 
from ancient literature, in particular those which are suitable for the inclusion of 
generic details and portrayals of contemporary life -a natural symptom of the 
domestic environment for which these works were intended. The blurring of 
subject matter leads one to often accept the everyday nature of a particular scene, in 
a manner that is anticipatory of Dutch genre. It is a problem that has been 
addressed in some detail by Luisa Vertova with particular regard to a panel, 
previously known as 'The Doctor's Visit', that was shown to be a scene from 
Plutarch's tale of Antiochus and Stratonica (fig. 5.42). 72 Religious scenes do occur, 
but these, like the Finding of Moses in the Pitti, previously mentioned, are often 
chosen for the way in which they can be tailored to the everyday and the domestic. 
It is my hypothesis that very few of these panels can be attributed to 
69 See Jacobowitz & Loeb Stepanek, pp. 192-4. 
70 See Nikulin. 
7' The similarities with Lucas' work were first noted by Westphal, 193 1, p. 65. 
72 See Vertova, 1972, pp. 177-8, Westphal, 193 1, p. 67 and Simonetti, 1986, p. I 11. cat. 42, who dated 
it to c. 1540. 
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Bonifacio in person, and those which can tend to reflect Bonifacio's work of 
between of c. 1538-42. To this era one can ascribe the Cimon and lphegnia 
formerly in the Hirsch Collection (fig. 6.23) as it seems not unrelated in its 
treatment of the nude and landscape to his larger Venus of 1538-40 discussed 
below. 73 The delightful Birth ofAdonis, recently sold at Christie's (fig. 5.43 )74 is 
also painted in the miniaturist style of Bonifacio's friezes and would seem to be 
slightly later, comparable to the bustling, frond like forms of the Gathering of the 
Manna of c. 1539 (fig. 4.27). Other works such as the Huntsman in London 
(fig. 5.44) 75 and the Perseus and Andromeda (fig. 5.45) in a private collection in 
Italy 76 would also seem to be related to Bonifacio's autograph style of the late 
1530s and early 1540s. 
The latter painting is a useful example in the way it provides a platform for 
later derivations which seem to demonstrate the development of Bonifacio's 
4cassone style' amongst the members of his studio during the ensuing decade. The 
first, dateable perhaps to the mid-to-late-1540s (fig. 5.46) schernatises the 
composition, reducing it to its basic components and is painted in a noticeably less 
polished and sketchier style . 
77 The s-shaped, rubbery limbs and linearity of form 
are notable traits which one associates with Bonifacio's late pupils and the work of 
Antonio Palma. A further variant would seem to be later still, perhaps of the 1550s 
(fig. 5.47) and more closely related to Antonio's figure style. 78 These last two 
panels establish an affinity with the mincing, balletic movements of a figure style 
that is a hallmark of later studio works of the late 1540s / early 1550s. A panel 
identified as the Triumph ofAeneas (fig. 5.48) is a perfect demonstration of how the 
figures in these works often seem to move on tiptoe - an impression that is almost 
comic in this context. It is a trait that may manifest itself as early as the first half of 
the 1540s in studio friezes that seem to be so close to Tintoretto's youthful work in 
this genre, that they seem to be of around the same date (see Chapter Six). 
It is suggested that inexperienced pupils or artists of limited ability were 
initially set the task of creating many of these cassone panels on Bonifacio's 
behalf. In the years leading up to and following Bonifacio's death, these same 
73 Sotheby's, London, 20.6.78. 
74 Christie's, New York, 16.10.1997. 
75 Westphal, 193 1, p. 54, Simonetti, pp. 112-3, cat. 47, dated to 1543. 
76 Simonetti, 1986, p. 112, cat. 46/a - c. 1543 
77 Simonetti, 1986, p. 112, cat. 46 - c. 1543. 
78 See Rossi, F., p. 76, cat. 262. 
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Fig. 5.46) Workshop of Bonifacio, Perseus and Andromeda, 1545-50 (? ), Italy, Private Collection. 
1\ 
Fig. 5.47) Workshop of Bonifacio, Perseus andAndromeda, 1550s (? ), Bergamo, Accademia, Carrara, 
Fig. 5.48) Workshop of 
Bonifacio, Triumph of 
Aeneas (? ), 1550s, 
Veneto, Private 
Collection. 
Fig. 5.45) Bonifacio, Perseus andAndromeda, 153842, Italy, Pnvate Collection. 
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artists not only increased their production of such panels in order to keep the 
business afloat, but also transferred their energies to the larger, more prestigious 
commissions that the studio was still able to attract. This would explain why 
paintings such as the two 'Queen of Sheba's' installed in the Zecca and the 
Camerlenghi in the mid to late 50s (see Chapter Seven, figs. 7.55-6) seem to suffer 
from a simple magnification of the studio's 'cassone style' as demonstrated by the 
way in which figures nimbly dispose themselves in a box-like spaces in a manner 
that lacks cohesion or a central, organising motif. 
Further conclusions to be drawn from Bonifacio's manufacture of these 
friezes and those repetitive formats previously discussed will now be tackled with 
regard to a summation of Bonifacio's commercial identity and business strategy 
during the 1530s and early 40s. 
iii) Bonifacio's professional and artistic 
identity 
Artistic identity in Venice 
As previously discussed with regard to Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni, the 
repetitive formats and formulae hitherto outlined reflect a typically Venetian 
interest in mass-produced generic types. While it was natural for all artists to repeat 
artistic successes in a variety of copies and variants, one witnesses a particular 
emphasis on the continual replication of specific formats on the part of Venetian 
artists to a degree that distances them slightly from their colleagues on the 
mainland. Venetian painters of whatever status sought to identify themselves with 
particular artistic products, and although these seldom dominated their output, and 
were by no means exclusive, there is evidence to suggest that painters often made a 
conscious effort to specialise in certain areas: Gentile Bellini in portraiture, 
Giovanni in Madonnas, Carpaccio in panoramic friezes, Giorgione in pastoral 
scenes, Palma, like Bonifacio, in sacre conversazioni and other generic types such 
as those discussed above. Other great names are not exempt: In his later years, 
Titian's studio specialised in churning out variants on its' master's major successes 
(one can cite the repetition of 'Venuses and 'Penitent Magdalenes', for example). 
Tintoretto's early subject matter reflects Bonifacio's, particularly with regard to 
sacre conversazioni, wall and furniture friezes, and more specific scenes such as 
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those which take Christ and the Adulteress as their theme. 79 Veronese made 
grandiose feast scenes a particular speciality, as well as the kind of panoramas that 
updated the Carpaccesque tradition with reference to such works as Bonifaclo's 
Dives and Lazarus and his Brera Finding ofMoses. 
Paolo's example may underline how artists sought to deliberately stereotype 
themselves in the furtherance of their commercial identity. Paolo inherited 
Bonifacio's mantle as the leading Veronese painter of Venice in one of his earliest 
metropolitan commissions (and Bonifacio's last) - the decoration of the sacristy of 
San Sebastiano in Venice (see Chapter Seven). Comparing Bonifacio's versions of 
the Finding of Moses with Paolo's (see figs. 5.35-9), one could suggest that the 
latter deliberately sought a kind of artistic kinship with Bonifacio's prototypes as a 
way of establishing commonality with his Veronese predecessor, thus revealing his 
suitability to maintain certain traditions. Needless to say, a painter of Paolo's 
ambition hardly needed to rely on any perceived connection with a more modest 
painter such as Bonifacio, yet a commonality between the two artists remains. 
Paolo may have exploited this as a badge of identity, and as a way of endorsing his 
own suitability to establish himself on the Venetian scene in the manner of his 
predecessor. 80 
The reasons for a Venetian interest in establishing a product-based identity 
are numerous and complex, but those basic distinctions which can be drawn are 
quite clearly linked to Venetian culture and the position of the artist. The over- 
riding issue is that of patronage, which was not, as in other urban centres mainly 
aristocratic or courtly, but subdivided amongst corporate groups and institutions, 
and amongst the members of these institutions. This compartmentalisation was 
reflected in the standardised subjects and formats they commissioned, both in terms 
of their private collections and the public environments over which they exercised 
control - chapels, meeting houses, government departments etc. The heightened 
mercantilism of Venetian culture also led artists to seek out particular gaps in the 
79 See Chapter Seven 
80 Richard Cocke has discussed Paolo's self- identification with his Veronese heritage in adopting 
the name of Caliari after a local patrician family, and his conscious use of 'Veronese' in a way 
similar to its use by Bonifacio. Cocke also acknowledged the way Paolo drew upon Bonifacio's 
models as part of his artistic identity. See 'Civic identity and the Venetian art market: Jacopo 
Bassano and Paolo Veronese' in Ames Lewis, pp. 91-99. The nickname of 'Veronese' is one that 
Paolo emphasised at the expense of Caliari in Venetian documents. Paolo refers to himself as 
'Paullo veronese' in a document of 1555 and this is a form commonly employed thereafter. See 
Pignatti & Pedrocco, 11, pp. 553-4. 
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market. 81 Their self-identification with particular types made good commercial 
sense, while ftilfilling a need to express an artistic individuality that their 
contemporaries in Florence and Rome could indulge in ways better suited to the 
cult of artistic personality: by dominating prominent civic projects, or winning the 
patronage of a pre-eminent aristocrat or cardinal. These were avenues not normally 
open to artists in Venice. 
Another factor that led Venetian artists to work within well-defined 
parameters was that, unlike many of their central Italian contemporaries, Venetian 
painters remained painters. They were not dilettanti in the sense that they did not 
dabble in architecture or sculpture -indeed the rules of the Arte dei Depentori 
discouraged them from doing so. 82 The artisan status of the Venetian painter should 
not be over emphasised, but it is a state of affairs that is reflected by the way in 
which their guild made no hierarchical distinction between the depentori de figure 
and lowlier craftsmen such as shield or even house painters. 83 For example in 15 3 1, 
Bonifacio, Lotto and Titian were chosen to serve alongside such lowlier figures in 
overseeing the implementation of Vincenzo Catena's will (see Chapter One and 
Appendix 1, doc. 11). One could argue that, mindful of the benefits of those 
stabilising traditions and institutions that permeated Venetian life, painters were 
part of a culture that was less aspirational in outlook, with the result that many 
were content to work within recognised boundaries and to rules that kept them 
anchored to a particular patterns of production. Can it be any accident that those 
areas in which the young Tintoretto managed to ruffle the feathers of his critics are 
largely related to his unusual methods of manufacture and business practiceS? 84 
The only painter who can be said to have become a law unto himself, while 
simultaneously remaining within Venice and the Venetian system was Titian, an 
artist who proves the rule since his ability to flaunt convention was reliant on his 
international prestige and a system of patronage that he established outside the city. 
For a discussion of the merchant mentality of Venetian patrons see U. Tucci 'The psychology of 
the Venetian merchant in the sixteenth century' in Hale, pp. 346-78 82 See Favoro, 1975, p-72 
83 Cima's failed attempt to challenge this parity is well known, and discussed by Rosand, 1997 ed. 
7. 
Nichols identified three main issues that are key to Tintoretto's artistic production: volume of 
production, speed of execution and undercutting of prices. These are germane to the way in which 
Tintoretto was criticised for his lack of conformity by Aretino, Sansovino and DoIce. See Nichols, 
1999, p. 13 and pp. 10 1-I 10 for a general discussion of the artist's business strategy. Ib 
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The 'Titian factor' 
The prestige Titian had achieved abroad allowed him to flaunt his position as 
Venice's 'official' artist -a status conferred on him in the form of the 'sanseria, 
that he assumed after Giovanni Bellini's death in 1516. The position awarded him a 
tidy pension and allowed him freedom from guild practices, but in return he was 
expected to actually turn in work for the state in the same dutiful manner as his 
predecessor. However, from the beginning he proved difficult and quickly turned 
his post into a virtual sinecure, fulfilling his duties with reluctance. In one famous 
case, he delivered a picture of the Battle of Spoleto some 24 years late. 85 He was 
tolerated probably as a result of his international celebrity, and the state was not 
above making use of him as a kind of unofficial ambassador. 86 However, this left 
the authorities with a problem - how to secure paintings from an intransigent artist 
whose style was considered to be synonymous with the government's identity. 
This situation may have a bearing on Bonifacio's success in securing his 
monopoly at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. In the past Titian's predecessor 
Giovanni Bellini had contributed to the decoration of the Realtine offices, yet with 
the refurbishment of these departments in 1529, it was hardly likely that Titian 
could now be expected to contribute also. " Of all the artists independent of 
Titian's workshop, it was Bonifacio who succeeded in providing the most 
successful emulation of Titian's style, and it was his work that could provide a cut- 
price substitute. Unlike many of Titian's students, Bonifacio did not merely copy 
or recycle Titian's formats, but was able to 'parallel' his style, particularly in his 
use of colour and figure types. The success he achieved in this regard was clearly 
self evident to the early critics of Venetian art. Yet these same writers recognised 
that Bonifacio achieved these results not as a consequence of his training but as a 
result of a self-formulated imitation. While Bonifacio retained Palma's designs, the 
skin he wrapped these in departs from his master's technique in favour of a studied 
emulation of Titian. 88 
Unlike lesser imitators such as Polidoro da Lanciano, Bonifacio stands out 
85 For a discussion of the Titian's 'sanseria' see Hope, 1980, (2) and for the Battle of Spoleto, Hope 
1980 (1), p. 96-98. 
86 Titian was asked to report to the Venetian Senate in the manner of an ambassador after his return 
from Augsburg in 1550 see Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 1877,11, pp. 214-5. 
87 For evidence that Bellini worked in the Realtine offices see Appendix 2, #6e. 
88 See Chapter Two. 
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for the way in which his work assimilated Titian's personality not only through 
copying second hand, but through a protracted absorption of the same influences 
that permeate Titian's work. It is this assimilation of Titian's artistic persona that is 
key to such successes as his early Titianesque work for the Camerlenghi, the 
Adoration of the Magi (fig. 2.1) and the saints for the Monte di Sussidi (fig. 4.15). It 
is also apparent in other slightly later commissions such as his Christ and the 
Apostles (fig. 5. ) and the Madonna of the Tailors (fig. 3.55) in which the shared 
echoes of Bellini, Giorgione, Sebastiano, and even Palma Vecchio are skilfully 
blended in a way that is key to Bonifacio's encompassing tizianismo. However, the 
alchemy of Bonifacio's approach reveals itself in terms of the fact that in both 
figure type and handling, the artist reproduces not the contemporary Titian of the 
1530s, but an earlier and arguably more vigorous incarnation. For example, 
Bonifacio's Christ for the Servi doors, brings to mind that of Titian's Tribute 
Money (5.21) of the second decade, while his St. Homobono from the Madonna of 
the Tailors recalls the St. Joseph of Titian's equally early Madonna of the Cherries 
(fig. 2.3 0). 89 
The superficiality of Bonifacio's impersonation of Titian also reveals itself 
in those areas in which the latter flourished but Bonifacio was simply not equipped 
to follow. One of these concerns the fact that unlike Titian, but like Giovanni 
Bellini, Bonifacio's temperament was best suited to religious narrative. While 
Bonifacio was at home painting dainty little mythologies for 'cassone' panels, he 
painted very few such subjects on a large scale and was 'uncomfortable' with the 
nude and largely ill-suited to the warm sensuality of the pagan world recreated by 
Titian. His difficulty in this area is acutely apparent in his one and only Venus 
(fig. 5.49), apparently painted as a partial response to Titian's Venus of Urbino 
(fig. ý. 2) of 1537-38.90 
Bonifacio's previous avoidance of the subject does not seem accidental, as 
he follows the formats of his master, Palma Vecchio, in almost every area but this. 
However,, alongside Titian, it is Palma's numerous models of the thernel 
particularly his version in Dresden (fig. 5.6), previously mentioned, that has also 
been on Bonifacio's mind. Compared to these sources of inspiration, however, 
particularly the eroticism of Titian's version, Bonifacio's Venus is somewhat 
89 For Titian's work see Wethey, 1969-75,1, p. 99 & 163-4, cats. 49 & 147. 
90 Published by Simonetti, 1984, pp. 129-13 & 1986 p. 116, cat. 59. 
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anaernic. Certain inaccuracies of draughtsmanship, particularly in the awkward 
disposition of Venus' breasts, underscore the artist's bashful avoidance of the nude. 
as does the decidedly melancholic aspect of the piece. Venus' eyes are downcast 
and her open mouth expresses a deep inhalation that reminds one of the consolatory 
gasps children take after a crying fit. The sad impression may have been partly 
deliberate and related to the picture's iconography in which Venus embraces fidelty 
on the one hand - literally, in fact, in the form of the dug curled up in the crook of 
her arm (a telling reference to a similar dog in Titian's Venus) while wistfully 
stroking the roses, symbols of a more carefree amour, that are offered to her by 
Cupid. 91 Although Bonifacio's picture achieves a certain melancholy poetry and a 
sense of enigmatic quietude comparable to Giorgione's Venus in Dresden (the 
original progenitor of the type), the painting must be considered as something of an 
awkward experiment on Bonifacio's Part - an attempt to try his hand in a genre to 
which he was not best suited. 
The deficiencies of Bonifacio's Venus, and those anachronistic 
correspondences of style noted above, reveal the artificiality of Bonifacio's 
tizianismo. Nevertheless, the 'Titian factor' remains an important component of 
Bonifacio's artistic identity and one that he may have employed to win 
commissions - his studied emulation of the Presentation of the Virgin in the Brera 
Adulteress has already been implicated in his desire to win the Caritd commission 
in 1539. His success at the Camerlenghi may be partly due to the fact that, in aping 
the style of the state's most favoured artist, Bonifacio, could, be relied upon to 
provide the government with those things which the state's official painter often 
failed to, namely paintings, and to provide them with economy and alacrity. 
Bonifacio's asking price of between 10 and 30 ducats was a fraction of the 100 or 
more Titian could be expected to charge, were his intransigence in committing to 
such day-m-day-out commissions not a prohibitive factor. 92 Of all government 
departments, it is always the Treasury which pleads poverty, thus Bonifacio's 
employment by the state at the Realtine offices may confirm his status as the *poor 
man's Titian'. 
91 The iconography was discussed in detail by Simonetti 1984. 
92 For Bonifacio's prices see Appendix 1, docs. 7,17 & 25. For Titian's see Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 
1877,1, p. 70. 
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Fig. 5.49) Bonifacio, Venus and Cupid, 1538-40, Venice, Private Collection. 
Fig. 5.50) Workshop of Bonifacio, Allegory of the Arts and 
Sciences, c. 1535 (? ), Sold at Christie's, New York, 15.10.1998, 
and detail.. 
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Methods and economics of production 
The low prices Bonifacio commanded at the Camerlenghi indicate that he 
anticipated Tintoretto in his willingness to accept work at any price. 93 His interest 
in the manufacture of furniture panels and wall friezes also formed part of this 
strategy, as such work was commonly regarded as the refuge of those painters who 
were short of more lucrative and prestigious commissions. Ridolfi referred to 
"painters of small success" who decorated furniture in the stalls laid out in the 
piazza San Marco and also associated Bonifacio's work in this area with a "want of 
fortune that comes to all of those who eat the bread of Virtue". 94 During 
Bonifacio's lifetime, Paolo Pino had this to say about the ignominious nature of 
such friezes: 
... poverty is an assassin, I tell you , and a work is never so well paid that money will suffice 
until the completion of the next one. Anyone's request will do, and worse, for at times one 
must stoop to painting furniture, there being no other profitable way to support oneself, since 
ours is a not a necessary art. 95 
Like Tintoretto after him, Bonifacio, seems to have had no such scruple in 
(stooping' to this kind of work. It was, no doubt, a handy sideline, and as such, any 
` shame' was off set by the fact that it formed only a portion of his income. Despite 
those sentiments expressed by Pino, there also seems to have been some 
ambivalence over the critical reception to such work. At the same time at which 
Ridolfi associated decorative freizes with modest commercial success, the author 
praised Bonifacio's work in this area for its diligence. 96 Similarly, while referring 
to Bonifacio's superior work for "this or that church", Aretino's letter to Bonifacio 
of 1548. ) was prompted 
by its author's praise of a collection of 'little histories' in 
the house of a member of the da Legge family. 97 The letter dates from the spring of 
1548, at a time when Aretino wrote a series of missives to the leading painters of 
93 Tintoretto's method of undercutting prices is discussed by Nichols, 1999, pp. 10 1-I 10. 
94 Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 295: "Si sono vedute ancora dipinti da questa mano recinti di letto, casse e 
simili cose poste in uso in que' tempi per delitie delle habitationi ... dalle quali si sono tratti utili di 
consideratione, essendo tenute in molto pregio, non vi essendo il meglio impiegato danaro, che nelle 
pitture deg' li huomini eccellenti, e fece in fine opere numerose attendendo egli con molta assiduitA 
all'Arte sua, non conoscendo giamai riposo, che nondimeno prov6 sempre una ristretta fortuna, 
come avviene di tutti coloro, che mangiano il pane della VirtO... - For the painters of S. Marco see 
Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 15. 
95 Pino, pp. 113-15 96 
see n. 94 
97 See Chapter One and Appendix 1, doc. 28 
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Venice which have been discussed elsewhere as evidence of his satirical wit and 
his way with a backhanded compliment. In many, the impetus seems to have been 
to remind each artist of their place, praising each, but only as a way of underlining 
their subservience to Titian,, currently absent in Augsburg. 98 
However, if Aretino's similarly extravagant praise of Bonifacio's 'little 
histories' seems to be written in the same vein, he makes no mention of Titian') and 
the writer's regret at not seeing Bonifacio is endorsed by his decision to go and 
visit him the following evening, and to take him into his confidence in ridiculing an 
un-named third party. Aretino may have been disarmed by an artist who was 
obviously of an easy going nature (his large workshop attests to this if nothing else, 
as does his ability to get on with the rather awkward Lotto, who at one stage left his 
unfinished commissions for Bonifacio to complete in the event of his death). 99 
Bonifacio's lack of pretension and apparent disinterest in currying favour may also 
have been refreshing to Aretino. 
All of this could be seen as to underline Bonifacio's simple work-a-day 
approach and how his methods of production are typical of those of an unambitious 
Venetian artisan. Perhaps it is telling that in a little studio panel depicting an 
Allegory of the Arts and Sciences (fig. 5.50), Bonifacio places painting in the most 
modest position, almost hidden at the far left. 100 Can we take the portrayal of the 
artist working away at his easel in this secluded spot as both a metaphorical, as 
well as a literal, portrait of Bonifacio himself? 
Something further should be said about Bonifacio's business methods in 
conclusion. One could surmise that, as the inheritor of Palma's business, Bonifacio 
perpetuated many of those formats previously identified and established by Palma. 
Palma had already created a market for such themes, and Bonifacio continued to 
replicate these in order to promote continuity with his late master's studio, both as 
a guarantee of his own aptitude and as a basis for his professional security. 
However, Bonifacio was also able to build his own independent artistic identity by 
winning commissions to paint themes not pursued by Palma, most notably those 
pictures of the Finding of Moses and the Last Supper. Once Bonifacio had 
98 These letters are discussed by Wolters and Huser, p. 222. See also Hurnfrey, 1997, pp. 156-7, for a 
discussion of Aretino's attitude to Lotto in one of these letters. 
99 See Chapter One and Appendix, 1, doc. 9. 
'00 Sold at Christie's, New York, 15.10.1998. The work seems to be of the mid 15-350s as the ficrures 1ý 
are again reminiscent of the doll like characters of Cernotto, yet the colouring is Bonifacio's own. 1-11) tl 
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formulated and researched one such type, it made commercial sense to repeat the 
subject for other patrons, as a way of maximising and exploiting the product. 
One can imagine that a typical exercise of any shop would have involved 
students painting their own versions of important commissions currently being 
worked on by the master. The benefits of such a process were two fold: the master 
could instruct students as he went along, while producing variants that he could 
dispose of to less discerning patrons probably at a lower price. The dissemination 
of ready-made workshop variants on the open market could, in turn, create an 
interest for specifically commissioned examples of the same theme on the part of 
collectors. This neat circle of manufacture is one that seems to dominate 
Bonifacio's studio production during its enterprising first decade and one that any 
studio devoted to maximising its means of production was bound to fall into. 
However, it is clear that by an over-reliance on such a pattern, this initially 
lucrative approach could quickly entrap an artist and bar him from breaking out in 
a new direction. It could prevent him from taking risks, from keeping in step with 
fashion and winning new patrons. The over-self-identification with particular types 
would prove profitable for a while, a sound method of production and even crucial 
to an artist's identity. Eventually, however, the law of diminishing returns would 
take effect, familiarity would breed contempt, and the market for specific formats 
would naturally exhaust itself. Could this explain why Bonifacio's repetition of the 
same highly recognisable formats is particularly noticeable in the 1530s, and less 
so in the following decade? The mass-production of Last Suppers, sacre 
conversazioni and themes such as Christ and the Woman of Samaria etc all fall 
away after this period. Later commissions such as the Triumphs of Petrarch, the 
expansion in the production of cassone panels, and even experimental works such 
as the Venus may explain Bonifacio's need to try out new projects as a substitute 
for formats that had begun to exhaust themselves. 
Summary 
There is strong evidence to suggest that Bonifacio's workshop drew upon the 
talents of a number of artists who seem to have received their training elsewhere 
and who maintained a semi-independent status. It took time for Bonifacio to train 
his own pupils from scratch, and it is noticeable that those assistants v, -ho can be 
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conventionally categorised as 'pupils', such as Antonio Palma, only come to 
prominence later in Bonifacio's career and are the least distinguished of all the 
painters associated with his workshop. By the 1540s, Bonifacio had built up a 
family business in a more conventional sense of the term; one that was now able to 
rely on those painters whose allegiance was consolidated by ties of blood. As we 
shall see Antonio Palma and Bonifacio's other nephew Battista, probably the son of 
his wife's brother, are identifiable with those artists who came to prominence in 
Bonifacio's studio during its later years and served to perpetuate it after its 
proprietor's death, albeit in a far more modest manner (see Chapter Seven). As a 
corollary, one notes that fewer independent artists of any note can be associated 
with the workshop during the 1540s and 50s. 
Although Bonifacio's studio production is initially characterised by the 
replication of specific formats, these begin to exhaust themselves by the early 
1540s, forcing Bonifacio to try out new themes. However by 1547, the artist was 
exhibiting signs of illness that seem to parallel the decline in his workshop 
production, and the unravelling of his artistic enterprise. The dissipation of his 
work in these years is augmented by other factors, most prominent being the rise to 
prominence of a younger generation of artists who were cornering the market in the 
same subjects and formulae which Bonifacio had once exploited, and surpassing 
him in their versatility. It is ironic that Bonifacio had been an inspiration to many 
of these, but in opening up his studio to such talent, the artist had taught his 
students how to replace him. Tintoretto, the artist who finally wrestled the 
Camerlenghi commission from Bonifacio's hands was the most important of these 
and it is to him and the process by which Bonifacio's studio practice went into 
decline that the subsequent and final part of this dissertation will devote itself. 
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As we turn to Bonifacio's later career and to his artistic legacy, this chapter seeks 
to investigate the artistic relationship established between Bonifacio and the young 
Tintoretto. I will argue the case for placing Tintoretto in Bonifacio's workshop at 
some point during the 1530s and stress that Bonifacio's influence played a vital 
part in Tintoretto's early development in a way that has long been underestimated. 
Having previously addressed the overlap between Bonifacio and Tintoretto at the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, the large number of artistic confluences that flow 
between the two painters inevitably involve other important figures such as Paris 
Bordon and Andrea Schiavone. This network provides us with the opportunity to 
reassess a significant example of how the baton of stylistic innovation was 
transferred between painters of successive generations during the so-called 
'Mannerist crisis' of the 1540s -a time when Venetian painting had reached a 
cross-roads in its development. 
i) Evidence for Bonifacio's involvement in 
Tintoretto's early career 
The modern perception of Tintoretto's early development is still indebted to the 
mythologising account of the artist's life provided by Carlo Ridolfi in 1642.1 
Ridolfi presented Tintoretto as a largely self-taught prodigy; an anti-authoritarian 
rebel who challenged established tradition. Although Tom Nichols' recent 
Tintoretto - Tradition and Identity (1999) questions some of these assumptions, it 
remains within its own established tradition in its preoccupation with the critical 
perception of the artist's work en masse. Tintoretto scholars have routinely avoided 
many of the more prosaic, yet pressing, conundrums arising from the painter's 
exceedingly complex artistic development. An exception to the rule appears in the 
form of Robert Echols, whose doctoral thesis, Tintoretto and Venetian Painting, 
1538-48, of 1993 sought to challenge Rodolfo Pallucchini and Paola Rossi's 
dominant, yet increasingly unsatisfactory version of Tintoretto's early career. 2 In 
seeking to reconstruct Tintoretto's early oeuvre, Echols repeatedly drew attention 
to a connection with Bonifacio, without a systematic analysis of the evidence for 
their artistic relationship. It is now necessary to continue where Echols left off. 
I Ridolfi, 1642, anthologised in Le maraviglie of 1648,11, pp. 12 - 72. 
2 As outlined chiefly in Pallucchini & Rossi, 1982. 
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Tintoretto's early development and training 
From the beginning, one needs to stress that the development of such an eclectic 
and original artist as Tintoretto was not reliant on a straightforward apprenticeship 
to one particular master. It is not my intention to suggest that Tintoretto was 
Bonifacio's apprentice in the conventional sense of the term, or that an artistic 
relationship between the two was necessarily a protracted one. Nor am I able to 
point with any certainty to works attributable to a young Tintoretto working from 
within Bonifacio's workshop. However, Tintoretto's initial and possibly 
intermittent presence amongst the artists of Bonifacio's enterprise in the mid-to- 
late-1530s seems wholly likely given a range of circumstantial evidence, and the 
persistent Bonifacesque echoes one finds in Tintoretto's art during its formative 
phase - echoes which supersede the influence of other local artists. 
At the beginning of his life of Tintoretto, Ridolfi tells us of how, when only 
a boy, Tintoretto was evicted from Titian's studio by its jealous proprietor after 
only a few days of an apprenticeship. 3 All that Ridolfi initially concedes is that 
Tintoretto embarked on a self-formulated programme of study, and that later on, in 
order to pick up some tips, he sought out his slightly older contemporary, Andrea 
Schiavone, and certain minor, unnamed painters who decorated furniture in the 
stalls laid out in the Piazza San Marco. 4 In this context, Ridolfi's description of 
Tintoretto's natural genius and auto-didacticism was a device that helped to bolster 
a biased view of the artist as the embodiment of the Vasarian ideal; in pursuing an 
act of redress on behalf of those Venetian artists given short-shrift by Vasari, 
Ridolfi accorded Tintoretto the same central, mythologized status in his 
maravighe dell'arte as that given to Michelangelo in the Lives. 
All things considered, Ridolfi's description of Titian's premature dismissal 
of Tintoretto does have a ring of truth to it (Vasari registered Paris Bordon's 
disgruntlement at Titian's similarly uncharitable attitude towards talented 
apprentices). 5 However, Ridolfi's account of a self-formulated programme of study 
is a little fanciful. In order to become established, convention and sheer practicality 
dictated that, for a short time at least, Tintoretto would subsequently have to have 
entered into some kind of master-pupil arrangement with one particular artist. In 
3 Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 13. 
4 Ridolf 1,1648,11. p. 15. 
5 See Vasari, Testo V1, p. 170-1. 
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seeking out the identity of this artist, Bonifacio provides us with the obvious 
candidate. 6 
The first evidence of a direct connection between the two is actually 
provided by Ridolfi himself at a later point in his biography: 
Dipinse il Tintoretto, mentre era giovinetto, nelle case de' Miani alla Caritd un 
fregio intomo a un mazzato, in una parte del quale figur6 il corso dell'humana 
vita. Nelle altre il ratto di Elena con altre inventioni, contrafacendo in quelle la 
maniera di Bonifacio e dello Schiavone, con li quali praticato haveva.. 7 
As already noted, Ridolfi had previously mentioned Tintoretto's 
association with Schiavone at an earlier point, and it is granted that their 
collaboration (with Schiavone as a slightly older senior partner, rather than a 
master) has become accepted in discussions of Tintoretto's formative development. 
However, with some rare exceptions, Bonifacio's name has only ever been 
accorded a brief mention alongside a range of more general stylistic influences that 
include Schiavone, Pordenone and Paris Bordon. 8 
6 The suggestion that Bonifacio played a part in Tintoretto's training was first made by Berenson 
(1894). It has since received something of a luke-warm reception. While Thode (1901), responded 
favourably to the idea, both von Hadeln, (1924) and Tietze (1948) suggested Paris Bordon instead. 
Subsequent authors, such as Rodolfo Pallucchini, have been noticeably non-committal on the 
subject, and it is only recently that Echols was disposed towards the probability of Tintoretto's 
46earl[yl experience in Bonifacio's studio" (1993), an hypothesis that he was to rely upon at 
numerous times in his analysis of Tintoretto's early work. Nichols, (1999), remained sceptical 
"... no convincing teacher for Tintoretto has been found. The style of major works from his [early] 
period ... certainly bears analogy with those prominent painters in Venice in the 1530s such as Bonifazio [sic] de' Pitati, Andrea Schiavone and Paris Bordone. But his manner is not closely tied 
to any one of these masters". See Berenson, 1894, p. 13 5; Thode, 190 1, p. 17, von Hadeln (ed. ) in 
Ridolfi, 1648 (1924), 11, p. 13 and 1928, pp. 226-23 1; Tietze, 1948, pp. 32-5; R. Pallucchini, 1950, 
pp. 47-8; Echols, 1993, pp. 32-5; Nichols, 1999, p. 29. For a discussion of the similarities between 
Tintoretto and Paris Bordon see P. Rossi ' Paris Bordon e Jacopo Tintoretto' in Paris Bordon e il 
suo tempo, pp. 29-32. 
7 Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp. 51 -2 "In his youth Tintoretto painted a frieze around the mezzanine of the 
house of the Miani family at the CaritA. In it he represented in one part the course of human life, in 
the other the Abduction of Helen, with other compositions in the other sections. It was painted in 
the manner of Bonifacio and Schiavone with both of whom he had practised" - "practised" would 
seem to be the best translation of the original "praticato". In Enggass' 1984 translation, pp. 57-8, the 
authors used the far more emphatic "trained" while Maxon, pp. 155-6 and Echols, 1993, p. 3 1, simply 
substituted the word "worked". 
8 See n. 6 
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Fig. 6.1) Tintoretto, Madonna with the Infant Baptist and Sts. Joseph, Elizabeth, Zacharias, 
Catherine and Francis, 1540, Private Collection. 
Above left - Fig. 6.2) Bonifacio, The 
Adoration ofthe Shepherds, 1526-8, 
Binningham, City Art Gallery; 
Above - Fig. 6.3) Bonifacio & Workshop, 
The Two Holy Families, Tobias and the 
Angel, a Pilgrim Saint and a Shepherd, 
c. 1533-5, The Royal Collection, Kensington 
Palace; 
Left- Fig. 6.4) Bonifacio (begun by Palma 
Vecchio ? ), Rest on the Flight into Egypt 
with Sts. Mary Magdalene, Francis and a 
Donor, 1528-30, San Francisco, M. H. De 
Young Memorial Museum. 
Fig. 6.5) Michelangelo, The Medici Madonna, 1524-34, 
Florence, S. Lorenzo, 
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Tintoretto's first signed and dated work: The Madonna and Saints 
of 1540 
Evidence for Bonifacio's pre-eminence amongst a range of local influences upon 
which the young Tintoretto drew arises, appropriately enough, with the latter's first 
signed and dated work, the Madonna and Saints of 1540 (fig. 6.1). 9 Both the style of 
the work and the signature of "jachobus 1540" have come to be generally accepted 
by scholars as those of Tintoretto - then ca. 22 years of age. As a consequence of 
the dearth of documentary material that shrouds Tintoretto's early career, this is a 
picture of singular importance and one should not underestimate its value as a 
visual document. Here the artist has sought to infuse the Venetian Sacra 
Conversazione with a Florentine sense of grandeur, aided chiefly by his adaptation 
of Michelangelo's Medici Madonna as a centrepiece (fig. 6.5), and his deployment 
of such mannerising flourishes as the free-falling, star shaped form of the Christ 
Child. 10 The end result is something of a queasy mixture that sits uneasily 
alongside the precocious confidence of Tintoretto's own description of himself as 
"maestro" in a rare document from the previous year. II 
One of the reasons for the picture's 'clunky' feel arises from the artist's 
continued subordination to the environment in which his art was nurtured. In 
seeking to characterise the conquering 'Venetianess' of the work (e. g. the handling 
of subject matter, closely packed composition, tapestry-like approach to form and 
colour, and overall figure types), one notices that this characteristic is specifically 
Bonifacesque in derivation. Two of the picture's most prominent figures constitute 
glaring facsimiles of characters in Bonifacio's work: the St. Joseph is an amalgam 
of two counterparts in sacre conversazioni in Birmingham and Kensington Palace, 
(figS. 6.2,6.3, & 6.6), while the figure of St. Francis has been all but traced from a 
counterpart in Bonifacio's San Francisco Rest on the Flight into Egypt with Saints 
(fig. 6.4 & 6.7). While the debt exhibited by Tintoretto's picture to Michelangelo has 
often been highlighted, its arguably stronger reliance on Bonifacesque prototypes 
has either been dismissed or begrudgingly acknowledged as an aside. 12 It should 
9 For a critical history of this work see Pallucchini &Rossi, 1, pp. 16-17; 132-13 3, cat. 11. 
10 For Tintoretto's reliance on Michelangelo and other possible sources see Steinberg 11), 
First published by Ludwig, 1911, p. 126. Tintoretto witnesses a will as "Maestro Giacomo 
depento sul champo de San Chasan". 
12 These derivations have, in part, been previously acknowledged in such a manner. See Pallucchini 
& Rossi, 1, p. 15, and Nichols, 1999, pp. 34-5. 
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Fig. 6.6) Details of figS. 6.1,2 & 3. 
Fig. 6.7) Details of figs. 6.1 & 2.48 
Fig. 6.8) Tintoretto, The Holy Family with the Infant Baptist and St. Elizabeth, c. 1540-2, 
Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz Museum. 
Fig. 6.9) Bonifacio & Workshop, The Holy Family with Two Female Saints, c. 15 3 0-4, Euston 
Hall, Suffolk. 
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be stressed that nowhere else in Tintoretto's early work does one see the artist 
recycling a local colleague's models in such a slavish way, and from no one else, 
Schiavone, Pordenone and Paris Bordon included. 
Bonifacio's position as a specialist in sacre conversazioni is also 
significant. One can point to a number of other early pictures of this type from 
Tintoretto's hand, such as an example in Cologne (fig. 6.8), which further 
demonstrate the extent to which Tintoretto used Bonifacio's sacre conversazioni as 
a template for his own efforts in this genre. 13 In his depiction of the Madonna, 
Tintoretto adapts a figure type formulated by Bonifacio as early as the 1520s, as is 
illustrated with reference to the latter's National Gallery Madonna and Saints (Fig. 
3.29). 14 A similar example by Bonifacio from the mid-1530s now in Euston Hall, 
Suffolk (fig. 6.9) may also have been in Tintoretto's mind in the twisting 
contrapposto, of the Madonna with her protective embrace of Christ who raises his 
hand in the same gesture of benediction. In addition, the appearance of the children, 
with their rotund, swollen faces and bodies, remains closely anchored to types in 
Bonifacio's work. Both the Baptist and St. Elizabeth are also particularly close to 
the same figures in Bonifacio's Louvre Madonna and Saints of 1528-9 (fig. 2.2). 15 
Links within the community; Antonio Palma, Giovanni Galizzi 
Polidoro da Lanciano 
Tintoretto's particularly close reliance on Bonifacio's approach in the Sacra 
Conversazione of 1540 provides us with a remarkable provenance for the roots of 
Tintoretto's career on its own, but it grows in significance once one places it 
alongside a range of other factors. Firstly, one can hardly explain Tintoretto's 
homage to Michelangelo (the most famous artist then living and the supreme 
exemplar of his profession) in the same way as one can account for his stronger 
debt, in this case, to Bonifacio. The latter was an artist with a flourishing studio in 
S. Marcuola, a parish that lay not too far upstream from S. Cassiano, where 
Tintoretto is known to have lived and worked during the initial phase of his 
career. 16 Bonifacio welcomed in young painters who were either orphaned, new to 
13 An inferior, but apparently contemporary copy exists in a private collection in Casteggio, Pavia, 
See Pallucchini and Rossi, 1,13-33, cat. 12 & 13. 
14 See Chapter Three 
15 See also Chapter Two 
16 See n. 1 I 
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Above - Fig. 6.10) Giovanni Galizzi, 'The 
Breno Triptych' (Madonna with Sts. Gervasius 
and Protasius) , 15 43, central panel - Bergamo, Agliardi Collection, flanking panels 
- Bergamo, Accademia, Carrara (formerly 
Church of Breno, near Bergamo). 
Right - Fig. 6.11) Giovanni Galizzi, St. Mark 
Enthroned with Sts. James and Patrick, 1547, 
Parish House, S. Maria Assunta, Vertova. 
AL 
Fig. 6.12) Details of figs. 6.10 & 3.29 
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the city or without the support of a family workshop, and amongst their number 
one is tempted to place the young Tintoretto - out on a limb and newly exiled from 
Titian's practice. 
Furthermore, during the period in which Tintoretto was in need of a master, 
Bonifacio had established links within the dyeing community, the profession with 
which Tintoretto, 'the little dyer's son', chose to associate himself We know that 
from 1528, Bonifacio's future nephew and chief assistant, Antonio Palma, was 
lodging with one Fantin de Girado, a dyer, and this man may, or may not, be 
synonymous, with the painter's subsequent brother-in-law, Fantin Tiraboschi, 
another dyer by trade with whom Antonio was resident prior to 1541. Bonifacio 
had, therefore, strong familial links with a branch of the same local community of 
lowly craftsmen - including basket makers (through his wife) and dyers (through 
his nephew) - into which Tintoretto was bom. After Tintoretto's exile from Titian's 
workshop, one could well imagine Tintoretto's father, Battista Robusti, nudging his 
young son towards Bonifacio -a locally based painter and relative of one of his 
colleagues in the dyeing trade. 17 
Bonifacio's ties with the Bergamasque painters of Venice (established 
through Palma Vecchio and sustained through his nephew, Antonio) is also 
significant in the light of the work of one of Tintoretto's earliest and closest 
associates, Giovanni Galizzi. It was John Maxon who first suggested that a number 
of inferior works given to the young Tintoretto should be re-attributed to Galizzi, a 
little-known artist of Bergamasque origin (d. 1565). 18 Only two signed works can 
be attributed to him; both date from the 1540s and both attest to the overwhelming 
influence of Tintoretto, while incorporating Bonifacesque motifs. The first is a 
triptych, now dispersed, commissioned for a church in Breno, near Bergamo but 
painted in Venice in 1543 (fig. 6.10 & 6.12). The second is the Saint Mark 
Enthroned with Saints in Vertova of 1547 (fig. 6.11). 19 The smeary technique and 
figure types on display in these paintings closely echo those of Tintoretto's works 
of the early 1540s, justifying Echols' hypothesis that Galizzi was one of 
Tintoretto's closest acolytes during this period. In addressing Echols' theory that 
17 Fantin Tiraboschi's father is not given as Girado but as 'Bonfantis'. For the relevant documents 
relating to Antonio Palma see Ludwig, 1901, pp. 74 - 77 , 185 - 8. 
18 See Maxon, 154. For a full discussion of Galizzi's origins and career see Echols, 1995. Another 
Bergamasque artist of Bonifacio's circle was Jacomo Pisbolica. See Chapters Three and Seven. 
19 For these works see Echols, 1995, pp. 74-75. 
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Fig. 6.13) Attributed to Giovanni Galizzi, Solomon and Sheba, c. 1550, Greenville, Bob Jones 
University. 
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both had graduated through Bonifacio's workshop at the same time, one notes how 
Galizzi, like Tintoretto, drew upon Bonifacio's pre-established models. 20 Galizzi's 
Vertova St. Mark echoes Bonifacio's Christ Enthroned from the Camerlenghi, 
while the Virgin of the Breno triptych recalls the same figure in Bonifacio's 
London Madonna and Saints (flgS. 3.29& 6.12). We have seen how this latter work 
seems to have had a particular influence over Bonifacio's pupils and was probably 
retained by Bonifacio for over a decade or more as a template for his students to 
use. 21 
Despite the evidence for an independent career provided by his signed 
works of 1543 and 47,, it seems likely that from the early 1540s until his death in 
1565, Galizzi remained a close satellite of Tintoretto's practice. 221-le can be seen as 
largely responsible for a number of inferior works which wearily echo some of 
Tintoretto's most famous compositions. In many paintings formerly attributable to 
Tintoretto and now cautiously ascribed to Galizzi, such as the Greenville Queen of 
Sheba before Solomon (fig. 6.13), the artist's debt to Bonifacio's models (in this case 
with reference to the latter's Judgement of Solomon of 1533, f1g. 6.63) can be seen 
to sustain itself beyond the 1540s, independently of Tintoretto. 23 A furtherance of 
his connection with Bonifacio's workshop that is suggested by his possible 
involvement in the decoration of the sacristy of San Sebastiano will be discussed in 
the following chapter. 
One should also note that early sacre conversazioni attributable to both 
Galizzi and the young Tintoretto also reflect the work of Polidoro da Lanciano, 
who, as previously discussed, seems to have gravitated towards Bonifacio's studio 
during the late 1530s / early 1540s. 24 The figure types present in works of 
Polidoro's Bonifacesque phase, as represented by the Minneapolis Christ and the 
Adulteress (fig. 6.14) and a sacra conversazione in New Jersey (fig. 6.19), both of 
c. 1540, establish close parallels with those to be found in the early sacre 
conversazioni of Tintoretto and Galizzi dateable to the same period. One 
recognises an affinity with the face of Polidoro's Adulteress and the female saints 
20 Echols, 1993, p. 31,1995, p-86- 
21 See Chapter Three. 
22 For a full exploration of this theory see Echols, 1995. 
23 Dated to c. 1550 by Echols, 1995, p. 94 -a date with which I cautiously concur as it anticipates the 
style of the Brazen Serpent installed in San Sebastiano in the early 1550s - see Chapter Seven, fig, 
7.45. 
24 See Chapter Five 
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Left - Fig. 6.14) Polidoro 
da Lanciano, Christ and 
the Adulteress, c. 1540, 
Minneapolis, Institute of 
Arts. 
Above - Fig. 6.15) Tintoretto (and 
Giovanni Galizzi? ), Madonna with Sts. 
Uary Magdalene, Cathenne and an 
unidentifiedJemale saim, c. 1539-40, 
Previously Lucerne, Fischer Collection. 
Left - Fig. 6.16) Tintoretto (and 
Giovanni Galizzi? ), Ihe Holy Family 
with Sts. Sebastian and an unidentified 
female saint, c. 1539-40, Cremona, 
Private Collection. 
Fig. 6.17) Bonifacio and Workshop (including Polidoro da Lanciano? ), fhe Adoration of the 
Magui, c. 1539-40, Italv, Private Collection. 
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in Tintorettesque sacre conversazioni in Cremona and Lucerne (figs. 6.15-16), 
which may possibly be associated with Galizzi's participation. 25 
The unadventurous format and treatment of the Virgin and St. Catherine in 
the sacra conversazione in New Jersey (fig. 6.19) are typical of Polidoro's 
autograph work of the late 30s / early 40s. One cites the sacra conversazione in the 
Pinacoteca Capitolina as an example (fig. 6.20), where the face of the Virgin is 
particularly close to that of the same figure in the painting in New Jersey. One also 
sees this figure type in Bonifacio's work of the late 1530s - illustrated here by 
means of an Adoration of the Magi in a private collection (fig. 6.17) to which 
Polidoro may also have contributed. 26The handling of the New Jersey painting is 
far looser than one would expect from Polidoro and the children themselves are 
uncharacteristically sketchy. This facet is significant as the picture seems to have 
formed the basis for a virtual copy in the Agnese collection (fig. 6.18) that 
probably emerged from Tintoretto's' workshop in its earliest phase. It may be that 
Galizzi can be associated to some degree with both works and that these were 
derived from an original provided by Polidoro which has since been lost. Whatever 
the scenario, these works establish evidence for Polidoro's intermediary position 
between Bonifacio's workshop and the one being set up by Tintoretto during the 
early 1540s. 27 
It could be argued that Polidoro's semi-independent allegiance to Bonifacio 
reflected that of Galizzi's to Tintoretto, and that, on the basis of visual evidence, all 
four were involved in an interchange of ideas. Here, as Echols noted, Bonifacio set 
the example: "The relationship between Giovanni Galizzi and Tintoretto suggests 
that Jacopo followed Bonifacio's practice and retained semi-independent associates 
who continued to paint in their own individual styles". 28 Such a scenario may 
have led to an initial point of contact between Bonifacio and Tintoretto, and it is to 
this possibility that we now turn. 
25AII three were attributed to Tintoretto by Pallucchini & Rossi, I p. 13 1, cats. 1, -3 )&5. Echols 
attributed the Lucerne and Cremona pictures to Galizzi alone. See Echols, 1995, pp. 73,89 and 109, 
n. 43. 
26 Dated by Simonetti to c. 1540. Previously discussed in Chapter Five. 
27 These remarks echo Echols' theories. See Echols, 1995, p. 86. 
28Echols, 1995, p. 104. 
26 33 
g. 6.18) Giovanni Galizzi (? ), 
adonna with the Infant Baptist and 
, 
Catherine, c. 1539-40, Pordenone, 
gnese Collection. 
'ig. 6.19) Polidoro da Lanciano (and 
ssistant? ), Madonna and Child with 
'aint Catherine and the Infant 
Uptist, c. 1540, formerly Private 
4 . ollection, Summit, New Jersey. 
? ig. 6.20) Polidoro da Lanciano, The 
loly Family with the Infant Baptist 
rnd a Female Saint, c. 15 3 9, Rome, 
linacoteca Capitolina. 
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Bonifacio and Tintoretto at the Scuola dei Sartori 
That Tintoretto's association with Bonifacio may have already been established as 
early as the mid-1530s is suggested by the decoration of the ground floor chamber 
of the Venetian tailors' confraternity, the Scuola dei Sartori (previously discussed 
in Chapter Three). Bonifacio's Madonna of the Tailors (fig. 6.22) was hung above 
the altar of this apartment in November 1533. Around the walls of the same room 
ran a narrative frieze depicting scenes from the life of St. Barbara which the old 
writers all identify as being among the first works to be completed by the young 
Tintoretto. Boschini described them as "un fregio con la vita di. S. Barbara della 
prima puerizia del Tintoretto" while Ridolfi talked of the same scheme in the 
context of the artist's earliest work. 29A century later, Zanetti concurred, describing 
Tintoretto's contribution in more detail, noting that the paintings contained 
44picciole figure ma piene di spirito". 30Unfortunately, Tintoretto's frieze did not 
survive the suppression of the Scuola in 1816.31 
With the exception of Hans Tietze, previous authors have all ignored the 
possible significance of this lost commission. Tietze thought it not improbable that 
while engaged upon the Madonna of the Tailors, Bonifacio "may have employed 
the prematurely mature fifteen-year-old Tintoretto to paint the decorations 
connected with it". 32 The evidence provided by the differing styles of work on 
display at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi adds credence to the theory that Bonifacio 
can be seen in terms of a contractor who drew in outside help as the circumstances 
demanded. Stefano Cemotto was one such helper, as too was Jacopo Bassano. It 
may be that Tintoretto worked alongside Bonifacio as a result of a similar 
arrangement. 
It is interesting to consider the possible importance of a small painting in 
Turin that was first attributed to Tintoretto by Giuseppe Fiocco in 1961 (Fig. 
6.21). 33There is little evidence for Fiocco's unnecessarily complicated identification 
of the scene as that of St. Eurosia's martyrdom at the hands of Saracen bandits. 
Instead, it is likely that the picture illustrates the far less unusual scene of St. 
Barbara's mountaintop execution by her own father. It is hard to identify the aged, 
29 See Boschini, 1664, p. 425, and Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 16. 
30 Zanetti, 177 1, p. 130. 
31 See Chapter Three 
32 Tietze, 1948, p-32. 
33 G. Fiocco, 196 1, pp. 22-6. Accepted as autograph by Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, p. 1-39, cat. 56. 
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Fig. 6.2 1) Tintoretto, 7-he Martyrdom of St. 
Barbara (? ), c. 1540(? ), Turin, Private 
Collection. 
Fig. 6.22) Bonifacio, The Madonna of the 
Tailors, 1533, Venice, Accademia. 
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patriarchal figure with his flowing robes as a Saracen henchman and far easier to 
associate him with the idolatrous Greek father of St. Barbara, Dioscorous. On the 
grounds of style, it is difficult, however, to attribute this work to an artist taking his 
first faltering steps at the age of 15/16, although this does not preclude the 
possibility that the painting in Turin is a fragment of the Sartori decoration as it is 
clearly painted in what Ridolfi, Boschini and Zanetti would have been justified in 
recognising as the artist's immature manner. The similarities between the face of 
Dioscorous and that of the Joseph in the London Madonna and Saints may suggest 
that it can be dated to around 1540.34 
Contact between Bonifacio, Tintoretto & Schiavone 
It is significant that an early connection between Tintoretto and Bonifacio should 
come in the form of a painted frieze as it is with reference to this format that 
Ridolfi originally associated Tintoretto with both Bonifacio and Schiavone (see 
above). Both the Sartori frieze and the one Tintoretto painted for the Miani family 
described by Ridolfi have perished, but many painted friezes and furniture panels 
variously attributable to all three artists have survived. At this point one should 
make a distinction between painted wall friezes and smaller 'cassone' panels - so 
called after the wedding chests to which they were so often attached. Although it 
has been previously suggested that Schiavone, at least, in the earliest stages of his 
career, worked under the older and more established Bonifacio in the production of 
such smaller panels, Francis Richardson challenged this idea, pointing out that 
many panels once attributed to Schiavone exhibit Bonifacio's motifs, because it 
was Bonifacio who painted them. 35 As I have previously argued, the glut of 
Bonifacio's production of small furniture panels belongs to the 1540s and 1550s, 
and many of the works which resemble analogous pictures by the young Tintoretto 
and Schiavone belong to this period and are imitative of them. 36 
However, Bonifacio was certainly involved in the production of cassone 
panels from the mid-1530s onwards, and many of these, such as the Cimon and 
34 For a more complete discussion see my article 'Bonifacio and the Young Tintoretto', p. -30. 3 Richardson, p. 17. Richardson drew attention to the fact that Ridolfi had mixed up Andrea 
Schiavone with his countryman, the obscure Andrea de Nicola da Curzola in terms of biographical 
dates. However Richardson's automatic assumption that it was this artist, and not Schiavone, with 
whom Ridolfi associated the production of cassone panels is purely hypothetical and contradicted 
by the number of such works which Richardson himself accepted. See Richardson, pp. 4 & 16. 
36 See Chapter Five. 
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Fig. 6.23) Schiavone, Diania and Callisto, c. 1545-48, Amiens, Mus6e de Picardie. 
Fig. 6.24) Bonifacio, Cimon and Iphegnia, c. 1538-40, Formerly Robert von Hirsch Collection. 
Fig. 6.25) Tintoretto, Jupiter and Semele, c 1542-4, London, National Gallery 
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Iphegnia of c. 1538-40 (fig. 6.24), provide the only real precedents for similar 
subjects and formats by Schiavone and Tintoretto37 - examples such as Schiavone's 
Diana and Callisto in Amiens (fig. 6.23) or Tintoretto's Jupiter and Semele in 
London (fig. 6.25). 38 The links between Bonifacio and Tintoretto are stronger in this 
regard, if only because both artists were more heavily involved in the production of 
such panels. A comparison with one of the earliest examples by Tintoretto, the 
Esther and Ahasuerus (fig. 6.27)'39 with a somewhat inferior genre scene from 
Bonifacio's workshop (fig. 6.26)40 reveals the parallel similarities between 
Bonifacio and Tintoretto's activity in this field during the early 1540s. One notes 
the same elongated figure types and box-like picture space. 
In the case of larger wall friezes, the connection between Tintoretto, 
Bonifacio and Schiavone is, as Ridolfi's testimony suggests, more convincing. One 
of the largest and most impressive of Schiavone's forays into this type is a Supper 
at Emmaus formerly in Berlin (fig. 6.29) datable perhaps to the mid-1540s and 
closely reliant on Bonifacio's version for the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi of c. 15-35 
(fig. 6.28). 41 Its size (89cm by 250 cm) and extremely thin, letterbox format denotes 
that it was intended as a wall frieze for a particular interior space, as is the case 
with the painting by Bonifacio upon which it is partially based. It is useful to 
compare these works as they represent a handy magnification of both artists' 
approach to the frieze format. Both place their figures within a narrow proscenium 
space with a slanting floor pitched upwards at a 20-30 degree angle that is typical 
of Bonifacio's scenographic compositions (see below). The space is often 
compartmentalised as here, with a column, or an architectural division echoing a 
chronological one that aids continual representation of the narrative -here we see 
Christ and his disciples on the road to Emmaus in one portion of the composition, 
and then seated at a table in another. The figures fill and define their 
compartmentalised space -a fact more apparent in Schiavone's work where the 
figures are always proportionately bigger. Schiavone repeats the same characters 
to be found in Bonifacio's picture - the corpulent innkeeper, the mischievous 
37 Sold at Sotheby's 20.6.78. 
38 For these works see Richardson, p. 152, cat. 244 (c. 1548) and Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, p. 13 9, cat. 
58 (c. 1543 -4). 
39 Plausibly dated to c. 1543, by Pallucchini and Rossi, 1, p. 137, cat. 45. 
40 Perhaps a little earlier than the date of 1540-2 suggested by Simonetii, 1986, pI 11, cat. 43. 
41 Schiavone's work was dated to the mid 1540s by Richardson, p. 156, cat. 25 1. 
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Top - Fig. 6.26) Bonifacio, 'II Parto', Veneto, c. 1542-5, Formerly Venice, Palazzo Barbaro 
Curtis. 
Above- Fig. 6.27) Tintoretto, Esther andAhasuerus, c. 1540-4, London, National Gallery 
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urchin and the serving maid. In the Schiavone, however, this last character is so 
closely related to a water-carrying woman who appears in Francesco Salviati's 
Visitation in the Oratory of S. Giovanni Decollato in Rome of 1538 (fig. 6.30), that 
one is tempted to place Schiavone's work closer to 1539-41 when Salviati was 
active in Venice, fresh from this commission (see also below). 
As for Tintoretto, judging by their sheer length and number, six panels in 
the Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna (29 x 157 cm each) qualify as wall friezes 
rather than as furniture decoration (though they may, as Otto Benesch suggested, 
have decorated a parapet of some kind). 42Two of them, the Queen of Sheba before 
Solomon (fig. 6.3 1) and the Belshazzer'S Feast (fig. 6.32) reflect scenographic 
formulae adopted by Bonifacio in his Judgement of Solomon and Dives and 
Lazarus (flgS. 6.63& 6.69) and as such these are discussed below. A third picture 
from the Vienna group, Samson Destroying the Temple (fig. 6.33), reveals striking 
similarities with a smaller frieze of the same subject by Bonifacio's workshop 
(fig. 6.34) which may also be anticipatory of Tintoretto's work. 43 
With an analysis of these frieze panels, we arrive at the distinctions to be 
made between Bonifacio's technique and that employed by both Schiavone and 
Tintoretto. Inspired by Paolo Pino's discussion of furniture painting within the 
context of the swift "prestezza" technique adopted by Schiavone, both Nichols and 
Echols have asserted that Tintoretto's similar approach may derive ultimately from 
44 the painterly shorthand he learned as a cassone painter. If this seems to preclude 
Bonifacio's influence one should remember that Tintoretto's idiosyncratic style is 
only apparent in works that can be associated with his activity as an established 
master, and that very little has been convincingly attributed to him before his own 
declaration of professional independence in 1539.45With this, and Tintoretto's 
later, chameleon-like ability to pastiche other artists' styles in mind, one assumes 
that, as a student, he was particularly adept at that which was one of the main 
requirements of a diligent junior: the ability to assimilate the style of a supervising 
42 See Benesch, p. 100, a hypothesis also suggested by Echols, 1993, p. 220. All six panels are dated 
by Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, p. 13 8, cats. 48-53, to 1543-4. A date which seems plausible. 
43 Bonifacio's Samson, was one of three panels sold at Sotheby's under the name of Schiavone in 
November 1958. Photo - The Witt Library (attributed to Schiavone). 
44 For the smearing technique discussed by Pino in the context of 'hackwork' and furniture 
decoration see Pino, pp. 113-15. For the genesis of the technique see Echols, 1993, p. 47 and Nichols 
1999, p. 72. 
45 For some suggestions of earlier works see Pallucchini and Rossi, 1, pp. 133 1-3, cats. I- 11. 
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Fig. 6.28) Bonifacio & Workshop (including Cernotto & Bassano ? ), The Supper at Emmaus, c. 153 5, 
Milan, Brera 
Fig. 6.29) Schiavone, The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1545, Forinerly Berlin, Staatliche Museen. 
Fig. 6.30) Francesco Salviati, The Visitation, 1538, Rome, Oratory of S. Giovanni Decollato and 
detail. 
Fig. 6.33) Tintoretto, Samson Destroying the Temple, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
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Fig. 6.34) Bonifacio, Samson Destroying the 
Temple, c. 1543-4 (? ), Previously Manfrin Collection. 
Fig. 6.31) Tintoretto, The Queen of Sheba before Solomon, 1543-4, Vienna Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
Fig. 6.32) Tintoretto, Belshazzar's Feast, c. 1543-4, Vienna Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
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master. 46His unusual facility in this regard may have been the root of Titian's 
dislike of him, since we know from Bordon's testimony that Titian was reluctant to 
teach his own students too well. 47 
One should also remember that of all the established painters from whom 
both Tintoretto and Schiavone could have learned a sketchy and less-finished 
approach, Bonifacio is certainly a more likely a candidate than either Pordenone or 
Bordon, whose works are often highly polished. Although a gauzy, sketchy 
approach was beginning to make itself felt in Bonifacio's works for the 
Camerlenghi of the late 1530s, early 1540s (such as the Gathering of the Manna 
and the Annunciation) we have noticed the amazing variety and quality of 
technique apparent throughout Bonifacio's studio output. These seem to suggest 
that Bonifacio's supervision was elastic to say the least, and that painters were 
encouraged to explore their own response to their master's pre-established models. 
And so, if one is looking for an environment in which both Schiavone and 
Tintoretto could have picked up the kind of habits which Pino criticised then one 
could do worse than suggest Bonifacio's workshop. Such, at least, was the opinion 
of Crowe and Cavalcaselle who criticised Bonifacio for encouraging Tintoretto and 
Schiavone to swamp the market with sketchy wares. 48 
On the other hand, one should remember that according to Ridolfi, a part of 
the programme of 'self-tuition' that Tintoretto set himself after his expulsion from 
Titian's studio was a course of practice "with painters of small success who 
decorated furniture for the painters in the Piazza San Marco and this he did in order 
to learn their methods". 49 Whatever the actual circumstances, the undeniable 
idiomatic similarities between the large number of 'cassone' panels and friezes that 
have been variously attributed to Schiavone, Tintoretto and Bonifacio testify to 
some kind of relationship, although one that has yet to be properly clarified. 
Another problem remains - the nature of Bonifacio's relationship to 
Schiavone. It is clear that Bonifacio was,, at the very least, an important influence 
on the younger artist, and until Francis Richardson's monograph of 1980, many 
46 Tintoretto's ability to pastiche is a quality previous noted with regard to a canvas he painted for 
the Governatori alle Entrate, see Chapter Five and Appendix 2,43d, and a talent discussed by 
Nichols, 1999, pp-63-7. 
47 As noted by Vasari, Testo VI, pp. 170-1. 
48 See Chapter One. 
49 Ridolf 1,1648,11, p. 15; Enggaas' translation, p. 17 : Dz: ' 
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Fig. 6.35) Schiavone, Christ Raising the Daughter ofdairus, c. 1545, Norfolk (Virginia), Chrysler 
Museum. 
Fig. 6.36) Bonifacio, The Raising ofLazarus, c. 1540, Paris, Louvre. 
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twentieth-century scholars had assumed that Schiavone had trained in Bonifacio's 
workshop. 50 Richardson refuted the idea, while acknowledging the importance 
Bonifacio played in Schiavone's development. At the risk of seeking to place half 
the Venetian school in Bonifacio's studio, it is impossible to look at Schiavone's 
Supper at Emmaus (fig. 6.29) or other works from the early 1540s such as the 
Chrysler Christ and the Raising of the Daughter of dairus (fig. 6.35) without 
pondering Bonifacesque precedents and the possibility of a more concrete 
connection between thetWo. 51 In the case of the latter picture, Schiavone seems to 
have drawn on Bonifacio's Raising of Lazarus in the Louvre of c. 1540 (fig. 6.36), 
particularly in the languid pose of Christ and the poses of some of the disciples. 52 
Richardson's single-minded refutation of the possibility of Schiavone's 
apprenticeship to Bonifacio was convincingly argued, but unnecessarily zealous in 
excluding the possibility that Schiavone was ever a member of Bonifacio's team at 
some point in his youthful development - as was probably the case with Tintoretto, 
and definitely so in the case of Jacopo Bassano and others. 53 Mindful of 
Richardson's failure to establish firm evidence for Schiavone's training outside the 
lagoon (which would in any case fail to explain his close subordination to Venetian 
idioms), and in the absence of a convincing association with other painters of the 
Venetian school, it is clear that the link with Bonifacio remains,, at the very least, 
an open question. 54 
ii) Bonifacio's influence; Tintoretto's 
independence 
Having established a network of connections that entwine the careers of Bonifacio 
and Tintoretto, it is now necessary to investigate the dynamic established between 
them during the latter's early career, as set against the Mannerist developments of 
50 The idea was first suggested by Berenson, 1932,1, p. 159 and followed by Westphal, p. 140 and 
Pignatti, 1967, p. 62. 
51 Richardson, p. 168, cat. 279, places the latter to c. 1549-50, some years later than I would like, 
noting its similarity with the Berlin Emmaus (fig 6.29). 1 have dated it somewhat earlier for this 4D 
reason. 
52 The Lazarus would seem to me to be roughly contemporary with the Brera Adulteress discussed 
in Chapter Five, fig. 5.32- 
53 "Wherever Schiavone [was trained] it was most unlikely to have been in Bonifacio's workshop". 
Richardson p. 17. 
54 For persuasive, but inconclusive attempts to associate Schiavone with the Luzzo brothers of 
Feltre see Richardson, pp. 19-20. 
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the 1530s and 40s. 
Bonifacio as an example of Proto-Mannerism 
True to the ingrained view of central Italian Mannerism as a reaction against the 
harmonious ideals of the High Renaissance, the way in which the Maniera made its 
influence felt on Venetian painting during the middle of the sixteenth century has 
been characterised as Venice's 'Mannerist crisis'. The term was first coined in 
1941 by Luigi Coletti, but latterly it has become generally accepted that one can 
think of the late 1530s-to-early-1550s less in terms of a 'crisis' and more as a 
culmination of pre-established trends. While the arrival in Venice between 1539 
and 1540 of two of the chief exponents of the Florentine Maniera, Francesco 
Salviati and Vasari, has provided historians with a convenient date with which to 
mark the beginning of this period of stylistic transition, one notes that by the early 
1530s a Trojan horse of change was already within the walls of Venetian 
painting. 55 
Chief amongst those Venetian painters receptive to mannerising forms at 
this date were Paris Bordon and Bonifacio. 56 Of the two, Bordon was certainly the 
more anti-Venetian and precocious in his adoption of foreign styles. Although he 
was clearly a far more proficient artist than Bonifacio, it is arguable that Bordon 
strove to achieve a Romanism that eventually wrecked his art. His departure from 
the wistful, lyric poetry of his early, Titianesque phase, typified by the Two Lovers 
in Milan of the 1520s (fig. 6.37), in favour of the artificiality and uneasy opulence 
of his later years, as exemplified by the Bathsheba of the late 1540s (fig. 6.38), is 
somewhat painful to witness. His immersion in an anti-Venetian brand of 
Romanism and his intermittent absences from the lagoon at pivotal stages in the 
development of Venetian painting can, in some ways, be seen to erode the extent of 
his influence. 57 
The Friulian painter, Pordenone, was certainly of greater significance than 
Bordon in the promulgation of mannerising ideas, if only by virtue of self- 
55 Vasari reached Venice in 1541 and was there until September / August, 1542. Salviati and his 1: 1 
pupil Giuseppe Porta arrrived in Venice in July 1539. Francesco probably left in the opening 
months of 154 1. For an analysis of their activities and impact see Cheney, and Schulz, 196 1. 
56 Freedberg, 197 1, p. 347, grouped the two artists together in this context. ltý 4! ) 
57 For the most recent assessment of the tangled problems that concern the chronology of Bordon's 
absences from the lagoon see Canova. For the Bathsheba see G. Fossaluza, in Paris Bordone, 1984, 
P. 119. 
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Above, left - Fig. 6.37) Paris Bordon, Two Lover. v, 1520-5, Milan Brera. 
Above, right - Fig. 6.38) Paris Bordon, Bathsheba, c. 1548, Cologne, Wallraf-Richartz Museum. 
Fig. 6.39) Gian Pietro Silvio, The Marriage (? f the Virgin, c. 1539-4, Venice, Accademia. 
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promotion and the novelty of his brutish, blunderbuss style which made itself felt 
in Venice from the late 1520s until his death in Ferrara in 1539. However, it is hard 
to gauge the true extent of his impact on the Venetian scene due to the loss of many 
works which he painted there. He retained the character of a foreigner, working in 
a foreign style and it is hard to integrate him into the Venetian school or think of 
him in such terms. Ultimately Pordenone was fighting a war of attrition in his 
conflict with Titian and the Venetian tradition that began with his failed attempt to 
beat Titian to the task of supplying the St. Peter Martyr altarpiece for SS. Giovanni 
e Paolo. He seems to have garnered few followers during his subsequent lagoon- 
based career, which was, after all patchy, in that he constantly shuttled back and 
forth to the mainland in the years leading up to his death in Ferrara in 1539.58 His 
name, like Bordon's has also been connected with Tintoretto's training, and 
although one can point to features that influenced the younger artist that have been 
discussed elsewhere, one can find very little direct stylistic evidence for a 
relationship as close as that established between Bonifacio and Tintoretto. 59 
The roll-call of those artists invited to compete for the task of carrying on 
Pordenone's decorative work at the Scuola Santa Maria della Caritk left unfinished 
at his death in 1539, is interesting as it reflects a commonality between the 
progressive figures of Bonifacio, Bordon and Pordenone that may have already 
been recognised and appreciated by certain patrons. 60 The job eventually went to 
another moderniser, Gian Pietro Silvio, a lesser figure than any of the other three. 
He was a student of Titian, and may also have been with Bonifacio, as his rather 
staid brand of Venetian mannerism is very close to that pursued by the latter (the 
remaining painter involved in the competition was probably a relative of 
Bonifacio's, and possibly also an ex-pupil, Vettor Brunello). 61 Looking at Silvio's 
finished work for the Caritd, the Marriage of the Virgin (fig. 6.39), one is struck by 
the similarity with Bonifacio and Bordon's work of the same period, especially 
with regard to the elongated figures types and scenographic setting. 62 
One notes how Bonifacio came second in the competition at the Caritd, 
58 For Pordenone in Venice see Freidldnder, 1965, Gould, 1972 and Cohen, chapter nine. 
59 For the fullest discussion of Pordenone's influence, see Pallucchini, 1950, p. 22-5. 
60 Previously discussed in Chapter One. For this commission see also Ludwig, 1905, p. 146 and 
Rosand, 1997, pp. 104-5. 
61 One notes that Vettor's surname matches that of the family of Bonifacio's wife. 
62 For Silvio's work for the CaritA see Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp212-3, cat. 375 -6. 
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gaining nearly twice as many votes as his rival Bordon. Bonifacio's equivocating 
interest in retaining traditional ideas alongside modernising flourishes may reflect 
why his candidacy was the only one to split the vote - some members were 
possibly unclear of quite what they were going to get. Only occasionally, in such 
flamboyant paintings as the stunning St. Michael altarpiece of 1528-30 and the 
slick Massacre of the Innocents of c. 1536, would Bonifacio step completely 
outside the Venetian idiorn. 63 When he did so he revealed how at home he was with 
mannerising styles. However, these dramatic works are somewhat isolated 
experiments that reveal how adaptable Bonifacio could be when the stakes were 
high and his full attention was engaged. Both commissions were for prestigious 
locations, and it is to Bonifacio's credit that with these examples, diligence went 
hand-in-hand with an impressive ability to paint in a foreign manner, that gained in 
vigour and excitement what it lost in Venetian grace and unity. 
For the most part, however, as we have seen with such works as the 
Judgement of Solomon of 1533 (fig. 6.63), Bonifacio aimed to unite Mannerist 
drama with his innate Giorgionismo. Here, contorted and attenuated figures writhe 
across the picture plane, not into it, in a rhythmic re-interpretation of the tapestry 
approach to space that is one of the mainstays of the Venetian idiom. Even in the 
Gathering of the Manna of c. 1539, possibly reworked at a late stage to reflect the 
frenetic shapes of Salviati, Bonifacio still subordinates himself to the same 
characteristic, while maintaining a warm, autumnal palette that pays close attention 
to local traditions of colorito. In such examples, Bonifacio is far more important as 
an inspiration to the younger generation and to Tintoretto and Schiavone in 
particular, as these artist sought a similar, albeit, more vigorous reconciliation of 
Mannerism with the Venetian style. With regard to the example he set, one should 
note the sheer size of his studio's output and the low prices he charged; Bonifacio's 
work must have been everywhere, and accessible to everyone -a popular and 
ubiquitous feature of the artistic scene in Venice. While avant-garde movements in 
style and culture may have their flamboyant, mercurial figures, their real strength 
and sustenance relies on those artists who disseminate progressive ideas as part of a 
quieter, subtler subversion of mainstream tradition. Bonifacio was such an artist 
He was a progressive of the 'backdoor' school - most obviously in the way 
63 For these works see chapters two and four. 
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Left- Fig. 6.40) Bonifacio and 
workshop (including Jacopo 
Bassano? ), Christ in the House of the 
Pharisee, 1534-5, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Below - Fig. 6.41) Marcantonio 
Raimondi, Christ in the House of the 
Pharisee, 1520-5, London, British 
Museum. 
Bottom- Fig. 6.42) Giovanni Galizzi, 
Christ in the House of the Pharisee, 
early 1550s (? ), Bologna, Credito 
Romagnuolo. 
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in which his interest in mannerism grew out of a long-establi shed absorption of 
central-Italian prints and drawings. It has previously been noted that although he 
initially specialised in rather modest sacre conversazioni, from the beginning of his 
career, and probably as a result of Palma's own interests,, Bonifacio was using 
these deceptively conventional works to recycle the figure types of Raphael and 
Marcantonio. By the time of the Camerlenghi commission, Bonifacio had increased 
his dependence on such sources. The Christ in the House of the Pharisee (Fig. 6.40) 
for example, is entirely subordinate to Marcantonio's print of 1520-5 (fig. 6.41). 64 
Bonifacio's picture may have influenced a similar exercise that Echols associated 
with Galizzi (fig. 6.42), forming another of the many Bonifacesque echoes that 
reverberate through pictures associated with Galizzi's style. 65 
It is clear that by the early 30s, Bonifacio's reliance on central Italian prints 
and drawings had become second nature. Yet unlike Bordon, all of these 
derivations were assiduously woven into the fabric of his art as a result of his 
persistent adherence to local tradition. Reluctant to interfere with his success at 
imitating Titian, Bonifacio cloaked his interest in Tuscan / Romanism within the 
confines of the Venetian style. As such, his adoption of central-Italian prints, and 
the way he disseminated these in his workshop practice, is significant as it is not 
inconceivable that both Tintoretto and Schiavone discovered an interest for 
recycling the same sources within a hybrid style from within the environment of 
Bonifacio's studio. 
Bonifacio's receptivness to foreign designs also reflects a willingness to 
respond to the ideas brought into his practice by other artists who chose to work 
under him -a quality we have already witnessed with regard to his work at the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. This approach would surely have appealed to the yet-to - 
be established Tintoretto of the 1530s; coming after Titian's tightly controlled 
autocracy, Bonifacio's relaxed working methods - the spirit of free enterprise and 
the loose configuration of his organisation - may have provided Tintoretto with 
precisely the sort of refreshing, stimulating environment in which he could flourish 
as an artist. It may have been that younger, semi-establi shed painters such as 
Tintoretto were free to come and go as they pleased, not bound by any specific 
contract and that this arrangement was of mutual benefit to both master and pupil. 
64 See also Chapter Four. For Marcantonio's print see Shoemaker, p. 174., 
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It is most likely that these were the circumstances in which Tintoretto came into 
contact with Bonifacio at some point in the mid-to-late 1530s. 
We now turn to what may be considered to be the echoes of such an 
association that are traceable in Tintoretto's earliest work prior to the development 
of his mature style - conveniently sign-posted by his first great impact on the 
artistic scene with the Miracle of the Slave of 1548. 
Bonifacio and Tintoretto during the 1540s 
In Tintoretto's London Madonna and Saints of 1540 (fig. 6.1), we see a young, 
newly independent painter still constrained by local conventions, particularly in his 
debt to Bonifacio, while clearly demonstrating a precocious eagerness to transcend 
such precedents and to lay the foundations of his own style. The other sources of 
inspiration in this latter respect are fairly obvious. The example provided by 
Michelangelo's Medici Madonna (fig. 6.5) has already been mentioned and it is 
clear that Francesco Salviati's presence in the city also played its part. The face and 
drapery style of Salviati's Madonna of St. Christine (fig. 6.43), a work painted in 
Venice during this year, seems to have influenced Tintoretto in his translation of 
Michelangelo's sculpture into paint. 66 The comparable poses of Tintoretto's St. 
Catherine and Salviati's St. Andrew (to the right of the Virgin, but obscured in the 
reproduction) are also noticeable. 
From this point onwards, Tintoretto would submerge himself in a number 
of well-defined sources, many of which have received sufficient attention 
elsewhere: Michelangelo and Salviati are just two, others include Parmagianino, 
Raphael, Giulio Romano, and closer to home, Titian, Schiavone, and Bonifacio. 
The latter two painters are of particular interest, because they were local colleagues 
of Tintoretto, with whom the artist is most likely to have established a personal 
rapport. Of the two, Schiavone was instructive technically, particularly with regard 
(as Ridolfi acknowledges) to fresco - something in which Bonifacio was 
noticeably deficient. 67While Schiavone was a precocious elder colleague who 
could point the way for Tintoretto to follow, the long-established Bonifacio shared 
65 Dated to the early 1550s by Echols, 1995, pp. 95-6 
66 Painted in Venice but done the Carnaldolese Church in Bologna. See Cheney, p. 344. 
67 Ridolfi, 1648,11, pp. 15-16, records their collaboration on the frescoes on the Palzzo Zen. For a 
full discussion of the dynamic between Schiavone and Tintoretto, see Pallucchini, 1950, pp. 79-89 & 
Richardson, pp. 33-4. 
LO-, 
Fig. 6.43) Francesco Salviati, Madonna of St. Christine, 
1540, Bologna, S, Cristina. 
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Schiavone's interest in the Maniera and could, at the same time, provide Tintoretto 
with a model upon which to base the pattern of his own career- This is certainly 
evident with regard to Tintoretto's workshop practices - his replication of the same 
standard subjects and formats (many of which are identical to those produced by 
Bonifacio - see chapter five), his elastic business practices, delight in undercutting 
the prices of competitors and craft in courting state patronage etc. - these build up 
into a macrocosm of Bonifacio's more modest career. 
Tintoretto's Presentation of the Virgin, in the Church of the Carmine of 
c. 1540-2 (fig. 6.44) is typical of the results Tintoretto obtained from this interchange 
with both Bonifacio and Schiavone. 68 The milky fluidity of the brushwork and the 
twisting Solomonic attenuation of form are more than usually reliant on Schiavone, 
but numerous key elements of the composition depend once again upon 
Bonifacio. 69 The connection between Tintoretto's line of faces emerging out of the 
gloom and those of Bonifacio's disciples from the Servi reliquary doors (fig. 6.47) is 
striking. 70 In addition, one cannot fail to notice the re-adoption of the female figure 
with her back to us at the far left in Bonifacio's Judgement of Solomon in 
Tintoretto's caryatid-like figure with the candle, even down to the v-shaped 
neckline of her garment (fig. 6.45). The foreground figurative device of the mother 
with her child is also reminiscent of similar figures in Bonifacio's Camerlenghi 
Gathering of the Manna of c. 1539 (fig. 6.46). 71 
As one of Tintoretto's earliest public commissions, the Carmine 
Presentation is, in many ways, more conventionally Venetian than other examples 
from his hand which can be ascribed to c. 1540 and which also demonstrate an 
interest in central-Italian modes of expression. The example provided by a series of 
fourteen ceiling panels Tintoretto produced at around the same time for the Palazzo 
Pisani can be discussed in this context. 72 The panels have been accepted as 
embodying one of the oft-quoted symptoms of the Mannerist phase in Venice, 
namely the vogue for painted trompe l'oeil ceiling decoration. Between 1539-1542, 
68 For the background to the commission see Pallucchini and Rossi, 1, p. 136, cat. 40. 
69 Schiavone's influence was recognised by Ridolfi, 11, p. 17. 
70 See also Chapter Five. 
71 Noticed by Echols, 1993, p. 130- 1. Echols' proposed that the immature Tintoretto collaborated 
with Bonifacio on the reliquary doors of the Servi -a suggestion for which I can find no stylistic 
evidence. See Echols, 1993, pp. 55-6 and Cottrell, 1997 p. 25. 
discussed the erroneous date of 1548 which is a date the altarpiece bears see Pallucchini, 1950, n-3-3. 
72 See Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, pp. 134-13 5, cats. 21 -34 (1540- 1) and Echols, 1993, p. 104. 
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Fig. 6.44) Tintoretto, The Presentation of Christ in the Temple, c. 1540-2, Venice, 
Church of the Carmine 
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both Salviati and Vasari were engaged upon the decoration of two soffitti for 
prominent Venetian families, yet from what we can glean about the full appearance 
of these schemes, the direct influence of these particular artists has been overstated 
and the significance of their work was as much dependent on its celebrity as its 
actual appearance. Salviati's lost Homage to Psyche of 1539 (known today through 
a chiaroscuro woodcut copy, fig. 6.48) in a chamber of the Palazzo Grimani, and the 
panels which ran round a central ceiling medallion in an accompanying room are 
noticeable for their reluctance to adopt an illusionistic sotto in su approach. 73 
Furthermore, the surviving panels that originally made up Vasari's ceiling at the 
Palazzo Corner-Spinelli are not exactly ambitious in this regard (exemplified here 
by the Patience, fig. 6.54). 74 
The importance of the work of Salviati and Vasari lies in the way they were 
seen to endorse a fashion for compartmentalised ceiling decoration that had already 
been established in some public buildings in the City. 75 Indeed, it was Vasari's 
subsequent failure to fulfil a commission for the ceiling decoration of the newly 
completed Church of Santo Spirto in Isola that was to have the greatest 
implications for Venetian ceiling painting. 76 When Titian assumed the commission 
in 1542, he produced three dramatic sotto in su compositions, the Victory of David 
over Goliath (fig. 6.5 1), the Sacrifice of Isaac and the Cain and Abel. Titian was 
clearly inspired by Giulio Romano's ceiling decoration of the Sala di Psyche in the 
Palazzo del Te in Mantua, which the artist had had ample opportunity to study on 
his visit to the city in 1540. Tintoretto's Pisani panels are also, and to a much larger 
degree, reminiscent of Giulio's work and it has been suggested that Tintoretto had 
recently visited Mantua himself - he had reason to do so as his brother lived there. 77 
On the grounds of style, it seems that Tintoretto can be credited with 
anticipating Titian's work at Santo Spirito. This is not to preclude the possibility 
that the young artist had not managed to steal a glimpse at Titian's work as it 
progressed, before he himself had completed his scheme for the Palazzo Pisani. If 
73 For Salviati's ceiling see Cheney, pp. 342-4. 
74 See Schulz, 1961, p. 508-11 
7ý Examples include Pordenone's ceiling for the Scuola di S. Francesco at the Frari. See Schulz, 
1961, p. 508. 
76 Transferred to S. Maria dell' Salute in 1656 after the demolition of the church. See Friedldnder, 
1965, p. 118 for the influence of Pordenone's frescoes in the cloisters of S. Stefano. 
77 See Palluchini & Rossi, 1, pp. 16-17 and Schulz, 1968, p. 77-79. For a recent discussion of 
Titian's panels, see Echols, 1994, p. 29-39. Joannides, 1990, has argued for a date of the late 1540s. 
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Left- Fig. 6.45) Comparative details of figs. 6.44 & 6.63 
Above-Fig. 6.46) Comparative details Of figS. 6.44 & Bomfacio's 
Gathering of the Manna (see Chapter Four, fig. 4.27) 
Fig. 6.47) Bonifacio, Christ and the 
Apostles, c. 15 33 -4, Venice, 
Accademia. 
!-. I1s "S" i&l ... S _ "S 
Fig. 6.48) Salviati, 7he Homage ofPsyche, c. 1540, Chiaroscuro Woodcut, London, 
British Museum. 
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one accepts the correlation between the praying figures of Tintoretto's Deucalione 
from the Deucalione and Pyrrah and Titian's figure of David, from the David and 
Goliath, (figs. 6.50 & 51) it is logical to assume that Tintoretto was in debt to the 
older artist, and not vice-versa. Tintoretto certainly seems to have adapted one of 
Titian's figures in his portrayal of Jupiter in the Antiope and Jupiter (fig. 6.49)- he 
echoes the figure of Bacchus pouring wine in Titian's much earlier Bacchanal of 
the Andrians of c. 1523 painted for Alfonso d'Este's camerino in the castle at 
Ferrara (figs. 6.53). However, this derivation may have come through the agency of 
Bonifacio who, as we have already noted, knew of Titian's work for the Ferrara 
scheme, around the time of its completion. 78Bonifacio was more assiduous in his 
quotation of the same figure in a ceiling panel of unknown provenance depicting 
the Emperor Constantine before the Tiburtine Sybil (fig. 6.52). 79 Considered 
stylistically, it is suggested that Bonifacio's panel is roughly contemporaneous with 
Tintoretto and Titian's ceiling panels (one notes the praying figure of Constantine 
can also be aligned with Titian's figure of David, fig. 6.5 1) and this correspondence 
is indicative of an interchange of ideas. Taken together with Tintoretto's work, 
Bonifacio's painting can be seen as evidence that such ceiling commissions formed 
a natural extension of their work as interior decorators and purveyors of wall 
friezes and furniture panels. Bonifacio worked on at least one other ceiling 
commission at the Palazzo Barbarigo della Terrazza (see Chapter Seven), while not 
too long after the completion of the Pisani scheme, Tintoretto decorated a ceiling in 
the house of Pietro Aretino. 
It is notable that in Tintoretto's surviving ceiling panel for Aretino, the 
Apollo and Marsyas of 1544-5 (fig. 6.56), the artist chose to pull back from the 
dramatic novelty of the sotto in su format of the Pisani scheme - possibly to 
deliberately echo the approach taken by Salviati and Vasari, thus establishing his 
fashionable credentials with a connoisseur and art critic. 80 While Tintoretto rejects 
Giulio's illusionism, he augments a mannerising approach to the human figure 
directly reminiscent of Vasari and Salviati, particularly in the deliberately affected 
pose of Apollo. Elsewhere, Bonifacio's sub-mannerist figure types have been 
retained, particularly the figure at the far right who is an adaptation of Bonifacio's 
78 See Chapter two, p. 
79 Presently in a private collection in Bergamo, sold at Sotheby's Florence 23.10.1974. 
80 For the Aretino commission see Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, pp. 143-4, cat. 82. 
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Fig. 6.49) Tintoretto, Antiope and Jupiter 
c. 1540-2, Modena, Galleria Estense 
Fig. 6.51) Titian, David and Goliath, 1542-4, 
Venice, S. Maria delta Salute. 
Fig. 6.50) Tintoretto, Deucalion and Pyrrah 
Praying, c. 1540-2, Modena, Galleria Estense 
Fig. 6.52) Bonifacio, Emperor Augustus and the 
Tiburfine Sybil, c. 1540-2, Bergarno. Rusconi 
Collection. 
Fig. 6.53) Titian's Bacchanal of the Andrians, c. 1518-23, Madrid, Prado (above left) and detail of 
Bacchus (top right) contrasted vAth details for figS. 6.49 & 6.52 
Fig. 6.54) Vasari, Patience, 1542, Rome, Pnvate collection. 
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Judas from the Last Supper painted for the convent of San Andrea del Lido in 
1535/6 (figS. 6.55 & 6.57). 81 Tintoretto's adaptation is typical in the way in which 
the young painter injects a renewed vigour into Bonifacio's original model - 
bending the form into a more compact, tensile shape, while squeezing the figure 
together at a more acute angle at the waist. 
This invigorating process is demonstrated more clearly with reference to 
Tintoretto's earlier Supper at Emmaus, usually dated to c. 1540-1 (fig. 6.59). 82Here 
Tintoretto has drawn not only on the same Bonifacesque derivation for the disciple 
at the far right, but has constructed the whole painting as a disrupted version of 
Bonifacio's Camerlenghi Emmaus of c. 1535 (figS. 6.28 & 6.60). Tintoretto has 
delivered an electric shock to Bonifacio's composition, emphasising the moment of 
revelation by accentuating the disquiet surrounding the static figure of Christ. The 
disorganisation of Bonifacio's original scene has been achieved in a number of 
ways: the table has been displaced at an angle, the servants have been drawn into 
the middle of a rotating figurative mass, and the measured surprise of the disciple 
to the right in Bonifacio's painting has been transposed into the flailing agitation of 
the disciple to the left in Tintoretto's version. Only Bonifacio's centrally placed 
window with its single dividing column has been retained in order to emphasise the 
stable epicentre of the painting. 
Whereas the design of Bonifacio's figures in the Camerlenghi Emmaus had 
already been informed by Mannerist poses, (as exemplified by the gyroscopic, 
swivelling motion of the disciple on the right), one can see how, as so often was the 
case at this time, Bonifacio provided Tintoretto with a ready-made arena, in which 
the latter introduced elements of energising disruption that are typical of central- 
Italian Mannerism. Tintoretto's response to the format of Bonifacio's Last Supper 
(6.57) and the numerous variants formulated in the 1530s and 40s by Bonifacio's 
shop may be counted as another example of this process: while authors have drawn 
attention to Raphael's Last Supper, as engraved by Marcantonio, as the basis for 
Tintoretto's San Marcuola picture of the same subject of 1547 (fig. 6.58), it seems 
just as likely that it is Bonifacio's replicative models that Tintoretto has striven to 
disrupt and re-assemble into a new compound that benefits from the younger 
81 For Bonifacio's picture see Chapter Five. 
82 See Pallucchini & Rossi, I, p. 136. cat. 42. 
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Fig. 6.55) Comparative details of 6.56 & 7. 
Fig. 6.56) Tintoretto, Apollo and Marsyas, 
1 
1544-5, Hartford, Wadsworth Atheneum. 
Fig. 6.57) Bonifacio, The Last Supper, 1535-6, Venegono (Varese), Seminario Arcivescovile. 
Fig. 6.58) Tintoretto, The LastSupper, 1547, Venice, S. Marcuola. 
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artist's rigorous approach to form and dramatic use of chiaroscuro. 83 
iii) Theatre and Poverty 
Apart from the examples discussed above, a further selection of works reveals two 
main areas in which Bonifacio also acted as an inspiration to Tintoretto in his 
dialogue with new forms and formats - one relates to stage-like proscenium 
compositions, the other to images of poverty. 
Scenographic formats adopted by Bonifacio & Tintoretto 
Bonifacio's Madonna of the Tailors (fig. 6.22) provides us with a convenient 
microcosm of the artist's work as a whole in that not only does it take refuge in the 
conservative traditions of Venetian art, but it also, paradoxically, casts a nod in the 
direction of central-Italian mannerising form. This latter aspect of the work is less 
noticeable than the former, but alongside traditional influences, one notes that the 
group involving St. Homobono and the beggar is a direct quotation from the 
bottom left of Baldissare Peruzzi's Presentation of the Virgin in the church of 
Santa Maria della Pace in Rome of c. 1520 (figS. 6.61-2). Bonifacio's knowledge of 
the whole design seems to have inspired him in a new scenographic approach to 
composition that is exemplified by the Judgement of Solomon (fig. 6.63), painted in 
the same year as the Madonna of the Tailors. Here one can observe other direct 
correspondences with Peruzzi's work - for example, Bonifacio seems to have based 
his figure of the woman turned with her back to us at the extreme left of the 
Judgement around an analogous figure in the centre-left-foreground of Peruzzi's 
Presentation. In Bonifacio's picture, the viewer is placed high, looking down onto 
a slanting proscenium. stage upon which figures are disposed in an active manner 
that recalls Peruzzi's design, revealing a greater freedom of space and perspective 
than that to be found in the Venetian,, Carpaccesque tradition. 
Where or when Bonifacio first came across Peruzzi's design for the 
Presentation of the Virgin is unclear, but the fact that two works from 1533 
correspond to it suggest that the incident dates from around this time. It has been 
suggested that in the early 1530s, painters such as Bonifacio and Paris Bordon 
formulated their new, scenographic approach to painting, as a result of the 
83 See Chapter Six for Bonifacio's versions of the Last Supper and Pallaucchini & Rossi, 1, p'55, 
cat. 127 for Tintoretto's picture. 
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Fig. 6.59) Tintoretto, The Supper at Emmaus, 1540-1, Budapest, Szepmtivdszti Mfizeum. 
Fig. 6.60 ) Detail of 6.28. 
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intermittent presence in Venice at this time of the stage designer and architect, 
Sebastiano Serlio. 84 It is certainly possible that Serlio, as the self-proclaimed pupil 
of Peruzzi, had in his possession sketches that were based upon the work of his 
master. In support of this theory, it must be mentioned that Titian, who certainly 
knew Serlio personally, also seems to have referred to Peruzzi's fresco in his 
treatment of the same subject for the Scuola di Santa Maria della Caritd between 
1534-8.85 Another of Peruzzi's models, the Queen of Sheba in ftont of Solomon as 
engraved by Marcantonio datable to the 1520s (fig. 6.65), may also have been of 
some influence. 86 Its composition was certainly known to Bonifacio's workshop at 
a later stage, as is demonstrated by two treatments of the same subject painted for 
the Camerlenghi and the Zecca, not too long after Bonifacio's death (figs. 6.66 - 
7). 87 
Bonifacio's Judgement of Solomon seems to be one of several 
scenographic prototypes, including the Dives and Lazarus (fig. 6.69, see below) and 
the Camerlenghi Massacre of the Innocents (fig. 3.13), which inspired the young 
Tintoretto in his own adoption of a compositional format that is one of the most 
recognisable features of his earliest work. Serlio, once again, has often been 
mentioned in the context of the young Tintoretto's theatrical use of space in several 
early architectonic compositions which share the same stage-like arena that is 
approached from a high viewpoint. However, as Serlio's work was, after all, not 
published in Venice until the 1550s, it may be that Bonifacio was a greater 
transmitter of Serlio's ideas than Serlio himself. 88 Bonifacio's importance in this 
regard was recognised by Cecil Gould in an article devoted to Serlio's influence on 
Venetian painting published in 1962. Citing both the Judgement of Solomon and 
the Dives, Gould drew a clear distinction between Tintoretto's approach and the 
superficial similarities with either the plunging vistas of Bordon or the low 
viewpoints of Paolo Veronese, declaring that the "layout of [Tintoretto's] early, 
84 For Bonifacio and Serlio see Gould, 1962, and for a reappraisal of Bordon's response see L. 
Olivato, 'Paris Bordon e Sebastiano Serlio. Nuove Riflessioni' in Paris Bordon e il suo tempo, 
pp. 33-41. 
for a connection established between the two artisits in 1532 see Gould, p. 56. 
86 The original design, although often given to Raphael, is probably Peruzzi's after his work in the 
Palazzo Cancelleria in Rome. See Shoemaker, p. 168. 
87 For the Camerlenghi version see Chapter Four, and chapter seven for the variant for the Zecca. ZD 88 They were however published in Paris before this date. See Gould, 1962, p. 58. 
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Fig. 6.61) Detail of 6.22; Fig. 6.62) Peruzzi, 7he Presentation of the Virgin, c. 1520, Rome, S. Maria della Pace. 
Fig. 6.63) Bonifacio, The Judgement of 
Solomon, 1533, Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 6.64) Titian, The Presentation of the 
Virgin, 1534-8, Venice, Accademia 
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wide format pictures... clearly derives from Bonifacio". 89 
The most overt reference to Bonifacio's influence over Tintoretto in this 
context is in the form of one of Tintoretto's earliest scenographic pictures, the 
Chenonceaux Queen of Sheba before Solomon (fig. 6.68) 90 -a clear prototype for 
an approach with which Tintoretto was to become indelibly associated as is 
exemplified by his various treatments of Christ Washing the Feet of the Disciples, 
and Christ and the Adulteress (as exemplified here by figS. 6.71 & 74) which make 
use of the same compositional format. 91 The Chenonceaux painting seems to have 
been partially inspired by both Bonifacio's Judgement of Solomon and his later 
Dives and Lazarus (figS. 6.63 & 6.69). With regard to the Judgement, Tintoretto 
liberates several of Bonifacio's figures from their rather stilted proto-mannerism - 
this is particularly noticeable in the swivelling figure seated to the fore of 
Solomon's throne, and the figures seen from the rear at the far left, both of whom 
are derived from prototypes in Bonifacio's painting, yet Tintoretto has introduced a 
greater sense of figurative and perspectival foreshortening. The end result is 
something of a strange brew, alternately inventive and gauche at the same time. 
It is to Bonifacio's Dives and Lazarus (fig. 6.69), a picture somewhat closer 
in date to the Chenonceaux Solomon, that Tintoretto has turned in order to achieve 
what Otto Benesch has described as the "slanting disequilibrium" of his 
scenographic approach that is characterised by a "rolling pavement effect". 92 In 
making over Bonifacio's prototypes afresh and in order to seek out the latter's 
sources of inspiration for himself, Tintoretto has also returned to Peruzzi's Queen 
of Sheba before Solomon as engraved by Marcantonio. This is evident in the 
similarities between the Negro servant of Tintoretto's picture and the similarly 
bowed figure in the bottom right of the print. Tintoretto was also responsible for an 
extended version of the Chenonceaux painting in one of a set of contemporary 
4cassone9 panels in Vienna, also datable to the early 1540s (figS. 6.3 1). Here the 
89 Gould, 1962, p. 63. 
90 Echols, 1993, pp. 113-4, discussed the strong similarities between this work and Bonifacio's 
scenographic approach. See also Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, pp. 151-2, cat. 116. 
91 A variety of versions of the 'Adulteress and Christ washing the Feet issued from Tintoretto's 
workshop during his earliest phase. Apart from those discussed here see other examples in the 
Rikjsmusem Amsterdam, Palazzo Barberini, Rome, Castle Gallery, Prague, Pinacoteca dell' 
Arcivescovado, Milan, Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, Church of St. Nicholas, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, and the Prado, Madrid. Borenius, 1932, p. 100, also recognised "Bonifazio's [sicImethod of 
composition" influence in these compositions. 
92 Benesch, p. 10 1. 
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Fig. 6.65) Marcantonio Raimondi (after Peruzzi), Ihe Queen of Sheba in Front of Solomon, 1520-5, 
London, British Museum. 
Fig. 6.66) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ), The Queen of Sheba inftont of Solomon, 1556, 
Venice, Accadernia. 
Fig. 6.67) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ), The Queen ofSheba infront ofSolomon, 1559- 
60, Venice, Accademia. 
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result is moderately more successful, albeit, less adventurous in figure type, and 
93 this variant may, despite its small format, post-date the Chenonceaux painting. 
Another of the Vienna panels, the Belshazzar's Feast (fig. 6.32), also seems to have 
relied on Bonifacio's Dives and Lazarus. Although this is an impression that is 
strengthened by the similarities in subject matter, the open loggia and the steep 
perspective demonstrate an unquestionable relationship. 
One should briefly address the date of Bonifacio's Dives as it has been 
suggested that it can be dated to the early-to-mid-1540s and is evidence of 
Tintoretto's influence on Bonifacio and not contrary-wise. The Dives should 
unquestionably be dated to the late 1530s and no later than 1540.94The figures are 
sturdy and still retain something of Palma's elliptical approach to form. Specific 
figures within the picture are anchored to counterparts in Bonifacio's work of the 
first half of the 1530s - the female figure at the middle left, for example, is a 
transposition of the St. Catherine of the S. Stefano sacra conversazione of c. 15 3 0-1 
(fig. 4.41), while the beggar, Lazarus, is directly analogous to a similar figure in the 
Madonna of the Tailors of 1533 (figS. 6.22& 69). Mention of this figure leads us 
onto Bonifacio's interest in images of poverty and one final area of influence he 
exerted over Tintoretto during his formative stage. 
Images of poverty and charity 
It has long been recognised how images symbolic of charity became a standard 
feature of Venetian painting from the mid- I 530s onwards and that this corresponds 
to the state's concern with poor relief during this same period. 95What has not been 
sufficiently acknowledged is that Bonifacio was a pioneer in this regard; the first 
artist to reflect the government's concern with poor relief in a way that became a 
standard, systematic feature of his work. Images of charity appear regularly in 
93 Echols, 1993, p. 113 recognised that "three narrative paintings datable to the early years of the 
1540s (The Solomon and Sheba in Chernonceaux, the Supper at Emmaus in Budapest and the Christ 
Among the Doctors in Milan) demonstrate... prominent Bonifacesque elements and two of the three I use compositions by Bonifacio as their starting points; suggesting that Tintoretto was still associated 
with Bonifacio's studio. " 
94 See Simonetti, 1986, p. I 16, who dated it to 1543-4. Coletti, 1940, p. 5, also thought it was later 
and revealed Tintoretto's influence. Westphal, p. 41, Gould, 1962, p. 63 and more recently Humfrey, 
1995, p. 175 dated it correctly to the late 1530s. See also B. Aikema, 'L'Immagine della "Caritd 
Veneziana"' in Nel Regno dei Poveri, pp. 71-98. Aikema, p. 72, linked the Dives to a print of the 
same subject by Plýrg Breu il Giovane printed in 1535 and 1545. The connection was not strollý! 
one, but if Bonifacio was aware of the print it is certain that it was the first impression to which he 
referred. 
95 For a further discussion of the Dives see those sources quoted in the previous note. 
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Fig. 6.68) Tintoretto, The Queen ofSheba inftont ofSolomon, c. 1542, Chenonceaux, Castle 
Fig. 6.69) Bonifacio, Dives and Lazarus, c. 15 35 -40, Venice, Accademia, 
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Bonifacio's work of the 1530s and early 40s- a fact which has great deal to do with 
his stewardship of the Camerlenghi scheme (see below). Of all Bonifacio's 
treatments of the theme, the Dives and Lazarus (fig. 6.69) is the most fascinating as 
it has a satirical edge that is often overlooked. 96 
Its treatment of Christ's parable (Luke XVI, 19-3 1) is closely related to 
edicts of 1528 -9, in which the state had sought to control the accretion of begging 
within the City. 97 Legislation had already been formulated in 1495 and again in the 
early 1520s that endeavoured to remove lepers and other diseased vagrants from 
the heart of the city. They were destined to be confined to their own colony on the 
island of San Lazzaro (named after the Lazarus of Christ's parable) or to the new 
hospital of the incurabili on the Island of Santo Spirito. 98Establishing hospitals for 
the poor and removing them from skulking in the narrow streets of Venice (where 
the close proximity to the passer-by increased the possibility of infection) is one 
thing, but this also reflects an attitude of 'out of sight, out of mind'. This same 
attitude is also reflected in an alternative approach to the constant problem of 
reducing contact with the sick and diseased: noblemen would themselves leave 
Venice, embracing a self-imposed exile immeasurably more pleasant than that 
endured by the poor- during the summer months when the risk of plague was at its 
height, they would embrace the burgeoning fashion for villa life on the mainland. 
In the contemporary mainland setting of the Dives and Lazarus, Bonifacio 
could be seen to portray not so much the rich man of Christ's parable, but the rich 
man of the lagoon, who typifies his social group in his adherence to a fashion for 
escaping the dirt and contagion of the city for an idyllic lifestyle in a summer villa. 
Here he sits at table, surrounded by courtesans and musicians, huntsman and 
dandies, deaf to the pleas of the beggar, Lazarus who appeals for alms at not only 
the corner of the picture but at the corner of the rich man's world. Lazarus is a 
symbol of an urban problem from which the rich man has sought escape, and 
which he now chooses to banish (thus both reactions to the vagrancy problem are 
represented). His servant is ordered to set the dogs on the leper who as an urban 
evil has absolutely no place in the rich man's pastoral idyll. The satirical moral 
96 The details of the commission are not known, but it is likely that it was a private commission. 
First recorded by Boschini in 1660 in the house of Procurator Giustinani. See Simonetti, 1986 
p. 116, cat. 58 & Boschini, 1660, p-31 I. 
97 See Pullan, p. 247. 
98 Pullan, pp. 220 & 235-6. 
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Top - Fig. 6.70) Bonifacio & Workshop, The 
Adoration of the Magi, c. 1541-4, Venice, 
Accademia. 
Above - Fig. 6.71) Tintoretto, Ihe Washing of 
the Feet, c. 1545, Wilton House, Pembroke and 
Montgomery Collection. 
Left - Fig. 6.72) details of figs. 6.70,69,74 & 
71. 
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message is underlined by the fires of hell burning in the background, and the death- 
bed scene depicted at the far left: by ignoring the wants of others in creating a 
paradise for ourselves in this world, we create a hell for ourselves in the next. 
In both its interest in the nobility of the muscular, spiritually pure Lazarus, 
(as opposed to the corpulent, corrupt Dives), and in the picture's reflection of the 
state's need to 'fix' a previously indeterminate section of society, Bonifacio 
anticipates themes which Tom Nichols has explored in relation to Tintoretto. 
Tintoretto's enthusiasm for images of charity is a feature that permeates his earliest 
work, and one he goes out of his way to embrace in subjects that do not demand it 
(see below). Nichols has argued that the nude, muscle-bound beggars who appear 
again and again in Tintoretto's work become symbols of spiritual purity, aspiration 
and even empowerment; this reflects Tintoretto's interest in the incorruptible nude 
of Michelangelo (also a possible reflection of the little dyer's son's own desire to 
heoricize his own lowly status as part of his commercial persona). 99 
Tintoretto's approach to charitable themes is represented here by the 
Dresden Christ and the Adulteress of c. 1547 (fig. 6.74), as it is the one picture that 
most clearly illustrates the influence that Bonifacio seems to have exerted over the 
younger artist. 100 To begin with, one should establish the formal debt to 
Bonifacio's models. One notices not only the marked similarities between 
Bonifacio's beggar in the Madonna of the Tailors and the cripple stationed at the 
bottom left of Tintoretto's painting (figS. 6.73), but also that Tintoretto's figure of 
Christ has a clear Bonifacesque pedigree. The similarity between this figure and 
Bonifacio's Lazarus from the Dives and Lazarus is noticeable and not to be 
dismissed as we can trace the genesis of Tintoretto's Christ back to that of a 
slightly earlier Washing of the Feet (fig. 6.71) -a reversal of Bonifacio's original 
figure of the keeling king in an Adoration of the Magi delivered to the Camerlenghi 
in c. 1541-4 (fig. 6.70). 10' This Particular figure type, with its swivelling body and 
distribution of weight into a single, supporting arm that rests, as with Tintoretto's 
Christ in the Dresden Adulteress, on a plinth or some other raised surface (fig. 6.72), 
99 In particular, see Nichols, 'Tintoretto's Poverty' in Ames Lewis 1994, pp. 99-1 10. 
100 Pallucchini and Rossi, 1, p. 154, cat. 125. Bassano's picture of the Adulteress , 
Bassano, Museo 
Civico, see Furlan, 1959, p. 72-78. P-74. 
101 For Bonifacio's picture see p. . 
Tintoretto's painting in Toronto was dated to 1546-7, b", 
Pallucchini & Rossi, 1, p. 153, cat. 122.1 suggest it is a couple of years earlier and closer to 
Bonifacio's work. 
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Fig. 6.73) details Of fig 6.74 & 6.69. 
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seems to have been formulated by Bonifacio as early as the 1520s. It has already 
been demonstrated how Tintoretto adopted this prototype in his depiction of St. 
Joseph in his first signed work, the Madonna and Saints of 1540 (fig. 6.6). 
In his approach to iconography, one notes that Tintoretto has deliberately 
blurred the subject matter by introducing elements that one usually associates with 
scenes illustrating Jesus attending to the sick at the pool of Bethesda (John 5: 1- 
15). Tintoretto has allowed a number of these unfortunates to encroach upon the 
central scene. In this conflation of two subjects, and in his overall composition 
Tintoretto has closely relied upon Bonifacio's Camerlenghi Christ and the 
Adulteress of c. 1544 (fig. 6.75). Both supply the viewer with a similar standpoint 
within a rectangular scenographic arena and both set their scenes within an interior 
that makes use of the same devices; the paved floor; the grouping of double 
columns and the doorway in the background at the middle right. The associations 
are strengthened by Tintoretto's adaptation of Bonifacio's figure of the man who 
strides away from us at the left with his left heel trailing behind him. Bonifacio also 
introduces a selection of the sick and needy at the far right of his picture in a way 
that directly foreshadows Tintoretto's treatment of a similar group in Dresden. 102 
However, in contrast to Bonifacio's picture where the beggars are, for the most part 
fully-clothed, Tintoretto revels in the possibilities of showing them nude, 
establishing a correlation between their poverty-stricken state (or their freedom 
from material corruption) and the Michelangesque ideal; Tintoretto encourages the 
viewer to approach such figures as the nude, muscular beggars positioned at either 
side of the composition in the way one understands Michelangelo's ignudi - as 
metaphors of spiritual aspiration and the human condition. 
Nichols has also referred to how Tintoretto's initial predilection for images 
of beggars stems from the state's concerns over a section of society that was in 
need of managing: 
The substitutive function of representation in this case suggests its operation as an agent of Z: ) 
social control. The imaging of the poor can be seen as parallel to the process of social 
confinement... The governable space of representation offered a context in which the 
102 One could cite Bassano's version of the theme of the mid-1530s as an earlier precedent - see 
Fig. 3.69. However this work is so closely related to Bonifacio's style as to suggest that Bonifacio 
himself was the source of Bassano's composition. 
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Fig. 6.75) Bonifacio, Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1544, Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini 
Foundation). 
Fig. 6.74) Tintoretto, Christ and The Adulteress, c. 1547, Dresden Gemaldegalerie. 
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meaning of a hitherto indeterminate social group could be fixed. 103 
This 'fixing' process must ultimately stem from the way in which state first 
took an interest in themes of charity, and here Bonifacio once again plays his part. 
His own predilection for images of poverty clearly has a great deal to do with his 
employment by those who bankrolled urban reform at the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi, and wanted the credit. In one of his earliest Pictures for the building, 
the St. Bernard and Sebastian of c. 15 3 1, we see a cripple sheltering under the 
cloak of St. Bernard - the first exploration of a theme that becomes a constant 
feature of the scheme's iconography. 104 The concept of charity is explored 
obliquely in the choice of such subjects as the Gathering of Manna, and the 
Feeding of the 5,000, but its importance to the political agenda could not be more 
overt in Bonifacio's Adulteress where the poor of Venice file past a doorway 
through which one can clearly glimpse two of the most famous symbols of 
renovato urbis - Sansovino's library and the loggetta. 
The correlation between Bonifacio's Camerlenghi Adulteress of c. 1544 and 
Tintoretto's Dresden version of 1547-8 provides us with a suitable juncture at 
which to curtail our discussion of Bonifacio's influence on the young Tintoretto. 
We have arrived at a point that is anticipatory of the Miracle of the Slave, the great 
impact of which confirmed Tintoretto's arrival on the artistic scene and the advent 
of his artistic maturity. However, the fact that as late as c. 1547, Tintoretto was still 
assimilating ideas and formats from Bonifacio, alongside those of Michelangelo, 
shows the length of Bonifacio's impact on the artist - an impact that is probably 
indicitive of an earlier and direct association. 
Summary 
Throughout Tintoretto's maturity, Bonifacio would remain an intermittent source 
of reference if only because of the fact that, as we have seen, many of Tintoretto's 
most recogniseable characteristics were informed by Bonifacesque prototypes. It 
seems appropriate that, within five years of the Miracle of the Slave, Tintoretto and 
his workshop had succeeded in supplanting the ailing Bonifacio at the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi: those Bonifacesque elements which Tintoretto could effortlessly 
103 See Nichols, 'Tintoretto's Poverty' in Ames Lewis, 1994, pp. 99-1 10, p. 103. 
104 See Chapter Four 
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assimilate into a way of working that quickly became far more vigorous, eclectic 
and versatile, only served to render an artistic figure such as Bonifacio redundant. 
In Bonifacio's case,, Tintoretto's assimilative talents were a threat in the way they 
overshadowed and surpassed their original source of inspiration. Thus, Ridolfi's 
description of Titian's initial recognition of such a threat and his callous 
banishment of Tintoretto serves only to confirm the commonly held perception of 
Titian as one of the shrewdest operators in the history of art. 
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The nterpri se 
Unravels 
Bonifacio and his followers c. 1542-74 
-. 
'NA 
See fig. 7.54 
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It has been noted how Bonifacio sought to place himself firmly at the heart of his 
organisation, rather than at its head. The prolific output of his studio tended to 
radiate outwards from an organising core, rather than trailing along in the wake of a 
well-defined canon of 'autograph' works supplied by its master. In the last years of 
Bonifacio's life, however, the centre of this nexus seems to decay; Bonifacio's own 
artistic personality diminishes, and workshop participation - always necessarily 
high - now becomes dominant. This final chapter addresses how Bonifacio's 
enterprise seems to unravel during this period only to re-coalesce and sustain itself 
in the years following his death. Initially, however, it is necessary to discuss some 
late projects which previous authors have associated with the artist's final decade, 
and which highlight the fact that Bonifacio's decline in the late 1540s follows an 
intense period of artistic prosperity. 
i) Projects of Bonifaciogs later years 
Between 1535-45 Bonifacio's workshop expanded to its fullest extent, attracting a 
talented bunch of semi-independent assistants who were engaged upon the 
incessant replication of subjects and formulae which Bonifacio had succeeded in 
making his own, and for which there seemed an inexhaustible demand. While this 
work catered largely for patrons lower down the social scale, outstanding pieces 
such as the Dives and Lazarus and the Finding of Moses (see Chapters Five and 
Six) were obviously commissions of a more prestigious nature. The early 1540s 
saw Bonifacio consolidate his position as one of the leading painters in Venice. 
The Madonna and Saints of 1543 for the Mocenigo altar in S. Maria Maggiore 
4' 
(fig. 7.23) confirmed the artist's continuing respectability as a painter of altarpieces, 
while business at the Camerlenghi was brisker than ever, affording an outlet for 
some of the artist's greatest successes; the Gathering of the Manna, the 
Annunciation and the Transfiguration were completed for the treasury during this 
period; All had seen Bonifacio keep step with changing fashion, reflective as they 
were of the dynamic, styles pursued by painters of the younger generation, such as 
Bassano, Tintoretto and Schiavone - artists whose work, in its turn, attested to 
Bonifacio's influence. The Triumphs of Petrarch form a suitable adjunct to all 
these successes of the early-to-mid 1540s. 
3 13' 
FigS. 7.1) Bonifacio, The Triumph of Love, 1542-5, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Figs. 7.2) Bonifaclo, The Triumph ql'Chastity, 1542-5, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
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The Triumphs ofPetrarch, c. 1542-5 
The Trium hs have been neglected in discussions of Bonifacio's work, probably 
because the commission survives in an incomplete form: of the six large paintings 
that originally made up one unified scheme, only two seem to have survived. These 
works, the Triumphs of Love and Chastity, are now in the Kunsthistorisches 
Museum in Vienna (figS. 7.1-2). ' However, we are able to gain a fairly clear 
impression of how Bonifacio's scheme originally appeared by linking these 
pictures to a series of eighteenth-century engravings originally published by T. H. 
Frimmel in 1884 (figS. 7.3,4 5 &6). 2 Following on in sequence from the pictures in 
Vienna, these engravings offer a seemingly faithful record of the four remaining 
pictures in the series, showing the Triumphs of Death, Fame, Time and Faith. A 
further two paintings, illustrating the latter two subjects, in the Schlossmuseum, 
Weimar are possibly part of the original series - their compositions conform to the 
relevant engravings- but they have usually been accepted as later copies. 3 Given a 
degree of confusion in the literature, an explanation of the scheme's provenance 
and iconography is necessary. 
In 1648, Ridolfi devoted roughly a third of his biography of Bonifacio to a 
detailed description of "sei lunghi pezzi de' trionfi del Petrarca" that had 
4 
previously been transported to England (when and to whom is not made clear) . 
The six paintings draw their inspiration from Petrarch's Triumphs in which six 
personifications of Love (or Cupid), Chastity, Death, Fame, Time and Faith (or 
'Eternity' in the original poem) vanquish each other in turn. In the train of each 
new victor, a series of historical and literary characters act as examples of the 
particular vicissitudes and virtues personified in the form of their captor. 5 
Petrarch's original poem enjoyed huge popularity throughout Europe during the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as the most widely read of all the poet's works. 
The first printed editions appeared after 1470, and the poem was constantly in print 
thereafter in a variety of annotated forms. Its popularity was firmly established in 
' Discussed by Frimmel, Westphal, 193 1, p. 128, cat. 151 & Simonetti, 1986,117, cats. 62-3. 
2 See also Chiari, pp. 168-169. 
3 Both canvas, 155 x 255 cm. See Frimmel, postscript, p. 369-70. Discussed by von Hadeln and 
Westphal as old copies and not included by Simonetti in her catalogue of 1986. See von Hadeln in 
Ridolfi, 1,1648, p. 290, n. I., p. 89, and Westphal, 193 1, p. 89, cat. 23). 1 do not know the pictures in 
the original and photographs were not available at the time of writing. 
4 Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp-290-3. 
5 The most useful modem guide to Petrarch's poem is provided by Bernardo, 1974. 
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Fig. 7.3) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, Ihe Triumph ofDeath, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), 
Engraving, Venice, Museo Correr. 
Fig. 7.4) Silvio Pornarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph ofFame, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), 
Engraving, Venice, Museo Correr. 
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Venice thanks to Pietro Bembo's Aldine edition of 1501. This became the source 
for the most widely disseminated edition of all, also published in Venice in 1525 by 
Alessandro Velutello and reprinted no less than 27 times over the next 60 years. 
The popularity of the Triumphs in printed form matched their equal popularity as a 
theme in art (see below). 6 
In the first modem discussion of Bonifacio's Triumphs, Frimmel drew 
attention to the noticeable discrepancies that exist between Ridolfi's descriptions 
and the various forms in which Bonifacio's original scheme has survived, leading 
Westphal to rule out a connection between the two. As with Petrarch's poem, the 
pictures described by Ridolfi are crammed with an amazing array of characters, 
only a portion of whom actually appear in Bonifacio's works. Although Bonifacio 
includes as many as thirty - forty figures in some examples, Ridolfi's list of those 
present nears one-hundred in places, and is far more comprehensive a record of the 
multitude described in turn by Petrarch. Certain specific details of clothing and the 
nature and number of animals pulling each triumphant car are also intermittently 
anomalous. 7 
However, the lack of corroboration between Ridolfi's descriptions and 
Bonifacio's paintings is misleading due to a number of factors. Firstly, it is highly 
unlikely that Ridolfi wrote his account of each work in front of the originals, as he 
himself tells us that they had previously been transported to England .8 It 
is 
probable that he jogged his memory with recourse to other illustrations of 
Petrarch's Poem of which there can hardly have been a scarcity (see below). It is 
also unlikely that any painting could have incorporated the range of details that 
Ridolfi includes; one notes a similar case of exaggerated distortion in an analogous 
example provided by Vasari's description of Mantegna's Triymphs of Caesar in the 
Vite, in which similar discrepancies occur. 9 It is important to remember that both 
Vasari and Ridolfi were part of an ekphrastic tradition in which the illustration of 
an original text could become a cipher for one author to refer to the work of 
another. This would explain Ridolfi's ruminations on some of the themes in 
' For a discussion of these additions and the pan-European popularity of Petrarch's poem see 
Carnicelli, pp. 19-46 and Martindale, pp-48-9. 
7 See Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp. 290-3, Frimmel, pp. 8-15 & Westphal 193 1, p. 89, cat. 23. Frimmel acts as 
the best guide to the characters depicted in each painting (originally marked with inscriptions, still 
preserved in the engravings) while Vertova, 1972, has discussed the iconography of The Triumph of 
Love in more detail. 
8 "Furono trasportato in Inghilterra"- Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp. 290. 1 
9 Discussed by Martindale, p. 97-8. 
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Fig. 7.5) Silvio Pornarede after Bonifacio, The Triumph qf Time, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), 
Engraving, Venice, Museo Correr. 
Fig. 7-6) Silvio Pomarede after Bonifacio, Ihe Triumph ofFaith, 1748-50 (original c. 1542-5), 
Engraving, Venice, Museo Correr. 
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Petrarch's poem which punctuate his descriptions. Alternatively, one also notes 
that Ridolfi justifies his overlong summary of the details of Bonifacio's work as a 
means of revealing the latter's diligence as an artist. 10 It thus could be argued that 
Ridolfi was less interested in an accurate description of the actual paintings and 
more concerned with an exaggerated demonstration of Bonifacio's supposed 
attention to detail. Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that Bonifacio completed two 
such substantial commissions based on the same theme. Only one such scheme has 
ever come to light, the appearance of which has been corroborated by two, possibly 
three, separate sources. " 
Ridolfi's reference to the scheme's English destination remains intriguing. 
One assumes that, despite anomalies in his subsequent descriptions, Ridolfi had 
actually seen the Triumphs as this would explain their impact on his biography. In 
any case, an original English patron for the works is extremely unlikely, although 
their subsequent re-location to England prior to 1648 is, despite the absence of any 
documentary evidence, entirely possible, if not probable. D. Carnicelli has 
discussed the popularity of Petrarch's poem in late Tudor / Stuart England (the first 
recorded attempt at a partial translation was completed by none other than 
Elizabeth I herself, with Lord Morley's full translation following not long after). 
As a result, England became especially rich in works of art acquired from the 
continent which took Petrarch's Triumphs as their theme (see below) .12 
Furthermore, Ridolfi later makes mention of "un. quadro in particolare con herode 
alla mensa, all quale l'impudica figlia arreca la testa del Battista ottenuta dall' 
empio Re in premio della sua disonesta; e questo ffi mandato al Re d'Inghilterra". 13 
At the time at which Ridolfi was writing (1648), Charles I was still the official king 
of England, even if this title was about to be forcibly removed from its owner, 
along with his head. Charles was a renowned art patron and collector, and works by 
Bonifacio are documented in his collection. 14 
10 cc 
... Bonifacio 
di esprimere l'intentione del Poet, che brevement ne toccheremo l'ordine tenuto nel 
divisarsi acci6 si nota la sua diligenza" - Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 290. 
,, See nn. 1-3 
See Carnicelli, p. 36. 
Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 295- 
14 See Millar, p. 35, who cites a 'landscape' attributed to Bonifacio once in the hands of Charles. See 
also the twin versions of Christ and the Woman ofSamaria at Kensington Palace (fig. s. 5.28 & 30) 
discussed in Chapter Five. Their provenance is recorded by Shearman, 1983 3, pp. 52-55, cats. 47 & 
49. These are the only works by Bonifacio which appear in the inventory of Charles' property drawn 
up in 1649-5 1. Could the Triumphs have temporarily been in the possession of other collectors at 
Charles' court such as the Dukes of Buckingham and Hamilton? - a question for ID further research. 
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Fig. 7.7) Ae Triumph qfDeath over Chastity, Tapestry, Flemish, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
Fig. 7.8) 7he Triumph ofFame over Death, Tapestry, Flemish, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
Fig. 7.9) The Triumph of Time over Fame, Tapestry, c. 1500-25, Hampton Court. 
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Two possibilities now arise. Could Charles I have also acquired Bonifacio's 
Triumphs? In 1628-9 he acquired a scheme on a similar theme, Mantegna's 
Triumphs of Caesar. Alternatively, could Ridolfi have become confused over the 
fact that Mantegna's Triumphs were in Venice in 1628-9, ready for shipping to 
England? 15 Hearing that Charles had acquired other works by Bonifacio, and that 
there was also a substantial scheme of paintings of 'triumphs' in Venice ready to 
be transported to England, is it possible that Ridolfi confused the English 
destination of Mantegna's Triumphs with that intended for Bonifacio's scheme? 
This would explain why Bonifacio's works do not appear in English documents. 
Whether they ever went to England or not, the Triumphs of Love and 
Chastity (figS. 7.1-2) were subsequently separated from the main group and turned 
up in Innsbruck in 1719, before passing to Vienna in 1773 and latterly into the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. 16 The remaining four pictures materialised in Rome 
between 1748-50 in the collection of one Giovanni Michillo, where they were 
attributed to Titian and subsequently lost. The attribution to Titian was fortunate in 
that Silvio Pomarede, no doubt swayed by their inflated importance, was 
meticulous in replicating their style and character in his engraved copies of the 
same period (figs. 7.3-6). 17 
It is now necessary to discuss Bonifacio's Triumphs as works of art and to 
establish their place in his oeuvre. The first thing to draw our attention is the 
scheme's format. In his discussion of the theme's popularity in art, Carnicelli has 
discussed an amazing "entente internationale" which established a standard method 
of representing the Triumphs in a sequential, symmetrical fashion with an 
allegorical figure astride each triumphal cart - this is despite the fact that such an 
arrangement is only described in the first part of Petrach's poem, the 'Triumph of 
Love' (or 'Cupid' in the original). 18 Much of the iconography and imagery 
employed in treatments of the theme derived from common sources other than 
Petrarch's poem. One of the most obvious of these, also the original source of 
inspiration for Petrarch, came in the form of antique Roman friezes portraying 
imperial victories. Medieval bestiaries were another source, and it was from here, 
rather than Petrarch, that the allegorical beasts drawing each chariot derive in the 
15 See Martindale, pp. 17 & 109. 
16 For fu II provenance see sources quoted in n. 1. 
17 See Chiari, pp. 168-169. 
18 Carnicelli, p. 38-39. 
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Fig. 7.10) Anon, 7-he Triumphs of Death and Ti 
Petrarch's Trionfl, Florence, 1508. 
Above - Fig. 7.11) Detail of 7.41 
Left - Fig. 7.12) Jacopo da 
Strasbourg, two woodcuts from 
The Triumph of Caesar, 1503. 
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me, Engravings from the Pacini edition of 
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numerous illustrations of the poems (the exception being the 'Triumph of Love', 
where the four white horses are specified by Petrarch himself). 19 The commonality 
of these sources led to very little variation in the abundance of sixteenth-century 
illustrations of the Triumphs. One particularly grandiose example is provided by a 
set of three Flemish tapestries at Hampton Court dateable to 1500-25 (figS. 7.7-9). 20 
Although these combine two triumphs apiece, a comparison with the broadly 
similar format of Bonifacio's pictures illustrates how both versions are part of the 
same rich tradition. For example, in both, the triumphal cars of Chastity and Death 
are each drawn by animals respectively associated with these concepts in medieval 
bestiaries, the Unicorn and Buffalo. 
Although no single source for Bonifacio's versions of the theme has come 
to light, the artist probably referred to those examples that were most easily to 
hand, such as the illustrations accompanying printed editions of the poem. The 
illustrations to a Florentine edition of 1508 may be representative of the printed 
subject matter to which Bonifacio turned. Particular similarities can be drawn 
between the Triumphs of Death and the Triumphs of Time in this respect 
(figs. 7.10). 21 Other sources are more obvious. Bonifacio's Triumph of Faith (a 
standard adaptation of Petrarch's original 'Triumph of Eternity') was obviously 
inspired by Titian's famous woodcut of the same subject of 1516 (fig. 7.13), 
especially in the way the four doctors of the church heave Christ's carriage along 
by its wheels. 22 The similarity may have provoked the attribution to Titian of the 
four pictures later owned by Michillo in Rome. 23 
While one would naturally like to draw attention to similarities between 
Mantegna's Triumphs of Caesar and Bonifacio' scheme, no direct congruencies 
occur. However, Bonifacio may have relied on a set of prints issued in Venice in 
1503 by Jacopo da Strasbourg, which were influenced by Mantegna (figS. 7.12). 24 
Some of the striding figures particularly those of the Triumph of Fame are very 
similar to equivalents in Jacopo's work, especially in terms of the fanciful Roman 
headgear worn by the figure in the right-hand foreground of Pomarede's engraving 
19 See previous note. 
20 Discussed by Carnicelli p. 42. 
2, Pacini edition, Florence, 1508. 
22 See Bury for the dating of Titian's Triumph. 
23 See Chiari, pp. 168-169. 
24 Discussed by Martindale, pp. 99-1 00 & Massing. 
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Fig. 7.13) Titlan, Me Triumph (? f Christ, 1516, woodcut. 
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(fig. 7.1 1). 25 
As for the date of Bonifacio's works, Simonetti placed them at the end of 
26 his career, to around 1547-50 .I am 
inclined to place them a little earlier, to 
c. 1542-5 due to congruencies with several works from the Camerlenghi which can 
be securely dated to this period. Compared to the Adoration of the Magi of c. 1541 - 
4 (fig. 7.14) one notes overall similarities with the way in which the figures are so 
closely disposed in a processional manner parallel to the picture plane, and how the 
entourage of the Kings snakes into the background, just as the train of captives 
does in many pictures from the Triumphs. The figures of Time in the Triumph of 
Time, and Jupiter from the Triumph of Love are closely anchored to a St. Jerome in 
a Camerlenghi picture of 1541-2 (figs. 7.15-16), and other patriarchal saints from 
this scheme dateable to the same period (see Chapter Four). One is also tempted to 
place the Triumphs to the middle of the decade as result of the overall treatment of 
the figures, which are noticeably more elongated in appearance, mirroring, and 
developing, those of the Mocenigo altarpiece discussed in Chapter Three. 
On the basis of the Vienna paintings alone, one notes that Bonifacio's 
personal artistic presence throughout these works is strong. The engravings are also 
remarkable in capturing the essence of Bonifacio's personal style. It is clear that 
the Triumphs represent one of Bonifacio's most important projects, possibly the 
largest outside the Camerlenghi. If one accepts that they became a priority and that 
Bonifacio was personally occupied on them between 1542-5, this would 
conveniently explain why so much of the Camerlenghi work of this period, 
(including other important commissions such as the Mocenigo altar), reflects an 
increase in studio participation, particularly in those less important pictures of 
saints. 
Considered as a project that reflects Bonifacio's 'autograph' style, the 
scheme is typical of the artist's strengths and weaknesses. The latter are manifest in 
the stilted puppetry of many of the figures, who never move with complete ease, 
but in a rather halting fashion. The elongation of the figures that is a response to 
mannerising tastes of the mid- I 540s, only increases their lack of volume, and the 
'cut and paste' affect of the assembled throng. This aspect inversely reflects the 
25 A Triumph of Caesar in the Lowe Art Muesum commonly attributed to Palma's studio should 
also be mentioned here, although it demonstrates no correspondence with either Bonifaclo's style or 
his Triumphs. See Rylands p. 269, cat. A 19. 
26 See n. 1. 
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Fig. 7.14) Bonifacio, 7-he Adoration of the Magi, 1541-4, Venice, Accademia. 
I 
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4 
Above- Fig. 7.15) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & Louis, 1541-2, 
Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Cini Foundation) 
Left- Fig. 7.16) Comparative details Of figs. 7.1 & 7.5. 
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archaism of these works, which as portrayals of a continuing procession, show 
neither the movement nor the vigour of Titian's woodcut (fig. 7.13), or the sotto-in 
sU novelty of Mantegna's Triumphs of Caesar. Space is poorly handled in places, 
and there is never a sense that the figures are integrated into their landscape which 
ultimately retains the status of a backdrop. 
However, these criticisms also, paradoxically, reflect some of the strengths 
of Bonifacio's approach in that they are crucial to the unity of the artist's field of 
vision, which often fights shy of disruptive spatial effects in favour of the 
decorative possibilities of the wall frieze. The processional subject was tailor-made 
to Bonifacio's love of snaking form and colour across the canvas. Where he departs 
from this simple, but highly effective approach, in the Triumph of Death (fig. 7.3), 
his limitations are exposed in a clumsy composition that cannot anchor itself to the 
architectural scaffolding of his scenographic experiments. However, this break in 
the poetic rhythm of the Triumphs was possibly deliberate and designed to echo a 
similar interlude in the corresponding sequence in Petrarch's original poem. 
Although nothing about the original commission has come to light, one 
assumes that it was intended for a specific chamber of a Venetian palace. The 
correspondence of a single light source that unites each work may suggest that, like 
Mantegna's Trium hs, the scheme was originally intended to be seen in a continual 
line. 27 However,, the length of such an arrangement, c. 15 metres, may prohibit this 
theory, given the economical use of space in Venetian palaces. It is therefore 
tempting to think of the scheme wrapping itself around a rectangular chamber. 
Standing in the centre of such a space one would have been uncannily aware of 
being in amongst a crowd and being jostled by its members - an endearing effect 
that may have been lost if Bonifacio had attempted something more spatially 
ambitious. 
Overall, the commission was perfectly suited to its author in that it allowed 
him to indulge his considerable talent for interior decoration. The decoration of 
wall space was, as he proved with the Camerlenghi commission, Bonifacio's 
particular forte. Although his determination to avoid illusionism in marrying the 
picture space with that of the wall reduces his work to a kind of elaborate 
wallpaper, this is part of the charm and efficacy of such a scheme. The eye marches 
27 See Martindale, pp-37-43. 
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Fig. 7.17) Bonifacio, Night, c. 1542-5, 
Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling 
Museum. 
Fig. 7.18) Bonifacio, Dawn, c. 1542-5, 
Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling 
Museum. 
Fig. 7.19) Workshop of Bonifacio, 
Ceres, c. 1550-3, Sarasota, John and 
Mable Ringling Museum. 
Fig. 7.20) Workshop of Bonifacio 
(Jacomo Pisbolica? ), Bacchus, c. 15 5 0-3, 
Fonnerly Benson Collection 
Fig. 7.21 a, b, c &d) Workshop of Bonifacio, The 
Seasons, c. 1550-3 (? ) Budapest, Szdpmfivesti Muzeum. 
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along from each of the figures as with words on a page, an effect appropriate to the 
subject (and to the metric rhythm of Petrarch's verse), albeit a rather literal take on 
the concept of utpicturapoesis. 
The Barbarigo ceiling panels 
Another project routinely associated with Bonifacio's later years, and possibly one 
of the last upon which his personal attention was fully engaged, comes in the form 
of a set of eight ceiling pictures which are also described in some detail by Ridolfi 
(figs. 7.17-21 ). 28 As Ridolfi, describes these works as on display at the Palazzo 
Barbarigo della Terrazza on the Grand Canal, it has usually been assumed that they 
were commissioned for one or more ceilings in this building. However, although 
these works have a provenance that corroborates Ridolfi's statement, and their style 
is certainly that of Bonifacio's later years, the Palazzo Barbarigo was not 
completed until a full fifteen or more years after Bonifacio's death (a fact many 
29 previous scholars have blithely ignored) . 
One is forced to concluded that these works formed part of another 
commission (or commissions - see below), before taking up residence at the 
Palazzo Barbarigo prior to Ridolfi's account of 1648. It is noticeable that although 
their overall format establishes them as intended for a ceiling, Ridolfi does not 
describe them as such, and it is hard to see where amongst the open beamed 
ceilings of each room, they could have been accommodated. They could well have 
been displayed in another manner, as part of a gallery of pictures. 
As neither the styles, medium nor the iconography of the works fully 
correspond, it is also suggested that they were not originally part of the same 
decorative scheme. They can be split into three groups, which follow the sequence 
in which they are described by Ridolfi: two large octagonal panels of the Carriages 
28 Ridolfi, 1648,1, p. 294. 
29 The building was finally finished in 1570, and is now the joint home of the Centro Tedesco di 
Studi Veneziani and the Hotel Carpaccio. See SiebenhOner, p. 17-25 for a history of the building. 
Bonifacio's pictures were separated from the bulk of the Barbarigo collection in Venice and 
transferred to the Palazzo Giustiniani in Padua during the first half of the nineteenth century. All 
except the seasons then passed to the Benson collection in 1890. Three of these works were then 
acquired by the Ringling Museum in Sarasota in 1929. The Bacchus was separated from this group 
and its present location remains a mystery. The seasons were sold in Venice in 1893 and are now in 
Budapest. The dimensions of the panels are as follows, The Dawn and Night (diam 21 Ocm), the 
Ceres and the Bacchus, (diam, 147), and the Seasons, (c. 103 x 104 cm each). See Westphal, 193 1, 
p. 94, Schulz, 1968, pp. 118-20, Tomory, 1976, pp. 79-82 & Simonetti, 1986, pp. 108.118 cats. 34,34 
a, b, c, 64 & 5. 
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Fig. 7.22) Bonifacio, Night, c. 1542-5, Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum. 
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of Night (or Selene) and Dawn (Aurora) (figs. 7.17-18); a further pair of smaller 
tondi, also on panel, but different in style, representing Ceres and Bacchus 
(possibly as twin allegories of 'fruitfulness', or as 'Summer' and 'Autumn') 
(figs. 7A 9-20), and four square canvases representing personifications of the 
seasons. (figS. 7.2I, a, b, c&d). Three other pictures of unspecified format, 
subsequently mentioned have been lost. These showed Time Measuring the Earth, 
Prudence Looking to the Past and Future, and Fame. Following Schulz's theory 
that the tondi and the seasons can all be interpreted as one programme depicting an 
allegory of 'harvest' or "fruitftilness", and that these pictures are closer to each 
other in style than they are to the Night and Dawn, it is probable that the latter two 
were originally part of a separate scheme. 30 
Despite, some abrasion and the cleavage of their panels, both the Night and 
Dawn are superior works of great beauty and poetry painted once more in 
Bonifacio's 'autograph style' by an artist working at the top of his range. The Night 
(fig. 7.22) is particularly endearing; a magical bedtime fairy-tale that is brimming 
with charming details. The stifled yawn of the winged figure, the slumbering putti, 
the dream-laden clouds which billow out of Morpheus' trumpet and the 
magnificent corona of moonlight that revolves around the head of Selene are all 
enchanting. The date of both pictures cannot be too far removed from that of the 
Triumphs as they contain correspondences to works securely dateable to the same 
period. The figure of the old Tithonus accompanying Aurora in the Dawn is 
strikingly similar to the St. Andrew from the Mocenigo altarpiece of 1543 (figs. 7. 
23-4), while the face of Selene's companion, Neptune, in the Night, is related to the 
St. Peter from a Camerlenghi painting of around the same date (figs. 7.25-6). One 
also notes the similarity of the format and figure style to the Augustus and the 
Tiburtine Sybil previously dated to c. 1542 (see Chapter Six, fig. 6.52). 
One rather tenuous but irresistible hypothesis presents itself. Could these 
ceiling panels have been originally connected with the Triumphs? One could 
imagine the theme of the 'triumphal' carriages of Night and Dawn as being 
deliberately designed to echo the subject matter of the Triumphs, complementing a 
decorative scheme in the ceiling of the room in which the latter were displayed. In 
support of this theory, one notes that in the original poem, Petrarch stresses more 
30 Such was the opinion of Schulz, 1968, p. 119, and Westphal, 193 1, p. 194, cat. 130 and S 1monetti, 
1986, p. 108, cats. 34, -")'4a, b& c. 
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Right- Fig. 7.23) Bonifacio & Workshop, The 
Madonna in Glory withSts. Peter, Claire, 
, James, Andrew & Francis, 1543, Venice 
Accadernia (displayed at S. Giobbe) 
Below-Fig. 7.24) detail of fig. 7.18. 
r 
Right- Fig. 7.26) Bonifacio and Workshop, Sts. Pefer 
antlAnthotýy ql'Ptulua 1542-3, Venice. Accadernia. 
Above -Fig. 7.25) detail of fig. 7.22. 
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than once that his visions are part of a dream that he experienced in the early hours 
I of morning just at the coming of Dawn. 31 The three lost works form the Palazzo 
Barbarigo may also have been incorporated, as their subject matter echoes the 
imagery of the Triumphs. Time, Prudence and Fame all resonate with figures found 
in the Triumphs, although one could question why such motifs should be repeated 
in a unified scheme. 32 
Turning to the remaining six pictures, these are largely products of the 
studio which can be probably placed several years later. The best work, the Ceres 
(fig. 7.28) has a pleasing kaleidoscopic composition that is more dramatic in its 
sotto in sh approach than either the Night or Dawn. Ceres, with her pert, upturned 
face and concertina-like body demonstrates some similarities with the figures of the 
Camerlenghi St. Mark Uniting Justice and Peace, dated 1552 (fig. 7.27). The 
crouching figures and circularity of composition of the Ceres also recalls a set of 
ceiling panels by Giuseppe Porta dateable to c. 1550 originally at S. Spirito in Isola 
and now in Santa Maria della Salute (represented here by a similar subject to the 
Ceres, the Gathering of the Manna, fig. 7.29). It may be that these were of 
influence, and that Bonifacio's tondi are as late as the early 1550s. 
Further evidence to support this theory lies in the similarity between the 
style of the Bacchus and the Accademia Ascension of c. 15 55 by Jacomo Pisbolica 
(figs. 7.30-1), an artist widely assumed to have been a member of Bonifacio's shop 
(see chapter three). Many of the angular, 'zig-zagging' putti form a near perfect 
match with those grouped around Christ. One notes other similarities too - the 
apparently smooth finish and writhing forms are striking, as well as the effeminate 
doll-like face of Bacchus which forms a match with that of the Virgin in the 
Ascension. On the basis of the individuality of style demonstrated by the Bacchus, 
which matches that of the, presumably later, Ascension, it is possible that both 
paintings share the same paternity. Thus, if a date of the early 1550s is accepted, 
we see an assistant of Bonifacio's shop claiming more freedom to demonstrate his 
personality prior to his own professional independence and Bonifacio's death. The 
accompanying pictures of the Seasons (fig. 7.21) are more difficult to date, but still 
display the dominance of workshop production. If one accepts that they are part of 
31 Petrarch's 'dream within a dream' is discussed by Bernardo, pp. 102, & 115. 
3 32 The figure of Prudence is seated on the triumphal cart in the Triumph of Chastity - See Frimmel. 
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one whole scheme, as seems likely, then one can also attribute these to c. 15 5 0-3'. at 
a time when Bonifacio had surrendered most of the actual execution of his works to 
students and assistants. 
This 'unravelling' of Bonifacio's enterprise has previously been addressed 
with regard to the disunity in the work completed in Bonifacio's name at the 
Camerlenghi. It is a feature that is at its most pronounced after 1550, when 
Bonifacio's monopoly of the scheme was about to slip though his fingers. At this 
point one is able to speak not merely of the 'workshop of Bonifacio, but of 
'followers' or 'artists of Bonifacio's circle'. The circumstances surrounding this 
'fissuring' process should now be addressed with regard to what was probably the 
last commission to be accepted by Bonifacio's workshop while its proprietor was 
still alive. 
ii) Bonifacio relinquishes control 
The decoration of the sacristy of San Sebastiano 
The decoration of the walls of the sacristy of San Sebastiano (fig. 7.33 & 35) forms 
a forgotten prelude to the magnificent decoration of the entire building by Paolo 
Veronese, which began with the ceiling of this very chamber in 1554-5 (see 
below). It is appropriate that it was here that Paolo's lagoon-based career became 
fully established, as it is in the sacristy that he inherited Bonifacio's mantle as the 
leading Veronese painter in Venice. With Bonifacio's death, Paolo was now free to 
use his birthplace freely as a badge of identity, just as his predecessor had done. 33 
This point of confluence is typical of Bonifacio's appearance at so many important 
4 moments' in the development of Venetian painting. However his presence here 
was probably by proxy. 
The pictures on the walls almost certainly pre-date Paolo's ceiling panels, 
perhaps by more than a year or two. Although Bonifacio has been consistently 
associated with some of these works, their authorship and iconography has ilever 
been fully discussed. 34 It is now necessary to clarify the nature of the project, 
Bonifacio's involvement with it, and the question of its iconography. All of these 
33 Richard Cocke discussed Paolo's employment of his trade name in 'Civic ident t, and the 
Venetian Art Market: Jacopo Bassano and Paolo Veronese', in Ames Lewis. pp. 9 1 -99, pp. 9 1 -3. 
-"For the most recent inventory of the paintings in S. Sebastiano see Augusti Ruggeri & Sax ini tl zn -- 
III 
Branca, pp. 4-9. The ceiling of the sacristy was discussed by Schutz, 1968, pp. 75-6 and Kahr. 
Ridolfi, 1648,1,1648, p. 288, gave only the Abraham, Jacob and Baptism to Bonifacio. I 
Fig. 7.32) Venice, the church of S. Sebastiano, 1506-48. 
Fig. 7.33) The interior of the sacristy of Sebastiano with ceiling by Paolo 
Veronese showing the Coronation of the Virgin (centre) surrounded by the 
Four Evangelists and various Old Testament scenes (1554-5). The walls 
were decorated c. 1551-4. The photograph shows left to right Circle of 
Bonifacio (? ), j-he Crossing of the Red Sea; 7-he Adoration oj the Shepherdý, 
& Workshop of Bonifacio (involving Antonio Palma? ) 1he Sacrifice of 
Isaac. 
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factors attest to the fact that, originally, this was a carefully thought out scheme, 
rather than merely a hodgepodge of subjects and styles lacking any unifying theme. 
The first thing to link the decoration of the entire sacristy is the question of 
Veronese patrimony. Antonio Scarpagnino carried out the rebuilding of the original 
15th century church between 1506-48 (fig. 7.32) under the supervision of a 
Jeronymite order of monks who had been established on the site since the 14th 
century. The building was complete by 1548 and the decoration of the interior was 
then begun. 35 A key figure here was the church's Veronese prior, Bernardo 
Torlioni, in service between 1544 and his death in 1572. Previous writers have long 
recognised that it was he who devised many of the decorative programmes and 
deliberately favoured the work of Veronese, or Verona born artists. 36 Thus his 
choice of Paolo Veronese for the decoration of the ceiling of the sacristy in 1554-5 
must be seen within the context of his employment of other Veronese artists, such 
as Domenico Brusasorci and Bonifacio, whose work probably anticipates the date 
of Paolo's involvement. 37 Torlioni was one of a new breed of educated humanist 
prelates, and it seems only natural, given his connections amongst the literati of his 
home town and the fact that his own nephew Raffaello was a painter, that he should 
take a particular interest in the decoration of his church, favouring the work of his 
countrymen. 38 
As we shall see, it is likely that Torlioni personally conceived of the 
decoration of the sacristy walls as a unified scheme in the style of one particular 
artist, and that its ultimate ad-hoc appearance was possibly due to unforseen 
circumstances: Bonifacio's death in October 1553, a year or so before Paolo 
Veronese assumed overall responsibility for the decoration of the church, supplies 
us with an adequate explanation for the 'disruption' of the sacristy scheme, and its 
polyglot appearance. One hypothesises that other Veronese artists, such as 
Domenico Brusasorci, and possibly Torlioni's own nephew, Raffaello, were then 
called to Venice to continue Bonifacio's work in the intervening period. 
35 As documented by the inscription on the faqade. See Evers, p. 16. 
36 For Torlioni see Evers, p. 17-18 and Kahr, pp. 239-4 1. His importance in securing Veronese's 
involvement was challenged by Holt, 1990, pp. 75-6, but re-affirmed by Evers, p. 20-2, \vho also 
discussed Torlioni's connections with musical and artistic circles in Verona. 
37 In 1554, the wooden framework of the ceiling was begun in 1555 the ceiling was guilded. See 
Schulz, 1968,75-6. 
38 The Veronese pedigree of the artists employed at the sacristy was confirmed by Francesco 
Sansovino, 1581 in 1663, ed. p. 260: "Nella Sagrestia, li 9. Quadri che la circondano con 
vaghissima vista, furono dipinti da I Verones, & il S. Moisý fti di lacomo Tintoretto". 4D 
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Fig. 7.34) Paintings from the North and East walls of the sacristy of San Sebastiano, Venice: left to right Circle of Bonifacio (? ), The Crossing qf 
the RedSea; The Adoration of the Shepherds (both c. 15524), & Workshop of Bonifacio (involving Antonio Palma? ) The Sacrifice of Isaac, 
c. 1552-3. 
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The decoration probably began on the east wall not long after 1550 
(fig. 7.34). This suggestion is corroborated by the fact that the decoration of the 
main body of the church began at this time, involving one of Bonifacio's own 
assistants, his nephew Battista (see below). The works on the east wall also 
conform to a homogeneity of style and vision that attests to Bonifacio's initial 
supervision of the scheme. As was typical at this late stage in his career, Bonifacio 
does not seem to have been personally involved with these works, which depict 
The Sacrifice of Isaac (fig. 7.36) The Baptism of Christ (fig. 7.37),, and The Agolýy in 
the Garden (fig. 7.38). The smooth finish and rather deliberate brushwork, lacks aný, 
spontaneity or confidence, while the figures are awkward, ill-proportioned and 
occasionally out of scale with each other. On the basis of stylistic evidence, this 
first wall may possibly be associated with the work of one of Bonifacio's chief 
assistants, Antonio Palma, working in conjunction with other members of the shop. 
As we shall see, the question of Antonio's oeuvre is a tricky one as only two works 
can be ascribed to him with any certainty. One of these, a signed Resurrection in 
Stockholm (fig. 7.52) seems to be a relatively early example of the professional 
independence Antonio attained after Bonifacio's death, and is comparable in style 
with the San Sebastiano paintings, although the colouring of the latter is brighter 
and less autumnal. One sees the same maladroit, crumpled approach to the human 
figure and the same physiognomical types; in particular, the soldier resting his 
elbow on Christ's tomb in the Resurrection corresponds to the dozing disciple at 
the far right of The Agony in the Garden. 
Although the paintings for the east wall seem to have been completed while 
Bonifacio still had overall control of the scheme, the subsequent north wall, like 
those of a number of contemporary spaces at the Camerlenghi, shows stylistic 
control in 'free-fall'. This is not to say that these works are necessarily of inferior 
quality, rather that the unity of a house style has been abandoned. The Jacob's 
Ladder (fig. 7.39) strays least from the pen. While the design is still Bonifacesque, 
the colouring is definitely not. Turquoise predominates over a palette in which 
colour clashes, such as green and lilac, are noticeable. If nothing else, this aids the 
phantasmagorical nature of Jacob's vision. The Schiavonesque qualities of the 
wrestling figures of Jacob and the Angel in the background on the right are 
particularly noticeable, as is the athleticism of the kneeling figure of Jacob who re- 
appears again in the foreground, The author of this painting seems to hax, e been 
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Follower of Domenico Brusasorci & Raffaello da Verona (? ) 
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Fig. 7.35) Plan of the sacristy of S. Sebastiano, Venice, with paintings in their present position (see also fig. 
7.48) 
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another member of Bonifacio's shop, one who may have collaborated xvith 
Antonio and others, particularly in the Baptism (fig. 7.37), where the figure of the 
Baptist demonstrates definite similarities with the kneeling Jacob. It may be that 
this artist is Bonifacio's other painter-nephew, Battista di Bonifacio, then engaged 
on an altarpiece elsewhere in the church, and whose career we shall discuss 
below. 39 
The remaining paintings on this wall are all something of a mystery. In its 
writhing, contorted mannerism, the startling Crossing of the Red Sea (fig. 7.40) is a 
highly unusual piece, possibly the work of a foreigner (of Emilian extraction? ) who 
became associated with Bonifacio's workshop during the period at which it was 
cast adrift by its master's death. Besides concessions to the styles of Dosso Dossi 
and Guiseppe Porta's own brand of Venetian Mannerisim, the prominent bearded 
figure (Pharaoh? ) on horseback at the upper left demonstrates similarities with 
Bonifacio's God the Father from the Camerlenghi Annunciation of the previous 
decade (see Chapter Four). In addition, the bearded Neptune-like figure at the top 
right demonstrates analogies with that of the Barbarigo Winter (fig. 7.21c) which 
has also been attributed to the early 1550s. 
Completing the north wall is another puzzling work, the Adoration of the 
Shepherds (fig. 7.41). Like the Crossing, it seems at first glance to share no 
connection with Bonifacio's workshop, being closer to the mature style of Jacopo 
Bassano. A certain Bonifacesque phrasing in the trunk-like limbs of the shepherds, 
particular the figure kneeling in the centre, and the somewhat bloated Christ Child 
demonstrates Bonifacio's influence, but the presence of this picture remains 
somewhat problematic. Detlev von Hadeln sought to ascribe it to the mysterious 
Nadalino da Murano, on the basis of an assertion made by Vasari that the painter 
was responsible for working alongside Tintoretto in the sacristy. Ridolfi's 
attribution of a work of quite a different style in the Duomo in Ceneda to Nadalino 
seems to be erroneous, and no works can be securely ascribed to this artist. 40 1n 
1 -19 Battista's altarpiece of the Annunciation installed on an altar established in December 1550 is 
recorded by Sansovino in 158 1- see 1663 ed., p. 259, after Titian's St. Nicholas: "Nella prima 
cappella dopo la predetta, La Nuntiata fu di mano di Battista di Bonifatio da Verona. " This seerns to 
be a more reliable source than Boschini who seems to have confused Sansovino's information in 
referring to "La NativitA del signore, di mano di Battista da Verona" Boschini, 1674, Dorsoduro, 
p. 76. Battista's altarpiece was since removed and lost. Its position is now occupied by a work by 
Bencovich's see Augusti Ruggeri & Savini Branca, p. 36. See. Fi . 
7.49. 2-: ) 9 40 See Hadeln, 1912-13, pp. 164-5 and Fisher, p. 156. Vasari's gives the following description: -sopra 
gli armari Moisd nel deserto, ed altre Storie che ftirono poi seguitate da Natalino pittore viniziano e 
da altri" Vasari, Testo V, p. 471. Ridolfi, 1648,1, pp. 222-223, attributes the Ceneda altarpiece to 
Nadalino. However, this is attributable to Girolarno Denti 'di Tiziano'. See Mies, 1987, p. 94-96., 
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Fig. 7.37) Workshop of 
Bonifacio (including 
Antonio Palma? ), The 
Baptism oj'Christ, 
c. 1551-3, Venice, S. 
Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.36) Workshop of 
Bonifacio (including Antonio 
Palma'? ), TheSaci-ýfice ol'Aaac, 
c. 1551-3, Venice, S. 
Sebastiano. 
d -. -. " 
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Fig. 7.38) Workshop of 
Bonifacio (including 
Antonio Palma? ), The 
Agony of the Garden, 
c. 1551-3, Venice, 
S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.40) Circle of 
Bonifacio (? ), The 
Crossing of the Red 
Sea, c. 1552-3, Venice, 
S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.39) Workshop of 
Bonifacio, Jacob's 
Ladder, c. 1552-3, Venice, 
Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.41) Circle of Bonifacio 
(? ), The Adoration of the 
Shepherds,, c. 1552-3, Venice, 
S. Sebastiano. 
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any case, the old sources record that he was a member of Titian's studio rather than 
Bonifacio's. Perhaps he was responsible for the lost Jonah and the Whale, on the 
opposite wall, although Boschini gives this to Bonifacio along with all of the 
preceding pictures, save the Adoration which he does not mention (see below) .41 
It is suggested that with these walls complete, Bonifacio possibly dead and 
the Veronese connection lost, Torlioni dispensed with the services of his shop and 
the work of his satellites, drawing instead upon the help of Domenico Brusasorci. 
and, it has been suggested, his own nephew, Raffaello. 42 The Crucifixion (photo 
unavailable) on the west wall of the sacristy has been consistently associated with 
Domenico and its appearance certainly has a great deal to do with his painting of 
43 the same subject in S. Fermo in Verona (fig. 7.42). The flanking paintings of St. 
Sebastian and Paul the Hermit (fig. 7.43), are of the same pedigree, repeating some 
compositional elements, but are weaker in their execution. Could this ensemble be 
attributed to Domenico working in conjunction with an assistant - Raffaello 
perhaps, who was known to be a friend and colleague? They would have arrived 
around the moment of Bonifacio's death as5 Domenico was,, along with Paolo 
Veronese, engaged on the decoration of Mantua Cathedral in 1552. This 
association also provides a natural entr6e for Paolo's involvement with the scheme. 
The author of the impressive Resurrection (fig. 7.44) in the centre of the 
remaining south wall remains a mystery. It certainly has nothing to do with Antonio 
Palma,, who has been suggested in the past, neither can it be associated with any 
other member of Bonifacio's enterprise. 44 The appearance of the soldiers lends it a 
Titianesque flavour, although the handling is far tighter and the musculature of 
Christ is more mannered. Could it be the work by the mysterious Nadalino, who, as 
we have previously noted, was a pupil of Titian? 
After these difficulties we are on safer ground with the Brazen Serpent 
(fig. 7.45) which is partitioned by a window in the corner of the same wall. While 
he was still alive, both Sansovino and Vasari cited Tintoretto as the author of this 
45 work . While this attribution 
is no longer acceptable on account of the sloppy 
4' The picture is described as "Giona esce dal ventre della Balena" and attributed to Bonifacio by 
Boschini, 1674, Dorsoduro, p. 15. 
42 Discussed by Evers, p. 23-4. His authorship of the Crucifixion and its side panels was asserted by 
Simeoni, 1980- 1. 
43 See Venturi, 1929, IX, 4, p. 1069. 
44 For the attribution to Antonio see Pallucchini, 1950, p. 15 1. 
45 See note 40 and Pallucchini & Rossi p. 254, cat. AI 12(excluded from the main catalogue as "un 
bonifacesco"). Tietze, p. 373, suggested -a casual collaboration of Tintoretto with Bonifacio's 
workshop, which was entrusted with the decoration of the sacristy walls. " 345 
Above left - Fig. 7.42) Domenico Brusasorci, The Crucifixion, 1550s?, Verona, S. Fermo. 
Above right -Fig. 7.43) Follower of Domenico Brusasorci (Raffaelto da Verona), St. Paul the 
Hermit, c. 1553, Verona, S. Sebastiano. 
Fig. 7.44) Unknown, (Nadalino da Murano? ), The Resurrection, c. 1553 (? ), Venice, S. Sebastiano. 
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draughtsmanship and weak composition, this painting is obviously the work of a 
follower and its presence here is further evidence of the confluences established 
between the workshops of Bonifacio and Tintoretto previously discussed. The 
bulbous head of Moses is typical of Tintoretto's early work. The figure corresponds 
to the elderly disciple in Tintoretto's Newcastle Washing of the Feet of 1547 
(fig. 7.47), and is reminiscent of other similar types such as the St. Peter in a small 
panel in the Accademia which Echols gave to Galizzi (fig. 7.46). 46 The kneeling 
figure in the foreground of the Brazen Serpent is particularly noticeable in the way 
it reverses the figure of Solomon from Galizzi's Solomon and Sheba in the 
collection of Bob Jones University (see previous chapter). This and other works 
previously discussed, demonstrate how Galizzi seems to have retained ties with 
Bonifacio's studio, and this may account for the presence of one of his works here. 
We can now conclude our discussion of this scheme with one issue that has never 
been addressed, the scheme's iconography. 
On investigation, the over-arching theme is alternately simple and complex. 
On a basic level, a standard device is employed of juxtaposing Old Testament 
scenes with those which they prefigure from the New. Some of the connections are 
more obvious than others, but all are unified by the more complex theme of God's 
direct intervention in mankind's redemption, through either a personal 
manifestation or in the form of a messenger or vision which points the way for the 
faithful to follow. This theme is neatly related to that of divine authority as 
explored in the ceiling panels by Paolo Veronese, which have been discussed by 
Madeline Kahr. Kahr endorsed Torlioni's involvement in the ceiling's iconography 
and demonstrated how it formed a response to the doctrines established during the 
previous decade by Tredentine reformers. 47 
The iconographic chain pursued around the walls is as follows: beginning 
with the Adoration of the Shepherds, and moving clockwise around the room (see 
fig. 7.35), the shepherds are directed to the source of mankind's redemption in the 
form of the infant Jesus. The lamb being brought before Christ by one of the 
shepherds forms a link to the lamb Abraham is told to substitute for his son in the 
adjacent Sacrifice qfIsaac. The lamb motif continues in the form of the Baptist's 
46 For the Newcastle painting see Pallucchini & Rossi, pp. 153-4 cat. 124 (dated to c. 1547) and Nepi 
Scird, 1996, pp-70-2. For the attribution of the latter to Galizzi see Echols, 1993, p. -3 )27. 4' Kahr, p. 239- 
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Left and right - 
Fig. 7.45) 
Follower 
workshop of 
Tintoretto 
(Giovanni 
Galim? ), 7-he 
Brazen Serpent, 
c. 1553, Two 
panels 
partitioned by a 
window in its 
original 
position, 
Venice, S. 
Sebastiano. 
Left-Fig. 7.46) Follower / 
workshop of Tintoretto, St. 
Peter, c. 1550-3 (? ), Venice, 
Accademia. 
Below and right- Fig. 7.47) 
Tintoretto, The Wavhing of 
the Feet, and detail, c. 1547, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, 
Church of St. Nicholas. 
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proclamation of 'Ecce Agnes Dei' in the next scene of the Baptism of Christ. 
Christ's sacrificial destiny as the 'lamb of God' is debated with the angel in the 
following Agony in the Garden and this dialogue, along with Christ's reconciliation 
with his mission to redeem the sins of man, is next echoed by the task given to 
Jonah and his escape from the whale in the lost picture that was originally adjacent 
to it and partitioned by a window. Just as Jonah is redeemed from death, Christ 
rises from the grave to the amazement of the soldiers in the next painting. As they 
gaze in wonder at this vision, so too, the Israelites redeem themselves from death 
by looking upon the miraculous vision of the serpent in the following picture. This 
same escapade is likened to the scene of Christ's Crucifixion in John, 3 v. 14 as a 
sign of redemption for the faithful to follow, and this is the very subject which next 
appears on the adjacent wall (taking the triptych as one ensemble). As the 
Crucifixion finally unites mankind and God, offering a bridge of salvation and a 
way in which man can redeem himself, so to Jacob, in the next picture, is redeemed 
of his wrong-doings by the heavenly vision of the ladder which points the way to 
heaven and to the promised land. This is the goal reached by the Israelites in the 
next and final work the Crossing of the Red Sea, which shows the chosen being 
redeemed from slavery and the destruction of their captors. 
One problem arises: the present order of these works may not be entirely 
correct. It makes more sense to have each scene alternate evenly between Old 
Testament and New Testament sources. Boschini's incomplete description of the 
sacristy differs from the present arrangement and suggests that some of the scenes 
occupied differing positions. Without being specific as to their actual physical 
location in the room, Boschini initially describes six works in numerical order, the 
Baptism, the Sacrifice, the Agony, the Jonah, the Crossing and the Resurrection, all 
of which he attributes to Bonifacio, while a seventh, the Brazen Serpent is then 
given to Tintoretto and "altri d'altri Autori". 48 Boschini was obviously being 
sloppy, but the first part of his sequence makes sense, possibly affording an 
alternative arrangement (fig. 7.48). Due to their dimensions, the Brazen Serpent and 
the Crucifixion have to belong to their present positions, also fixing the lost Jonah 
in its partitioned location. However, we are free to transpose the Baptism with the 
Sacrifice (as Boschini does) and the Adoration of the Shepherds with the Crossing 
48 Boschini, 1674, Dorsoduro, p. 15. 
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Fig. 7.48) Alternative plan of the sacristy of S. Sebastiano, Venice, showing revised locations for paintings - 
see main text (see also fig. 7.35) 
Agony in the Garden; The SaMfice ofIsaac; 
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of the Red Sea. The overarching theme remains strengthened by the fact that the 
Nativity now faces the Resurrection and the Sacrifice now faces the Crucýfxion - 
respective themes of birth, re birth and sacrifice now echo each other directly. 
Other linking connections are now either reversed or modified - The Baptism and 
the Crossing are connected by a water metaphor still linked to the theme of 
redemption and salvation, while the Sacrifice forms an equally strong link with the 
test of Christ's faith in the Agony. The dialogue between man and angel in both 
works is particularly satisfying in its symmetry. The positioning of the Nativity in 
between Jacob's Ladder and the Crossing of the Red Sea is not so neat, but all 
three subjects illustrate God guiding the chosen to a means of redemption. 
Whether the present position of the original works is correct or not, the 
alternative variation would not have disrupted, and may have actually strengthened, 
the overall linking theme of this scheme. The appearance of St. Jerome in the 
Crucifixion, and Paul the Hermit (a saint typically associated with the Jeronymite 
order) in a flanking panel strengthens the link with Torlioni and his unity of vision. 
This iconographic homogeneity also consolidates the theory that Torlioni originally 
settled on one artist to complete the entire scheme, and that this artist was his 
countryman, Bonifacio. Known for tackling wall friezes and decorative schemes, 
he would have been an ideal choice. It is also tentatively suggested that in the light 
of the iconographic connections with the ceiling panels of Paolo Veronese, and 
Bonifacio's proficiency in ceiling decoration, the interior of the sacristy was 
originally planned as one unit which was entrusted in its entirety to Bonifacio 
alone. Bonifacio's death, near the beginning of proceedings disrupted this plan. 
As our discussion of Bonifacio's enterprise nears its conclusion, it is now 
necessary to consider the circumstances that surround Bonifacio's death. 
Bonifacio's heirs: Antonio Palma and other followers 
We have noticed how Bonifacio's personal involvement in his studio's activities 
went into a dramatic decline in the last few years of his life, mirroring an equally 
severe deterioration in the consistency of its output. It has previously been 
suggested that a convenient explanation for this state of affairs comes in the form 
of the long illness from which Bonifacio is known to have suffered before his death 
in 1553 (see Chapter One). Bonifacio's first will of 1547 may very well betray the 
onset of this malady, as a perpetuation of his weakened state during the next six 
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years would certainly go along way in justifying the absence of any fresh impetus 
in his late work. 
However, one of the striking things about the wills which Bonifacio made 
at the end of his life is the complete absence of any provision made for the 
continuation of his workshop (see Chapter One and Appendix 1, docs. 26,32& 33). 3 
His wife is consistently made the chief beneficiary, and no stipulation ever refers to 
his business arrangements. Due to his ongoing stewardship of the Camerlenghi 
scheme and other commissions attributable to the last years of his life, including 
the decorative scheme at San Sebastiano, we cannot take this as evidence of 
Bonifacio's wish to 'wind down' his studio. The way in which Bonifacio's students 
sought to carry on their late master's professional commitments suggest that the 
workshop was already running itself semi-autonomously. It is possible that the 
ailing Bonifacio and one or more of his assistants had reached an understanding as 
to the perpetuation of the business. All the evidence suggests that such an 
arrangement was 'kept within the family' and did not require any official 
recognition. The evidence for a transference of Bonifacio's authority to a circle of 
relatives and friends is also suggested by a number of documents that establish the 
presence of such a network. 
One figure who probably played a crucial part in the day-to-day sustenance 
of Bonifacio's workshop from the time of its inception to past the death of its 
proprietor was one Domenico Biondo. His name has not cropped up with any 
frequency in this thesis, as no works can be attributed to him, and very little is 
known about his career. However, he is a painter who is continually recorded in the 
company of Bonifacio, between 1531 and the latter's death in 1553, at which time 
he witnessed two of Bonifacio's wills. 49Ludwig speculated that Domenico was a 
member of a well-known family of glass workers and artisans from Murano, but 
this cannot be corroborated. The only evidence for his activity as a painter are his 
own written declarations, one of which includes his registration in the Scuola dei 
Pittori in 1537, while the only other record of a career independent from Bonifacio 
is his payment for a lost "imagine de nostra dona fornito di noghera" for the 
Palazzo Ducale paid for in 1541 . 
50 Domenico possibly maintained the position of a 
49 See Chapter One and Appendix 1, docs. 10,18,19,32 & 3. 
50 For these documents see Ludwig, 1901,11, p. 180-183 and Dalla Santa, pp. 20-1. The picture was 
possibly destroyed in the fire of 1577. 
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Fig. 7.49) Inventory of significant works in the Church of S. Sebastiano, Venice, showing the original location of 
an altarpiece by Battista di Bonifacio (c) 
a) Attributed to Paris Bordon, Jonah and the Whale; b) Titian and Workshop, St. Nicholas, 1563, c) Original 
Position of Battista di Bonifacio's Annunciation Altarpiece (lost) - now Federico Bencovich, The Blessed Pietro Ganbacorta Altarpiece; d) Paolo Veronese, Crucifixion, 158 1; e) Palma il Giovane?, Madonna with Sts 
Charles and Jerome; f) Paolo Veronese, 7he Martyrdom of St. Sebastian; g) Paolo Veronese, The Madonna in Glory 
with Saints; h) Paolo Veronese, The Martyrdom of Sts. Mark andMarcellino, 
The Sacristy i) Circle of Bonifacio ?, The Adoration of the Shepherds; j) Circle of Bonifacio?, The Crossing of the 
Red Sea, k) Workshop of Bonifacio, Jacob's Ladder; 1-n) Veronese painter, Domenico Brusasorci ?, St. Sebastian, 
Cnicifixion, St Paid the Hermit, o) Follower of Tintoretto (Giovanni Galizzi? ) The Brazen Serpent; p) Anonymous, 
Reswreclion, q) Jonah mid the "ale (lost), r- t) workshop of Bonifacio, The Agony of Garden; The Sacrifice of 
Isaac; The Baptism of Christ; 
11) Organ doors by Paolo Veronese, v) The Grimani Chapel containing works by Alessandro Vittoria, Paolo 
Veronese and Schiavone. 
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silent (or for our purposes, an invisible) junior partner, no doubt the author. either 
wholly or at least in part, of many works of Bonifacio's studio which have received 
attention throughout this study. However, to attempt to pick out his works, or to 
consider him as a separate artist in his own right (as Faggin sought to do) is a futile 
exercise. 51 
Two artists, whose careers are only substantiated through a variety of 
documents, can be considered as Bonifacio's 'artistic children', in the manner of 
the 'haeredes Paoli' - those artists who considered themselves to be the artistic 
heirs of Paolo Veronese, whose workshop they sustained after the latter's death in 
1588. The concept of an artistic heir was well understood in Venice during this 
52 
period . 
Other famous examples include the pupils of Titian, Marco and Girolamo 
di Tiziano, who employed the standard device of using the professional name of 
their master as a sign of their own pedigree and artistic authenticity. It is into this 
category that we can place Battista and Marcantonio di Bonifacio - artists recorded 
as active in the years following Bonifacio's death. We only have scraps of evidence 
concerning the latter. As a witness to a will of 1570, Marcantonio di Bonifacio 
confirms that the suffix of his name refers to his artistic parentage, as his father's 
name of Alvise is mentioned. Marcantonio was dead by 1585, the date of a will 
drawn up by his widow. 53 
Of far more importance was Battista di Bonifacio, Bonifacio's nephew - 
probably the son of his brother-in-law, Jacomo Brunello (previously discussed in 
Chapter One). Along with Biondo and Marcantonio, no works can be attributed to 
him with any certainty, but his lost altarpiece of the Annunciation is recorded by 
Sansovino for an altar erected at San Sebastiano in 1550 (see fig. 7.49), and 
therefore, his co-operation in the decoration of the church's sacristy along with 
54 
other artists of Bonifacio's studio is more than likely (see above) . His close 
relationship to Bonifacio's widow in the years following 1553 suggest that he can, 
along with Antonio Palma, be thought of one of the two assistants most likely to 
have shouldered Bonifacio's commitments at the Camerlenghi and related 
commissions awarded at the Zecca during this period (see below). Along with 
51 Faggin, 196 1, p. 206 & 216. 1" 52 The concept has also been discussed by Wolters and Huse, p. 177. 
53 For these documents see Ludwig, 1901,11, pp. 183-4 & Dalla Santa, p. 21. Ludwig also recorded a 
reference to a 'Francisco di Bonifacio' in the lost records of the Libro della Tanse of the Scuola dei 
Pittori. 
54 See n. 39. 
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Fig. 7.50) Titian, Antonio Palma, 156 1, Dresden, Gerndldegalerie 
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Antonio, Battista regularly appears in Marietta's wills of 1558 (twice) and 1570.55 
The latter document records that, as was later the case with his brother- in- I axv, 
Antonio, he had been resident with her, and had behaved himself well . 
56 It is to 
Antonio we now turn. 
Antonio Palma is the only one of Bonifacio's artistic heirs who can have 
specific works definitely ascribed to him. It is not my intention to address his 
career in any great detail here. Previous writers such as Creighton Gilbert, Nicola 
Ivanoff and Luisa Vertova have been fairly successful in sketching out a modest 
oeuvre for this artist, and we have already noted his presence in some of 
Bonifacio's studio works. 57 However, a brief survey of his relationship with 
Bonifacio is necessary, beginning with documents not previously mentioned (for 
his early life, apprenticeship to Bonifacio and marriage see Chapters One and Six). 
The first evidence of Antonio's independent career derives, appropriately 
enough from the year following Bonifacio's death, 1554. In this year his payment 
is recorded for a series of lost frescoes Painted around the entrance of the 
demolished church of S. Stefano at Murano. 58 This provides evidence that 
Bonifacio was also proficient in fresco, although none of his works in this medium 
are recorded. Thereafter Antonio is mentioned in a series of wills drawn up by 
Bonifacio's widow, Marietta, in 1558,1566 and 1570, in which he is usually listed 
as an executor and main beneficiary along with his eldest son Marcio. 59 In 1561, he 
seems to have been painted by Titian - no other satisfactory identification for the 
portrait in Dresden (fig. 7.50) of a man holding a palm standing next to a box of 
painter's colours has come forward. The age of the sitter is given as 46 and this 
would square fairly well with Antonio's supposed date of birth (c. 1515) which, on 
the strength of other documents, has to lie somewhere between 1511 and c. 1517.60 
In 1564 he is recorded as living in a house leased from the nuns of S. Alvise, which 
55 See Appendix 1, docs. 35,36 & 38. 
56 ý, 
... Item lasso al preditto Battista mia nipote 
ducati vinti e questo per haversi portato bene per il 
tempo, che I'& stato in cas con mi... "- see Appendix, 1, doc.. 38. 
5' For Antonio Palma see Gilbert, 1961, Ivanoff, 1979, Vertova 1985. See also Ludwig, 1901,11, 
pp. 184-189. 
58 For this document see Ludwig, 190 1,11, p. 189. Originally discovered by Moschini, 1808, pp. 4 7, 
126. Boschini, 1664, della Croce, pp. 38-9 does not attribute these frescoes to Antonio but to the 
school of Campagnola: "Sotto il portico per entrar in Chiesa, vi sono diverse la strag e de gli 
Innocenti, cella scuole del Campagnola". 
59 See Appendix 1, docs. 35,37 & 8. 
60 For Titian's portrait see. Wethey, 197 1, cat. 69, pp. 120-12 1. For these a discussion of his date of 
birth see Ivanoff, 1979, pp. 382-3, docs. 1&4 and Francesco Valcanover in Le sikle , pp. 614-5. 
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Stockholm, National Museum. 
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is probably the same leased property as that once inhabited by Bonifacio and still 
also the residence of Marietta who is recorded at S. Alvise until her death sometime 
after 1570 .61 The last record of Antonio is in 1575, as part of his registration in the 
records of the Scuola dei Pittori. Although his date of death remains unknown, he 
was no longer living in 1588, when his second son, the painter Jacomo Palma, il 
62 Giovane, signed himself in an official document as "quondam Antonii". We now 
turn to works identifiable with Antonio. 
Only two can be given to him with concrete certainty. One of these is a 
signed and dated processional banner depicting The Dead Christ with the Virgin 
and St. John painted for Antonio's home town of Serinalta in 1565 (flg. 7.5 1). 
63 It 
proves that Antonio maintained associations with his homeland and that he was 
painting in a style heavily reliant on his uncle more than a decade after the latter's 
death. The other work, a Resurrection in Stockholm (fig. 7.52) equally dependent on 
Bonifacio's style, is not dated, but signed "[AN]TONIUS PALMA p. ),. 64 It is 
probably earlier, dateable perhaps to the previous decade and evidence of 
Antonio's new won independence -a similarity with the work at San Sebastiano 
has already been highlighted. To these one can add an impressive Esther and 
Ahasuerus dated 1574 now in Sarasota (fig. 7.53-4) which has been discussed in 
detail by Creighton Gilbert who drew attention to the correspondence of figure type 
and gesture with features in the banner. 65 In an ingenious exploration of its 
provenance and iconography, Gilbert suggested that the picture commemorates the 
visit of Henry III of France to Venice in the same year. He drew parallels between 
Venice's need for Henry's military assistance during this period and Esther's 
intervention on behalf of her people in front of Ahasuerus. Gilbert associated it 
with a work by Antonio of an unspecified subject recorded by Francesco Sansovino 
in 1581 in the Sala dei Censori in the Ducal Palace,, but since removed. 66 Gilbert's 
1 For the document of 1564, see Ivanoff, 1979, p. 383. 62 See Mason Rinaldi, p. 67. 
63 See Ivanoff, 1979, p. 392, cat. 8. 
64 See Ivanoff, 1979, p. 392, cat. 9. 
65 See Gilbert, 1961, p. 42-3, Tornory, pp. 99-102, cat. 99 and Ivanoff, p. 391-2, cat. 7. 
66 Gilbert, 1961, pointed out that Ahasuerus has French fleur de lys adorning his crown and that Esther has a ducal cap 
woven into her head-dress. However, Tomory. pp. 99-102, noted that Solomon wears a similar crown in the Zecca version of 
the Queen ofSheba of 1559-60 discussed in the main text, which can also be associated with Antonio. Following Pignatti's 
suggestion, Tomory presumed that the inscription "VI M[a] GG[iol 1574" dates the work to the 6"' of May 1574. Henry did 
not reach Venice till June. However Gilbert, p. 44, was successful in demonstrating that the coat of the arms of the Contarini 
family NN, cre added to the picture in the following century. The link with the painting mentioned by Sansovino, 1581 (1663 
ed. ) , p. 120, 
in the Sala dei Censori. ("I ýuno sopra la porta, d'Antonio Palma") is tenuous. The room now contains busts of 
senators attributable to Domenico Tintoretto. See Franzoi & Valcanover, p. 35. 
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assumption that the painting was a state commission is particularly convincing on 
the grounds of its size, the setting of its subject within the Piazza S. Marco, and its 
striking compositional similarity to earlier works commissioned by the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi and the Mint (or Zecca) from Bonifacio's heirs. 
Two versions of the Queen of Sheba in ftont of Solomon (fig. 7.55-6) 
commissioned from Bonifacio's studio in the years following its master's death are 
obviously quite closely related to the later Esther. The Palazzo dei Camerlenghi 
version has previously. been discussed in Chapter Four, while the other is a smaller 
and less ambitious take on the same subject which, along with an Adoration of the 
Kings (fig. 7.57-8) of similar format, was installed in Sansovino's newly completed 
Zecca at S. Marco between 1559-61.67 The latter pair seem to be collaborative 
works. The manifest differences in figure style and competency within each 
painting is particularly apparent in the Adoration, where the Kings and their 
entourage are skilfully handled by an artist uncannily adept at mimicking the 
sturdiness and warm colouring of Bonifacio's own 'autograph' style (one allows 
oneself to speculate whether this could have been Domenico Biondo). The figures 
of the Holy Family are dramatically more two-dimensional, and paler in colouring. 
Although Antonio's contribution to all three (particularly the Camerlenghi Sheba) 
is likely, the disparity of handling and draughtsmanship ensures that these works 
must be given to artists collaborating with each other in the perpetuation of 
Bonifacio's style. 
The format and nature of the Zecca and Camerlenghi pictures of the late 
1550s are obviously linked. The old sources continue to speak of them as the work 
of Bonifacio, whose activity is also recorded elsewhere in the Zecca . 
68 The 
attribution to Bonifacio is demonstrative of how such later pictures seem 
deliberately designed to preserve the impression that Bonifacio was still alive - 
along with the ambiguity over Bonifacio's nickname, it is here that one sees the 
root of the 'three Bonifacio theory' previously discussed at the very start of this 
study. Such an imitative approach to the perpetuation of Bonifacio's style was 
hardly the result of any filial affection on the part of his former students, but a 
decision motivated by commercial considerations. Despite the prevailing success of 
67 See Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 66-7, cat. I 10- 111 for their provenance and dating and also 
Ivanoff, 1979, cats. 392-393, cats. 12-13 and Vertova, 1985, pp. 24. &32. 
68 See Boschini, 1664 (S. Marco), p. 65-6. 
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Fig. 7.55) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ), The Queen of Sheba infi-ont of Solomon, 
1556, Venice, Accademia. 
Fig. 7.56) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma & others'? ), The Queen of Sheba infiront oj'Solomon, 
1559-60, Venice, Accademia (in depsoit at the Fran). 
Fig. 7.54) Attributed to Antonio Palma, Esther andAhasuerus, 1574, Sarasota, John and Mable 
Ringling Museum. 
Fig. 7.57) School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ) Ihe Adoration qf the Magi, 1560- 1, 
Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Frari). 
Fig. 7.58) detail Of fig. 7.57. 
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Tintoretto and his workshop at the Camerlenghi, the team responsible for these 
Bonifacesque works could exploit the state's sustained endorsement of Bonifacio's 
style by ensuring the continuity of this brand product. 
Many such works have been attributed solely to Antonio by Ivanoff, 
Vertova and other authors. But one should remain cautious, as 'follower of 
Bonifacio' does not necessarily equal 'Antonio Palma'. Many different hands and 
variations on Bonifacio's style can be spotted in works completed in the wake of 
the latter's death. However, it is likely that Antonio has the greatest claim to the 
initial supervision of the studio and it is also likely that Bonifacio's practice 
gradually became synonymous with Antonio's in the decade following the former's 
69 death. 
Coda - Bonifacio, Antonio & Palma Giovane 
As a conclusion to this account of Bonifacio's enterprise, a neat symmetry presents 
itself. At the very start of our investigation, it was established how Bonifacio 
fulfilled the role of artistic heir to the childless Palma Vecchio. With Bonifacio's 
death in 1553, Palma Vecchio's nephew, Antonio, fulfilled the same role for the 
childless Bonifacio, bringing the business back into the Palma family. In addition, 
just as Bonifacio had become a long-term assistant to Palma, Antonio had also 
continued to understudy Bonifacio until the latter's death, when Antonio asserted 
himself as the studio's chief inheritor. 
Antonio's continued association with Bonifacio's widowl raises the 
possibility that Marietta, as Bonifacio's chief beneficiary, had been closely 
involved in the affairs of her late husband's practice. The hous e they leased from 
the nuns of S. Alvise may even have provided the premises of the workshop. 70 We 
know from the language used in their wills that Bonifacio and his wife were 
particularly close and the possibility arises that he involved her in some of the day- 
71 to-day running of the studio . From the 
fussy and anxious tone of her wills, one 
can well imagine the childless Marietta taking a close interest in Bonifacio's 
69 One could speculate as to the other artists involved in the subsequent perpetuation of Bonifacio's 
workshop - Vitruvio Buonconsiglio, Jacomo Pisbolica are also possible candidates. For further 
speculation concerning Bonifacio's heirs see also Wickhoff, pp. 88-89. 
70 The property is mentioned in Bonifacio's will of 26.7.1553 (Appendix 1, doc. 3-3) and once again 
by Antonio in 1564, see n. 60. 
71 Allowing for the language of wills, Bonifacio and Marietta refer to each other in the most 
effectionate terms. See for example the extract quoted in Appendix 1, doc. 26. 
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surrogate family of assistants and students in a way that made an important 
contribution to an enterprise that involved many artists living and working under 
the same roof. Perhaps she fulfilled the role of a kind of 'den mother'. 
If Marietta was closely involved in an unofficial capacity with the 
administration of Bonifacio's workshop both during his lifetime and after his death, 
this would explain why Antonio was bypassed in Bonifacio's will of 1547 in 
favour of Marietta, and a gesture that made Antonio's eldest son, Marcio (then no 
more than six), the second beneficiary of Bonifacio's estate in the event of 
Marietta's death. It has been suggested that this reveals Bonifacio's wish to 
perpetuate an artistic dynasty that he had himself inherited from Palma Vecchio, as 
Antonio's eldest son, Marcio would then have been fitted to inherit a practice, that 
his father already helped to supervise. 72 
However, it was not Marcio who chose to enter the family profession, but 
his younger brother Jacomo, the future Palma 'll Giovane' (self-portrait fig. 7.59). It 
is with Palma Giovane that we become aware of a point of disjuncture in the 
relationship between the Palma and the de' Pitati families. As a coda to our 
discussion of Bonifacio's legacy, it is interesting to consider how his reputation and 
lasting influence on the Venetian school in the decades following his death may 
have been deliberately downgraded by one of his own descendants, his great 
nephew, Palma Giovane. 
Unlike his father, Palma Giovane was a precocious and naturally gifted 
artist, the last great painter of the Venetian Renaissance. Antonio could have taught 
him little, and the Bonifacesque tradition of which the young Palma Giovane was a 
part seems to have meant little to him. He was an artist of far greater ambition, 
whose manipulation of his own artistic persona suggests that he was dismissive, if 
not downright contemptuous, of his immediate artistic paternity. His earliest work 
is shrouded in mystery, as he spent most of his formative years abroad. However, 
following Ridolfi's testimony he was initially trained by his father, whom he 
quickly surpassed if works such as the Wedding at Cana, at S. Giacomo dell'Orio 
are anything to go by (fig. 7.60). 73 It is one of the few pictures that have been 
attributed to Palma Giovane's earliest phase, possibly dateable to his mid-to-late 
72 See Chapter One. 
73 Excluded from the main catalogue of Palma's works by Mason Rinaldi, p. 174, cat. A19, but retained as one of Pal ma's 
immature effirts by Ivanoff and Zampetti, pp. 571-2, cat. 295. For Ridolfi's brief reference to Palma's training under his 
father see Ridolfi, 1648,11, p. 272. 
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Fig. 7.60) Attributed to Palma Giovane, The Wedding at Cana, c. 1563-4 (? ), Venice, S. Giacomo 
dell'Orio 
I 
Above- Fig. 7.61) Palma Vecchio, The 
Marriage of the Virgin (fragment), 1520- 1, 
Formerly Giovanelli Collection. 
Left - Fig. 7.62) Palma Giovane, The 
Allarriage of the Virgin, c. 161 1, Venice, S. 
Spirito. 
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teens and to a point prior to that at which the artist left Venice at the age of 16/17. 
Although it contains, presumably through the agency of Antonio, definite echoes of 
Bonifacesque models, such as his various 'supper pictures', its colouring and 
overall figure style derives from Tintoretto to whose studio Palma Giovane may 
have quickly defected. 
In 1674, at the age of 16/17, the young prodigy was 'discovered' in Venice 
by the Duke of Urbino. Palma leapt at the chance to enter into his service and travel 
beyond the lagoon. He spent the next few years abroad in Rome, Urbino and 
Pesaro, before returning to Venice in 1670 and, so the story goes, entering the 
studio of the ageing Titian, later acquiring and 'finishing' the latter's Piettý after the 
74 death of its author in 1577 . 
The way in which Palma sought to deliberately associate himself with the 
ailing Titian, describing himself as his pupil and thus blotting out an association 
with his own father, demonstrates how he engineered his own artistic credentials. 
As Titian passed into legend, the artists who claimed to have been taught by him 
become legion. Painters as diverse as El Greco (whose early work owes more to 
Tintoretto) and the Milanese Simone Peterzano (Caravaggio's teacher) all jumped 
on the bandwagon, and can be placed alongside other 'genuine' disciples such as 
Marco di Tiziano, who went on to wrap up the decoration of the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi alongside Domenico Tintoretto. 75 To which of these two categories, 
Palma belongs is still unclear. 
It obviously made good business sense for a painter to model himself as an 
heir of the legendary Titian in a manner analogous to that already discussed with 
regard to both the pupils of Bonifacio and Paolo Veronese. However, Jacopo's 
excision of his father's career in the monument he later placed to himself, Titian 
and Palma Vecchio in Giovanni e Paolo in 1621 is noticeable (fig. 7.64) . 
76 It is to 
the latter two painters that Palma declares his artistic paternity for the sake of 
74 For discussions of Palma's early development see Ivanoff & Zampetti, pp. 412-3 & Mason 
Rinaldi, pp. 9-1 0. For Palma's entry into Titian's studio and the circumstances governing the 
completion of Titian's famous Pieti see Bruyn, pp. 306-29, Rosand, 1997, p. 58 and Fehl, 1992, 
pp. 306-29. Fisher, pp. 43-113, devotes a great deal of his discussion of Titian's studio to Palma's 
intervention, but the extent of their relationship remains to be clarified. 
75 For El Greco see Puppi and for Peterzano see Fiorio, In The Age of Caravaggio, p. 7-3). For 
examples of Marco and Domenico's work at the Camerlenghi see Appendix 2,914 10 & #I 5f. 
76 For Palma's monument of 1621 see Boccazzi, 1965, pp. 251-3, Ivanoff and Zampetti, p. 426, 
Rylands, pp. 3 & 11, n. 15 & Manno & Sponza, p. 33. The work bears the inscription: TITIANO 
VECELIO, IACOBO PALMA SENIORI IVNIORIQ. AERE PALMEO COMUN I GLORIA. 
MDCXXI. 
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posterity. Furthermore, at the end of his life, in a will of 1627, Palma revealed his 
intention that the family name should be kept alive by his own designated artistic 
heir (his grandson, also called Jacomo / Jacopo) for his own sake and for the 
memory of Palma Vecchio. Antonio is not mentioned: 
... tutte le cose apartenute alla professione della pittura come quadri finitti, abozzatti, diseani, Z: ) 
relevi, libri et ogni altra sorte di masericie apertenente a ditta professione qual volgio e laso a :n 
Giacomo Alborello mio nipotte filgiollo de Crezia mia filgiola, qual deba atendere alla 
profisione di ]a pitura e facendosi chiamar da casa Palma per la memoria di quel Giacomo si 
famoso et anche per memoria mia ... 
77 
Palma's grandson was only 10 when this will was drawn up. In naming him as his 
artistic heir, Palma's wishes directly echo Bonifacio's will of 1547, in which 
Palma's own elder brother, Marcio - then less than six, was designated to inherit 
Bonifacio's estate in the event of his wife's death. 
In defence of Palma Giovane's self-identification with his great uncle, at 
the expense of his own father, one should stress that the former's fame and 
reputation had always been far greater than Antonio's, whose career was fast 
becoming the footnote in the history of Venetian art that it is today. Palma 
Vecchio's eminent position in the pantheon of Venetian art had already been 
consolidated by Antonio's own decision to retain the trade name of 'Palma' rather 
than the true family name of Nigreti, or even put aside family pride by calling 
himself 'Antonio di Bonifacio' in deference to his teacher. It should also be 
stressed that Palma Giovane shared the first name of his illustrious predecessor (as 
did the grandson mentioned in the will previously quoted), although he may 
actually have been named after his maternal grandfather, Jacomo Brunello, a 
humble basket-maker (see Chapter One). The fact that Palma was led to call 
himself 'Jacomo Palma the Younger' so as to distinguish himself from his 
predecessor 'Jacomo Palma the Elder' excuses his fixation with him on many 
grounds. However, it is clear that Palma Giovane played the association to the hilt. 
For example, when Palma Vecchio's Marriage of the Virgin altarpiece was 
removed from its Position in the now demolished church of S. Antonio in Castello 
in 1592,, it was Palma Giovane who provided the replacement in a picture that 
77 For Palma's will of 1627, see Ivanoff and Zampetti, p. 429 and Mason-Rinaldi, 1984, p. 70 also 
discussed by Wolters and Huser, p. 177. 
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78 
retained features of the original (fig. 6.61-2). A few yards away down the same 
aisle of the church lay the Madonna in Glory with Saints, the last altarpiece by his 
other great uncle, Bonifacio, whose reputation seems to have meant very little to 
him (see Chapter Three, fig. 3-88). 
Palma Giovane's relations with the de' Pitati branch of the family were 
apparently neither close nor affectionate. He would have been around six years old 
when Bonifacio died . 
79 However, Palma would at least have remembered 
Bonifacio, while Palma Vecchio died twenty years before he was even born. He 
must also have been aware of what a favourite his elder brother,, Marcio, had been 
with both Bonifacio and Marietta. Unlike Marcio,, and his sisters Virginia and 
Hortensia, Palma Giovane is the only one of Antonio's children never mentioned in 
any of Bonifacio and Marietta's wills. His absence from Marietta's several wills is 
particularly noticeable. 80 Although one obvious reason for this is the young 
Jacopo's absence from Venice during the 1560s, it is Probable that Palma was not 
held in the same affection as his siblings. His desertion of the family workshop in 
order to 'see the world' and carve out a more prestigious career for himself may 
even suggest that he became the 'black sheep' of the family. He seems to have 
maintained very little relations with any of the members of the artistic side of his 
family, inclusive of his own father. 
Only one commission links Palma with Antonio (and by association with 
Bonifacio): this is a lost St. James attributed to Palma Giovane in the first room of 
the Magistrato del Sale at the Camerlenghi (see Chapter Four). However, if the 
attribution is correct, then it was probably a contribution to the scheme that took 
place long after his father's involvement, at a time when Tintoretto and his school 
were in full control. Palma's picture was probably commissioned to replace an 
81 earlier work by Bonifacio that had been damaged. 
It is noticeable that many of the biographers of the following century, 
seemed to have learned so little of Antonio and Bonifacio from Palma Giovane - 
these include Boschini and Ridolfi who both knew Palma well. Ridolfi had been 
78 Palma's replacement was installed by 1611. See, Ivanoff & Zampetti, p. 568, cat. 274, Mason 
Rinaldi, p. 133, cat. 481 and Rylands, pp. 46-5 1, cat. 47. 
79 Palma was probably born in 1548, see Mason Rinaldi, p. 67, for his date of birth. Mason Rinaldi 
incorrectly records Giulia's maiden name as 'de' Pitati'. See also Chapter One, n. 38. 
80 Palma Giovane's brother, Marcio, and two sisters are all mentioned repeatedly by Marietta in her 
wills. See Appendix, 1, docs. 27,35,36 & 38. 
81 See Appendix 2, #1 a. 
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Fig. 7.63) Palma Giovane, page 
from one of the artist's 
sketchbooks showing 'portraits' 
of Paris Bordon, Bonifacio and 
Jacopo Bassano, c. 1602, Fritz 
Lugt Collection. 
7 Fig. 7.64) Palma Giovane 
and Giacomo Albarello, 
Monument to Titian, Palma 
Vecchio and Palma 
Giovane, 1621, Venice, SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo. 
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Palma's pupil, and had surely derived a great deal of information about his 
master's career and those of other artists. Yet Ridolfi did not feel it necessar. ý, to 
compile a life of Antonio Palma, and his life of Bonifacio, although one of his 
longer entries, contains little biographical information. Despite the closeness of 
family ties, Palma is never mentioned as a source of information and the family 
connection is never referred to. The only record of Palma's acknowledgement of 
Bonifacio comes in the form of his inclusion of him in a series of thirty-four 
thumbnail portraits of 'famous' artists that crop up in one of his surviving 
sketchbooks dateable to the beginning of the seventeenth century (fig. 6.63 ). 82 
Nearly all the portraits were done from memory or copied from other sources, 
others are probably imaginary. Bonifacio appears near the beginning on a page that 
also depicts Paris Bordon and Jacopo Bassano (despite Palma's use of Bassano's 
actual name of [Dal] Ponte, this initial grouping suggests that the series was 
originally envisaged as alphabetical), but in contrast to the other figures, 
Bonifacio's portrait appears cropped, and squeezed in as an afterthought. The aged 
patriarchal figure that bears Bonifacio's name may be an actual likeness - one that 
etched itself on to Palma's memory while he was still a child. 
Despite Bonifacio's inclusion in this impromptu roll call, it seems that as a 
manipulator of his own artistic lineage, Palma Giovane had no particular interest in 
keeping alive the memory of either his father or his great uncle. The Seýf Portrait in 
Milan (fig. 7.59) is testament to how Palma was a shrewd manipulator of his own 
artistic status, and how he sought to affiliate himself and his profession with the 
liberal arts, rather than underline its artisal status. 83 This may be a factor in his 
disinterest in associating himself with the professional modesty of either Bonifacio 
or Antonio. It was they, and not Titian or Palma Vecchio, who constituted his 
actual artistic paternity, but Palma seems to have deliberately expunged the 
82 The sketchbook is part of the Frits Lugt Collection and is discussed by Byam Shaw, 1983,1, 
pp. 254-60. The portraits are generally inscribed with each artist's name and are as follows: Paris 
Bordon, Bonifacio, Jacopo Bassano, Giovanni Antonio Ruisconi, Carpaccio, Schiavone, Raphael, 
Giulio Romano, Perino del Vaga, Giorgione, Titian, Francesco (? ) Bassano, the Cavaliere d'Arpino, 
Girolamo Muziano, Battista Zelotti, Bramante, Nicolo Tribolo, Fra Bartolommeo, Polidoro da 
Caravaggio, Baldassare Peruzzi, Guillaume de Marcillat, Parmagianino, Andrea del Sarto, 
Beccafumi, Michelangelo, Baccio Bandinelli, Daniele da Volterra, Jacopo Bassano (again), 
Sodoma, Tintoretto, Paolo Veronese and Palma Giovane. One notes the strange absence of Palma 
Vecchio, and his own father. 
83 With reference to this work and the Giovanni e Paolo monument, J. Woods-Marsden, p. 240, has 
spoken of Palma's "acute self-awareness of his historical place within the Venetian artistic 
continuum". Woods-Marsden also discussed the rhetorical nature of the self portrait and how it 
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connection. This is significant, as it has probably led to a serious lacuna in our 
knowledge of both Antonio Palma and Bonifacio de' Pitati. A gesture such as the 
monument Palma Giovane erected to himself, Titian and Palma Vecchio in 
Giovanni e Paolo was crucial in that it denied Bonifacio's vital role in sustaining 
the artistic name of which Palma Giovane was so proud. It also disabused 
Bonifacio of an important place in the history of Venetian painting - one that I 
have, in some measure, tried to reclaim for him. 84 
functions as an allegory of the painter's piety. 
84 The issues governing the perpetuation of a studio in the hands of the family descendants of a late 
master which are discussed in this chapter are common to many painters of the Venetian school, 
including the Bellini, Titian, Tintoretto and Palma Giovane. The scenarios relevant to each painter 
are briefly summarised discussed by Fortini Brown, 1997, pp. 57-8. 
-V - 
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Conclusion 
At the beginning of this dissertation, I posed the question of how a body of work 
once associated with one of the finest artists of the Venetian School could have 
fallen into such critical neglect. I wish to assert that the answer lies not so much 
with any fashionable whim on the part of modem criticism, nor with the limitations 
of Bonifacio's work, but with cumulative problems of art historical scholarship and 
certain methodological prejudices. 
Bonifacio's position at the centre of an artistic enterprise, and his resistance 
to the traditional models of art historical biography have been addressed, as has the 
fact that no author has fully got to grips with the Bonifacio de' Pitati Gustav 
Ludwig represented to critical consciousness in 1901-2. Many subsequent authors 
have deliberately avoided the implications of Ludwig's original research, which 
cried out for a contextual reinterpretation of Bonifacio's career, and an assessment 
of the extent of his influence in Venice. In avoiding such issues as the development 
of his early career, the extent of his enterprise, his relationship with his 
contemporaries, even the form and extent of the Camerlenghi scheme, the limited 
Bonifacio, The Finding ofMoses, detail, c. 1540, Milan, Brera -see fig. 5.3 5.374 
nature of subsequent Bonifacio scholarship has exerted an injurious influence over 
Bonifacio's reputation and critical esteem. These observations are not intended to 
down-grade the contributions of previous authors, many of whom were working to 
a different agenda, and whose work, particularly that of Dorothea Westphal and 
Simonetta Simonetti, has made some valuable contributions to our perception of 
Bonifacio. In drawing attention to the areas which concerned Ludwig, and which 
subsequent writers avoided, I merely wish to account for the art historical cul-de- 
sac into which the art and career of Bonifacio de'Pitati has gradually disappeared. 
As the 'grey areas' that have bedevilled previous scholarship have 
constantly frustrated an appraisal of Bonifacio's work, I wish to briefly re-trace the 
artist's career in order to summarise my findings and clarify some of the important 
issues involved. 
Bonifacio's career and artistic development 
The path of Bonifacio's career can be split into four broad phases. 
1) c. 1515-28 
This first period encompasses Bonifacio's initial, and protracted, affiliation to 
Palma Vecchio's studio. This early body of work, probably completed 'under 
license' from Palma is dominated by a series of sacre conversazioni which take the 
latter's formats as their model but which depart from the technique and colouring 
of Palma in favour of those of Titian. After Palma's death in 15281 Bonifacio 
played an important role in winding up his master's studio as a means of providing 
a platform for his own independent career. This is attested to by a number of 
factors, not least those Bonifacesque works completed in Palma's name during this 
period and a wish expressed by Lorenzo Lotto that Bonifacio should perform a 
similar function in the event of his own premature death. 
Bonifaclo's subsequent tutelage of Antonio Palma strengthens his position as 
Palma's unofficial beneficiary and exemplifies the importance of 'artistic heritage' 
amongst Venetian painters of the period. Bonifacio went on to found his own 
surrogate dynasty as a result of his assimilation of Palma's -a fact that seems to 
have been deliberately down-played by his own great nephew, Palma Giovane. My 
discovery of a new document from 1533 allows us to establish the relationships 
between the de'Pitati and the Palma families: Bonifacio's wife's niece, Giulia,, later 
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married Antonio Palma and gave birth to the future painter Palma Giovane. Giulia 
was probably the daughter of Jacomo Brunello a basket maker, and the sister of the 
obscure painter Battista di Bonifacio (see below). Palma Glovane's elder brother, 
Marcio, seems to have been originally fitted out to follow in the family"s artistic 
footsteps and to become the ultimate inheritor of Bonifacio's business. However, 
Marcio became a doctor and it was left to Palma Giovane to pursue an artistic 
career instead. 
2) c. 1528 -c. 1536 
The beginning of Bonifacio's independence and the establishment of his own studio 
can be dated to after Palma Vecchio's death in 1528. This date marks the second 
phase of Bonifacio's artistic development, also sign-posted by his first public 
commission,, the Ss. Giovanni e Paolo St. Michael (fig. 2.55), and the 
commencement of the decoration of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi in 1529. As a 
result of the overwhelming evidence for a protracted affiliation to Palma, it has 
been my hypothesis that all works attributable to Bonifacio working in conjunction 
with any of his own assistants, along with any pictures demonstrable of a fully 
independent career, should be dated to after the commencement of this period. 
On the evidence of the size and diversity of its output, Bonifacio's studio 
fast became one of the largest in Venice. Its busiest period was c. 1530 -45, when it 
expanded to encompass the talents of numerous semi-independent artists. The 
working arrangements seem to have been extremely flexible, and Bonifacio's studio 
practice acted as a kind of professional foster home for the artistically orphaned 
and dispossessed. The studio's activity was focused around the repetitive 
production of well-established formulae. Many of these were inherited from Palma 
Vecchio and were crucial to Bonifacio's desire to capitalise on a professional and 
artistic kinship with his former master. During the early years of Bonifacio's 
independence, up to c. 1536, the artistic character of his output is polyglot in nature 
and lacking in any uniform character. Other ex-students of Palma seem to infiltrate 
and dilute any overall homogeneity. However, an autograph style is discernible, 
and in this Bonifacio's personal manner continues to strengthen its affiliation to 
Titian. As a result, a schizophrenic division emerges, writh Bonifacio ploughing his 
own furrow, while his studio perpetuates Palmesque idioms - this is particularly 
apparent With regard to the continued predilection for sacre convemazioni. The 
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early commercial success of Bonifacio's enterprise is evidenced by the work it 
contributed to mainland churches during these years. These complement a number 
of public commissions at home and the rapid growth in Bonifaclo's commitment to 
the Camerlenghi scheme. 
The fact that, outside the Camerlenghi, many of Bonifacio's patrons remain 
anonymous suggest that he worked mainly for customers lower down the social 
scale, and was happy to mop up commissions amongst less affluent and less 
discerning cittadini. However, Bonifacio also worked for leading families such as 
the Mocenigo and Cappello and contributed altarpieces for prominent public 
positions, most notably his St. Michael for Ss. Giovanni e Paolo. 
3) c. 1536 - 1547 
From c. 1536, the date of Bonifacio's Massacre of the Innocents (fig. 4.1 1), we enter 
a third phase in which a new confidence and unity of vision manifests itself, with 
proto-manneristic elements coming to the fore at the expense of the remnants of a 
traditional, Palmesque approach. A series of ambitious 'set-pieces', such as the 
Dives and Lazarus (fig. 6.69), the Finding of Moses (fig. 5.3 5) and the Triumphs Qf 
Petrarch (figs. 7.1-6), characterise a period that lasts until c. 1547 - the most 
artistically ambitious and successful phase of Bonifacio's career, in which the artist 
establishes himself as one of the key motivating forces in Venetian painting. 
It is during these years that Bonifacio exerts his greatest influence over a 
range of young disciples who were destined to define the artistic character of 
Venetian painting during the next few decades. These include Jacopo Bassano 
(intermittently present in Bonifacio's studio throughout the 1530s), Tintoretto, 
Schiavone,, Lambert Sustris and Polidoro da Lanciano. The corporate organisation 
of the studio and the extent and rapidity of its development was inextricably linked 
to the decoration of the Palazzo dei Carnerlenghi. Many of the large narrative 
ensembles commissioned for the scheme during this period are echoed in the work 
of Bonifacio's disciples during the following decade or more. The artists who 
intermittenetly emerge from under Bonifacio's supervision at the Camerlenghi and 
in other commissions show how the master could be seen to subcontract out work 
to artists who were happy to work under the umbrella of his stewardship. This 
flexible, mutually advantageous arrangement reveals how jobbing artists from the 
mainland needed to affiliate themselves to an established artist in a way that was 
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not merely representative of the standard master / student relationship. 
In the pursuit of a steady stream of work that would enable him to maintain 
this enterprise, Bonifacio was content to work for the lowest possible prices. From 
the mid-to-late 1530s he even began apportioning a substantial amount of his 
production to such modest sidelines as wall and ftu-niture friezes. In this regard, 
Bonifacio's business stratagems anticipate the approach of Tintoretto, who was , in 
all probability, a member of Bonifacio's shop during this period. Another factor 
crucial to Bonifacio's success is the way in which the artist's involvement with the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi commission expands dramatically to a point at which it 
becomes the permanent bedrock of his artistic production. 
In reconstructing the full extent of the Camerlenghi scheme,, Bonifacio's 
contribution offers a valuable digression into how the Venetian Government 
thought of public art not only as a means of enlivening public offices, but as a 
necessary part of a continual reaffirmation of the state as a corporate entity. 
However,, this type of state-sponsored art should not be seen as merely 
propagandist. Rather than having art merely imposed by the authorities, a far more 
subtle act of manipulation was taking place in that each magistrate became actively 
involved in the process of affirming the importance of the state and the machinery 
of government as a result of a natural desire to emphasise his own personal 
importance. In many ways, the rotating system of patronage and the sustained 
longevity of the commission was at least as important to the State as the paintings 
themselves; the distinction between the decoration itself and the mechanics of the 
commission being an important one to draw. The actual act of commissioning these 
works and the process by which they came into being, with each work specifically 
tied to the incumbency of a magistrate, helped to strengthen the feeling of worth, 
tradition and permanency in the institutions the paintings themselves were designed 
to commemorate. 
4) c. 1547 - Bonifacio's death in 1553, and beyond 
The fourth and final phase of Bonifacio's development, from c. 1547 till his death in 
1553, sees the artist going into steep decline - probably as a result of ill health. 
From the late 1540s onwards,, Bonifacio started to abdicate greater responsibility to 
his studio, which also began to shrink as commissions dried up. Very little can be 
attributed to Bonifacio working without the support of his studio between 1547 and 
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his death in 1553. Nevertheless, despite the downturn in its critical fortunes, 
Bonifacio's studio continued to maintain a partial grip on the Camerlenghi scheme 
and it is here, and in the work installed at the sacristy of San Sebastiano, that the 
fragmentation of Bonifacio's studio is most apparent. This process reveals the true 
extent of the variety of abilities and techniques that operated under the aegis of 
Bonifacio's brand style. However, many minor artists and followers remained loyal 
to Bonifacio's approach, amongst them Antonio Palma and a crew of lesser figures 
who adopted the mantle of 'di Bonifacio' as a badge of commercial identity. To 
them one can attribute a large number of works that sustained the Bonifacesque 
style well into the 1560s and 70s. It was from the modest and increasingly archaic 
character of this school that its natural heir, Palma Giovane, sought to disassociate 
himself Palma strove instead to ally himself with the ageing, and now legendary., 
Titian. In doing so it is arguable that it was he who emphasised the memory of his 
great uncle, Palma Vecchio, at the lasting expense of Bonifacio's role in the 
perpetuation of one Venice's most important artistic dynasties. 
* 
In attempting to provide a navigable, contextual overview of Bonifacio's career and 
contribution to Venetian painting, this study has sought to become the first to 
return to the spirit of Ludwig's original profile of the artist. However, whereas 
Ludwig's research heralded Bonifacio's critical decline, I hope that in addressing 
many of the issues upon which Ludwig invited discussion, this dissertation will 
stand as the basis for a belated recognition of Bonifacio's contribution to the 
Venetian school. In considering Bonifacio's posthumous reputation in relation to 
current scholarship, the time may now be right for the artist's re-habilitation. The 
last two decades have witnessed a flourishing enthusiasm for Venetian painting, 
and a re-awakening of a formal appreciation of its essential characteristics. This has 
manifested itself most obviously in a series of large international exhibitions that 
have ranged from 'profiles' of Titian, Bassano, and Lotto, and the large survey 
shows,, the Genius of Venice in London 1983 and Le Siecle de Tifien in Paris of 
1993, to those exhibitions intent on considering finer points of style and artistic 
evolution, Da Ti--iano a El Greco (Mannerism) of 1980, and most recently, 
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Renaissance Venice and the North of 1999. Recent independent studies such as 
Paul Hills' dissection of Venetian colour, and the present rehabilitation of Ruskin 
reflect a broad interest in re-engaging with the quintessentials of Venice's artistic 
personality. With this in mind , it is the pure 'Venetian-ness' / Venezianita of 
BorUfacio that recommends a reappraisal of his work. 
Even allowing for the vagaries of fashion, Bonifacio's critical decline 
during the twentieth century cannot merely be explained by the incompatibility of 
his style with modem tastes. Although an artist of far less ambition than Titian , it is 
the latter whom Bonifacio most resembles in basic, formal essentials,, while his 
overall style is an eclectic mixture of features associated with those other artists 
who continue to occupy an unassailable position in the pantheon of Venetian art,, 
such as Palma Vecchio, Jacopo Bassano, Tintoretto and Bonifacio's own 
countryman, Paolo Veronese. Furthermore, the defining characteristics of Venetian 
painting - its synchronisation of colour, sensuality of form and subject, marriage of 
illusionism with decorative abstraction, and the symbiotic relationship between its 
form and technique - these are qualities which manifest themselves with such 
stabilising proportion in Bonifacio's work, that in many ways, he can be considered 
as the quintessential Venetian artist of his era. 
Anyone who enjoys Venetian painting for its own special features will find 
something to enjoy in Bonifacio's work. In a passage I quoted in the introduction, 
the nineteenth-century critic, Claude Phillips, singled out the Dives and Lazarus 
and the Finding of Moses as two of Bonifacio's finest works, and their power to 
charm remains undiminished. They confirm that when his full attention was 
engaged, Bonifacio was a superlative colourist, with an innate talent for filling the 
picture space in the most decorative manner possible, building up form and colour 
as if they were constituent components welded to the picture plane in the tradition 
of the Venetian mosaic. Bonifacio compensated for his lack of vigour as a 
draftsman by working in tandem with the picture surface, arranging form and 
colour across the canvas with a decorative, rhythmic fluidity that establishes a 
kinship with modem masters of the painted frieze such as Matisse. One irresistible 
comparison arises between some of Bofflfacio's more frenetic compositions for the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, particularly his Gathering of the Manna and the Quail 
(fig. 4.27), and the similar format and formal intentions of Matisse's Merion murals 
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of 1931- 3.1 When in less energetic mode, as in the Finding of Moses, the snaking 
rhythm of form slows down, but remains present as an engine of composition, 
while the figures are often imbued with a drowsy, slow-motion grace that 
permeates the work of Giorgione. Their physiognomies are particularly attractive- 
often child-like, yet naturally so, and free of the stylisation. that permeates the work 
of either Palma Vecchio or Paris Bordon. 
Bonifacio's mannerising experiments, while precocious and unusual, do not 
disturb his overall 'Venetian-ness, nor do they serve to distance him from the 
school in the manner of other modemisers such as Pordenone, or even Andrea 
Schiavone. However, these same progressive tendencies strengthen Bonifaclo's 
position at the heart of a nexus of artistic crosscurrents that is consolidated by the 
close professional relationships he established with many of his more renowned 
contemporaries. These also establish Bonifacio as a figure of historical interest, 
further enabling him to act as a remarkable litmus test of Venetian painting during 
the sixteenth century. 
' See in particular Matisse's design for the Merion Dance Mural in the Barnes Foundation, Merion, 
Pennsylvania. 
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Register of Documents 
1) 
1491 - Bonifacio is registered at the age of four in the census returns of S. Vitale, 
Verona: 
Marcius Armiger q. bonifacij de pitatis aetis annoum 37 
D. Benevenuta ejus uxor ..................... a/e ........ 30 Bonifantius, corum filius ........................ a/e ........ 4 D. Margerita mater ms. marci .................. a/e ....... 67 Antonius frater suprascripti marci .............. a/e ...... 30 
A. S. Vr. . Archivio Comune, Anagrafi, San Vitale, 149 1, reg. 1170. First published by Ludwig, 190 1, p. 67. 
2) 
1492 - The name and profession of Bonifacio's father recorded in Veronese 
taxation returns: 
Martius q. bonifatji de pitatis armiger 
A. S. Vr., Archivio Comune, Campio destimo, 1492, reg. 259, c. 267 r. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 67. 
3) 
1501- Another Veronese census return records Bonifacio and his immediate family 
(no mention is made of Marcio's brother): 
Marzio de ipitati q. do. bonifatio ann 50 
Bevegnua soa mugier ............. ann 40 Bonifatio suo filio ................. ann 14 Domenego suo nevodo .......... ann 15 
A. S. Vr., Archivio Comune, Anagrafl, 1501, reg. 486; 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 67. 
4) 
1502- Bonifacio's father is recorded in subsequent Veronese tax records. 
A. S. Vr., Archivio Comune, Campione d'estimo, 1502, reg. 260, c. 271 r. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 67. 
Rediscovered document 
5) 
1505 - The sale of Marcio de' Pitati's land in the Belfiore del' Adige area of 
Verona is recorded in episcopal records. 
A. S. Vr. Fondo Mensa Vescovile, Investiture, reg. v. 14 c. 153r & v. 
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First published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, pp. 67-8. Reference located bv Cottrell. 
1998/9, p. 29. 
6) 
7.10.1528 - Bonifacio witnesses the last will and testament of Samaratana 
Bondurnier: 
... io bonifatio 
di pitati veronese pictor al presente dela contra de S. Marcola in venetla testimonio 
pregado et zurado sotoscr... 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Bonifazio Solian, b. 940, c. 876. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 69. 
7) 
1529-30 - 29.12.1529; 24.1.1530; 12.2.1530 - Bonifacio paid 30 ducats in three 
instalments for a painting installed in the Cassa del Consiglio dei Dieci at the 
Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. 
A. S. V., Capi del Consiglio dei Dieci, mandati pagamento, reg. 1521-1547, c. IIIr 
& v., C. 112 r. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, pp. 15-16. 
8) 
1530- Bonifacio registered in the records of the Scuola dei Pittori. 
Copy of an original preserved in the Museo Correr, Venice, B. M. C., Mss. 
Moschini, XIX, Nota de'Pittori registrati ne'libri della Veneta Accademia, 1532, 
c. 2r. 
Published by Nicoletti, 1890, pp. 37-382; 500-506; 631-639; 701-712. 
9) 
25.3.1531 & 21.4.1531 (codicil) - In his first will, Lorenzo Lotto makes provision 
for Bonifacio to complete commissions left unfinished at his death: 
Item. Opere de picture che restasseno imperfette et obligate se veda al libro; in che termino strarno 
denari corsi: et con le aventori componersi al maglio si potra et in casu che 'I fosse forzo o per 
maglio far compir alcuna che fusse in bon termino; se debba far cappo con m.: Bonifatio pictor de 
S. Aloise. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Daniele Giordano, b 504-6. 
Published by Francesca Cortesi Bosco, 1998, p. 8-12, p. 9 
10) 
15.6.1531 - Bonifacio and Domenico Biondo witness the will of Lodovica Fondra: 
lo Bonifatio di Pitati veronese pictor ... Domenigo Biondo pictor 
de ser Damian 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Daniele Giordano, b. 505, n. 374. 
Published by Ludwig, 1902, XXIII, p. 65. 
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11) 
29.9.1531- "Bonifacio da Verona Titian and Lotto along with other painters are 
appointed by the Arte dei Depentori to oversee the execution of the xN, -ill of 
Vincenzo Catena. 
A. S. V, Arte dei Depentori, b. 104, fasc. 1: Copie di scritture cavate dalla nostra 
Mariegola de Depentori in occasione della litte dei Pittorei, 1715. 
12) 
1532- A painting by Bonifacio is recorded in the collection of Andrea Odoni in the 
Notizie of Marcantonio Michiel: 
La Trasfigurazione de S. Paulo fu de man de Bonifacio Veronese 
See J. Morelli, pp. 154-64. 
13) 
1533- Bonifacio's payment for an Adoration of the Magi, 
that formed part of the frame for a mirror is recorded 
Querini. 
Biblioteca Querini Stampalia, Arch. Q., Libro Spese de 
b. IV, n. 2. 
Published by Mantovanelli, 1984, p. 222. 
New Document 
a portrait, and a painting 
in the accounts of Piero 
Francesco Quirini, 1533, 
14) 
20.4.1533 - Bonifacio witnesses the will of Elena di Cornovi. The other witness, is 
probably his (future) brother-law, Jacomo, son of Zuane Brunello. The text here is 
reproduced in full: 
Helen, consorte di mz. Lazaro d. borto. o di Cornovi dal legname. 
[I r] 
Nel nome de dio eterno amen. nala. no dala Incarnatio. d. 1 Signor 
nostro Jesu christo 1533 alli 20 di April. In Venetia, lo helena 
consorte d. m. z Lazaro d. bort. o di Cornovi dal legname d. la contra 
d. S. Justina di venetia sana per la gratia d. dio d. la mente et corpo 
Considerando li pericoli di q. sta fragile vita, ho d. liberato far al p. nte 
mio testamento p. mano de Hieronymo Canal nodaro di venetia, 
Et prima Rac. omando lanima mia a dio, Ite. casso et an. ullo 
ogni altro testamento, Lasso mei co. missarj el ditto mz. Lazaro mio 
marido Insieme co. alvise, franc. o et alexandro mei fioli, voglio 
esser sepulta dentro dale munega d. S. alvise nela nostra arca 
co. q. lla mancho [? ] spesa ch. p. era ali mei co. missarj vestida d. 1 habito 
d. S. Alvise e d. la qual munega lasso p. elemosina et p. ditto habito 
ducati diese, et voglio chi sia dito messa 60 p. lanima mia, zoe, 30 
a s. alvise, et 30 nela mia Conra, Item voglio sia dito p. 
uno an. o massa ogni zomo In la giesia d. s. alvise p. lanima mia, 
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Et habbia q. llo sacredote dira dita messa ducati dodese p. sua ele- 
mosina, Item lasso al hospedal d. S. Zanipolo ducati these p. lamor 
d. dio, Item lasso a anzola euphemia pasqualina et felicita 
fie d. mz. zua'maria rassolo et d. la q. d. maria mia neza ducati 
cento p. ciascuna in segno d. amor, Lasso a margarita moier d. S. 
franc. o da riva ducati cinqua. ta Item lasso ducati these a vicenza 
fia d. S. Hier. o barcharol p. el so maridar, Item lasso ducati vinti 
a do donzeto zoe ducati these p. una, p. el suo maridar da esser eletti p. li 
mei co. missarj, Ite. Lasso a suor ambrosia mia sorela munega a Sant 
Alvise ducati tre ala. no finito la vivera [? ], Ite. Lasso la pro. [? ] ch. 1-ni aspetta 
d. la[ ..... ]gna d. la botega dal pomodoro In marzaria al sopradetto 
m. z zu'maria rassalo mio nevodo et al sup. o suo fiol, Lasso a[ ....... 
la massera et famigh ch. sa ritroverano in casa ala mia morte 
ducato uno p. ciascuno oltra el suo salario, Interrogada d. la altra cosa 
da esser Interrogad., .... d. fiol ch. havesse In lavegnir, Respondo 
ch. p. adesso non voglio lasso no ordinar altro, Tutto el resta. te 
[lv] 
d. la mia dota et dernissoria et ogni altri mei beni, Lasso a alvise, 
franc. o, alexandro et lugretia mei fioli et fia d. littisimi equalmente 
fra tutti, la qual lugretia e[? ] marida In mz. anto. o pin, co conditio. ch. 
la ditta lugretia no. possa haver la p. ra sua, fino ch. la no. maridera 
Julia sua fia, Et su p. caso la ditta Julia manchasse, voglio che[? ] 
ditta lugretia possa haver la ditta sua p. re Itemvoglio ch li ditti 
mei fioli mascoli no. possa mor[? ] la sua p. re fino ch. So padre vora luj. 
[separate script] 
lo bonifatio di pitati fo de mz. marzo da verona son stato 
testimono zurato et p. gato di questo testam. to hordinato 
de la bodga[? ] dala dita madona elena. 
[separate script] 
lo jac. o de zuane Cester In cale de la raza son stato testimonio 
zurado et pregado de questo testamento hordinato de bodga 
propria de la dita madona helena 
[return to main script] 
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Testes 
d. Bonifacius de Pitatis q. d. martij d. verona 
pictor et 
S. Jacobus Joannis cistarius in calli a rassa 
[a tergo] 
Test. D. helene ux. d. 
Lazari barthei de 
cornovis 
1533/20/aprilis 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti Girolamo Canali, b. 190, n. 257. 
15) 
17.2.1536 - Bonifacio signs receipts on behalf of "Maestro Paolo Intagliadoro" for 
the payment for a frame for a Last Supper for the refectory of S. Andrea della 
Certosa on the Lido: 
lo Bonifatio pictor sta a san Alvise 
A. S. V.,, S. Andrea della Certosa, Busta Ricervi 1496-15 91 ý 
b. 3 1. 
Partially published by Ludwig, 1901, p. 70 with clarification by Simonetti, 1986, 
p. 8 8. 
16) 
16.7.1536 - Completion of the previous commission confirmed. 
A. S. V. S. Andrea della Certosa, Busta Riceveri 1496-159 1, b. 3 1. 
See above for bibliography. 
17) 
31.1.1537 - Bonifacio is paid 10 ducats for a picture already in situ in the Cassa del 
Consiglio dei Diece at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. 
A. S. V., Capi del Consiglio dei Dieci, Notatorio, reg. 11, c. 167 r. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, p. 18 
18) 
4.7.1537 - Bonifacio and Domenico Biondo witness the will of Brocardo dal Gulo: 
... lo Bonifatio pictor Veronese di Pitati ... lo Domenego Biondo depentor 
A. S. V., 
) 
Sezione Notarile, Daniele Giordano, b. 505, n. 368. 
First published by Ludwig, 1902, XXIII, p. 65. 
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19) 
9.10.1537 - Bonifacio and Domenico Biondo witness the will of Francesco Arlatti: 
.. lo Bonifatio pittor de San Alvixe 
A. S. V., Sezione notarile, Girolamo Canali, b. 109, n. 277. 
Published by Ludwig, 1902, XXIII, p. 64. 
20) 
30.4.1538- For tax purposes, Bonifacio declares property purchased in Asolo in 
March 1533. 
A. S. V., Dieci Savi sopra le decime in Rialto, Condizioni, 1537, b. 98, n. 732. 
Published by Dalla Santa, p. 16. 
21) 
6.3.1539 -Bonifacio competes for the commission to decorate the albergo of the 
Scuola della Carita, alongside Paris Bordon, Vettor Brunello and Gian Pietro 
Silvio. 
A. S. V., Scuola Grande S. Maria della Carita, Notatorio, reg. 256, c. 86. 
Published by Ludwig, 1905, XXVI, p. 146. 
22) 
27.7.1540- A bequest of 45 ducats originally in the name of Felice de Grassis is 
made over to Bonifacio. 
A. S. V., Giudici dell'Esaminador, Preces, reg. 69, c. 93v. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, p. 18. 
23) 
10.8.1544 -A tax declaration in Bonifacio's name concerning property mentioned 
in doc. 20. 
A. S. V., Diecie Savi sopra le decime in Rialto, Condizioni, 1537, additions, b. 112, 
n. 711. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, pp. 16-17. 
24) 
15.9.1544 -A further tax declaration concerning property mentioned in docs. 20 & 
23. 
A. S. V., Diecie Savi sopra le decime in Rialto, Condizioni, 15 3 7, additions, b. 112, 
n. 722. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, pp. 16-17. 
25) 
27.5.1545 - Bonifacio is paid 10 ducats a piece for two paintings installed in the 
Cassa del Consiglio dei Dieci at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. 
A. S. V., Consiglio dei Dieci, Comuni, reg. 17, c. 30v. 
First published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII. p. 71 
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26) 
6.6.1547 - Bonifacio's first will. 
... mi Bonifacio di Pitati pictor fiol che fu del quondam miser Marcio di Pitati al presente della 
contrd de San Marcuola... 
Bonifacio's wife, Marietta is made his chief beneficiary, while Marcio, the son of 
his nephew Antonio Palma, is named as an heir in the event of her death: 
... tuto quello che me potesse aspectar at pervegnir, tutto io lasso alla ... Marietta mia dillecta consorte in sua via tanto, del qual lei ne sia libera residuaria fino che lei viverd, et da pol la sua 
morte io voglio che siano dati ducati vinticinque alli herede della quondam domina Maria di Spiciar, 
che fo moier de magistro Piero da Piemonte, che fo magistro de Scuola della Comunitd de Collogna. 
Et il resto avanzerd di esso mio ressiduo volgio che sia liberamente de Marcio fio de Antonio Palina 
mio nevodo, marido de Julia mia nezza... 
Bonifacio's intention to be buried in his father's tomb at S. Alvise is also 
stipulated. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Francesco Bianco, b. 124, n. 125. 
Published by Cecchetti, 1887, pp. 207-208. See also Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 71. 
27) 
27.6.1547 - the first will of Bonifacio's wife Marietta. 
... mj Marieta ... quondam misser Zuane de Marco et consorte de messer Bonifacio di Pitati pictor della contrA de San marcuola... 
Bonifacio is named as chief beneficiary, while a niece, Cecilia, is mentioned. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Francesco Bianco, b. 126, n. 61 0. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 73. 
28) 
May 1548- P. Aretino writes to Bonifacio. 
A Messer Bonifazio, Pittore 
Nel vedere alcune istoriette del cavaliere da Legge, di vostra mano Oropria, in cambio del 
compiacermi I'animo in si dilettevole magistero, divegno rosso nel viso. 11 quale atto fa segno de la 
vergogna presa da me stess nel subito pensare a la villania ch'io uso col non mai venire a verdervi, 
si per la virta che avete in voi come per Famicizia che teniamo insieme; bench6 pass via cotale 
accidente, non senza rallegrarmi del bello ordine de le figurine disposte in la loro poesia, con 
graziosa vaghezza d'invenzione. Certamente, s'elleno fussero istampate in tante carte, potrieno 
comparire tra qualunque foglio si vede di pregio in la compra, bontd del disegno. 
Teneva il clarissimo procuratore su detto, prima ch'io vedessi opre si degne, molto cara la t) 
camera dove elle sono in rispetto loro; ma, da che la signoria de la Sua Magnificenzia sent] lodarle 
da quel giudizio che tutti I professori de I'arte vostra vogliono ch'io tenga, ý la piO stimata gioia che 
agli abbia. Io so bene che d'altro istudio e d'altro splendore appaiono le tavole che andate lavorando 
in casa per quel tempo e per questo; onde in causa de la qual cosa mi muova a pregarvi che, deposto 
lo sdegno, che invero merito che mostriate con meco, non vi sia noia che domani dopo vespro venga 
ea confessare 1'errore e sodifarmi la vista di 66 che vi parrA ch'io vegga, con patto per6che, 
venendo Pamico che sapete in mia compagnia, non mi diate ne l'orecchio, ma forte, che'egli pare 
una figura di legno colorita in secco. lo veri-6 senza fallo, e caso che mi neghiate il venirci, 
andrommente in Palazzo, godendomi del contemplare le vivacita de le cose che nei bei vostri fregio 
siveggono. I 
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Di maggio, in Vinezia, 1548. 
See Aretino, pp 412-3. 
29) 
28.9.1548 - Bonifacio witnesses the will of Cristina Mulazzo. 
lo Bonifatio Veronese pictor 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Vettore Giordano, b. 528, n. 104. 
Published by Ludwig 1902, XXIII, p. 64. 
30) 
28.8.1549 - Bonifacio witnesses the will of Eugenia Marsagnolo. 
lo Bonifatio di Pitati pictor ... fo de messer Marzo 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Bonifazio Solian, b. 938, n. 361. 
Published by Ludwig, 1902, p. 64. 
31) 
28.12.1551 - Bonifacio's appears as a witness to business transacted between the 
monks of S. Alvise and Paolo Contarini. 
Testis-Domino Bonifacio de Pictatis Veronese pictore 
A. S. V., S. Alvise, Manimorte, b. 24, fasc. Processo A. 
Published by Dalla Santa, 1903, p. 19. 
32) 
14.7.1553-Bonifacio's second will. 
... io Bonifacio di Pitatj quondam magistro Marco pictor al presente habitante nella contrA de San Marcuola... 
Bonifacio's wife is referred to as "Marieta che fo figliola di ser Zuane di Marco 
Cester", and named as the only benfeciary, with no mention of his great nephew 
Marcio (see doc. 26). Domenico Biondo is a witness. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Baldassare Fiume, b. 417, n. 169. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, p. 72. 
33) 
26.7.1553- Bonifacio's third and final will: 
... io considerando io Bonifacio di pitati da Verona pitor, fo de ser Marzio ... ho fatto chiamar et 
venir a mi in casa mia nella contrA di san Marcuola in le case dele moneche di missier Santo 
Alvise... 
Provision is made for a small donation to the hospitals of Giovanni e Paolo and the 
Incurabili. Marietta is once again the main beneficiary, and Domenico Biondo 
appears as witness. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Alvise Brunello, b. 265, n. 61. 
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Published by Ludwig, 1901, XXII, pp. 72-3. 
34) 
19.10.1553-Bonifacio's death is registered in the parish records of Ss. Ermagora e 
Fortunato (S. Marcuola): 
Sier Bonifacio depentor, amald longamente 
A. M. Zanetti, 1771, p. 222. 
35) 
The second will of Bonifacio's widow, Marietta: 
... ego Marieta de Grassis relicta quondam ser Bonifatij de Epitatis pictoris de confinio sanctorum Hermagore et Fortunati Venetiarum... 
Antonio Palma is named as executor, while he and his children Marcio,, Virginia 
and Hortensia are also beneficiaries (Antonio's second son the future painter, 
Jacomo Palma il Giovane, is not mentioned). Other beneficiaries include the 
daughters of a nephew, Marco, (Camilla, Thesaura and a third unamed daughter) 
and another nephew "Baptista depentor" (Battista di Bonifacio) and his daughter 
Nicolosa. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile. Testamenti, Matteo Solian, b. 889, n. 234. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, p. 74, Marietta's second will. 
36) 
28.6.1558-codicil to previous document. 
Marietta's nephew Battista (di Bonifacio) is described as "Baptista quondam 
Jacomo" 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, testamenti, Matteo Solian, b. 889, n. 234. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, p. 74. 
37) 
30.11.1566 - Marietta's third will: 
... io Marieta fiola del quondam maestro Zuanne de Marco Brunello et relicta de misser Bonifacio di Pitati da Verona depentor... 
Marietta's nephew, Marco (see doc. 35) is named as "marco de Zuanne". 
Beneficiaries include Battista di Bonifacio (who had been residing with her), 
Antonio Palma, his children Hortensia and Marcio, described as "dottor". Both 
Antonio and Marcio are also named as executors. 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Piero Contarini, b. 292, n. 537. 
Published by Ludwig, 1901, pp. 75-6. 
38) 
16.7.1570 - Marietta's fourth and final will: 
... io Marieta fighola 
del quondam magistro Zuanne di Marco Brunello, et relicta in ultimo 
matrimono de messer Bonifacio di Pitati da Verona depentor. 
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Benficiaries include Antonio Palma, his children Virginia, Hortensia and Marcio 
(their brother Palma Giovane is notable by his absence). 
A. S. V., Sezione Notarile, Testamenti, Piero Contarini, b-292., n. 537. 
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The Decoration of the Palazzo dei 
Camerlenghi 
The following inventory is designed to accompany the discussion of Bonifacio"s 
work at the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi already carried out in Chapter Four. It offers 
the first comprehensive inventory of the original scheme based on the author's 
study of a number of sources - chief amongst them the thorough account by 
Boschini in his Minere della Pittura of 1664. Boschini's description of the position 
of the paintings in each room and on which floor each chamber was to be found, 
was reproduced with omissions (and a few errors) by Zanetti in 1733 and 1771 (see 
below). While a few of Boschini's observations can be verified by Ridolfi's earlier 
testimony from Le Maraviglie of 1648, the only other document that approximates 
to a complete inventory is a manuscript dated 1725 preserved in the Museo Correr, 
Venice, entitled Inventorio de Pubblici Quadri della Sereniss. Republic di Venezia 
esistente nel Palazzo Ducale e Magistrati di S. Marco e di Rialto. (referred to in the 
text as 'Inventory. 1725% Bibl. Museo Correr, Cod. Cicogna, 3750). 
The information presented by this last document can be cross-checked 
against the state inventories preserved in the Venetian archives. These form part of 
the surviving papers of Pietro Edwards, the delegate in charge of the management 
of public art after the fall of the Republic. From this source are a number of 
documents referred to in the following list. The first and most important is a loose- 
leaf document bearing no pagination, that forms almost a complete rundown of 
paintings in situ in the magistracies of the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi. In this 
inventory the identification of paintings is often established by their attribution 
rather than their subject matter. In general, these attributions appear to have been 
made on the strength of the information provided by Boschini. This list is 
contained amongst a sheaf of papers which are dated May 1797 and is thus referred 
to in the text as 'Inv. 1797' (Venice, Archivio di Stato, Venice, Busta Edwards, 1, 
Fasc. 1). An edited version of the previous document, entitled Ristretto delle 
Pitture di Pubblicca ragione esistente in mano del Ispettore alle Belle Arti, Pietro 
Edwards from the same busta is dated 5.2.1798 - referred to as 'Inv. 5.2.1798'). 
Another slightly amended list is dated 21.5.1798. Also in the same file, another 
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document entitled Ristretto delle Pitture di Pubblica ragione in esistente Manna 
del Pubba 
... Ispettore. 
Pietro Edwards ('Inv. 21.5.1798') adds to our knowledge of 
the original scheme. 
Later documents compiled while the dispersal of the paintings was Nvell 
under way are also cited; an inventory dated 26.7.1807, entitled Elenco de Quadri 
esistente nei locale apparteneti in addietro agli ex Magistrati detti de' Governatori 
dell' Entrate e Provveditori al Sale, occupati ultimamente fin a questo giorno dal 
Tribunale Mercantile Maritimo, ed ora destinata alla Residenza del Sig. Ispeltore 
di Finanaza. (A. S. V Edwards, Busta 1, Fasc. 3) is abbreviated in the text to *Elenco 
1807', while a second inventory which lists measurements of surviving works 
entitled Elenco degli oggetti di Belle Arti scelti a disposizione di ... Eugenio 
Napoleone ... 22 3.1808 (A. S. V. Edwards, Busta 2) is referred to as 'Elenco 1808'. 
In addition, to these original documents, I have drawn on the research of 
other authors. The most valuable of this later category, are the catalogue entries on 
each of the Camerlenghi paintings preserved in the Accademia by Moschini 
Marconi and the list of works attributed to Bonifacio compiled by Giorgio Faggin 
in 1963 (see abbreviations of sources given below). The reader is directed to these 
for a further information regarding patrons and the position of each work within its 
room. It is from these and other cited sources that I have taken the periods of 
service of commissioning magistrates that accompany each entry. For the position 
of the magistracies see also the plans of the building illustrated in Chapter Four, 
fig. 4.10. 
Due to restrictions of space, I have not been able to include the full extent 
of my research. Commentaries, have been restricted to those rooms where data has 
been sufficient to present pictorial reconstructions or to suggest the chamber's 
position within the palace. While each entry is prefaced by references to published 
material, where archival documents provide evidence of other works not mentioned 
elsewhere, appropriate references are included next to each item or in the 
accompanying commentary. 
Abbreviations in the text 
For reference to inventories (abbreviated to 'Inv. ' in places) and other document 
see above. 
B) Marco Boschini, La Ricche Minere della Pittura, 1664. pp. 265-282 
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F) Giorgio Fagging 'Bonifacio ai Camerlenghi', Arte Veneta, 1963 pp. 79-95 
(associated numbers in the text are those of Faggin's register of works). 
L) Gustav Ludwig, 'Bonifacio di Pitati da Verona, eine archivalische 
untersuchung' in Jahrbuch der K6niglisch Preussischen Kunstsammlungen, 1901, 
pp. 61-78 & 180-200; pp. 36-66; 1902, XXIII, pp. 36-66. 
M. M. ) Sandra Moschini Marconi, Catalogo dell Galleria' dell'Accademia. Opere 
d' Arte del Sec. XIV & XV, Rome 1955, XVI, Rome, 1962. (associated figures in 
the text are catalogue numbers). 
R) Ridolfi, La Maraviglie dell'Arte, 1648, (ed. D. F. von Hadeln, vol, 1 1914, vol 
11,1924). 
Z) A. M. Zanetti, Descrizione di tutte le pubbliche pitture della citta di Venezia.. o 
sia Rinnovazione delle Ricche Minere di Marco Boschini, Venice, 1733; Della 
pittura veneziana e delle operepubbliche de'veneziani maestri, Venice, 1771. 
91) The first room of the Magistrato del Sale 
R. 1, p. 286,11, p. 58; B. 270-1; Z. 1771, p. 225. 
For a discussion of works completed for the wall left of entrance and an illustration of the 
reconstruction see Chapter Four. The St. George, Louis and the Princess (g), St. Jerome and 
Andrew (i) and the Madonna and Magistrates (h). probably represent Tintoretto's first commissions 
for the Camerlenghi. ' As to which of the three niches on the minor wall this last work originally 
occupied, common sense suggests that it occupied the centre space with each of the paintings of 
saints at either side and this is the arrangement adopted in the reconstruction featured in Chapter 
Four. However, Boschini specifically places it "sopra la porta" and thus at the far right. 
One encounters greater problems in seeking to reconstruct the arrangement of the 
remaining lateral wall. All five niches were filled with a series of votive portraits by Tintoretto and 
his workshop. The central niche contained a painting of four senators sheltering under the radiance 
of the Holy Spirit (1). Far shorter in length than is usual for a single painting of this type, Ludwig, 
1902, p. 46, suggested that it originally surmounted a small sacra conversazione attributed to 
Bendetto Diana (in), that is first recorded in the inventory of 1725 - it was presumably a remnant 
from this magistracy's original offices at the nearby Riva del Vin. 2 Its width fits that of the space 
allotted, but the combined height of both is out of step with those on the preceding walls. Given its 
smaller size and that one of the senators seems to be indicating something below the present picture 
space, it is likely that the Holy Spirit has either been cut or was originally part of a larger ensemble. 
However, the first mention of Benedetto's Sacra Conversazione in the Inventory of 1725 (which 
attributed it to Catena) specifies that it was hung "sopra la porta che passa alla stanza del tribunale 
1 It is possible that Tintoretto had been involved with the commission at a much earlier stage, perhaps as a 
result of his association with Bonifacio. Boschini refers to lost works from the Magistrato Sopra ai Conti (#15 
a&b) described as amongst "delle prime opere di Tintoretto" . 
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I 
[the second room]". As there is no evidence of a connecting door between the two rooms, which 
would in any case be positioned in the opposite wall, one infers that at this date it was hung outside 
in the corridor over the door leading to the second chamber. 
Two of the paintings of magistrates from the remaining niches have been identified by 
Moschini Marconi with a pair of canvases from Tintoretto's studio in the Accademia (n & o). She 
based their provenance on paintings described in a letter by Pietro Edwards from 1779, which deals 
with their restoration. Although rectangular in shape, their size qualifies them as possible fragments 
of two of the canvases from this wall, presumably from the two niches to the right, given their right- 
left orientation. If one accepts the connection, then it becomes difficult to accept Moschini 
Marconi's hypothesis that two further canvases which she identified from the Accademia collection 
filled the remaining two niches. The smaller of these destined for vacant space j) has its single 
figure facing in the wrong direction, while the other (k) also lacks the ability to balance the 
composition on the left. It portrays a single magistrate kneeling at a prie dieu, instead of in a seated 
position. Compared to the larger pair of portraits, the figure is slightly under proportion and painted 
in a markedly smoother style. 3 All four canvases identified by Moschini Marconi are at variance 
with evidence provided by the Elenco of 1808 which states that four pictures of "senatori" from this 
department had already been reduced to fragments that were 87 x 70 cm in size: "Sono quattro. 
Pezzi con ritratti di senatori si contano. teste in tela riposono ridur tutti alla grandezza di circa 2.6 x2 
[I Venetian inch during this period = 2.9 cm]. " Because of the question marks hanging over this 
and the previous minor wall one stresses the hypothetical nature of the reconstruction featured in 
Chapter Four. 
List of works 
a) Palma Giovane, St. James. Lost. See L. p. 46. 
b) Bonifacio, Faith, 66 x 132 cm c. 1536. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.74; F. 24. 
c) Bonifacio, Hope, 66 x 132 cm c. 1536. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.75; F. 25. 
d) Bonifacio, Charity, 66 x 132 cm, c. 1536. M. M. H. 74 &5; F. 24 & 5. 
e) Bonifacio, The Supper at Emmaus, 148 x 415 cm, c. 1 535 (? ). Milan, Brera, (on loan to the church 
of Sta. Maria delle Grazie) n. 138. F. 23. Possibly commissioned by Pellegrino Venier (28.5.1535- 
27.9.1536). 
f) Bonifacio, St. Mark, 222 x 125 cm, 1530-I. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.63;. F. 19. Commissioned by 
Marco Zentani (3.4.1529-2.8.1530). The painting also bears the coats of arms of Francesco da 
Legge (24.1.1530-23.5.153 1). 
g) Tintoretto, St. Louis George and the Princess, 226 x 146 cm, 1551-2. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.401. 
Commissioned by Giorgio Venier (retired 31.9.155 1) & Alvise Foscarini (retired 1.5.1552). 
h) Tintoretto, Madonna and Four Magistrates, 188 x 146 cm, 1552-3. Venice, Accad. (on loan to the 
Inst. di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti). M. M. 11.402. Commissioned by Giovanni Grimani (retired 
15.1.1552), Giovanni Donato (retired 3.9.1553), Nicolo Gritti (6.1.1553) & Jacomo Pisano (retired 
27.1.1553). 
2 For the original location of this office see Calabi & Morachiello p. 26-7. 
-' See Moschini Marconi, 1962, p. 251-2. 
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i) Tintoretto, St. Jerome and Andrew, 230 x 150 cm, 1552. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.400. 
Commissioned by Andrea Dandolo (retired 6.9.1552) & Girolamo Bernardo (retired 9.10.1552). 
j) School of Tintoretto, Magistrate at Prayer. Lost ? see M. M. 11.437. 
k) School of Tintoretto, Magistrate at Prayer, 154 x 116 cm. Venice. Accad. M. M. 11,43' 8. 
1) School of Tintoretto, The Holy Spirit and Four Magistrates, 168 x 127 cm. Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.439. 
m) Benedetto Diana, Madonna and Child with Saints, 83 x 127 cm. Venice, Accad. M. M. 1.28. 
n) School of Tintoretto, Two Magistrates, 179 x 125 cm. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.436. 
o) School of Tintoretto, Two Magistrates, 179 x 125 cm. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.435. 
# 2) The second room of the Magistrato del Sale 
R. I. p. 286; B. p. 271-2; Z. 177 I. p. 225. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Lawrence & Louis of Tolouse, 180 x 141 cm, 1532-3. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.69-, 
F. 22. Commissioned by Lorenzo Falier (24.9.1531-23.1.1533) & Alvise Malipiero (26.4.1531- 
25.8.1532). 
b) Bonifacio, The Judgement of Solomon, 180 x 309 cm, 1533. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.71; F. 20. 
Commissioned by Nicolo Salomon (1.12.1529-31.3.1531). Possibly also associated with Andrea 
Marcello (retired 25.12.1533) & Paolo Valeresso (retired 23.1.1533). 
c) Bonifacio, Sts. James & Vincent Ferrer, 180 x 129 cm, 1531-2. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.68; F. 21. Commissioned by Giacomo Moro (2.5.1531-23.9.1532) & Vincenzo Priuli 
(1.7.1531-31.10.1532). 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. John the Baptist & Anthony Abott, 181 x 150,1548-9. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.101; F29. Commissioned by Giovanni Memo (13.9.1547-12.1.1549) & Antonio Venier 
(31.12.1546 - 30.4.1548). 
e) Bonifacio, The Resurrection of Christ, c. 1549. Lost. Inv, 1725 "il Salvator che risorge con 
Pintervento delle costemate Guardie". See L, 1902, p. 45. Possibly commissioned by Silvester 
Minio (retired September 1549) & Francesco Coppo (retired 4.1.1549). 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & James the Greater, 182 x 154 cm, c. 1548. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.100. F. 30. Commissioned by Girolamo da Legge (5.5.1547-4.9.1548) & Giacomo Antonio 
Orio (11.6.1547-10.10.1548). 
g) Bonifacio, Sts. Francis & Paul, 183 x 135 cm, 1541-3. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.87; F. 27. 
Commissioned by Francesco Barbarigo (6.3.1542-5.7.1543) & Paolo Comer (26.8.1541- 
25.12.1542). 
h) Bonifacio, Christ & The Adulteress, 181 x 304 cm, c. 1544. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.92; 
F. 26. Probably commissioned by Giorgio Bembo (retired 7.3.1544) Donato Honorato (retired 
28.4.1544) & Leonardo Giustinani (retired 4.9.1544). 
i) Bonifacio, Sts. Mark & James, 182 x 133 cm, 1541-3. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.86. 
F. 2 8. Commissioned by Marco Pesaro (23.11.1541-22.3.1543) & Jacopo Bragadin (5.1.1542- 
4.5.1543). 
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# 2.1) Addition - Camerino delle Cassiere 
Following his description of the Magistrato del Sale, Boschini mentioned a small chamber under the 
jurisdiction of this department. 
List of works 
a) School of Paolo Veronese, The Deposition. Venice. Accad. M. M. 11.99 see fig. 1. 
b) School of Montemezzano, Portraits of Officials with Sts. Lost. Inventory 1725 "scuola di Monte 
Mezzano". 
c-f) four canvases by Tintoretto (? ), Lost (? ) -see Inv. 1725. 
#3) The first room of the Governatori alle Entrate 
R. 1, pp. 184-5; B. pp. 268-9; Z, 177 1, p. 225; L. pp. 3 8-44 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio (? ), Faith and Charity. Lost. B. - "la Fede e La CaritA.. di Bonifacio", lost, c. 1553 (? ); 
Elenco 26.7.1807 - "si attribuisce a Bonifazio Veneziano.. tutto che vi appaiano degli indizi d'altro 
stile". 
b) School of Bonifacio (? ), The Marriage of the Virgin, 199 x 134 cm, 1553-4. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini). M. M. 11.107; F. 18. Commissioned by Pietro Francesco Contarini (8.8.1552-7.12.155')), 
Giovanni Bondimierio (28.7.1552-27.9.1553), Girolamo Priuli (11.9.1552-10.1.1554). Later coats 
of arms added after 1592. 
c) Follower of Giovanni Bellini (Lazzaro Bastiani ? ), Madonna and Child, 78 x 57 cm. Venice, 
Ca'd'Oro, See La R. Galleria Giorgio Franchetti alla Cad'Oro: Guida / Catalogo, 1929, p. 40 - 
see fig. 2. 
d) Tintoretto, Sts. Jerome, Alvise & Andrew, 196 x 133, c. 1555. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.403. 
Commissioned by Girolamo Cicogna, Alvise Foscarini & Andrea Renier ( all in charge during 
1553-5). Other coats of arms are later additions. 
e) Bonifacio, St. Mark Uniting Justice and Peace, 197 x 134 cm, 1552. Venice Accad. (Cini). M. M. 
11.982; F. 17. Dated 1552 & commissioned by Alvise DonA (11.5.1551-10.9.1552), Leonardo 
Giustinan (28.3.1551-27.7.1552) & Andrea Barbarigo (8.4.1551-7.8.1552). 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. John the Baptist, Christopher and John the Evangelist, 201 x 160 cm, 1547-8. 
Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.99; F. 16. Commissioned by Zuanne Barbarigo (13.7.1547- 
12.11.1548), Christoforo Morosini (9.5.1547-8.9.1548) & Giovanni Lando (28.3.1547-27.7.1548). 
g) Bonifacio, St. Michael and Satan between Sts. John the Baptist & Louis IX of France, 1548-5 1. 
Lost. B. - "Lucifero sogiogato da S. Micaele e precipatato dal Cielo : concorrono di Precursore S. 
Giovanni con S. Luigi". Commissioned by Mapheus Michiel (retired 19.1.1549) & Alorsius 
Foscareno (retired 27.11.1549). 
h) Bonifacio, St. Jerome, Marina & Francis, c. 1551. Lost. Commissioned by Amius Contarini 
(retired 27.3.1551), Francesco Foscareno (retired 19.5.1551) & Girolamo de Legge (retired May 
1531). 
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Fig. 1) School of Paolo Veronese, The Deposition, 
Venice, Accadernia (see 4 2.1, a). 
Fig. 3) Giovanni Bellim, Aladonna & 
Child, Venice, Accademia (see 46, c) 
Fig. 2) Follower of BellMi / Lazzaro 
Bastiani (? ), Madonna & Child, Venice, 
Ca'd'Oro (see #3, c). 
': :1 
ii, 'cT7> 
4 rr- r L 
Fig. 4) Engraving (1862) after Parrassio 
Michele's lost St. Francis (see 47 g). 
F 
Fig. 7) Giovarml Buonconsigho (? ), The Lion qf St. Afark 
with Saints, Venice, Accademia (see 4 11 . a). 
Figs. 5 & 6) School of Tintoretto, Portrails of Officials as 
Evatigelists, Vemce, Accad (see # 9, b& c). 
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i) Bonifacio, Justice and Temperance, 200 x 21, c. 1532. Modena, Galleria Estense, n. 3379 (a? ). F. 5. 
Probably commissioned by Pancrazio Giustinani (20.10.1531-19.2.1533), Andrea Donato (retired 
2.2.1533) & Batrucio Givrano (retired 11.2.1533). This picture may have also shared patronage with 
k. 
j) Bonifacio, Christ Enthroned with Sts. Mark, Dominic, Victor, Alvise, Giustina and other Saints, 
194 x 448,1530. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.61; FA Commissioned by Domenico Cappello (10.2 
1530 - 9.6.153 1), Vittore DonA (8.7.1530-7.11.153 1) & Alvise Bono (2.2.1530-1.6.153 1). 
k) Bonifacio, Prudence and Fortitude, 200 x 121 cm, c. 1532. Modena, Gal leria Estense, n. 3 ) 79 (b). 
F6. Possibly commissioned by Giovanni Priuli (retired 11.10.1532) Pietro Boldu (retired 
2.10.1532). This picture may also have shared patronage with L 
#4) The second room of the Governatori alle Entrate 
R. 1, p. 285; B, pp. 269-271; Z, 177l, pp.. 226-7. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Anthony Abbott and Mark, 215 x 138 cm, 1539-40. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 
11.78; F. 9. Commissioned by Antonio Surian (14.4.1539-13.8.1540) & Marco Zantani (6.2.1538- 
31.5.1539). The other coats of arms are later additions. 
b) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 198 x 313 cm (with additions), c. 1541-4. Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.91; F. 7. Bears the coats of arms of Antonio Venier (22.12.1542-21.4.1544), Vincenzo Gritti 
(15.3.1542-14.7.1543), Alvise Contarini (31.1.1542-26.3.1543), Girolamo Zen (21.8.1541- 
20.12.1542). These patrons also relate to e&f. The initial patron was probably Natalino Contarini 
(20.6.1534-19.10.1535) - see Chapter Four. 
c) Bonifacio, Sts. Matthew and King Louis IX of France, 216 x 139 cm, 1538-9. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini). M. M. 11.77; F. 8. Commissioned by Matteo Barbarigo (17.6.1538-16.10.1539) & Ludovico 
Barbarigo (20.2.1533-19.6.1534). Possibly also related to Lorenzo Barbarigo (retired 20.8.1541). 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. Dominic & Zaccariah, 216 x 150 cm, 1539-40. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.81. 
F. 10. Commissioned by Dominic Gritti (17.10.1539-obit), Zaccariah Priuli (2.6.1539-1.10.1540). 
The other coats of arms and inscriptions are later additions. 
e) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome & Louis of Tolouse, 216 x 155 cm, 1541-2. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.89; F. 11. Commissioned by either Girolamo Zen (21.8.1541-20.12.1542), Girolamo Priuli 
(5.10.1540-4.2.1542) or Girolamo Pesaro (15.11.1540-14.3.1542) & Alvise Contarini (3.1.1542- 
23.3.1543). The other coats of arms are later additions. 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. James & Vincent Ferrer, 210 x 153 cm, 1543-4. Venice, Accad. (on loan to the 
Ca' Farsetti/ Loredan). M. M. 11.90; F. 12. Commissioned by Vincenzo Gritti (15.3.1542-14.7.154) 
& Giacomo Pisani (18.7.1543-17.11.1544). The other coats of an-ns are later additions. 
g) Bonifacio, Sts. Sylvester andPhilip, 214 x 136,1544-5. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.9-3. F. 133. 
Commissioned by Silvestro Minio (22.4.1544-21.8.1545) & Filippo DonA (28.7.1544-27.11.1545). 
The other coats of arms are later additions. 
h) Bonifacio, The Transfiguration, 217 x 289 cm, 1544-6. Milan, Brera (on loan to Rovellesca 
parish curch). F-14. Commissioned by Salvatore Michiel (18.11.1544-17.3.1546). Ludwig also 
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suggested that the following may also have contributed : Marcus Zantiani (retired 2 1.12.1-546), 
Marcantonio Contarini & Zuan Antonio Pisani also inchrage during this period. The other coats of 
arms are later additions. 
i) Bonifacio, Sts. Paul, Nicholas & James, 210 x 134 cm, 1547. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 
11.97; F. 15. Commissioned by Paolo Comer (retired 28.11.1545-27.3.1547), Jacopo Miani 
(18.3.1546-17.7.1547) & Nicola da Ponte (?. 10.1546-? 2.1547). 
#5) The Camera dell'Imprestidi 
R. 1, p. 287; B, p. 272-273;. Z, 1771, p. 226. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Vito, Anthony of Padua & Augustine, 192 x 125 cm, 1538-40. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini). M. M. 11.80; F. 38. Commissioned by Vito Memo (18.3.1538-17.7.1539), Antonio Erizzo 
(12.9.1538-11.1.1540) & Agostino Querini (18.3.1539-17.7.1540). 
b) Bonifacio, The Feeding of the 5,000,195 x 452 cm, c. 1539. Venice Accad. (Cini) c. 1539. 
M. M. 11.85; F. 36. Probably commissioned by Francis Querini, Pietro Venier (18.12.1535- 
17.4.1537), Filippo Foscari (10.1.1536-9.5.1537) & Alvise Mula (retired 28.7.1539). 
c) Bonifacio, Sts. Anthony Abbott, Andrew and Louis of Tolouse, 203 x 156 cm, 1539-40, Venice, 
Accad. (Ca' Farsetti / Loredan). M. M. 11.79; F. 39. Commissioned by Antonio Longo (26.9.1538- 
26.1.1540) & Alvise da Mula da Andrea (29.3.1538-2.7.1539). The parentage of the latter patron 
may explain the presence of St. Andrew. 
d) Bonifacio, Sts. Louis of Tolouse & Andrew, 192 x 159 cm, 1549-50. Budapest, Szepmav6szeti 
Museum, n. 4226. F. 48. Commissioned by Alvise Minoto (26.4.1549-25.8.1550), Andrea Basadonna 
(2.4.1549-1.8.1550) & Luca Suriano (retired 9.8.1550). 
e) Bonifacio, Zaccariah and the Angel, 193 x 164 cm, 1549-50. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.102; 
F. 49. Commissioned by Gabriele Gradenigo (29.8.1549-28.12.1550) and probably also Marco 
Carnelio (retired 13.10.1550). 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. Anthony of Padua, Paul and Nicholas, 192 x 156 cm, 1549-50. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini). M. M. 11.103; F. 50. Commissioned by Antonio Valier (4.3.1549-3.7.1550), Paolo Corner 
(28.3.1550-27.7.155 1) & Nicolo Foscarini (18.12.1548-17.4.1550). 
g) Bonifacio, Sts. Peter and Anthony of Padua, 183 x 136 cm, 1542-3, Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.88; 
F. 43. Commissioned by Pietro Antonio Barbarigo (12.4.1542-11.8.1543) & Antonio Marmelesco 
(17.12.1544). 
h) Bonifacio, The Annunciation. 1543-4. Venice, Accad. Now dispersed into three parts: God the 
Father, 166 x 132 cm, M. M. 11.73c, The Angel, 196 x 135 cm, M. M. 11.73a, The Virgin, 196 x 135 
cm, M. M. 11.73b. F. 42. Probably commissioned by Giovanni Franciscus (retired January 1543)), 
Paolo Querini (retired 24.1.1543), Francesco Pisano (15.2.1543), & Patries Cappello (retired 
25.6.1544) 
i) Bonifacio, Sts. Alexander, Dominic & Faustina. 1542-3. Lost. See F. 43. Commissioned by 
Alessandro Barbo (retired 13.12.1542), Domenico Mauroceno (11.4.1543) & Pierto Antonius 
Barbadico (retired 11.8.1543). 
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#6) The first room of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo 
R. 1, p. 286; B, p. 274-5; Z, 1771, p. 227. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Mark Anthony and Thomas, 209 x 126 cm, 1539-40. Venice, Accad. (Cin 
M. M. 11.82; F. 40. Commissioned by Marc Antonio Pisani (17.1.1539-16.10.1540) & Tommaso 
Marcello (31.7.1539-30.11.1540). 
b) Bonifacio, The Gathering of the Manna and the Quail, 197 x 447 cm (wi ith additions), c. 1539. 
Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11; 84. F. 37. Possibly commissioned by two magistrates who left office 
19.6.1534 & 16.10.1539 respectively, see L. 1902, p. 47. 
c) Bonifacio, Sts. Sebastian, Leonard & James, 206 x 130 cm, 1540-1. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.83; F. 41. Commissioned by Sebastiano Venier (2.5.1541-1.9.1542), Leonardo Pesaro 
(25.5.1541-27.9.1542) & Giacomo Gussoni (19.1.1540-18.5.154 1). 
d) Vitruvio Buonconsiglio, Allegory of the Monte Nuovissimo, 207 x 155 cm, 1559. Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.125. Commissioned by Gabriele Pizzamano (retired 30.4.1560). 
e) Giovanni Bellini, Madonna and Child, 77 x 57 cm, 1470-80. Venice, Accad. M. M. I. 67 -see 
fig. 3. 
f) Vitruvio Buonconsiglio, Painted border (originally positioned around e) with God the Father and 
Angels. Lost. See M. M. I. 67. 
g) Vitruvio Buonconsiglio, Venice Crowning the Virtue of War, 209 x 154,1551. Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.124. Commissioned by Vitrulio Malipeiro (retired 20.12 155 1). 
h) Bonifacio, Alexander, Sts. Constantine and Victor, 205 x 134 cm, 1543-4. Venice, Accad. (Ca' 
Farsetti / Loredan). M. M. 11.95. F. 45. Commissioned by Alessandro Molin (19.12.1543-18.4.1545), 
Constantino Priuli (18.12.1544-17.4.1546) & Vito Surian (21.2.1544-20.7.1545). A fourth donor 
may be that of Nicolo Mauro (retired 24.5.1545). 
i) Bonifacio, Sts. Andrew, John the Evangelist & Anthony Abbott, 202 x 232 c. 1546. Venice, 
Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.98. FAT Commissioned by Andrea Vendramin (21.10.1545-20.2.1547), 
Andrea Gradenigo (19.4.1546-18.8.1547) Antonio Bemardo (11.8.1546-1.12.1547) & Giovanni 
Comelio Comer (2.8.1546-1.12.1547). 
j) Follower of Bartolomeo Vivarini (? ), Justice. Lost. B, "La Giustizia da Bartolomeo Vivarino". 
Inv. 21.5.1798 "Maniera Vivarini". See also Chapter Four. 
k) Bonifacio, Sts. Peter, John the Baptist and Philip, 208 x 133 cm, 1545-6, Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.96; F. 46. Commissioned by Pietro Minotto (2.5.1545-1.9.1546), Zuan Filippo Barbarigo 
(22.6.1545-21.10.1546). The latter patron's middle name accounts for the presence of St. Philip. 
1) Bonifacio, Sts. Renier, Francis & Melchiorr, 207 x 135 cm, 1545-6. Venice, Accad (Cini). 
M. M. 11.94; F. 44. Commissioned by Ranieri Badoer (18.4.1545-26.8.1546), Francesco Mocenigo 
(21.1.1544-1.5.1545) & Melchiorre Trevisan (21.6.1544-20.10.1545). 
#7) The second room of the Magistrato del Monte Nuovissimo 
B. 275-6; Z. 1771. p. 227 
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List of works 
a) Stefano Cernotto, St. Peter, 226 x 130 cm, 1536. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.175. 
Commissioned by Pietro Maria Michiel (retired 11.11.1536). 
b) Stefano Cernotto, Christ in the Temple, 237 x 306 cm, c. 1535. Venice. Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.177. 
c) Stefano Cernotto, St. Paul, 202 x 157, c. 1536, Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.157. Commissioned 
by Paolo Comelio (retired 19.11.1532). The later date is suggested by that of a&b. 
d) School of Bonifacio, St. Louis of Tolouse distributing Alms, 198 x 155cm, 1556. Milan, Brera, 
cat. 96. Commissioned by Alvise Grimani (retired 18.1.1556) & Marco Bragedeno (retired 
26.10.1556). 
e) School of Bonifacio, The Birth of the Virgin, 201 x 156 cm 1551-2. Venice, Accad. (CaFarsetti 
Loredan). M. M. 11.105; F. 5 1. Commissioned by Andrea Michiel (30.7.1551-28.8.1552). 
f) Bonifacio, Sts. Bartholomew & John the Baptist, 194 x 146 cm, 1551-3. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.106; F. 52. Commissioned by Giovanni Cornelio (21.3.1551-20.7.1552) & Bartolomeo 
Gradenigo (9.5.1552-8.9.1553). 
g) Parrasio Michele, St. Francis, c. 1555. Lost (engraved 1862) See Zanotto, 1862, fasc, 82. See. L, 
1902, p. 50. Commissioned by Francisco Superantie (retired 20.7.1555) -see fig. 4. 
h) Bonifacio, The Tribute Money, c. 1548. Lost. L. 1902, p. 49-50. Probably commissioned by 
Girolamo Navagerio (retired 21.21547), Benedictus Justiano (3.6.1548), Alvise Maripeto (retired 
18.12.1548), Fantin Mauroceno (retired 4.3.1549), Giovanni Vendramin (retired July 1549) & 
Marco Cornelio (retired 10.5.1549). 
i) Parrasio Michele, St. Lawrence, without additions - 206 x 137 cm, c. 1551. Venice, Accad. (on 
display at S. Lorenzo in Vicenza), M. M . 11.231. Commissioned by Lorenzo Loredan, in office 
during this year. 
#8) Magistrato del Monte di Sussidi 
R. I, p. 287; B, p. 276-7; Z. 177 1, p. 227-8. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, Sts. Jerome and John the Baptist, 219 x 137 cm, c. 1531-2. Venice, Accad. 
(Ca'Loredan). M. M. 11.67; F. 33. Commissioned by Girolamo Foscarini (16.5.1531-15.9.15-332) & 
Zuane Tiepolo (17.3.1530-16.7.153 1). 
b) Bonifacio, Sts. Francis and Andrew, 220 x 138 cm, 1532-3. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11,70; F. 35. 
Commissioned by Francesco Querini (10.1.1532-9.5.1533) & Andrea Contarini (18.9.1532- 
17.1.1533). 
c) Bonifacio, St. Mark handing his Standard to Venice, 220 x 134 cm, 1531-2. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini). M. M. 11.66; F. 34. Probably commissioned by Aseni Meno (retired 9.10.1532) & Marco Zen 
(23.6.1531-25.10.1532). 
d) Bonifacio (including Jacopo Bassano), Sts. Jerome and Victor, 218 x 134 cm, c. 153 1. Venice, 
Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.64; F. 3 I -Commissioned by Girolamo Moro (29.12.1529-28.4.153' 1) & 
Vittore Pisani (10.9.1530-9.1.1532). 
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e) Bonifacio, Sts. Bernard& Sebastian, 221 x 136 cm, c. 153 1. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.65; F. -3 )2. 
Commissioned by Bemardo Contarini (15.3.1531 - 14.7.1532) & Sebastiano Cappello (10.2.1530- 
9.6.1531). 
f) Parrasio Michele (? ), Christ in Glory with Saints, c. 1555 (? ). Lost. Commissioned bý Paolo 
Mauroleno (retired 21.5.1555) & Pietro Faletro (retired 27.10.1555). 
g) School of Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 181 x 160 cm, 1558. Venice, Accad. (Ca' 
Farsetti / Loredan). M. M. 11.109. Dated 1558. Commissioned by Vincenzo Querini, Francesco Maria 
Malipiero (retired 12.2.1558), Francesco Gritti (11.2.1558), Vittore Marcello (retired 14.7.1559) & 
Alessandro Trevisan (retired 26.12.1558). 
h) Parrasio Michele & Tintoretto (? ), Sts. Mark & Vincent, 197 x 162 cm, 1551-6. Venice, Accad. 
(Cini), M. M. 232. Originally commissioned for Lorenzo Loredan & Marcantonio Mocenigo (155 1- 
2) and then altared to suit Marcantonio Venier & Vincenzo Cappello ( in charge 1555-6). 
i) School of Bonifacio, Sts. Donato, Victor & Bernard, 1553-4, Lost. L. p. 51. Commissioned by 
Bemardo de Priolis (retired 22.3.1533), Giovanni Vicotr Contareno (retired 22.7.1554) & Donato 
Cornelio (retired 2.2.1554). 
j) School of Bonifacio, The Queen of Sheba in ftont of Solomon, 182 x 444 cm, 1556. Venice, 
Accad. M. M. 11.108. Dated 1556. Commissioned by Nicolo Priuli (retired 9.1.1554), Alvise Priuli 
(retired 1556), Vittore Correr (retired 22.10.1557), Francesco Donato (retired 26.8.1557) & 
Marcantonio Bragadeno (retired 1557). 
k) School of Bonifacio, Sts. Mark, John (the Evangelist ?)& Anthony Abbott, 1553-4. Lost. 
Commissioned by Giovanni Bragadeno (retired March 1554), Antonio Victurio (retired 3.1.1544) & 
Marc Antonio Querini (retired 13.1.1553). 
#9 Room adjoining the Monte di Sussidi 
B, p. 277; Z, 177 I, p. 228. 
List of works 
a) School of Bonifacio, Christ in the house of the Pharisee, 117 x 187 cm, Venice, Accad. (SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo refectory). M. M. 11.76; F. 53. 
b) School of Tintoretto, Portrait of an official in the guise of St. John the EvangeliSt, 86 x 84 cm. 
Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.448 -see fig 5. 
c) School of Tintoretto, Portrait of an official in the guise of one of the Four Evangelists, 74 x 64 
cm. Venice. Accad. M. M. 11.449 -seefig. 6 
#10) Cassa dei Consiglio dei Dieci 
B,. 267-8;. Z, 177 I. p. 224. 
List of works 
a) Bonifacio, The Adoration of the Magi, 194 x 339 cm, 1529-30. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.72-, F. 1. 
b) Bonifacio, Christ Among the Doctors, 200 x 180 cm, c. 1544/5. Florence, Pitti, n. 405. F. 2. 
c) Giovanni Contarini, The Baptism of Christ, 196 x 169 cm, c. 1570 (? ). Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.178. 
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d) Bonifacio, The Massacre of the Innocents, 199 x 180 cm, 15' 36. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.62; F. ' ). 
Not mentioned by Boschini, Zanetti or the Inventory of 1725. Provenance established in the 
inventory of 1797 and the catalogue of 10.5.1806. 
e) Bonifacio, The Annunciation. c. 1544/5. Lost. see F. 3. 
#11) Ufficio della Messetaria 
B. p. 264; Z. 177 1, p. 68. Inv. 797. 
This office, which supervised the tax levied on the exchange of stock in the city, occupied the whole 
of the ground floor of the original part of the Palazzo dei Camerlengh i. 4 
List of works 
a) School of Cima / Giovanni Buonconsiglio?, The Lion of St, Mark with Sts. Mark John the 
Baptist, Mary Magdalene & Jerome. c. 1530,205 x 540 cm. Venice, Accad. M. M. I. 152 -see fig. 7. 
Lost works - 
b) After Palma Vecchio (? ), Virgin and Child with St. John the Baptist and other Saints. Lost. Inv. 
1725. 
c) Unknown, The Lion ofSt. Mark. Lost. Inv. 1797. 
d) Marco Vecellio, Pieta with Four Portraits. Lost. B. p. 264. 
#12) The first room of the Camerlenghi di Comun 
R. 11, p. 5 8; B. p. 265 -6; Z. 177 1, p. 15 3. 
The two adjoining chambers were separated by a partitional wall that today gives way to a glazed 
partition two thirds of the way along its length. Any reconstruction of the arrangement of the 
pictures in this room and its smaller companion is hampered by a number of problems, not least, of 
which is the fact that most of the works from this department have been lost. On the evidence 
provided by the dimensions of those works which have survived, it is impossible to see how the 
sequence of paintings described by Boschini could be accommodated by the physical space that 
exists today. In 1977, Irene Kleinschmidt attempted a reconstruction based on an interpretation of 
Boschini's testimony, but in failing to take account of the dimensions of the relevant spaces, her 
hypotheses are insupportable. ' 
The main problem arises out of the present state of the partitional wall, which is certainly 
part of the original fabric of the building as it bears inscriptions and insignias datable from the 
1570s. Kleinschmidt asserted that the space now occupied by the glazed partition was originally 
open, with one chamber leading directly out onto the other. In support of this theory, is the fact that 
the edge of the partitional wall slopes away at an angle of 45 degrees to the right of the door frame t-1) 
upon which three coats of arms are preserved .6 This establishes that this partition was originally cut 
away at the point at which the glazed wooden frame is now fixed. However, this raises the question 
4 For the activities of this magistracy see Mueller pp. 35,502 & 509. For its location see Calabi in Calabi & 
Morachiello, p. 79-86. 
5 Kleinschmidt , 1977, p. I 10- 111. 6 To the right of the door frame are four bands of stemmi dated to between 1573-1608. For these and other 
insignias preserved in this room see Kleinschmidt, 1977, p. I 10. 
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Fig. 8) Author's reconstruction of two walls of the first room of the Camerlenghi di Comun (see #12). 
cdefga 
c) Tintoretto, St. Mark in Glory with Treasurers, lost; d) Tintoretto The Madonna of the Treasurers, 1566, Venice, Accad; 
e) Tintoretto, St. Mark Seated with Treasurers, 1569, Berlin Staatlich Museum; f) Tintoretto, St. Giustina and Treasurers, 1580, Venice 
Accad. (Museo Correr); g) Carpaccio, The Lion of St. Mark, 1516, Venice, Doge's Palace; a) Domenico Tintoretto, The Annunciation with 
Treasurers, lost. 
First floor 
Fig. 10) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna with Two Treasurers, 
Venice, Accademia (see # 13, b). 
Fig. 9) Tintoretto, St. Giustina and Treasurers with 
their Secretaries, 15 80, Venice Accad (see # 12, f). 
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of why the original, centrally placed doorway occupies a position to the immediate right of what 
would have already been a point of access between the two rooms. Today, only the entrance wall of 
the first chamber constitutes a complete, continuous wall space. Kleinschmidt supposed that it was 
here that the large Madonna of the Treasurers by Tintoretto (d) and the two pictures of St. Mark and 
treasurers (c&e) which Boschini described as flanking it were positioned. 7 However, the length of 
this wall (c. 7.55 metres) only affords enough space for the Madonna of the Treasurers and the 
surviving St. Mark Seated with Treasurers, now in Berlin, leaving an inadequate apace for the third, 
balancing painting of St. Mark in Glory with Treasurers which has now been lost. It is also to be 
noted that according to the measurements taken by Edwards in 1808, the Madonna of the 
Treasurers has lost at least 10 cm in length, probably at the right hand side where a portrait of one 
of the secretaries has been partially cropped. 8 This reduces the margin even further. As Boschini 
does not, as with his description of the rooms of the new section, specify the position of the walls in 
relation to the entrance, the problem of establishing the sequence of paintings seems impossible to 
solve. However, there remains one theory that allows the paintings to fit perfectly into their allotted 
spaces (see fig. 8). This relies on the assumption that the present partitional wall was originally solid 
all the way along above the height of the door frame where the coats of anns are preserved, leaving 
a smaller space for a prefabricated partition below. The length of the upper portion of the wall 
would subsequently amount to c. 9m, forming a space perfectly suited to the combined lengths of 
the Madonna of the Treasurers and its flanking paintings. If we can establish these three paintings 
in this position, then Boschini's sequential description begins to make sense (proceeding clockwise 
from the lost Annunciation with Treasurers (a) in the accompanying diagram). 
The inventory of 1725 may provide further evidence of a structural alteration to the 
partitional wall as it records the lost St. Mark in Glory as having been removed from its position in 
that space that, following the above hypothesis, is now glazed over and placed "sotto il soffitto" 
alongside the final two works to be mentioned by Boschini which decorated the ceiling. 9 Both of 
these were paintings of a Madonna and Child with treasurers accompanied by a near identical line- 
up of saints that he attributed to Giambattista Lorenzetti (h & i). The same inventory goes on to 
mention an extra work by Domenico which was also positioned on the ceiling which repeated the 
composition of the Holy Spirit and Treasurers on the far wall. 'O The subsequent inventory of 1797 
provides little in the way of further information. The room had by then become known as the 
"Camera degli Scrivia" in which only seven paintings were listed, the removal of some works 
having already taken place. The 1797 inventory also reinforces Boschini's attribution of The Lion 
of St. Mark to Donato (or "Donatello") Veneziano. In an accompanying note it becomes apparent 
that Boschini's testimony has been taken into account: " 11 Leone detto del Donatello e plu 
veramente di Donato... " A long standing tradition associates this work with Carpaccio's Lion of St. 
7 see Kleinschmidt, 1977, p. I 10. 
8 See Elenco 1808. 
9 Inventory 1725: - sotto il soffitto vedesi un quadro che prima era nelle pareti, dove ore vedessi un scrigno: in 
questa tela ve in alto S. Marco con Angeli ed al piano tre Giudici e due Segratarij retratti; del Tintoretto". 
10 This additional painting is only mentioned in the Inventory of 1725. Could the Holy Spirit & Treasurers 
from the far wall (b) have also been removed from its original position and relocated to the ceiling and 
mistakeniv counted twice? - see list of works. 
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Mark now on display in the Sala del Volte at the Palazzo Ducale. The confusion between Donato 
and Carpaccio is problematic, given Boschini's tendency to give an accurate attribution, but it is 
possible that he was in error, given that the dimensions of the painting in question exactly matches 
the space allotted for it in the hypothetical arrangement outline above. Dated 1516, one assumes that 
it was an original part of the decoration of this office space before the integration of the palace in 
the late 1520s. " 
List of works 
a) Domenico Tintoretto, The Annunciation with Three Treasurers. Lost. 
b) Domenico Tintoretto, Holy Spirit with three Treasurers. Lost. 13,265, "tre Ritratti, co lo spinto 
Santo, che Ii assiste e alcuni Angelo, pure di Domenico Tintoretto". The inventory of 1725 is 
probably in error in describing two paintings matching this description from this room. 
c) Tintoretto, St. Mark in Glory with three Treasurers and two Secretaries, c. 1570-2. Lost. Inv. 1725 
"S. Marco con Angioli, ed al piano tre Giudici. E due Segretarij del Tintoretto". 
d) Tintoretto, Madonna and Child with Sts. Sebastian, Mark Theodore and Treasurers (The 
Madonna of the Treasurers ), 221 x 521 cm, 1566. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.411. Commissioned by 
Michele Pisani (14.5.1565-13.9.1566), Lorenzo Dolfin (20.6.1565-19.10.1566) & Marino Malipiero 
(13.10.1565- 12.2.1567). 
e) Tintoretto, St. Mark Seated with Treasurers, 208 x 177cm, 1569. Berlin, Staatlich Museuin, 
n. 316. Commissioned by Marco da Molin (1.12.1568-31.3.1570), Carlo Conaro (19.1.1569- 
18.5.1570) & Matteo Zane (10.11.1569-9.3.157 1). 
f) Tintoretto, St. Giustina & Treasurers, 216 x 183 cm, 1580. Venice Accad. (on loan to the Museo 
Correr) M. M. 11.416. Commissioned by Marco Giustinani, Angelo Morosini & Alessandro Badoer 
- all in office during this year -see fig. 9. 
g) Carpaccio, The Lion of St. Mark 1516,139 x 368 cm. Venice, Doge's Palace. Bears coats of 
arms of the Balbi / Zorzi, Dandolo /Gritti, Manolesso, Bragadin & Foscarini -see fig. 22. 
h) Giambattista Lorenzetti, Madonna and Child with Sts. Francis, Anthony, Mark & Magistrates. 
Lost. 
i) Giambattista Lorenzetti, Madonna and Child with St. Francis Mark and three Magistrates. Lost. 
#13) The second room of the Camerlenghi di Comun 
B, p. 265; Z, 1771 p. 154. 
In the smaller, triangular space of the second chamber, which Boschini specifies as "verso 
il Fondaco Tedeschi", we find a further four works. The exact position of these is even more 
difficult to verify due to gaps in Boschini's testimony, the problem of vacant spaces and a question 
mark hanging over the provenance of one work - Domenico Tintoretto's Madonna and Child with 
Two Treasurers (b). It may be a fragment of the painting described by Boschini as "Maria col 
'' As suggested by Kleinschmidt, 1977, p. 118, Boschini may have coriftised the painting by Carpaccio with a 
Lion of St. Mark signed and dated by Donato Bragadin in 1459 that was part of the decoration of the Avrogaria 
at the Palazzo Ducale. This latter work now hangs alognside the Lion by Carpaccio in the Ducal Palace. See 
Franzoi / Valcanover, p. 15. For the provenance of the latter, see Ludwig & P. Molmenti, p. 2 15. recentlý 
reaffirmed by Hurnfrey, 199 1, pp. 138-9. 
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Bambino, e in aria un Angelo che tiene alcune Arme de Signori, e suoi Ritratti: questo di Domenico 
Tintoretto". The inventory of 1725 is less specific in its description of a "Beata Ver-gine in alto col 
bambino Jesu, ed divers signori chi si vedova firatti". The painting's connection with this room was 
only established in the Accademia catalogue of 1863, p. 594. It may have hung alongside the Christ 
and Saints by Giacomo Bello (a), an artist of whom nothing is known; the only mention of him 
being the attribution made here by Boschini. Apparently by a late follower of Bartolomeo Vivarini, 
its old fashioned style, like Andrea Busati's St. Mark Enthroned from the Razon Vecchie, need not 
be indicative of an early date. For some reason, when Bello's work was returned frorn Vienna in 
1919, along with many others appropriated by the Austrian Empire, it was not registered as part of 
the Accademia collection and does not appear in Moschini Marconi's Accademia catalogue. Having 
been initially exhibited at the Ca' D'Oro, it is now in storage. Until more evidence is forthcoming, 
one is extremely reluctant to attempt a reconstruction of the arrangement of the paintings in this 1. ) 
room. 
List of works 
a) Giacomo Bello, Christ, Sts. Peter, Paul, John the Baptist, Mark and Two Angels, 200 x 435 cm. 
Venice, Accad. Not included by M. M. (previously on display at Ca' d'Oro see Fiocco, 1919, n. 76 & 
La. R. Galleria Girogio Franchetti alla Ca'd'Oro : Guida / Catalogo, 1929, p. 94). 
b) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna and Child with Two Magistrates, 135 x 175 cm. Venice, Accad. 
(on display at the Scuola Grande di San Rocco) M. M. 11.390 -see fig. 10. 
c) Pietro Mera, "Noli me Tangere "& Three Treasurers. Lost 
d) Domenico Tintoretto, Threeportraits ofMagistrates. Lost. 
# 14) The Razon Vecchie 
B, p. 278; Z, 1771, p. 234. 
The Razon Vecchie (Officium Rationum Veterum) was one of two magistracies, the other being the 
separately housed Razon Nuove, which acted as auditors of state finance. It occupied a large 
rectangular chamber (c. 7.50m x c. 12.60m) on the top floor of the original, triangular section of the 
palace. 12 
List of works 
a) Andrea Busati, St. Mark Enthroned with Sts. Andrew & Francis, 171 x 226 cm, c. 1530 (? ). 
Venice Accad. M. M. 1.93. Possibly commissioned by Andreas Dandolo (retired 25.10.1530), 
Marcus Antonius Barnardo (retired January 1530) &a member of the Contarini family (retired 
6.3.15 3 2) see Fig. 11. 
b) Follower of Bonifacio (Polidoro da Lanciano ? ), Sts. John the Baptist, Nicholas & Daniel, 165 x 
277 cm, 1539-40. Vittorio Veneto (Ceneda), Cathedral. (photo Alinari archive n. 4313) F. 54. 
Commissioned by Daniele Venerius (retired 27.9.1539), Johannes Duodo (retired 4.1.1539) & 
Nicolo Gritti (retired 5.3.1540). 
12 See Hamilton, pp. 259-261. 
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Fig. 13) Marco Vecelho, Xfadonna and Child in Glory with Sts. Jerome, 
Mark, Anthony, Angels and two Portraits, Verace, Accad (see # 14, d). 
Fig. 15) Giambattista dell'Angolo, Christ Blessing Three illus, 
Magistrates mid their Secretaries, Vemce, Aceademia (see 
# 15, e). 
Fig. 12) Vitrullo Buonconsigho, The Homage of the Doge of the 
Nicolotti to Venice, Ver&e, Accad. (see # 14, c. ). 
Fig. 14) Venetian School, Justice Enthroned with Sts. Jerome, 
John the Baptist & Andrew, 1557-9, Venice, Accadenlia (see 
# 14 e). 
Fig. 16) Giambattista dell Angolo, Magistrate with 
twoSecretaries, Venice, Accademia (see# 15, d). 
Fig. 17) Giambattista dell'Angolo, St. Afark, Venice 
Accaderma (see # 15, e). 
Fig. 11) Andrea Busati, St. Mark Enthroned with Sts., Veruce 
Accademia (see 4 14, a). 
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c) Vitruvio Buonconsiglio, The Homage of the Doge of the Nicolotti to Venice, 182 x3 )42 cm, 1559. 
Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.126 -see fig. 12. 
d) Marco Vecellio, Madonna and Child in Glory with Sts. Jerome, Mark, Anthony, Angels and tivo 
Portraits, 205 x 276,1610. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.126. Bears the coats of an-ns and initials of 
Antonio Canal, Girolamo Rossi & Marco Foscarini in office during this year -see fig. 13. 
e) Venetian School, Justice Enthroned with Sts. Jerome, John the Baptist & Andrew, 203 x 280 
cm, 1557-9. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.360. Commissioned by Zuan Battista Gradenigo, Andrea 
Michiel, Hieronimo Bragadin (all in charge March 1557-March 1559. The picture bears the 
accompanying coats of arms of Hieronymo Vendramin, Andrea Memo & Zuanne Contarini (in 
charge between July 1570-July 1572 -see fig. 14. 
f) Unknown, Madonna and Child with Two Saints. Lost(? ). Inv. 1797 "un piccolo quadro di una 
madonn e due Santi". Inv. 1798 "Copi cattiva,, V. e due santi, in tela.. Trivialissimo" 
# 15) Magistrato sopra ai Conti, rooms one & two 
B, p. 280. 
Although Boschini includes this department amon st those of the top floor, some of its paintings 9 t) 
were in the form of lunettes of the type that were to be found in the smaller arcaded spaces of the 
ground floor. The second room contained two full size paintings of two niches each suggesting that 
this chamber may have been the room of four lateral niches directly opposite the second chamber of 
the Monte Nuovissimo. The first, apparently smaller, chamber may therefore have been the corner 
room adjoining it. 
List of works 
Room One 
See B, p. 281. 
a&b) Tintoretto, Two lunettes with insignias and allegorical figures ('gerolifiche'). Lost. Inv. 1725. 
"due mezelune, nelle quali figure gerolifiche delle prime opere di Tintoretto" lost. The inventory of 
21.5.1798 list only one surviving lunette. 
Room Two 
c) Giambattista dell'Angolo, Christ Blessing Three Magistrates and their Secretaries, 181 x 302 
cm. Venice, Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.1 see fig. 15. 
d) Giambattista dell Angolo, Magistrate with two Secretaries, 121 x 132 cm, Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.2 -see fig. 16 
e) Giambattista dell'Angolo, St. Mark, 121 x 133 cm. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.3 -see fig. 17. 
f) Domenico Tintoretto, The Adoration of the Magi, 177 x 296 cm. Venice, Accad. (Cini). 
M. M. 11.388. 
g) Giambattista dell'Angolo, One Magistrate and two Secretaries. Lost. Companion work to d. 
h) Alvise dal Friso, Madonna and Child and Three Magistrates. Lost. B. "Maria col Bambino, e tre 
ritratti de Giudici. Opera di Alvise dal Friso". 
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i) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Sts. Paul and James. Lost. Inv. 21.5.1798 "S. Paolo & S. Giacomo ... Stile 
di Bonifacio". 
j) Vitruvio Buonconsiglio (? ), Subject unknown. Lost (? ). Inv. 21.5.1798 "Tele rovinate ... non sono 
ristaribili .... Vitrulio". 
Other Magistracies 
A remaining eight magistracies are mentioned by Boschini directly after a list of five maggistracies I 
which he allocated to the top floor of the building. " Although Boschini does not a draw allý 
distinction, it is hard to see how these later magistracies could have squeezed themselves into the 
few remaining spaces on this floor. In addition, it must remembered that Boschini failed to allocate 
any offices to the ground floor rooms of the new section, those positioned directly above the 
debtor's prison. 14 For this reason and in the absence of a thorough survey of the building itself, it is 
impossible to reconstruct the arrangement of the paintings listed in these additional rooms or to 
establish where these rooms were actually situated. 15 
#16) Magistrato de Sopra Consoli 
List of works 
All works have been lost 
a) (School of ?) Bonifacio, The Virgin lamenting over the body of Christ. Inv. 1725 "Sonovi due 
.. mezelune .. In una della quali il redentore esangue nelle braccia della Madre. Nell'altre ritorna 11 
Salvatore non piu morto, ma della morte rinostatante, risorgendo Glorioso, ambedue Bonifacio". 
The inventory of 1797 mentions four works attributed to "Scuola Bon ifacio.. Triviali". 
b) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Christ Resurrected in Glory. See above entry. 
c) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Madonna and Child with 2 Angels. Inv. 1725 "Nostra Signora col 
Bargeletto Gesu col assistenza de due Angioli dello Bonifacio" See also a. 
d) (School of ?) Bonifacio, The Resurrection of Christ. Inv. 1725 "La Resurezzione del Redentore 
della scuola di Bonifacio" See also a. 
e) Pietro Malombra, Madonna and Child with Sts. Paul, Mark Peter, John the Baptist and the 
Evangelist. Lost. Inv. 1725. "in mezzaluna la Beata Vergine col suo Gigliuolino. A qual fanno 
corteggio S. Giovanni e S. Marco opera di Pietro Malombra". 
13 These are the Razon Vecchie (one room), the Camera dell'Imprestidi (one room). the Monte Nuovissimo 
(two rooms), Sussidi (one room) and the Magistrato sopra ai Conti (two rooms or one partitioned chamber ? ). 
14 Without illustrating his reasons, Ludwig placed the first two magistracies to be mentioned here, the 
Magistrato de Sopra Consoli and Consoli Mercanti on the bottom floor. These offices certainly practised their 
business in the space provided by the loggia that was demolished to make way for the new building in the early 
16 th century. Wherever reference is made to a scheme of lunettes, one is tempted to identify the relevant 
magistracy with a room on the ground floor. Here, the decreased height of the rooms caused by the raised floor 
which accommodated the debtor's prison below, led to arcaded spaces that were noticeableý shorter than those 
in the floors above. 
15 It is noticeable that Boschini does not state that the magistrates of the Camerlenghi occupied one specific 
building. Zanetti's inventorý, is even more confusing as he fails to make any distinction between the 
magistracies of the Camerlenghi with other separately housed Realtine magistracies, described by Boschini as 
.1 sopra le Volte [storehouses] d Rialto" 
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Fig. 18) Domenico Tintoretto, The Holy Family wiih Sis. 
John the Baptist & Jerome, 1628-9. Venice, Accademia 
(see # 17, a). 
Fig, 19) Francesco Montemezzano, God the Falher with Angels, 1555-6, 
Venice, Accademia (see 4 19, a). 
Fig. 20) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna and Child with Three Portraits, c. 1586. Venice, Accademia (see 420, a). 
Fig. 21) Tintoretto, Christ Resurrected with Three Magistrates , c. 
156 1. Vemce, Accademia, (see 4 20, b). 
Fig. 22) Carpaccio, The Lion of St. Mark, 1516, Venice, Doge's Palace (see 
412, g) 
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f-j) Subjects and authors unknown. The inventory of 1797 lists five more anonymous works as 
"Scuoli Triviali". 
#17) Magistrato di Consoli Mercanti 
B, p. 279; Z. 177 l, p. 257. 
List of works 
a) Domenico Tintoretto, The Holy Family with Sts. John the Baptist & Jerome, 73 x 146 cm, 1628- 
9. Venice, Accad. M. M. 11.389. Commissioned by Alessandro Loredan, Pietro Marcello & Aurelio 
Michiel (in office 1628-9) see fig. 18. 
#18) The Magistrato delle Cazude 
B, p. 279-280. 
List of works 
All the works have been lost 
a-h) (School of ?) Bonifacio, eight canvases bearing insignias / coats of arms. B. "quattro meze 
lune.. nelle quali vi sono varij geroglifici : sono di scuola di Bonifacio". These four are probably 
part of eight such works mentioned by the inventory of 1797 "otto pezzi che contegno trivialissim 
cose. Che sono copie stemmi gentilizi. " 
i& j) (School of ?) Bonifacio, two canvases of unknown subject matter. The inventory of 1797 lists 
two further works by Bonifacio not included in the above. 
k) Paolo de Fresche, Three portraits of officials. B. "tre Ritratti di Giudici, opera di Paolo de 
Fresche. " 
I& m) (School of ?) Tintoretto / Paolo dei Fresche, Two canvases with three portraits in each. B. 
"sono due meze lune con tre Ritrath per una de' Signori del Magistrato di mano dell' Tintoretto". 
Inventory of 1797 mentions only work attributable to Tintoretto. It is probably that the other is 
identifiable with an additional work attributed to Paolo dei Fresche. 
n) Marco Vecellio, Madonna in Glory with 2 Angels and three portraits. B. "Maria col Bambino, 
due Angeli eA basso tre Ritratti de Giudici : Opera di Marco di Tiziano". 
#19) The first & second rooms of the Magistrato de Tre Savi sopra 
gli Uffici 
B, p. 28 1. 
List of works 
First room 
a) Francesco Montemezzano, God the Father with Angels, 97 x 250,1555-6, Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.233. Commissioned by Francesco Pizzamano (18.9.1555-17.9.1556) Zuanne Corner 
(27.3.1555-26.3.1556) Jacopo Priuli (31.10.1555-30.10.1556), Antonio Michiel (8.4.1556-7.4.1557) 
-see fig. 19. 
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Second room 
All works have been lost 
b) Paolo dei Fresche, three canvases with portraits of officials. The inventory of 1797 lists three 
works of this description attributed to "Paola di Fresch". 
c) Pietro Malombra, Madonna with Sts. Peter, John the Baptist (? ), Mark & Andrew. B. "Maria col 
Bambino, S. Giovanni, S. Pietro, S. Marco, S. Andrea.. opera di Pietro Malombra". 
d) (School of ?) Tintoretto, Portrait(s) of Official(s). The inventory of 1797 lists one work matching 
this description and attributes it to "Scola di Tintoretto". 
e) Author unknown, Portrait(s) of Official(s). Another work of unknown authorship ascribed to an 
unknown author by the inventory of 1797. 
#20) Provveditori Sopra le Ragioni delle Camere 
B, p. 281. 
List of works 
Main room 
a) Domenico Tintoretto, Madonna and Child with Three Portraits, 93 x 275 cm, c. 1586. Venice, 
Accad. (Cini). M. M. 11.386. Commissioned by Sebastiano Cappello, Bartolomeo Paruta, Nicolo Bon 
(all in office in 1586) - see fig. 20. 
Anti-magistrato 
b) Tintoretto, Christ Resurrected with Three Magistrates, 92 x 417 cm, c. 1561. Venice, Accad. 
M. M. 11.422. Commissioned by Giovanni Soranzo, paolo Antonio Falier & Fantin Michiel 
(17.9.1559-13.7.1561) -see fig. 21. 
#21) Magistrato de Provveditori di Comun 16 
B, p. 281-2. 
List of works 
Anti magistrato 
All works have been lost 
a) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Sts. James & Jerome. B. "vi sono diverse nicchi tra quali si vedono San 
Giacomo e San Girolamo, S. Luigi e S. Pietro, S. Antonio Abbate, e S. Marco e altri opere di 
Bonifacio" 
b) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Sts. Louis (IX of France ?)& Peter. See previous. 
c) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Sts. Anthony Abbott & Mark. See a. 
d) Gamberato, Madonna and Child and Magistrates. B. "Maria. il Bambino, e alcuni ritratti de 
Giudici; opere di Gamberato, allievo del Palma". 
e) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Various paintings of saints. see a. 
Magistrato 
16 Originally occupying offices overlooking the Campo San Giacomo, See Calabi / Morachiello, p. 35. 
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All works have been lost 
f) (School of ?) Bonifacio, God the Father with the Lion of St. Mark with Sts. Mark John the 
Evangelist, Anthony Abbott & Dominic. B. "S. Marco, Sant. Antonio Abbatte, S. DomInIco, S. 
Giovanni, il Padre e il Leone". 
g& h) (School of /) Parrasio Michele, Two canvases with three portraits in each. B. -due altri 
quadri, con tre ritratti per ogn'uno dell scuola di Parrasio Michele". 
i) Domenico Tintoretto, St. Mark and three portraits. B. "tre ritratti de Signori con S. Marco: Opera Z=) 
di Domenico Tintoretto". 
#22) Magistrato de Sopra Dazi 
B, p. 282 
List of works 
All works have been lost - 
a) (School of ?) Marco Vecellio, Venice personified with two allegorical figures. Inv. 1725. Venezia 
con due fernine a lati-delle scuol di Marco di Tiziano" 
b) Paolo Veronese, Madonna and Child with St. Catherine. The attribution stands due to the way in 
which all the old sources stress the quality of this work ; B. "bellisima opera di mano di Paolo con 
Maria, il Bambino, e Santa Catterina avant". Inv. 1725 "opera esquista di Paolo". Inv. 1797 "Paolo 
verone.. Quest e una graziosa pittura.. si puo rigudare oper di merito. " It is unlikely that this work 
was disposed of at the beginning of the nineteenth century and the possibility exists that this work 
exists unidentified. 
c-) (School of ?) Bonifacio, Various lunettes of unidentified subject matter. B. "alcune mezze lune 
della scuola di Bonifacio". 
#23) Magistrato 'dove si Bollano Ii Capelli' 
B. 282 
List of works 
a) Paolo Veronese (? ), Madonna and Child with St. Mark and (two? ) portrait(s), Lost. B. Nella 
prima stanza.. Maria, e il Bambino, S. Marco & un Ritratto a basso; opera belissm, ma mal 
conservata di Paolo". Inv. 1725: "Nella second stanza in cui La Beata Vergine con jesu e S. Marco e 
due ritratto. Opere di Paolo". Notice the discrepancies in these two descriptions. 
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3. 
Bonifaciols portraits 
In the brief paragraph he accorded to Bonifacio in the Vite, Vasari made passing 
reference to "molto quadri e ritratti" to be found throughout Venice. ' The reference 
to Bonifacio's activity as a portraitist is significant as none of the other writers 
discuss his activity in this area, and modem scholarship has unearthed only a few 
portraits that can be securely attributed to his hand. Documentary evidence is also 
scanty, and it is clear that, unlike Palma Vecchio or other contemporaries such as 
Paris Bordon or Titian, portraiture did not fulfil a major part of Bonifacio's studio's 
activity. 2 On the strength of the lively, vigorous types that populate Bonifacio"s 
pictures, the reasons for the artist's reluctance to embrace portraiture are not related 
to an inability to capture a likeness or to portray the physicality of his sitters. 
Bonifacio's early work, in particular, provides strong evidence for an under- 
exploited talent for portraiture. One thinks of the donor depicted as Constantine in 
the Pitti Sacra Conversazione (fig. 2.6) or the shepherds in the Birmingham 
Adoration of the Shepherds (fig. 2.18) - they are portrayed with an intensity and 
psychological directness that is comparable to Titian's approach, easily surpassing 
the vacant, robotic characters to be found in many of Palma's portraits. 
Bonifacio's decision not to exploit his talent in this regard may be related to 
his business strategy. Outside of paintings intended for churches and state offices, 
Bonifacio was not interested in courting the personal tastes of particular aristocratic 
patrons, but in exploiting the open market with ready-made types which supplied 
the needs of a more diffuse and less discerning group of art-buying cittadini. The 
personalised nature of the Portrait thus prohibited any significant role in his 
replicative production-line methods. 3 Bonifacio's disinterest in the genre also 
strengthens the overall impression that, while obviously sociable and easy going 
amongst his colleagues, he was a retiring, even shy, man who was uncomfortable 
1 Vasari, Testo, VI, p. 198, see Chapter One. 
2 In 1984, Mantovanelli produced evidence that Bonifacio had received payment for an unspecified 
portrait from Piero Querini, the younger brother of Franceso, one of Palma's most important 
patrons. Two other works were mentioned, an Adoration of the Magi (fig. 3.28), probably still in the 
hands of the Querini family and a painting commissioned to adorn the frame of a mirror. See 
Appendix 1,13. The portrait cannot be identified today and this is the the only direct documentary 
evidence of a portrait commission. 
3 For a discussion of these methods see Chapter Five. 
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in ennobling his status through the kind of upwardly mobile patronal relationships 
necessary for a successful portraitist. 
However, despite Bonifacio's obvious reluctance to fully embrace 
portraiture, a handful of surviving works are representative of the way in which the 
artist pursued a modest sideline in portraits, or 'portrait types', during the 1520s 
and 30s. My overview of Bonifacio's career would be incomplete without briefly 
drawing attention to this area of his work, with reference to a few representative 
examples. 4 
Of the small number of portraits previously identified with Bonifacio, many 
are not really portraits at all, but examples of the 'bellezza' type - those half-length 
portraits of idealised females which are synonymous with the work of Bonifacio's 
master, Palma Vecchio. These depict 'immodest' ladies of one sort another, often 
in the guise of an allegorical, literary or historical figure. 5 The Woman with a Page 
in Vienna (fig. 1) is possibly the earliest example of Bonifacio's attempts at the 
genre 6 as it is the closest to Palma's prototypes, particularly the Woman in Green, 
also in Vienna, which Rylands placed amongst Palma's earliest attributable works 
7 of 1512-14 (fig. 2) . The unbuttoned dress and luxuriant hair sensuously cascading 
over the model's shoulder is common to both. However, the overall composition 
seems to be dependent on Palma's later formats of the following decade. The face 
and pose of Bonifacio's woman is closer to that of Palma's Portrait of a Woman of 
c. 1522 (fig. 2.5 0) 98 and other, possibly 
later, examples such as the Flora in London 
(fig. 3), in which the space of the frame tracks the disposition of the sitter's arms in 
a similar fashion. 9 Bonifacio adapts these types with recourse to a softer, less 
distinct handling, a more diffuse approach to light and shade, and a more 
thoughtful level of introspection in the face of the sitter. The pose of the pageboy 
also looks forward to the Negro servant of the Dives and Lazarus of 1535-40 
(fig. 6.69). This later correspondence frustrates any attempt at arriving at an exact 
date. However, the close dependence on Palma suggests that the Woman with a 
Page is a work completed by Bonifacio from within Palma's studio, and to the 
4 For previous attempts to get to grips with Bonifacio's portraiture see von Hadeln, 19 10, pp. 294-6 
and Faggin, 196 1, p. 198-206. 
5 For adiscussion of Palma's approach to the type see Rylands, pp. 89-98. 
6 Bdrlocher Collection, Vienna. Attributed to Palma himself by Suida, 1934-5, p. 93), and to 
Bonifacio by both Gombosl, 1937, p. 1 17 and Faggin, 1961 p. 201. 
7 Rylands, p. 152, cat-7. 
8 Discussed in Chapter Two. 
9 Dated to 1522-4 by Rylands, p. 208, cat. 66. 
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Fig. 1) Palma Vecchio and Bonifacio (? ), 
Woman with a Page, 1525-30, Vienna, 
Barlocher Collection. 
Fig. 4) Bonifacio and Workshop, Young Woman 
and an Old Woman, c. 1528-3 0, San Diego, 
Museum of Art. 
Fig. 2) Palma Vecchio, 
Woman in Green, 
1512-14, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
Fig. 3) Palma Vecchio, 
Flora, 1522-4, 
London, National 
Gallery. 
Left- Fig. 6) Bonifacio, Woman holding a Palm, c. 1530-5, 
Florence, Private Collection. 
Above- Fig. 7) Bonifaclo / after Bonifacio (? ), Portrait of 
a Woman, c. 1530-5 (? ) The Hague, Mauritshuis. 
Fig. 5) Titian, farquin and Lucretia, 
c. 1515, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
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latter's design. Either that, or it was one of those works left unfinished by Palma 
and completed by Bonifacio. It can possibly be ascribed to 1525-30. 
Another work attributable to later on in this period is the Young Woman and 
an Old Woman in San Diego (fig. 4). The face of the young woman reveals a strong 
affinity with the Virgin of the Dundee Sacra Conversazione previously ascribed to 
c. 1530 (fig. 3.27). Both are probably symptomatic of the early production of 
Bonifacio's studio, which seems to have absorbed other members of Palma's 
workshop. The date is roughly compatible with that of c. 1528 ascribed to the San 
Diego picture by Rylands, who also identified it with a work recorded by 
Marcantonio Michiel in Andrea Odoni's collection in 1532: 'El quadro delle due 
meze figure de una giovane e una vechia de driedo a oglio, fu de man de lac. o 
palma'. Rylands hesitated between an attribution to either Palma or Bonifacio, and 
also noted how the composition mirrors that of Titian's earlier Tarquin and 
Lucretia in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna of the second decade (fig. 5). 10 
As we have seen, this fusing of Titian and Palma's idioms is typical of Bonifacio's 
studio output in the years following his master's death. The picture's early 
association with Palma by Michiel also suggests that if it was completed under the 
supervision of Bonifacio, then it was during the period in which his activity was 
still largely synonymous with Palma's. 
Also related to Titian's Lucretia, is the Woman holding a Palm in a private 
collection in Florence (fig. 6), which repeats the orientation and forward impetus of 
Lucretia's head and body, while also preserving her backward glance. ' Both 
models are decked out in the kind of chemise that appears to have been standard 
issue in pictures of this type. The garment has been identified by Emma 
Mellencamp as that worn by actresses and dancers dressed in the guise of 
nymphs. 12 Needless to say, in Bonifacio's picture it covers more flesh and is worn 
with more modesty, and this chastening aspect is augmented by the palm that the 
model holds in her left hand. Its appearance here is problematic, as it is a common 
attribute of martyrdom, and Westphal decided that it was a later addition. The 
woman in Bonifacio's picture is certainly not a saint, but the palm may be original 
10 For Bonifacio's work see Rylands, p. 298, cat. A58 and for the reference to Odoni's collection see 
J. Morelli, p. 6 1. Titian's Tarquin and Lucretia was dated to c. 15 10 by Rylands, p. 309, cat. 10, but 
rejected as a Titian by Wethey, 1969-75,111, pp. 219-20, cat. x-35, who proposed Palma and dated it 
to c. 1525. The work is definitely attributable to Titian and his work of the second decade. 
11 Discussed by Westphal, 193 1, pp. 66-7,103, cat. 69. 
12 See Mellencamp, p. 177, n. 17. 
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Fig. 8) Bonifacio and 
Workshop, Salome, c. 15 3 2, 
Viena, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum. 
Fig. 13) Bonifacio, Portrait of a 
Woman, c. 1532, Florence, Pitti. 
Fig. 9) Titian, Salome, c. 15 15, 
Rome Doria Pamphilii 
Gallery. 
Left - Fig. 11) 
Bonifacio, Woman with 
Two Books, c. 15 3 3, 
Boston, Museum of Fine 
Arts. 
Right - Fig. 12) Lorenzo 
Lotto, Lucretia 
(Lucrezia Valier), 
c. 15 3 3, London, 
National Gallery. 
Fig. 14) Bonifacio, Portrait of a 
Woman ('11 Balzo'), c. 1525-30, 
Florence, Pitti. 
Fig. 10) Palma, Woman in 
Blue, 1520-2 (? ), Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
Fig. 15) Bonifacio, Portrait 
of a Woman, c. 15 30 -2 (? ), 
Boston, Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum. 
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and a reference to the sitter's name, or, rather trade name, as Rylands has shown 
how such attributes reflect the names of specific Venetian courtesans. ' 3 If the 
nature of the picture prohibits the conclusion that this is a portrait of one of Palma 
Vecchio's relatives, perhaps the palm may be emblematic of Bonifacio"s wish to 
acknowledge a debt to his late master, upon whose types, the picture is partially 
based. The Woman with a Palm is also the source for a partial copy in the Hague 
(fig. 7) which forms a bridge between the model employed here and a similar figure 
included amongst the Princess' entourage in the Finding of Moses of c. 1540 
(fig. 5.8 and 5.35). 14 This suggests that the picture in Florence should at least belong 
to the 1530s. The facial type is certainly that of Bonifacio's mature style: the face 
is round, with a small, pert nose, heavily lidded eyes and lips that are parted 
slightly, as if the model had paused mid-speech. A date of 1530-5 is suggested. 
A work of a slightly different character that offers a further hybridisation of 
Palma and Titian's types is the Salome in Vienna (fig. 8). 15 The overall treatment of 
the subject is derived from Titian's version in the Doria Pamphilij Gallery in Rome 
(f g. 9), 16 of the second decade I even down to the circular aperture in the back 
ground, while the pose of the figure and the way her arm lies parallel to the picture 
frame is reminiscent of Palma's portrait of a Woman in Blue that I should like to 
(f 10). 17 date to the 1520s 1 The handling of space is less satisfactory in 
Bonifacio's picture and the body lacks volume, establishing that the work is 
probably a studio picture. The face is reminiscent of the figure of Justice in a 
Camerlenghi picture of Justice and Temperance of around 1531-2 (fig. 4.13), which 
provides a stronger indicator of date. 
Turning now to pictures that can be plausibly related to straightforward 
portraits, we arrive at the Woman with Two Books in Boston (fig. 11). Simonetti 
followed Westphal in attributing the work to the early 1530s, noting the similarities 
which the sitter's inclined head and facial expression bears to Lotto's Lucretia of c. 
1533 (fig. 12). 18 The elliptical, schematic nature of her pose and the way in which 
13 See Rylands, p. 92. 
14 Noted by Westphal, 193 1, pp. 66-7,103, cat. 69. 
'5 Oil on canvas, 77 x 61 cm. Dated by Westphal, 193 1, p. 36 to the mid 1530s. 
16 Dated by Wethey, 1969-75,1, to c. 1515. 
17 Rylands, p. 153, cat. 9, dated this work to 1512-14, but following Mariacher, 1968, pp. 7-3 3-4, this 
work seems to be at least as late as 1520 if not later, in line with the style of Palma's Portrait Qf a 
Woman in Madrid, fig 2.50. 
18 See Simonetti, 1986, pp. 107-8, cat. 33 and Westphal, 193 1, pp. 51-2. For a recent discussion of 
Lotto's painting see Hurnfrey, 1997, p. I 10. 
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her large eyes are resolved into dark, flat disks underlines the similarity, as does the 
way in which her mouth is clamped stubbornly shut in an expression of stoic, and 
joyless resolve. The beguiling Portrait of a Woman in the Pitti (fig. 13) is an 
altogether happier picture' 9 and probably somewhat earlier on account of its 
reliance on Palma's prototypes, particularly the way in which the hand is held up to 
the bosom so as to frame the figure at the lower left-hand corner - see also Palma's 
Woman with an Apple in Paris. 20 The petite, sharply modelled features and full 
mouth may be those of the model who posed for the figure of Temperance in the 
Camerlenghi Justice and Temperance of 1531-2, previously mentioned. Once 
again, a date of c. 15 31 is possible. 
I now wish to address two works of previously uncertain authorship which 
can be associated with Bonifacio's style. The first, and possibly the earliest, of 
these is a fragment of a portrait of a woman, known as 'll Balzo' (fig. 14), after the 
headdress and hairstyle wom by the sitter. The picture hangs in the Accademia in 
Venice under the name of Bernardino Licinio, but G. Fossaluzza's relatively recent 
attribution to Bonifacio was surely correct. 21 In contrast to Licinio's linear 
plasticity, the brushwork is smooth and smoky, in line with Bonifacio's softer 
approach, while the figure's head is turned at an angle that is typical of some of 
Bonifacio's early female characters, as is the facial type. The correspondence with 
the Madonna of the London Sacra Conversazione (fig. 3.29), and in particular, the 
same figure in the Princeton Rest on the Flight into Egypt (fig. 2.20) is so close as to 
clinch the association and to a suggest a date of 1525-30 - thus providing evidence 
of Bonifacio's early (semi-) independence from Palma. 
The next work is another Portrait of a Woman in Boston (fig. 15). Although 
it goes under the name of Francesco Torbido, its ascription to Bonifacio is wholly 
likely given its strong correspondence to the Pitti Portrait of a Woman, while the 
facial type and tilted head are more generally typical of Bonifacio's approach. 22 
19 Not discussed by either Simonetti or Westphal but catalogued as Bonifacio in Rusconi, p. 69, cat. 
22 1, and acknowledged by G. Fossaluza in 'Qualche recupero al catalogo ritrattistico del Bordon' in 
Paris Bordon e il suo tempo, p. 20 1, n. 11. 
20 Paris, private collection - see Rylands, p. 178, cat. 36 (1516-18). 21 Oil on canvas, 48 x 46 cm. See Moschini Marconi, 1962, pp. 129-30 , cat. 
205 and G. Fossaluza 
in 'Qualche recupero al catalogo ritrattistico del Bordon' in Paris Bordon e il suo tempo, p. 190. 
22 See Hendy, pp-375-7, where the ascription to Torbido was first made. However, Hendy 
acknowledged an opinion expressed by Berenson in a letter to the museum that the work was either 
Bonifacio or Polidoro. When it entered the museum it was originally identified as Polidoro's portrait 
of Isabella d'Este, and this was recently endorsed by Nichols, 1996 (2). 
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Fig. 17) Bonifacio (? ), An Archer, Edinburgh, National 
Gallery. 
Fig. 16) After Bonifacio, Portrait of a Man, 
Drawing of a lost picture recorded in Andrea 
Vendramin's collection in 1627. 
Fig. 18) Detail of fig. 5.16. 
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The ledge is an archaising feature that argues for an earlier date, but I should still 
like to ascribe this to the early 1530s, on the grounds of costume and head gear, 
which corresponds to both the Woman in the Pitti and the Woman with Two Books 
elsewhere in Boston. 
In conclusion, one notes that all the portraits discussed here are of female 
sitters. Although some writers have identified some male portraits with Bonifacio's 
hand, none of these can be ascribed to him with the same level of certainty. 23 
However, mention should be made of a lost portrait of a man attributed to 
Bonifacio that formed part of Andrea Vendramin's collection in 1627. A 
contemporary drawing that records an unambitious head and shoulder composition 
gives away little (fig. 16), although this may in itself be indicative of Bonifacio's 
hand, since male subjects do not seem to have excited his attention. 24 Finally I 
would like to tentatively suggest an ascription of the Giorgionesque Archer in the 
National Gallery in Edinburgh to Bonifacio (fig. 17). The overall pose and interest 
in exploiting the reflective sheen of the sitter's armour is linked to Giorgione's 
'Self Portrait' in Braunschweig. 25 Although the picture has always garnered 
attention on account of its high quality, and its attribution to a Venetian follower of 
Giorgione and Titian has never been in doubt,, it has never been satisfactorily 
ascribed to one particular painter. 26 The attitude and figure type has always struck 
me as Bonifacesque, especially the tilt of the head, the parted lips and heavily 
lidded eyes. While it is not possible to produce an exact match with other 
characters in Bonifacio's work, the figure establishes generic similarities with the 
shepherd to the right of the Adoration of the Shepherds in Birmingham, the Donor 
in the Pitti Sacra Conversazione (mentioned above) and the St. Roch of the 
Corbolone St. Mark Enthroned (fig. 18 & 5.16 ). In a general way the Archer forms 
something of a male counterpart to the Woman with a Palm (fig. 6) - the gestures at 
least are similar, as are the facial expressions. The Giorgionesque sfumato of the 
piece and its whiskey hue are undoubtedly augmented by the fact that the picture is 
in a poor state of repair and has suffered from re-painting. Perhaps a new 
23 See the Portrait of a Youth in the Doria Pamphiliii Gallery, Rome discussed by Westphal, 19' ) 1, 
pp. 108-9, cat. 88, and the Portrait of a Man in the Museo Civico, Padua, discussed by Faggin, 196 1, 
p. 202. 
24 The drawing is one of many which illustrate an inventory of Andrea Vendramin's collection dated 
1627. See Borenius, 1923, p. 44 (Fol. 56a). 
2' For Giorgione's work see Anderson, pp. 306-7. 
26 See Brigstocke, p. 194, cat. 690, where it was attributed to the Venetian school. For a recent 
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restoration will reveal an original Bonifacio? 27 
discussion see Anderson, pp. 309. 
27 The painting last underwent restoration in 1937 when a deal of re-painting took place. For a 
technical examination see Brigstocke, p. 194, and Anderson, pp. 309. I 
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Catalogue of works discussed in 
the text 
What follows is not intended as a comprehensive catalogue raisonne of tile works 
of Bonifacio de' Pitati, but a chronologically arranged register of paintings 
discussed in the main text. While it is noted that a simplistic division between 
'autograph' and 'studio work' has a questionable significance to Bonifacio's 
career, I have resorted to the following categories as a basic guide: 
'Bonifacio' - those works completed by Bonifacio apparently alone (or with the 
minimum of assistance) which come closest to a coherent, autograph style. 
'Bonifacio & Workshop' -- works cornpleted by Bonifacio in co-operation with 
his studio. 
'Workshop of Bonifacio' - works which have been completed mainly, or wholly 
by Bonifacio's students. 
'School of Bonifacio' -- works completed by Bonifacio's pupils after his death 
which adhere to his house style. 
'Circle of Bonifacio' -works which may be attributed to artistic acolytes who 
demonstrate a significant level of independence from his workshop. 
Other categories are specified in the text. Dimensions, medium and support are 
included where known. 
I 
Bonifacio 
I he Holy Fainily with the Infant Baptist and, ýI. 
Catherine (? ), c. 1515 
011 on canvas, 72 x 100 cm 
Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum 
I? 
Bonifacio 
Lot and His DuVhlers, c. 1517 
011 on canvas, 12.5 x 165.5 cm 
Norfolk (Virginia ), Chrysler Museum 
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3 
Bonifacio 
Christ and the Adulteress, 1518-20 
Oil on canvas, 134.5 x 171 cm 
Warsaw, National Museum 
4 
Bonifacio 
The Penitent ýt. Jerome, 1518-20 
Oil on canvas (? ), 82.5 x 97.8 cm 
Sold at Christie's 30.11.1973 
5 
Bonifacio (With Palma Vecchio? ) 
The Holy Family with Sts. Catherine, Jerome and the 
Infant BaptiSt, c. 1520 
Oil on panel, 84.8 x 134.3 cm 
Oxford, Christ Church Picture Gallery 
6 
Bonifacio 
Madonna with Sts. Constantine and Helen 
Elizabeth (? ), 1520-2 
Oil on panel, 145 x c. 89 cm 
Florence, Pitti 
7 
Bonifacio (With Palma Vecchio? ) 
Madonna with Sts. Catherine, Francis, John the 
Baptist and Nicholas, 1520-30 
Oil on canvas, 85.5 x 105 cm 
Venice, Pinacoteca Querim Stampalia 
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8 
Bonifacio 
The Holy Family, 1522-4 
Oil on panel, 96 x 86 cm 
St. Petersburg, The Hermitage 
9 
Bonifacio 
The Rest on the Flight into Egypt with the Infant 
Baptist, 1525-7 
Oil on panel, 66.5 x 102 cm 
Princeton,, Museum of Art 
10 
Bonifacio 
The Holy Family with the Jqtunt Bapisl, Mblus and 
the Angel Raphael, c. 1526 
Oil on canvas,, 116 x 152 cm 
Milan, Ambrosiana. 
II 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Shqphcrtb;, 1526-8 
Oil on panel, 114 x 150 cm 
Birmingham, City Art Gallery 
12 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration qfthe Shepherds, 1526-8 
Oil on panel, 118 x 168 cm 
Madrid, Prado 
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13 
Bonifacio 
Madonna and Child with Sts. Elizabeth, Joseph, the 
Infant Baptist and Two Shepherds, 1526-9 
Oil on panel, 89 x 132.5 cm 
Los Angeles, Museum of Art 
14 
Bonifacio 
Madonna with Sts. Francis, Anthony Abbott, Mary 
Magdalene, Elizabeth, Joseph and the Infant Baptist, 
1528-9 
Oil on canvas, - 
155 x 205 cm 
Paris,, Louvre 
15 
Bonifacio (begun by Palma Vecchio ?) 
Rest on the Flight into ETpt with Sts. Mary 
Magdalene, Francis and a Donor, 1528-30 
Oil on canvas, 142 x 204 cm 
San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial Museum. 
16 
Bonifacio 
St. Michael VanquiShing Satan, 1528-30 
Oil on canvas, 320 x 200 cm 
Venice, Ss. Giovanni e Paolo 
17 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Madonna with the lqfiml Baptist and a Fcmale 
Saint,, c. 1528-30 
Oil on Canvas, 0.70 x 10-33 cm 
Bassano, Museo Civico 
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18 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Magi, 1529-30 
Oil on canvas, 194 x 448 cm 
Venice,, Accademia 
19 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Shepherds, 1528-3 1. 
Oil on canvas (? ), 174 x 251 cm 
Christies, London, 19.4.1972 (previously Dr. H. 
B6ner) 
20 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of'the Shepherds, 1528-9. 
Oil on canvas (? ), 148 x 198 cm 
Sold at Christies,, London, 27.11.1970 (previously 
Palazzo Bagadoni 
21 
Bonifacio 
The Madonna with Sts. James the Greater, Jerome, 
Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c. 1529-30 
Oil on panel, 73 x 116.8 cm 
London, National Gallery 
22 
Bonifacio, 
The Alladonna & Child & the Infant Baptist, c. 1529-30 
Sold at the Gerolini Sale, Milan, 22-24.11.1899 
23 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Madonna with Sts. James the Greater, Jerome, 
Catherine and the Infant Baptist, 1529-30 
Oil on panel, 78 x 118 cm. 
Venice, Accadernia 
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24 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Madonna with Sts. Jerome, Elizabeth, Catherine 
and the Infant Baptist, c. 1529-30 
Oil on canvas, 81 x 135 cm 
St. Petersburg, the Hermitage 
25 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
The Holy Family with St. Catherine and the Infant 
Baptist, c. 1530 
Oil on canvas 116 x 168 cm 
Dundee, City Art Gallery. 
26 
Bonifacio 
The Holy Family with Sts. Jerome, Lucy and a Male 
Saint, c. 1530 
U. S. A. Private Collection 
27 
Bonifacio 
Alladonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Francis, Jerome, 
Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c, 15 30 
Oil on panel, 95 x 136 cm 
Warsaw, 
- 
Museum Narodowe 
28 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Francis, Jerome, 
Catherine and the Infant Baptist, c. 1530 
Winckler Sale,, Heberle Cologne, 1-3.10.1888 
29 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Madonna with Sts. John the Baptist andSt. 
James, c. 1530 
Olomucz (Czech Republic), Museum 
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30 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Zaccariah, Magdalene 
and the Infant BaptiSt, c. 1530 
Oil on panel, 86 x 134 cm 
Bergamo, Accademia Carrara 
31 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
Christ Enthoned with Saints,, 1530 
Oil on canvas, 194 x 448 cm 
Venice,, Accademia. 
32 
Bonifacio 
St. Mark, 1530-1 
Oil on canvas,, 222 x 125 cm 
Venice, Accadernia 
33 
Bonifacio &- Workshop 
The Holy Family with Sts. Mary Magdalene & 
Catherine, c. 1530-1 
Oil on canvas,, 150 x 200 cm 
Venice,. S. Stefano 
34 
Bonifacio 
The Holy Family with St. John the Baptist and the 
Cardinal Virtues,, c. 1530-1 
With additions -oil on canvas,, 173 x 217 cm 
Wiltshire, Corsham Court 
35 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Two Holy Families, c. 1530-3 
Oil on panel, 87 x 127 cm 
New York, Metropolitan Museum 
433 ") 
m 
36 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
The Holy Family with Two Female Saints, c. 1530-4. 
Oil on panel, 92 x 130 cm 
Euston Hall, Suffolk. 
37 
Bonifacio 
The Last Supper, 1530-5 
Oil on canvas, 222 x 515 cm 
Venice,, S. Maria Mater Domini 
38 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Christ and the Woman ofSamaria, c. 1530-5 
99 x 174 cm 
London,. Kensington Palace 
39 
Workshop of Bonifacio / Jacopo Bassano 
The Holy Family with Sts. Bernard ofSiena, a Female 
Martyr and a Donor, c. 1531 
Oil on panel, 57 x 86 cm 
Milan Brera. 
40 
Bonifacio 
St. Jerome and John the Baptist, c. 1531 
Oil on canvas, 219 x 137 cm 
Venice,, Accademia (Ca' Farsetti / Loredan) 
 *J__ 
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41 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Bernard & Sebastian, c. 1531 
Oil on Canvas, 221 x 136 cm 
Venice Accademia 
42 
Bonifacio (and Jacopo Bassano? ) 
Sts. Jerome and Victor, c. 1531 
Oil on canvas,, 218 x 134 
Venice, Accademia (Cim Fdn. ) 
43 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
St Allark Enthroned with Sts. Sebastian and Roch,, with 
later additions at the top and base, c. 1531-2 
Original canvas 257 x 180 cm (358 x 180 cm with 
additions) 
Corbolone, S. Marco 
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MUM 
44 
Bonifacio 
St. Mark Handing his Standard to Venice, c. 1531-2 
Oil on canvas,, 220 x 134 cm 
Venice, Accademia, Cini Foundation 
45 
Bonifacio 
St. James and Vincent Ferrer, 1531-2 
Oil on canvas, 180 x 129 cm 
Venice, Accademia. 
46 
Bonifacio 
Prudence and Fortitude,, c. 15 _3 
Q 
Oil on canvas,, 200 x 21 cm 
Modena, Galleria Estense 
43 6 
47 
Bonifacio 
Ju. vtlce and Temperance, c. 15 32 
Oil on canvas,, 200 x 21 cm 
Modena,, Galleria Estense 
48 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
The Holy Family with St. FranciS, Jerome &a Female 
Saint,, c. 1532 
Previously Oldenburg Collection 
49 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Francis andAndrew,, 1532-3 
Oil on canvas,, 220 x 138 cm 
Venice,, Accademia 
50 
Bonifacio 
Sts. LoulS and Lawrence,, 1532-3 
Oil on canvas,,, 180 x 141 cm 
Venice, Accadernia 
43' 7 
51 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Magi, 1533 
Oil on canvas, 173 x 205 cm. 
Venice, Querini Stampalia 
52 
Bonifacio 
The Madonna of the Tailors, 1533 
Oil on canvas, - 
130 x 149 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
53 
Bonifacio 
The Judgement ofSolomon, 1533 
Oil on canvas,, 180 x 309 cm 
Venice,. Accademia. 
54 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1533 
Oil on canvas,, 2 10 x3 82 cm. 
Genoa,. Palazzo Rosso. 
55 
Bonifacio 
Christ and the Apostles, c. 1533-4 
Oil ion panel, 189 x 160 cm 
Venice, Accademia. 
56 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
The Two Holy Familes, Tobias and the Angel, a 
Pilgrim Saint and a Shepherd, c. 1533-5 
Oil on canvas,, 162.6 x 253.3 cm 
The Royal Collection, Kensington Palace 
43' 8 
57 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Mauro & Agnes, 
1533-5 
Oil on canvas, 321 x 181 cm 
Padua,. Church of the Immacolata 
58 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
Madonna with Sts. Mark, Ursula and Three Female 
Martyrs, c. 15 34 
Oil on canvas,, 133 x 198 cm 
Vienna,, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
59 
Bonifacio & workshop (including Jacopo Bassano? ) 
Christ in the House of the Pharisee, 1534-5 
117 x 187 cm 
Venice, Accadernia (in deposit at the refectory of SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo) 
60 
Bonifacio & Jacopo Bassano 
Madonna and Child with Sts Peter, Jerome, Louis and 
a Female Saint,, 1534-5 
In the hands of Spink and Son, 1928. 
61 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Allegory of the Arts and Sciences, c. 153 5 
33 x 129 cm 
Sold at Christie's,, New York, 15.10.1998 
62 
Bonifacio (with Jacopo Bassano and Stefano 
Cernotto? ) 
The Supper at Emmaus, c. 1535 
Oil on canvas, 148 x 415 cm 
Milan Brera 
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63 
Bonifacio 
The Madonna and Child in Glory, c. 1535 
Oil on canvas, 98 x 86 cm 
Milan, Castello 
64 
Bontfacio 
St. A nthony Preach ing to the Multitude, c. 15 35 
Oil on canvas 95 x 115 
Camposampiero (Padua), Santuario del Noce 
65 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Christ and the Woman ofSamaria, c. 1535 
Oil on canvas'. 140 x 275 cm 
Formerly London, Rothschild Collection 
66 
Workshop of Bonifacio (Stefano Cemotto? ) 
The Finding ofMoses, c. 1535 
Vienna, Akademie der bildenden Künst 
67 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
The Finding qfAlloses, c. 1535 
011 on canvas, 10 1x 141 cm 
Dresden, Gemdldegalerie 
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68 
Bonifacio 
a) Last Supper, 1535-6 
Oil on canvas, 2 10 x 400 cm 
Milan,. Brera in deposit at Venegono, Varese, 
Semma, io Arcivesco-ville- 
b) Stv. Jerome and Catherine of Siena (? ) 
- 1. C'4 - 1) 1- .7. P. II. L; ) Sts-Bruno and Catherine oj Atexandria 
Each 216 x 108 cin 
Venice, ACcademia 
69 
Bonifacio 
Coronation ofSt. Catherine with Tobias and the Angel 
& Sts. Jerome, Joseph, St Peter and St. Mark c. 15 35- 
7 
Oil on canvas, 144 x 274 cm 
Columbia (South Carolina), Museum of Art 
70 
Bonifacio 
The Holy Family with Sts. Jerome, Lucy and an Angel, 
c. 1535-8 
Oil on canvas, 110 x 140 cm 
Rome, Galleria Colonna 
71 
Bonifacto 
The Lasi Supper, 15 35 -4 0 
Oil on canvas, 208 x 231 cm 
Florence, Uffizi 
72 
Bonifacio 
Dives and Lazarus,, c. 15 35 -40 
Oil on canvas, 205 x 437 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
73 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Christ and the Woman of Samaria, 1535-40 
Oil on canvas, 167 x 251 cm 
London, Kensington Palace 
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74 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Last Supper, c. 1536 
Oil on canvas, 145 x 279 cm 
Edinburgh, National Gallery 
75 
Bonifacio 
The Massacre of the Innocents, c. 1536 
Oil on canvas,, 199 x 180 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
76 
Bonifacio 
Hope, c. 1536 
Oil on canvas,, 66 x 132 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
77 
Bonifacio 
Faith, c. 1536 
Oil on canvas, 66 x 132 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
78 
Bonifacio 
Christ and the Adulteress, 15.338-40 
Oil on canvas, 175 x 340 cm 
Milan,. Brera 
79 
Bonifacio 
Omon and Iphegnia, c. 153 8-40 
Formerly Robert von Hirsch Collection 
80 
Bonifacio 
Venus anti Cupid, c. 1538-40 
100 x 150 
Venice, Private Collection 
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81 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Vito, Anthony ofPadua andAugustine, 1538-40 
Oil on canvas, 192 x 125 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
82 
Bonifacio 
Perseus andAndromeda, 1538-42 
Oil on canvas, - 
25 x 76 cm 
Italy, f-I I VaM; ý-MlUkAJUIJ 
83 
Bonifacio & Jacopo Bassano 
The Madonna with Sts. Rose and Catherine, fragment, 
c. 1539 
Oil on canvas, 93 x 88cm 
Venice, Accadernia 
84 
Bonifacio and Workshop (including Polidoro da 
Lanciano? ) 
The Adorallon (? flhe Magl, c. 15' )9-40 
128 x 220 cm 
Italy, Private Collection 
85 
Bonifacio 
The Gathering of the Manna and the Quail, c. 1539 
Oil on canvas,, 197 x 447 cm. 
Venice,. Accademia (Cini Fn. ). 
86 
Bonifacio 
The Feeding (? f the Five Thousand, c. 15 3 9. 
Oil on canvas, 195 x 452 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
443 
87 
Bonifacio 
The Birth of'Adonis, c. 1539 
Sold at Christie's, New York, 16.10.1997 
88 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Matthew and King LoulS ofFrance, c. 1539 
Oil on canvas, 216 x 139 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
89 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Sts. Anthony Abbott, Andrew and Louis, 1539-40 
Venice, Accadernia (Ca' Farsettl / Loredan) 
90 
Bonifacio 
St, v. Dominic and Zaccariah, 1539-40 
Oil on canvas, 216 x 150 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
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91 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Mark, Anthony & Thomas, 1539-40 
209 x 126 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cim Fdn) 
92 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Anthony Abbott and Mark, 1539-40 
Oil on canvas, 215 x 138 cm 
Venice,. Accademia (Cini Fdn) 
93 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Zaccariah, two Female 
Martyr Saints, Andrew, Jerome & the Infant Baptist,, 
c. 1539-41 
Oil on Canvas, 165 x 230 cm 
Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University 
94 
Bonifacio, Madonna with Sts. Elizabeth, Anthony, 
Jerome & the Infant BaptiSt, c. 1539-41 
Oil on canvas, 145 x 207 cm 
Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery 
445 
95 
Bonifacio 
A Huntsman,, c. 1540 
Oil on canvas,, 1] 7x 65 cm 
London, National Gallery 
96 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1540 
142 x 305 cm 
Berlin, Gemaidegalerie 
97 
Bonifacio 
The Raising ofLa.. -;, arus, c. 1540 
181 x 3.35 cm 
Paris, Louvre 
98 
Bonifacio 
The Finding ofMoses, c. 1540 
Oil on canvas,, 175 x 345 
Milan Brera, Milan,. Brera 
99 
Bonifacio and Workshop, The Holy Family with Sts. 
Jerome, Barbara and St. Catherine,, c. 1540 
Oil on canvas, 77 x 133 cm 
Venice, Accadernia. 
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100 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Sebastian, Leonard and James, 1540-1 
Oil on canvas,, 206 x 130 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn) 
101 
Bonifacio 
Emperor A ugustus and the Tiburfine Sybil, c. 1540-2 
184 x 192 cm 
Bergamo, Ruscom Collection 
102 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Jerome and LoulS, 1541-2 
Oil on canvas, 216 x 155 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
447 
103 
Bonifacio 
Sts. FrancIS and Paul, 1541-3 
Oil on canvas, 183 x 135 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
104 
Bonifacio, St. James and Mark, 1541-3 
Oil on canvas, - 
182 x 133 cm 
Venice,, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
105 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Mark, Anthony Abbott & Thomas, 1541-3 
Oil on canvas, 209 x 126 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
106 
Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Allagi, 1541-4 
Oil on canvas, 198 x 313 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
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107 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Peter and Anthony ofPadua, 1542-3 
Oil on canvas, 183 x 136 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
108 
Bonifacio 
The Triumph ofLove, 1542-5 
Oil on canvas, 148 x 241 cm 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
109 
Bonifacio 
The Triumph qf Chastity, 1542-5 
Oil on canvas,, 148 x 241 cm 
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum 
110 
Bonifacio 
Night, c. 1542-5 
011 on panel, 2 10 cm in diameter 
Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum 
III 
Bonifacio 
The Carriage ofDawn, c. 1542-5. 
Oil on panel, 2 10 cm in diameter 
Sarasota, John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art. 
449 
112 
Bonifacio & WOTkshop 
The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Peter, Claire, James, 
Andrew & Francis, 1543 
Oil on canvas, 316 x 200 cm 
Venice Accademia (displayed at S. Giobbe) 
113 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Sts. James & Vincent Ferrer, 1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 210 x 153 cm 
Venice, Accadernia (Ca' Farsetti / Loredan) 
114 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Alexander, Constantine and St. Victor, 1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 205 x 134 cm 
Venice, Accadernia (Ca' Farsetti / Loredan) 
450 
115 
Bonifacio 
The Angel Gabriel, (onginally part of The 
Annunciation), c 1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 196 x 135 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
116 
Bonifacio 
God the Father, (originally part of The Annunciation) 
1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 166 x 132 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
117 
Bonifacio 
The Virgin (originally part of The Annunciation), 
1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 196 x 135 cm 
Venice, Accadernia. 
118 
Bonifacio 
Samson Destroying the Temple, c. 1543-4 
Previously Manfrin Collection. 
451 
119 
Bonifacio 
The Rest on the Flight into Egypt with the Infant St. 
John and a Franciscan , c. 
1543-4 
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 170.8 cm. 
Adelaide, Art Gallery of South Australia 
120 
Bonifacio 
Christ and the Adulteress, c. 1544 
Oil on canvas, 181 x 304 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
121 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Sylvester and Philip, 1544-5 
Oil on canvas, 214 x 136 cm 
Venice,, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
122 
Bonifacio 
The Transfiguration, 1544-6 
Oil on canvas, 217 x 289 cm 
Milan, Brera 
123 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Antlochus and Stratonica, c. 1545 
Oil on panel, 21 x 54 cm 
Milan, Pinacoteca Poldi-Pezzoli 
124 
Bonifacio 
The Finding ofMoses, c. 1545 
Oil on panel, 31 x 114 cm 
Florence, Pitti 
452 
125 
Bonifacio & workshop 
Christ Among the Doctors, c 
Oil on canvas, 200 x 180 cm 
Florence, Uffizi 
1545 
126 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Renier, Francis and Allelchiorr, 1545-6 
Oil on canvas, 207 x 135 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
127 
Bonifacto and Workshop 
Sts. Peter, Philip andJohn the BaptiSt, 1545-6 
Oil on canvas,, 208 x 133 cm 
Venice Accadernia (Cini Fdn. ) 
128 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Perseus andAndromeda, 1545-50 (? ) 
Oil on canvas transferred from panel, 20 x 54 cm 
Italy, Private Collection 
4 533 
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129 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Holy Family with St. Rose and the Infant Baptist, 
c. 1545-7 
Verona, Museo di Castelvecchio 
130 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Sts. A ndrew, John the Evangelist and A nthony A bbou, 
c. 1546 
Oil on canvas, 202 x 232 cm. 
Venice, Accadernia (Cini Fdn. ) 
131 
Bonifacio 
Sts. Nicholas, James and Allark (? ), c. 1547 
Oil on canvas, 2 10 x 134 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
132 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Sts. John the Evangelist, Christopher and John the 
Baptist, 1547-8 
Oil on canvas, 201 x 160 cm 
Venice, Accadernia (Cini Fdn. ) 
I_SF- 
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133 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Ihe Allystic Allarriage ofSt. Catherine with Sts. 
Francis, c. 1547-50 
Oil on canvas, 45 x 49 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
134 
Bonifacio 
Sts. James the Greater and Jerome, c. 154 8 
Oil on canvas, 182 x 154 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
135 
Bonifacio 
Sts. John the Baptist andAnthony Abbott, 1548-9 
Oil on Canvas, 181 x 150 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
136 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Zaccariah and the Angel, 1549-50 
Oil on canvas,, 193 x 164 
Venice, Accadernia 
455 
137 
Workshop of Bonifacio, 
Sts. Anthony ofPadua, Nicholas and Paul, 1549-50 
Oil on canvas, 192 x 156 cm 
Venice, Accadernia (Cini Fdn. ) 
138 
Bonifacio and Workshop 
Sts. Louis andAndrew, 1549-50 
Oil on canvas,, 192 x 159 cm 
Budapest, Szepmiivszeti Museum 
139 
School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma") 
The Last Supper, 1550s 
Oil on canvas, 200 x 450 cm 
Venice, S. Alvise 
140 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Per, veus and Andromeda, 1550s 
Oil on panel 
Bergamo, Accademia, Carrara 
141 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Triumph ofAeneas (? ), 1550s 
Oil on canvas, transferred from panel, 20 x 54 cm 
Veneto, Private Collection. 
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142 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
The Birth of'the Virgin, 1551-2. 
Oil on canvas, 201 x 156 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Ca' Farsettl / Loredan) 
143 
Bonifacio 
Mark Uniting Justice and Peace, 1552 
Oil on canvas, 197 x 134 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cini Fdn. ) 
144 
Workshop of Bonifacio (Jacomo Pisbolica? ) 
Bacchus, c. 1550-3 
Oil on panel, 147 cm in diameter 
Formerly London, Benson Collection 
145 
Workshop of Bonifacio, 
Ceres, c. 1550-3 
Oil on panel, 147 cm in diameter 
Sarasota,, John and Ringling Museum of Art 
457 
146 
Workshop of Bonifacio, 
The Seasons 
a) Winter, c. 1550-3 
b)Spring 
c) Summer 
d) Autumn 
Each Oil on panel, 103 x 104 cm 
Budapest, SzepmUvsz6tI Museum 
147 
Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ) 
The Sacrifice of1saac, c. 15 51-3 
Venice,, S. Sebastiano 
458 
148 
Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ) 
The Agony of the Garden, c. 1551-3 
Venice, S. Sebastiano 
149 
Workshop of Bonifacio (including Antonio Palma? ) 
The BaptiSm qf'Christ, c. 15 5 1-3 
Venice, S. Sebastiano 
150 
Workshop of Bonifacio 
Jacob's Ladder, c. 1552-3 
Venice, Sebastiano 
151 
Circle of Bonifacio 
The C. rossing of the Red Sea, c. 1552-3 
Venice, S. Sebastiano 
152 
Circle of Bonifacio 
The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1552-3 
Venice, S. Sebastiano 
459 
153 
Bonifacio & Workshop 
The Madonna in Glory with Sts. Vincent, Nicholas & 
Dominic,, c. 1553 
Oil on canvas, 316 x 200 cm 
Venice, Accademia. 
154 
School of Bonifacio 
The Marriage of'the Virgin, 1553-4 
Oil on canvas, 199 x 134 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Cim Fdn. ) 
155 
School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ) 
St. Louis Distributing Alms, 1556 
198 x 155 cm 
Milan, Brera 
156 
School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ) 
The Queen of Sheba inftont qfSolomon, 15 56 
Oil on canvas, 182 x 444 cm 
Venice, Accademia 
460 
157 
School of Bonifacio 
The A doration of the Magi ý. 
15 58 
Oil on canvas,, 181 x 160 cm 
Venice, Accademia (Ca'Farsetti / Loredan). 
158 
School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma? ) 
The Queen of Sheba infiront qfSolotnon, 1559-60 
Oil on canvas, 120 x 300 cm 
Venice, Accademia. 
159 
School of Bonifacio (Antonio Palma and others? ) 
The Adoration qf the Magi, 1560-1 
Oil on canvas, 119 x 300 cm 
Venice, Accademia (in deposit at the Frari) 
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